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ABSTRACT
3 "f
Certain experimental determinations of G(Fe '), the
chemical yield in the ferrous-sulphate dosimeter, had
indicated that there was a difference between CCFe"5*) for
high-energy electron beams and high-energy photon beams
of similar effective electron energy, the value being
significantly higher for photons. This 'G-value
difference' was totally unexpected on the basis of
elementary theoretical arguments about the behaviour of
the FeSQ^ dosimeter. As the most convincing experimental
evidence for the 'G-value difference', the work of
Law and Naylor (1971, 1972), involved the use of factors
to convert the reading of a calibrated ionization chamber
to absorbed dose in water (C,, for electron beams, C. for£. A
photon beams) which were based on similar elementary
theoretical arguments, it became evident that this whole
area of dosimetry was in need of a detailed investigation.
Consequently, an electron-photon cascade calculation
was set up to compute the total electron flux spectrum at
various depths in water irradiated by high-energy
electron and photon beams between 1 and 40 MeV. The
three component parts of the cascade program - Monte Carlo
simulations of electron and photon transport, and a depth-
independent computation of the electron flux between T ,
the Monte Carlo cutoff, and 100 eV - are described in
detail, including some preliminary results which
demonstrated that the three separate parts of the
complete program were functioning satisfactorily.
The electron flux spectra for monoenergetic electron
beams of initial energies of 5, 10, 20 and 30 fvieV at
several z/rG are in close agreement with the results of
Berger and Seltzer (1969) although the electron transport
model is somewhat different in this work. In addition,
depth-dose curves for the electron beams are presented,
illustrating the 'tail' due to bremmstrahlung transport.
For the photon beams, efforts were made to use as
'realistic' initial photon spectra as were available,
including spectra corresponding to both betatron (thin-
target) and linac (thick-target) x-ray machines. The
electron flux spectra presented illustrate the transition
of the spectrum at the surface to the 'equilibrium shape'
beyond the build-up region for the high-energy x-ray
beams (e.g. 3.1 MV betatron x-rays), as well as the very
gradual 'softening' of the flux spectrum with depth for
60
the lower energy qualities such as Co gamma and 2 MV
x-radiation.
Water/air mass stopping-power ratios are derived for
the electron and photon beams using the electron flux
spectra in a somewhat modified version of the Spencer-
Attix theory; the dissipation by the track ends is
carefully considered, and the effect of photon
interactions in the cavity is taken into account in an
approximate manner. Results are presented for three
values of the cutoff A - 0,001, 0.01 and 0.1 MeV, as well
as for the Bragg-Gray ratio evaluated from the primary
electron flux spectrum.
For the electron beams, it is shown that similarly
comprehensive calculations of the stopping-power ratio by
Berger et al, (.1975) are not in particularly good
agreement with the present results due to the failure of
Berger et al. to include the track-end dissipation. For
the photon beams, the results are compared to the usual
very approximate evaluation of the Bragg-Gray ratio; for
the higher energy beams this approximate 'effective
electron energy' method gives values that are as much as
2% too low. 'ihere is also a difference of the order of
1% between stopping-power values for betatron and linac
x-ray beams.
The theory of the important ionization chamber con¬
version factors, Cand , is examined in some detail;
the present calculation of these factors as given in the
ICRU (1971, 1972) reports is shown to be inconsistent.
A careful consideration of the dimensions and composition
of the walls of the cavity in a Baldwin-Farmer ionization
chamber, to which and apply, .indicates that it is
appropriate to treat the B-F chamber as a water-walled
air cavity for which the cavity size | arameter is about
0.3 - 0.4 keV. This is very different from the Bragg-Gray
assumptions of Greene and ^assey in the ICRU values.
In particular, the cavity must behave predominantly as a
6 0
photon detector at the calibration radiation i.e. Co y-
or 2 MV x-rays. The values of C^ calculated are as much
as 4/o higher than the ICRU ( 1969) figures and exhibit a
rather different variation with increasing photon energy,
going through a maximum at around 4 i\;V. 1 he CK values
are fairly close to those calculated by Kessaris (1970a)
and given in ICRU (.1972) but this agreement is partly accidental
The local energy dissipation spectra, derived from
the electron flux spectra for a cutoff of 100 eV, are
applied to the ca 1cu1a11on of G(Fe°+) for the electron
and photon beams using an approach similar to that of
Burch (1959). It is shown convincingly that there are no
theoretical grounds for the 'B-value difference*. When
the experimental results of Law and Naylor are re¬
calculated using the values of C^. and derived in this
work,the 'G-value difference* comes well within
experimental error, in line with the theoretical
findings. It is finally concluded that no 'difference*
exists when the inconsistencies between the derivation of




I * 1 BACKGROUND TO THE INVESTIGATION
The increasingly widespread use in radiotherapy of
electron and photon beams with maximum energies of up
to 30 or 40 MeV has necessitated the development of
accurate methods of dosimetry for such high-energy
radiations. Ideally one would employ an absolute
dosimetric system as provided by calorimetry, where
the only physical quantity involved in converting the
measured effect, the temperature rise, to the energy
absorbed, is the specific heat of the calorimetric
medium. Specific heat is, of course, independent of
any characteristics of the radiation under measurement.
For routine purposes, a calorimeter is too complex
and unwieldy an instrument to be practical, and
secondary standards such as the Fricke chemical
dosimeter or, more conveniently, the Farmer-Baldwin
ionization chamber, must be relied on. Implicit in the
use of these secondary instruments is a knowledge of
the appropriate factors to relate the measured chemical
change or ionization produced by the radiation to the
energy absorbed in some standard medium, usually
water. In general, these conversion factors vary with
the nature and energy of the incident radiation.
The accuracy of the dosimetry depends on how well
the conversion factors are known, and consequently much
effort has gone into their determination. Theory has
played an important part in understanding which
parameters of the radiation the dosimetric conversion
factors depend oii( and in what way. Calculations can
then be made which may be compared with experimental
determinations at particular radiation 'qualities® and
extended to predict values of the factors at other
qualities e.g. at higher radiation energies. The
present work is most readily classified as part of
this theoretical side of radiation dosimetry, though
the fundamental quantity calculated, the energy
spectrum of the electron flux in an irradiated medium,
has much wider applications in the interpretation of
the biological effect of radiation and related areas.
Recent experimental determinations of the G-value,
the number of ferric ions produced per 100 eV of energy
absorbed, for the Fricke (FeSO^) dosimeter, have seemed
difficult to reconcile with the values for G(Fe^h)
expected from eiemetary theoretical considerations.
For electron beams, G has been found to be constant
at a value of about 15.5 for primary electron energies
between 1 and 30 MeV. For photon beams, G appears to
increase with increasing photon energy, rising from
60
15.5 at Co quality to around 15.9 for bremsstrahlung
beams with a maximum photon energy of 20 MeV or more.
If we take the average primary photon energy, for
a 20 MV X ray spectrum, to be 3 MeV, then the average
initial energy of the electrons produced in the
irradiated medium, in this case the FeSO^ solution,
will be about 4 MeV. In this very approximate manner,
we might expect that a 20 MV X ray beam is equivalent
Figure 1.1 THE 'G-VALUE DIFFERENCE'









The curve for photons was drawn by Law and Naylor on the basis of
their earlier photon measurements (Law and Naylor, 1971).
to a 4 MeV primary electron beam. Given that it is
the electrons which produce the ionizations and
excitations leading to the observed chemical changes,
and that the Ferrous Sulphate solution has no way of
distinguishing between an electron of a certain energy
originating f rom a photon interaction and one from a
primary electron beam, it has been argued that
G(Fe ) should be the same for the 20 MV X ray beam
as for, say, a 5 MeV electron beam. Hence there is
this puzzling 'G-value difference' between electron
and photon beams in the MeV energy range.
From measurements using an aluminium calorimeter,
Almond (1968, 1974) reported confirmation of the
G-value difference, finding a value of 15.9-0.35 for
22 MV X radiation in agreement with the value
recommended in a review by Shalek and Smith (1969).
With the same calorimeter, Almond (1967) had
previously obtained G-values in the range 15.3-15.4-0.35
for electron beams with primary energies between 13
and 24 MeV. Law and Naylor (1972), from their G
determinations using an ionisation chamber to measure
the dose to the FeSO^ solution, provided further evidenc
for the G-value difference between 'equivalent* electron
and photon radiation. These authors considered that
the difference lay outside reasonable estimates of
experimental error. Figure 1.1, taken from their
paper, shows up the discrepancy; the primary
energies of the electron and photon radiations have been
represented by a 'mean photon energy', the basis for
which is explained in their paper following the
arguments about 'equivalent® energy outlined above.
The report of the International Commission on
Radiation Units and Measurements on electron dosimetry
(ICRU, 1973,) recommended a G-vaiue for the FeSO^
dosimeter of 15.7 for energies between 2 and 30 MeV.
This value is considerably higher than that obtained in
several caiorimetric determinations for electron beams,
which would put G around 15.4. Greening (1971) has
stated that the value of 15.7 for electron beams was
chosen largely on the basis of the recommendations of
ICRU (1989) which dealt with dosimetry for photon beams
In that report, a G-value of 15.7 was recommended for
11 to 30 MV X ray beams. Thus the ICRU had argued
just as we have that there could be no difference
between G for 'equivalent® energy electron and photon
beams, in spite of experimental evidence to the
contrary. This was clearly an unsatisfactory situation
Almond's photon beam G-value is especially
valuable as it is, to date, the only calorimetric
SO
determination'for photons above Co (1.25 MeV) in
energy, besides Fregene's (1987) determination for a
14 MV X ray beam. All the other determinations of
G(Fe^+) for high-energy photon beams have been
carried out using an ionisation chamber and therefore
can be no more accurate than the accuracy to which the
factor converting ion chamber reading to absorbed dose
is known. However, the appropriate factor for photon
radiation of a particular energy, known as , has,
Figure 1.2 IRRADIATION OF A PHANTOM BY A PHOTON BEAM (SCHEMATIC).
X-ray beam
up to now, been calculated by assigning to an X-ray
beam an 'equivalent electron energy' on the basis of
precisely the same theoretical reasoning as has been
used in connection with the G-value difference (Greene
and Massey, 19G3; SCRAD, 1971). It now becomes clear
that elementary assumptions about the equivalence of
photon and electron beams need careful investigation.
The calculations reported ir. this work were primarily
designed to carry out such an investigation.
How well, in reality, would we expect the
'equivalent electron energy' description of a photon
3-*-
beam to account for the variation of G(Fe* ) or
with maximum photon energy? Consider the situation
depicted in figure 1.2. An X ray beam is incident on
a water phantom. The dosimeter occupies a small
volume at a depth of several centimetres. The beam
consists of a continuous distribution of photon
energies up to 20 MeV. The incident photons interact
with the medium at various depths, giving rise to a
broad distribution of electron (and positron) energies.
Some of these electrons have sufficient kinetic energy
to dissipate their energy along a track several
centimetres long. Thus many of the electrons crossing
the dosimeter volume will have originated from photon
interactions some way 'upstream'. We would expect the
spectrum of 'primary' electron energies 'seen' by the
dosimeter to be very complicated, in no way resembling
that produced by a monoenergetic electron beam,
where all the electrons 'originated' from the
6 .
surface with the same energy.
As we shall see in later sections of this work*
/ 3+ \
while calculations of both C\ and G(Fe } utilize the
energy spectrum of electrons within the dosimeter,
they depend on this spectrum in very different fashions.
The chemical yield varies with a quantity known as the
Linear Energy Transfer of the electrons and is
critically dependent on the relative numbers of
high-energy primary and low-energy secondary electrons.
The absorbed dose to ionisation ratio is influenced
primarily by the energy spectrum of the primary
electrons above 1 MeV. Neither is obviously a simple
function of the mean energy of the electrons. The
starting-point, then, for any credible theoretical
determination of the conversion factors used in the
dosimetry of photon and electron beams, is a
calculation of the energy spectrum or 'flux' of all the
electrons dissipating their energy in the dosimeter volume.
1.2 CONCEPTS AND DEFINITIONS OF RADIATION QUANTITIES
Some of the quantities used in connection with the
energy dissipation of radiation in a medium are
introduced in this section.
1.2.1 Absorbed Dose
The absorbed dose, D, is the quotient of de by dm,
where de is the mean energy imparted by ionizing radiation
to the matter in a volume element of mass dm (ICRU, 1971).
D = .....(1.1)
dm
Note that this is a non-stochastic quantity. We are not
concerned with the fluctuations in the energy imparted
to a small volume. It is important also to distinguish
between the initial kinetic energy of the particles
liberated in a volume, and the energy actually deposited
in that volume by these particles. Some of the
energy may escape from the volume either as
bremsstrahlung or by diffusion.
1.2.2 Electron Flux
ICRU (1971) defines the fluence, <$>, of particles
as the quotient of dN by da, where dN is the number of
particles which enter a sphere of cross-sectional area
da. The flux density or fluence rate is then the
fluence per unit time. This distinction is not of
concern in this work as only time-independent situations
are considered. The quantity of central importance in
this investigation is the distribution of electron
flux density or flux in kinetic energy, 3>(T).
The quantity <3?(T)dT is then the number of electrons
per unit area with kinetic energies between T and T + dT„
If the distribution <i>(T) is integrated over a
volume V, one obtains the distribution of electron
path length in energy in this volume, F(T)
It is this quantitys F(T), that will be referred to
throughout this work as the electron flux, or, more
fully, the energy spectrum of the electron flux. It
is the same quantity as the so-called electron
siowing-dov/n spectrum. The symbol F(T) will also be
used to refer to the number per unit area except where
it is necessary to differentiate between this
distribution and its average over a volume, the
pathlength spectrum. The electron flux should be
carefully distinguished from the volume distribution
of electron energies, N(T).
1.2.3 Stopping Power
Charged particles lose energy in a slowing-down
medium in a large number of predominantly very small
steps. The concept of stopping power is therefore
meaningful. This ±3 not the case for photon
absorption, for instance. The stopping power of a
material for charged particles is the rate of loss of
energy with distance. It is generally written as S
or dT/dx. In this work it usually refers to electron
stopping power. Division by the density of the
material, p, yields the mass stopping power, S/p .
2 -1
The unit of distance is then of the form cm „g
F(T) dV (1.2)
The mass stopping power of condensed materials and
gases therefore become comparable.
The total stopping power, S or (dT/dx) > is
t O v lO t
the sum of the collision stopping power, ®co^» and the
radiative stopping power, sraCje
= S
, + S ^ ,(1.3)tot col rad
For electrons in water, ^ varies from aboutf tot
2 RieV.cm ~ in the MeV kinetic energy region to a
maximum of around 300 MeV.cm * at about .100 eV.
1.2.4 Linear Energy Transfer (LET) and
LET distributions
The occasional large collisional energy losses
that a charged particle experiences give rise to
energetic secondary electrons (<5-rays) which may
result in the energy of the <5~ray being deposited an
appreciable distance from the track of the primary
particle. This had led to the use of a collision
stopping power that excludes energy losses above a
certain energy, A, and is termed the Linear Energy
Transfer, written as L^ or (dT/dx)^ . The cutoff, A,
is usually expressed in electron volts. The term
local LET or local stopping power is frequently used
in the literature. 'Local' refers to the energy
losses less than the cutoff that are locally
deposited i.e. close to the primary electron track.
The chemical and biological effect of radiation
can often be shown to be a function of LET. This may
refer to an average value, L^ , or to some sort of LET
Figure 1.3 DISTRIBUTION OF ABSORBED DOSE IN LET FOR WATER FOR THE
ELECTRONS SET IN MOTION BY 6°Co GAMMA RAYS.
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The cutoff is 100 eV. The peak at the low-LET end represents
the local dose due to the high energy electrons. The peak at the
high-LET end is due to the very low energy secondary electrons.
distribution. The distribution of absorbed dose in LET*
D(L^)S is the most useful form of LET distribution for
this investigation. The quantity D{L^)dL represents
the fraction of the absorbed dose, D, delivered in
energy transfers less than A(the local dose), by
electrons with an LET between and LA + dL. An example
of this type of LET distribution is shown in figure 1.3,
for the dose delivered by electrons set in motion by
60 Co gamma rays in water. Here the cutoff is 100 eV.
The value of the absorbed dose average, ^iqo' *s
indicated on the figure. The use of an average value
to characterise the typical double-peaked
distribution is often unsatisfactory.
1.2.5 Local Energy Dissipation Spectrum
This distribution of the local absorbed dose, for
a particular cutoff A, is the same as the distribution
D(L^) discussed above, except that the variable is
transformed into the electron kinetic energy, T.
Burch (1957a etc.) made extensive use of this
distribution to describe the quality of different
radiations. He denoted it by and his nomenclature
is followed here. The distribution is of particular
use when the radiation effect under study is suspected
of being a function of electron kinetic energy rather
than local LET. QT can be related to H(L^) by
Qt dT = D(LA) dL (1.4)
11.
1« 2o 6 Stopping-Power Ratios and Related Quantities
The absorbed dose, D , in an irradiated medium iny
nr
the immediate vicinity of a small gas-filled cavity
may be determined from the ionization in the cavity
by the Bragg-Gray equation:
D s J (\V/e) s (1.5)
m g mg
where
J is the quotient of the ionization charge
by the mass of gas,
W is the average energy expended by electrons
in the gas per ion pair formed,
e is the charge of the electron, and
s is a weighted mean ratio of the mass stopping
Kg
power of the medium to that of the gas for
the electrons crossing the cavity.
From this relation, it can be seen that the
absorbed dose to ionization ratio. D/J. is simply
related to the stopping-power ratio, s . Spencer and
mg
Attix (1955) modified the Bragg-G ray theory to take
explicity into account the size of the cavity, via a
cutoff energy, A. The stopping powers used to evaluate
the stopping-power ratio, SWft'r (A), as it is oftensir
written, are then the restricted collision stopping
powers, (dT/dx^Water and (dT/dx)^*r. The
stopping-power ratios discussed in the present work
always refer to an air cavity, usually with carbon or
water (or water-equivalent) walls.
Two functions of the stopping-power ratio
frequently employed in what is to follow are C„, for
primary electron beams of initial energy E or T » and
the corresponding quantity for photon beams, . These
factors are used to relate the absorbed dose in water,
D■ , to the reading of a calibrated, standard type of
ionization chamber, such as the Baldwin-Farmer chamber:
D = R.N . C (1.6)
w c E
where R is the instrument reading corrected for
temperature, pressure and humidity and N^ is the
exposure calibration factor given by a standardizing
60
laboratory for Co gamma rays or 2 MV X rays. The
evaluation of C^. and involves the calculation of
water/air stopping-power ratios for the particular
photon or electron beam. No distinction need be made
at this stage of the work between D/J ratios, s and
m g
C„ (for electron beams) or (photon beams) when
calculations of the conversion ratios for ionization
chambers are being discussed.
13.
1 . 3 REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
There now follows a review of the work done in
determining the electron flux in a medium irradiated by
electrons or photons. Emphasis is placed on the
applications of the flux spectrum to yield LET
distributions, stopping-power ratios and other quantities
of use in specifying the quality of radiation beams.
Finally, we look closely at the applicability or
otherwise of published work to the problems
outlined in section 1.1.
1.3.1 Theoretical
1.3.1.1 Depth-independent calculations
If it is assumed that an electron loses energy in
infinitely small steps, then the flux, F(T), is simply
given by the reciprocal of the total stopping power.
This is the continuous-slowing-down approximation
(c-s-d-a)» It specifically disregards the production
of secondary electrons. Cormack and Johns (.1952)
and Johns et al. (1954) used this approximation to
give the primary electron flux in water irradiated with
200 kV, 1 MV and 25 MV X radiation. They tabulated the
initial energy distributions of the Compton and pair
electrons produced by photons of energy 10 keV up to
25 MeV. These distributions were used together with
theoretical photon energy spectra for the X ray beams
to give the energy distribution of all the electrons
set in motion, N(T.)dT., The electron flux,'
l i
F(T), was then given by
14 .
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where a 'running total1 had been performed over the
no scattered photon radiation was taken into account
except for the 200 kV X rays and equilibrium conditions
were assumed over a distance equal to the range of the
maximum-energy electron. From their flux distributions,
Cormack and Johns (1352) evaluated the mean ion density,
a quantity that can be related to mean LET.
Spencer and Fano (1954) tackled the problem of
calculating the total electron flux including all
generations of secondary electrons. They started from
the "slowing down equation"
where k(T,q)dq is the probability per unit path .length
that an electron of energy T experiences an energy loss
between q and q+dq. This equation does not contain any
position or angular variables as it assumes that the
electrons of initial energy T are slowing down in a
o
uniform, infinite medium. The Moiler relativistic
electron-electron cross-section was employed to give
the initial energy distribution of the secondary
electrons, Bremsstrahiung loss was also included.
Spencer and Fanos' solution of this "gauation was
mathematically rather involved, making use of a
recursion procedure. Their results, for F(1 ,T) for




Figure 1.4 SLOWING-DOWN SPECTRUM:
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electron source energies of 4mc and 30mc in aluminium
and lead, were compared to the flux given by the
c-s-d-a„ They found only small differences close to
the source energy, due to the electrons 'missing out*
some of the energy levels because of the occasional
large losses. At lower energies,very large numbers of
secondary electrons could be seen, giving a total flux
very much greater than the flux from the continuous-
si owing-down model.
McGinnies (1953) carried out extensive computer
calculations of the electron flux, using the
Spencer-Fano theory. She produced tabulations of the
flux in units of tracklength, differential in electron
kinetic energy, for nine elements and compounds,
including water, for source energies ranging from 10 MeV
to 6 keV, McGinnies discussed the limitations to the
accuracy of the calculations, the principal one being
the use of the Moller free electron cross-section at
electron energies comparable with the binding energies
of' the atomic electrons in the slowing-Uown media.
For the light elements, the error was expected to be
small down to 400eV, the lowest energy at which values
of the flux were given. The results of McGinnies for
electrons of initial energy 0.103 MeV are plotted in
figure 1.4. They are compared to the flux given by the
c-s-d-a for the same normalization, calculated from the
total stopping power (for the same mean ionization
potential, I = 74 eV, as McGinnies used) by the writer.
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Spencer and Attix (1955) took into account the
production of energetic secondary electrons or 5-rays
in a refinement of the Bragg-Gray cavity ionization
theory. They required the total electron flux down to
an energy cutoff, A. For a particular cavity size,
A was the kinetic energy of electrons that could just
cross the cavity. From an approximation to the
Speacer-Fano theory, they derived the function
K(To,T), which represented approximately the ratio of
the total electron flux to the flux of primary electrons
alone. They calculated the total flux, F(To,T), from
F(T ,T) = R(T ,T)/(dT/dx) . .
o o total
They could then evaluate a stopping-power ratio
gCarbon ^ ^ averaging the restricted
air o J
stopping-power, B^T), over the total electron spectrum
down to the cutoff energy A. The calculations of
stopping-power ratios for ionization chambers of
different sizes made of different materials were in much
closer agreement with experimental measurements than
had hitherto been the case when 5-rays had been
disregarded in the Bragg-Gray theory.
Burch (1955) also proposed a theory of cavity
ionization which required the total electron flux and
he evolved a method of taking into account the
production of d-rays (Burch and Bird, 1956; Burch,
1957, 1957a) which was mathematically much less
involved than the Spencer-Fano theory. Collisions
were divided into two categories; those below 100 eV
were considered to be 'local', the energy being
dissipated on the track of the parent electron; those
<S-rays above 100 eV were treated as separate tracks with
their own rate of energy dissipation per unit
tracklength. The choice of 100 eV was somewhat
arbitrary, following Lea (1946) who assumed that 100 eV
electrons produced clusters of ionizations sufficiently
compact to behave as units with an associated volume no
bigger than that of an isolated primary ionization.
Burch divided the electron kinetic energy
range into logarithmic intervals. Appearing in
a given interval were:
i) Electrons from the interval immediately
above by continuous-slowing down.
ii) 5-rays produced by electrons in
higher energy intervals.
iii) Electrons that 'jumped' over the interval
immediately above due to large energy losses due to
either <5-ray or bremsstrahlung production.
iv) Primary electrons that had their
initial energy in this interval e.g. electrons
produced by X-ray photons.
The energy distribution of 5-rays was given by the
Roller cross-section and the bremsstrahlung losses were
calculated using the theoretical expressions of Bethe
and Heitler. Burch started at the highest energy
interval, and worked his way down in stepwise manner
through ail the energy intervals down to the lowest one
which was 0-100 eV. In this way the number of
IS .
electrons, K^., appearing in each interval was calculated
Burch then derived his local energy dissipation spectrum
QTAT from the expression
QtAT . Nt (dT/<!x)100eV.AT (1.9)
(dT/dx)total
The distribution Q^AT was calculated for 25 MV betatron
60
X rays, 2 MeV and 1 MeV electrons, Co 7 rays, 220 kV
primary X rays, 200 kV total X rays, tritium ^particles,
210
and also Po and 1 MeV a particles. The internal
consistency of the calculations was checked by verifying
that £QtAT was equal to the total initial energy.
Burch and Bird (1956) calculated average
(dT/dx)l00<oV values from the Q^.AT distributions for the
different primary photon radiations. They compared
these values with mean LET values derived froin the
'average linear ion densities' calculated for the same
radiations by Corniack and Johns (1952). The inclusion
of <5-rays resulted in large differences between the two
sets of calculations. Burch and Bird also found that
the difference between ^qq f°r 2^ MV x rays and 200
X rays was only about 20%, whereas the Cormack and Johns
calculations, based on the c-s-d-a, had resulted in a
difference by a factor of nine. Unfortunately, the
situation was confused by Burch (1957), who derived
different values for the mean LET from his Q^.AT
distributions, based on a different set of figures for
(dT/dx)100„v below 2.4 keV. These 'revised' Li00
values, deduced from some experimental observations
of the ranges of low-energy electrons by Davis (1955),
differed from those values Burch had used previously
by as much as a factor of three at 100 eV, This
discrepancy underlined the uncertainty in electron
stopping-power values below a few keV„
Burch's work is especially important with respect
to the present investigation as he went on to use the
local energy dissipation spectra he had previously
calculated in a theoretical treatment of the variation
of the yield of chemical dosimeters with radiation
quality (Burch, 1959). Employing a simplified reaction
scheme for the irradiation of aereated solutions of
ferrous and eerie sulphate in 0.8 N Ii^SO^ (tne usual
'prescription' for the Fe50^ dosimeter), and the Jaffe
intratrack combination formula to give the LET
dependence of the reaction yields, Burch was able to
derive an approximate relation between the local LET
and G(Fe°*). This relation was calculated to be
consistent with a G(Fe3f) of 15.47 for Co6° radiation
210
and 6.13 for Po a radiation taken from the literature
on experimental work. From his theory, Burch obtained
a value of 12.9 for the tritium /Jparticle G(Fe'^T),
in complete agreement with the 'best' experimental
determinations at the time. However, the theory was
not in such good agreement with experimental G(Fe^+)
values for higher energy radiations. In particular,
Schuler and Allen (1956) had determined G for 2 MeV
electrons as 15.45 - O.ii, whereas Burch's theory gave
15.7. We can note here that Burch did not allow for
20..
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scattered photon radiation in his Co Tray Q^AT
calculations and that he used the same set of 'high'
(dT/dx) jlqotV vaiues as done in Burch (1957).
Considerable use will be made of a modified version
of Burch's G(Fe^+) vs local LET relation
later in this work.
Schneider and Cormack (.1959) investigated the
validity of the calculation of the primary electron
flux from the continuous-slowing-down model in a
Monte Carlo calculation. In an earlier electron
slowing-down calculation, Till (1954) had devised a
particularly simple method of taking into account all
generations of secondary electrons. Till assumed that
the "continuous" model gave the correct primary flux,
F|(T), from the same expression (equ. 1.7) that
Johns et al, (1954) had given. He used this primary
flux and the collision cross section k(T,T^) to




Nr(T) k(T, T±) dT dT.x
• (1.10)






The fluxes N , N , etc., of higher order were found3 4
progressively and added together to give the total flux,
Figure 1.5 THE TWO-GROUP MODEL OF ELECTRON SLOWING-DOWN.






















Energy-distance plot of a hypothetical electron case history.
Curve'a*depicts the 'smooth' energy loss of the two-group model of
electron slowing down. Curve *b' depicts the energy loss involved
in the 'continuous' model.
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In their Monte Carlo scheme, Schneider and Cormack
divided the electron energy losses into 2 groups, in
much the same way as Bureh had done. Collisions
resulting in an energy loss greater than the cutoff
were assumed to give rise to 5-rays and to the
consequent 'skipping' of energy regions by the primary
electrons. These 'major' or 'catastrophic' collisions
were randomly sampled for individually from the
electron-electron inelastic collision cross-section in
Monte Carlo fashion (see chapter 2). Between these
major collisions, it was assumed that the electron lost
energy continuously at a rate (dT/dx)A , the collision
stopping-power restricted to losses less than A. This
schematization of energy losses is depicted in
figure 1.5, re-drawn from the Schneider and Cormack
paper. They carried out Monte Carlo calculations for
source energies of 50 keV and 30 keV and cutoffs of
0.1 and 0.3 keV. The calculations yielded the primary
electron volume distributions, N(T,A) i.e. the
numbers of electrons per unit volume existing at
energy level T. Ihe primary electron flux,
is then given by
F«(T) = 1 . N(T,A)
{dT/dx)
o
They found that the results for the primary flux were
very similar for either value of the cutoff, A, and
were in excellent agreement with the flux calculated
from the continuous model. The only deviation was
close to the source energy, where a peak at T^ was
evident in the more exact calculation. This peak for
monoenergetic sources was also noted by Spencer and Fano
(1954). Similar close agreement between the c-s-d-a
flux and the Monte Carlo primary flux was obtained for
a source energy of 1.5 MeV and a A of 3 keV.
Schneider and Cormack were able to conclude that "ill's
method of calculating the total electron flux using the
c-s-d-a was completely justified. This is an
important conclusion for this work as a method
essentially the same as Till's has been used to
calculate the low-energy component of the electron flux.
This is described in chapter 5.
Danzker, Kessaris and Laughlin (1959) calculated
the total electron flux for several kilovoltage X ray
60
beams, 1 MV X rays, Co gamma rays and 25 MV betatron
X rays. From the primary photon energy flux, they
derived the primary electron source distribution. They
integrated this to obtain the cumulative primary
electron source distribution. They then made use of the
ratio of total to primary electron flux R(T ,T) at
energy T for source electrons of initial energy T ,
as derived by Spencer and Attix (1955), to calculate
the cumulative total electron source distribution Q(T).
Finally, the totai electron flux, F(T), was given by
dividing this total electron source distribution,
Q(T), by the total stopping power. Thus their method
was parallel to that of Cormack and Johns (1952),
except that Danzker et al. could calculate the total
electron flux with the use of the function R ( T
^ , T) ,
They compared the integrated electron source
density, Q(T), with the function N from Burch {1957a)
GO
for the Co and 25 MV photon radiations. The good
overall agreement indicated that both the Spencer-Fano
theory and Lurch*s simpler*, stepwise method for
including the secondary electrons produced very similar
results. From the total electron flux, two
distributions of the number of electrons per unit LET
were derived. In one case the LET was the
collision stopping power restricted to losses less than
a cutoff,A » of 5.1 keV. These LET distributions were
not the more useful absorbed dose per unit LET
distributions described in the previous section.
However, Danzker et al. did give the expression for
calculating the local absorbed dose, D, from the electron
flux, F(T), first derived by Spencer and Attix (1955):
OO
D = / F ( T) S ( T. A ) dT/p (l3li)
Ja
where p is the density and S(T,&) is the local stopping
power. Absorbed dose to cavity ionisation ratios- D/J-
were calculated for all the photon radiations using the
Spencer-Attix theory, for a 5.1 keV cutoff,
corresponding to a 0.6 mm air cavity. Values of D/J
were evaluated for water-, lucite- and
polystyrene-walled cavities,
Bruce et al. (1963) performed calculations of the
LET distribution of absorbed dose resulting from
X 3 7 SO
250 kV X radiations and Cs and Co gamma rays.
Their method of deriving the total electron flux was
very similar to that of Danzker et al. (1959) except
that they used the computer program of McGinnies (1959)
to calculate the electron slowing-down spectrum,
F(T .T) , in ^vater for different initial electron
energies, T . In fact, they extended her calculations
down to T = O.il keV. Bruce et al. pointed out that as
the binding energy of the K electrons of oxygen was
0.48 keV, the extension to lower energies was not
entirely valid, but that no satisfactory theory
existed which took into account the effect of the
binding energy on electron scattering.
The photon spectra for the 250 kV radiation were
obtained from scintillation spectroscopy, both at the
surface and at a depth of 10 cm in water. Electron
source distributions were then calculated corresponding
to the primary photon radiation and also to the primary
plus scattered radiation at a depth in water. The
slowing-down spectra, F(Tq,T) for monoenergetic
electron sources, were used together with the source
distributions to yield the total electron flux at the
surface and at 10 cm depth. It is important to note
that this calculation was only possible because the
ranges of the photon-ejected electrons are very much
less than the change of depth that results in an
appreciable change in the photon spectrum. The dose
distribution in LET was calculated from the flux spectrum
for a cutoff at 100 eV, showing the relatively small
change in this distribution with depth. Bruce et al.
13V 0 0
calculated LET distributions for ' Cs and " Co gamma
137
Figure 1.6 LET DISTRIBUTIONS PRODUCED BY Cs GAMMA RAYS IN WATER:
TWO DEPTHS.





























The cutoff is 100 eV. The areas under the histograms represent
the energy dissipated by electrons with LET from 0.1 to 0.4 keV.irm-!.
rays* at depths of 0 and 10 cm. The spectra of
scattered photons at a depth for these radiations was
SO
calculated by the Monte Carlo method. For " Co gamma
rays, the primary radiation has an energy of 1.25 MeV,
which can give rise to electrons of maximum energy
1.1 MeV. These electrons have a range of about
0.5 cm. Thus to disregard diffusion of the electrons
GO
is still justified even for Co gamma radiation. The
LET distributions that Bruce et al. calculated for
137
Cs radiation are given in figure 1.6.
Abillon (1972) obtained the complete electron
slowing-down spectrum in gaseous methane irradiated
with monoenergetic photon sources. Her calculations
assumed an infinite medium as she used the initial
electron distribution produced by the complete
absorption of the photons in the medium. Her results
do not, therefore, correspond to any practical
irradiation geometry, except for very low initial
photon energies. Abillon did include Auger electrons,
however, and in this respect her calculations were more
rigorous than any so far discussed. Burch (1957a)
considered that Auger electrons were of little
importance in water. This assumption is looked at
critically in the work to be described.
All the calculations of electron flux mentioned
above have one feature in common. None of them takes
into account the transport of the electrons. As we
have seen, for photon energies of up to about 1 MeVf
it is justified to assume that the electrons dissipate
26 .
their energy at their point of origin. The electron
flux, F(T ,T)» as obtained from McGinni.es' calculations
or the local energy dissipation spectrum, Q AT, that
Burch calculated for a 1 MeV electron source are
averages over the complete electron track. They cannot
yield information about the change in electron flux with
depth in a medium irradiated with a beam of electrons.
1.3.1.2 Depth-dependent calculations
A lot of work has been carried out on the transport
of electrons through an absorbing medium. The reason
behind much of the recent effort has been the strong
dependence of the stopping-power ratio for use with air
ionisation chambers on electron energy above about I MeV.
This energy dependence is due to the so-called Density
Lffect which at relativistic energies reduces the
stopping power of electrons in condensed materials
below the theoretical value calculated on the basis of
interactions with the individual atoms of the medium.
Consequently, it is present in water or carbon, but
not in air. Thus it becomes important to know the
change of the electron energy spectrum with dep th in a
medium irradiated with a beam of high-energy electrons
in order to calculate the absorbed dose of
ionisation ratio, D/J,
Spencer (1955, 1959) tackled the problem of the
spatial energy dissipation of electrons in a medium by
the moment-method based on the Lewis equation for
electron transport. The applications were limited to
an unbounded and homogeneous medium. Spencer (1955)
2 7 «
obtained depth-dose distributions for electron beams
below 1 MeV incident on a variety of substances. He
extended the calculations up to 10 MeV for a number of
low atomic number elements (Spencer, 1959). Kessaris
(1964) further developed the moments method, taking
into account the production and absorption of
bremsstrahlung and the effects of secondary electron
production, but the spatial diffusion of the electrons
was still calculated assuming continuous-slowing down.
He calculated the depth-dose distributions for plane,
monodirectional and monoenergetic electrons beams of
2
energies 39, 30 and 20 mc incident on an infinite water
medium. Kessaris (1966, 1970) was able to obtain the
electron flux spectra at various depths in water for
these same electron beam energies. rihe primary electron
spectrum was calculated first and subsequently served
as the source of secondaries for which a further
computation was carried out. Kessaris (1970a) applied
his depth-dependent electron flux results to the
calculation of absorbed dose to cavity ionisation
ratios for water and carbon-walled ion chambers,
using the Spencer-Attix theory.
The Monte Carlo method, first developed to solve
the neutron transport problem, has been extensively
applied to electron transport since the advent of
fast digital computers with large memory capacities.
This is a much more flexible technique than the
analytical solution of the transport equation, and can
readily be adapted to boundary problems and
xnhornogeneous media. However, due to the very large
number of interactions that an electron experiences
as .it slows down, direct simulation of all the physical
processes is not feasible. ihe electron collisions are
grouped together, and numerical computation is combined
with the use of multiple-scattering theories* Among
early Monte Carlo electron work, we can mention
Leiss et al. (1957) who calculated range-straggling
distributions for high-energy electrons in carbon.
They used the simple gaussian angular
multiple-scattering dis-tribution which excludes
large-angle scattering, and the Landau ionisation
straggling distribution. Perkins (1962) carried out
similar calculations for electrons with initial energies
between 0.4 and 4 MeV normally incident on carbon,
aluminium and copper absorbers. He used the more exact
Moliere multiple-scattering distribution. He compared
his computation of the spatial distribution of energy
deposition to the results of Spencer's moments method
calculation for 4 MeV electrons, in aluminium, finding
qualitative, though not particularly close agreement.
Berger (1963) dealt in great detail with the
application of the Monte Carlo method to the solution
of electron and proton transport problems. He proposed
various models for constructing condensed particle
histories, based on different approximations for the
energy loss, such as continuous slowing-down or the
Landau straggling theory, and different
multiple-scattering theories, including those of
Figure 1.7 CALCULATIONS OF SPATIAL ENERGY DISSIPATION
BY 1 MeV ELECTRONS IN ALUMINIUM.
z / r
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Spencer's calculation corresponds to an infinite medium and
so his values extend to 'negative' depths. The Monte Carlo histogram
was derived from 5000 histories.
Moliere and Goudssnit-Saunderson. Berger looked at the
effect of different models on the results of quantities
such as backcattering. He found good agreement between
h.is calculations of electron transmission through gold
and aluminium foils and experimental measurements. His
calculations also included the spatial energy
dissipation of electrons and figure 1.7 shows his
results for 1 MeV electrons in aluminium compared to
those of Spencer (1959).
In an extension of this work, Berger (1965) carried
out Monte Carlo calculations of depth-dose curves for
monoenergetic (l, 2, 5, 10 and 20 MeV) electron beams
incident on a semi-infinite water medium. The
computation was based on the continuous-slowing-down
approximation. Secondary electrons were assumed to
deposit their energy at their of origin, their
diffusion not being included, and bremsstrahlung
photons were assumed to escape entirely from the medium.
The results also included tables of the lateral
deposition of energy for a narrowly collimated beam.
A comparison with the depth-dose results of
Kessaris (1964) for 10 MeV electrons indicated good
agreement only at large depths.
Berger and Seltzer (1969, 1969a) subsequently
presented the results of a very sophisticated computer
calculation of both the energy deposition and total
electron flux at different depths in water irradiated
by high-energy electron beams. The inclusion of
energy-loss straggling and energy transport by
Figure 1.8 THE ELECTRON FLUX SPECTRUM CALCULATED BY BERGER AND
SELTZER (1969) FOR 20 MeV ELECTRONS SLOWING DOWN IN WATER.
Figure 9. Electron flux, differential in energy, at various depths in a water phantom
irradiated with a 20-mev beam. Units of flux arc mev cm "sec ; normalization cor-
— 2 — I
responds to an incident current of one electron cm sec
bremsstrahlung resulted in appreciably different
depth-dose histograms from the earlier calculations
(Berger, 1965). The primary and all secondary electrons
were followed in the Monte Carlo scheme down to a
cutoff energy, T . The cutoff was chosen such that
the range of electrons with kinetic energy was less
than the size of the depth divisions of the medium.
In order to compute the electron flux below T^ , a
depth-independent. Spencer-Fano calculation was 'tacked*
onto the Monte Carlo program. Graphs of the electron
flux down to 400 eV at three different depths for a
20 MeV electron beam are given in their 1969 paper and
reproduced in figure 1.8. Berger and Seltzer (i969a)
show clearly how the low energy flux is almost
independent of initial energy and depth when the
results are normalized to unit absorbed dose. The
primary flux at high energies changes rapidly with depth
a result that Kessaris (1970) and Harder (1965), in
a simplified Monte Carlo calculation down to
1 MeV, had also obtained.
Very recently, Berger et al. (1975) applied their
comprehensive electron transport program to a
systematic evaluation of carbon/air and water/air
stopping-power ratios. The total electron flux for a
series of depths in water and carbon was computed for
electron beam energies between 1 and 50 MeV. These
spectra were used in the Spencer-Attix expression
for the stopping-power ratio, calculated for a cutoff
of 15 keV. The calculated results compared closely
with the caiorimetrie determinations of the absorbed
dose to ionisation ratio for a ca rbon-walied ion chamber
reported in the same paper. Agreement with the parallel
theoretical calculations of Kessaris (1970a) was not so
close and Berger et al. concluded that this was a
result of the mo re refined calculation
of the electron flux.
The theoretical treatment of the transport of
photons has also received considerable attention
(Fano, Spencer and Berger, 1959). Here also the
Monte Carlo method has been found most useful. The
penetration and scattering of photons in the MeV energy
region and below is a much less complex problem
than for electrons and can essentially be
regarded as solved.
Bruce and Johns (i960) used the Monte Carlo method
to study the change of X-ray spectra with depth in
60
water. Their calculations extended up to Co photons
(1.25 MeV) in energy. They also derived depth-dose
curves for monoenergetic beams for different irradiation
field sizes and found close agreement with measurements.
Bruce and Johns compared their calculated intensity
spectra for a plane monodirectionai source incident on
a semi-infinite medium with the results of a moments
method calculation by Goldstein and V*ilkins (1954).
Agreement was reasonable considering that the moments
calculation applied to an infinite medium and a source
emitting photons in both directions.
Brysk (JL954) considered both the transport of a
primary photon beam and the diffusion of the electrons
produced in the medium by the photon interactions. He
started with a 40 MV bremsstrahlung spectrum incident
on water and first calculated the spatial moments of
the X ray distribution resulting from scattering and
absorption of the incident photons. This was
accomplished by the method of Spencer and Fano (l95l).
Then the spatial moments of the electron and positron
distribution were derived and used as the source in an
electron diffusion equation. The solution of this
equation eventually yielded the spatial distribution
of electrons at each energy. This remarkably
sophisticated calculation produced a depth-dose curve,
in close agreement with experimental measurements, and
also the 'primary' electron flux spectra at various
depths, Brysk pointed out that the elementary
calculation of electron spectra by Cormack and Johns
(1952), described above, pertained to zero depth. The
shape of their electron spectrum for the 25 MV
betatron radiation resembled Brysk's curve corresponding
to the smallest depth, 0.9 cm.
Patau ( 1972) developed a F»ionte Carlo program that
included the transport of both electrons and photons.
Thus for a primary electron beam, the transport of
bremsstrahlung photons was included and for a primary
photon beam, the transport of the 'secondary' electrons
was taken into account. Berger and Seltzer (1SS9) had
effectively developed such a photon-electron cascade
3 3.
Monte Carlo calculation, though they did not apply it to
primary photon beams. Patau's cutoff energy (analoguous
to Berger and Seltzers' T ^) was SO keV for initial photon
or electron energies up to 2 MeV but 1 MeV for initial
energies above 2 MeV. Patau was not primarily interested
in the electron flux and thus did not include a
low-energy depth-independent flux calculation to extend
his results below the Monte Carlo cutoff as Berger and
Seltzer had done. Patau applied his work to the
calculation of spatial energy distribution in the
neighbourhood of an interface between two dissimilar
media (Patau et al . , 1972). It is in solving this
type of problem that the Monte Carlo method
is especially powerful.
Finally, the calculation by Berger and Seltzer
(1970) of the bremsstrahlung photon spectrum resulting
from electron bombardment of thick tungsten targets
can be mentioned in this section. This is perhaps the
most complex application to date of their Monte Carlo
program. The excellent agreement of the results with
the measurements by O'Dell et al. (1968) is an
indication of the high degree of confidence that can be
attached to the treatment of electron and photon
transport by the Monte Carlo method.
1.3.2 E xperimental
Problems of experimental technique have so far
prevented measurement of the electron flux in an
irradiated medium for as wide a range of energy as can
be calculated by theoretical methods. Birkhoff et al.
Figure 1.9 MEASUREMENT OF ELECTRON FLUX AT VERY LOW ENERGIES.
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(1958) used a magnetic spectrometer to measure the energ,
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spectrum of the electron flux arising from P beta ray
sources uniformly dispersed in a large bakelite medium.
Their measurements were limited to energies above SO keV
The geometrical arrangement of the irradiation ensured
equilibrium conditions and therefore the measured
spectrum could be directly compared to a calculation
of the electron flux using the Spencer-Fano theory.
The agreement was good above 0.35 MeV and the authors
did not consider the slight discrepancies in the 0.05
to 0.35 MeV region significant in view of the
measurement difficulties and the approximations made to
the 'exact* Spencer-Fano theory. Wilk.ie and Birkhoff
(1963) subsequently carried out a similar type of flux
measurement for an 'infinite' copper medium containing
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the positron emitter Cu . The spectrometer used was
a Nal scintillation counter connected to a multichannel
analyser. Discrimination against negative and
secondary electrons permitted observation of the
primary positron slowing-down flux. The results were
compared with the flux calculated on the basis of the
continuous-slowing-down model, using the initial
positron spectrum. The excellent agreement served as
an experimental confirmation of the results of the
Monte Carlo calculations by Schneider and Cormack (1959)
The development of the Kepiertron, a spherical
electrostatic focusing spectrometer, enabled McConnell
et al. (1968) to measure electron flux in the energy




taken from their paper, shows up the considerable
discrepancy between the flux calculated by the
Spencer-Fano theory and their measurements below about
.10 keVu This result underlines the very approximate
theoretical treatment of electron slowing-down
at energies close to the atomic binding energies
of the medium, McConnell et al, suggested that
the inclusion of Auger electrons in the calculation
might reduce the discrepancy.
Harder (1966,1967) used a scintillation
spectrometer to obtain the spectra of electrons behind
layers of carbon, water and lead for electron beams
with primary energies between 10 and 20 MeV, The
measurements were limited to the energy range above
1 MeV. Harder found close agreement between these
measured flux spectra and his Monte Carlo calculations,
which were an extension of the work of Leiss et al. (1957).
Epp et al. (1965, 1972) measured the total flux
spectra of slowed-down electrons at points in water
irradiated with betatron electron beams with energies
of 10, 15 and 20 MeV. A narrow evacuated leadout pipe
was positioned within the water medium at an angle 0
to the beam direction. The spectra at various angles©
at a given depth were graphically integrated to give
results corresponding to 47r geometry. The nonzero
energy rersolution of the scintillation spectrometer
was corrected for. An example of their results for
20 MeV incident electrons is shown in figure 1.10.
The lowest energy that could be measured was 2 MeV.
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Epp et al. derived the distribution of electron flux
LET, F(l), from the measured energy flux, F(T)}using
F(L ) = F(T) (dLA(Tj/dT)"1 .....(1.12)
The cutoff for the LET, LA(T), was chosen to be 100 eV.
As ^ qq(T) varies extremely slowly above 2 MeV, the
distributions are not particularly useful. Kessaris'
(1970) theoretical flux spectrum was used below 2 MeV
in order to calculate the locally absorbed dose per unit
energy down to 150 keV. This distribution is the same
as Burch's local energy dissipation spectrum, Q,j, •
Epp et al. remark that their distribution for a 20 MeV
electron beam appears similar to a calculation of Q,p
performed for a 14 MeV beam by Haynes and Dolphin (1959)
using Burch's method. Epp et al. discuss the
difficulty of directly comparing the theoretical flux
spectra of Kessaris with their experimental
measurements. They conclude that the agreement is as
good as could be expected considering the beam geometries
were different and Kessaris' treatment of 6-ray and
breinsstrahlung production did not allow for the
possibility of large energy losses in a single interaction
Inada et al. (1969) managed to extend the energy
range down to a few hundred keV by the use of a
magnetic spectrometer. Their irradiation and
measurement geometry was identical to that of
Epp et ai. The energies of the electron beams
incident on the water phantom were 27.0, 18.6 and
13.1 MeV. The build-up of the secondary electron flux
O 7 o
below about 2 MeV can clearly be seen from their
results, The electron flux spectra were used to
calculate tissue to air and water to air stopping power
ratios and the results compared with evaluations based
on the c-s-d-a. Unfortunately, the authors do not say
exactly how they did these calculations, what cutoff
energy they used etc. For this reason they cannot be
meaningfully compared with stopping-power ratios based
on theoretical flux spectra e.g. Berger et al. (1975).
1.3.3 Comment
It is apparent from what has been said above that
a great deal more attention has been paid to the
determination of electron flux in media irradiated by
high-energy electron beams than is the case for
high-energy photon beams. The only calculations
reported in the literature for a photon beam of
6 0
higher energy than Co gamma rays have been for a
25 MV bremsstrahlung beam. Cormack and Johns (1952),
Burch (1957a) and Danzker et al. (1959) all used the
same initial photon energy spectrum, a theoretical
distribution for a 25 MV betatron given by
Johns et al. (1950). Though the calculations of
Burch and Danzker et al. did take into account the
production of 5-rays, none of these treatments
considered the transport of the electrons,
differentiated between electrons and positrons, or
made any allowances for scattered photon radiation.
The shape of the depth-dose distribution for such a
high-energy bremsstrahlung beam, with its maximum
displaced several centimetres away from the surface,
shows clearly enough the effect of the spatial
diffusion of the photon-ejected electrons.
The Brysk (1954) moments method calculation is
unique in the literature in giving the electron flux
at different depths in a medium irradiated by a
high-energy photon beam. Brysk's calculations
indicated that the shape of the electron flux spectrum
did change with depth, though the variation was a much
more gradual one than was later found for electron
beams. Brysk's calculations were not extensive enough
to enable him to evaluate quantities such as LET
distributions or stopping-power ratios, as the lowest
energy in his spectrum was 1 MeV and 5-rays
were not included.
The comprehensive calculations of stopping-power
ratios for electron beams by Kessaris (.1.970) and
Berger and Seltzer (l969a) have not been paralleled
by any similarly sophisticated work for high-energy
X-ray beams, despite the fact that is is just as
important to know as accurately as possible the
conversion factors for ionisation chambers for photon
as for electron radiation. As has been pointed out
earlier, the marked variation of these factors with
depth for electron beams accounts for
much of this imbalance.
However, the experimental work of Svensson (l97l)
suggests that there may well be a variation of about 2j
in the stopping-power ratios at different depths in
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water for high-energy photons. His findings led the
Nordic Association of Clinical Physics (NACP) to
recommend a slightly different set of values for
X-ray beams above 10 MV than the ICRU ( 1969) 's.
The reason for this was that the NACP chose a different
calibration depth to the ICRU. There are, to date, no
theoretical calculations based on the total electron
flux which could be used to substantiate
these recommendations.
The specification of the quality of an X ray beam
by the maximum energy of the photons in the spectrum,
e.g. 25 MV, results in another area of imprecision as
far as the use of factors is concerned. The very
approximate calculation of C^ is based on the photon
spectrum from a betatron i.e. 'thin target* radiation.
However, linear accelerators (linacs) are also in
common use, especially at X ray energies below about
20 MV. Linacs give rise to a 'thick-target* photon
energy spectrum. Johns and Rawlinson (197a) emphasised
this important distinction by presenting calculated
spectral distributions for a linac and a betatron of
the same nominal energy, 25 MV. The differences are
striking, especially when aluminium is used instead
of lead as the beam-flattening filter. Approximate
calculations by the author based on the mean photon
energy for the linac and betatron spectra given by
Johns and Rawlinson indicate that the difference in
to be expected may be as much as 2%. The present
use of one energy to characterise an X-ray beam
ignores this difference.
Finally we come to the question of theoretical
calculations of G(Fe }„ As has already been discussed,
the 'best' experimental values of this quantity are a
matter of some controversy. One must ask whether the
work done to date on the determination of electron flux
spectra and related quantities such as Burch's Q^.AT
distribution permits a detailed investigation to be
made into whether the experimentally suspected 'G-value
difference' can be accounted for on theoretical
grounds. Burch (1959) only applied his G-theory to
25 MV X rays and not to high-energy electron beams.
Such an application could any\vay only have given
information appropriate to an average over the whole
electron track. Burch's calculation of Q^.AT did not
take into account any depth-dependence.
While the calculations of Berger and Seltzer of
electron flux spectra in water irradiated by high-energy
electron beams, if extended down to 100 eV, could be
used in Burch's theory to predict electron G-values,
no such detailed calculations exist for a range of
photon beam energies. It would not be very
satisfactory to use the Berger and Seltzer
clepth-depen.dent flux spectra for an electron beam
and the depth-independent flux spectrum calculated
by, say, Danzker et al» (19S9) for the 25 MV X ray
beam, in order to try and calculate a G-value
difference. It would not be sufficiently clear that
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'like1 was being compared with 'like'.
No calculations have been carried out for'both
high-energy photon and electron beams by the same
workers. It is precisely this type of determination,
using the same method involving the same approximations,
that is necessary in a theoretical investigation
of the G-value difference.
1 .4 AIMS OF THE PROJECT
To calculate the energy spectrum of the
electron flux down to 100 eV at different depths
in water irradiated by
a) Wonoenergetic.electron beams with initial
energies between i and 30 MeV.
b) Coba.lt-50 gamma rays and clinical X ray
beams with maximum photon energies between 2 and 30 MeV.
To apply the results of the flux calculations to
the evaluation of stopping-power ratios for use with
air ionization chambers, more particularly
for the photon beams.
To apply the results of the flux calculations
3-f-
in a theoretical study of the variation of G(Fe )
with the quality of the high-energy radiations,
taking the work of Burch (1959) as the starting point.
In particular, an effort is to be made to account
theoretically for the suspected difference in
photon and electron G-values.
16 5 THE APPROACH T0 THE CALCULATION__ OF
ELECTRON FLUX "SPECTRA
The Morite Carlo method has proved its accuracy
and versabiiity in numerous applications to problems
involving the spatial diffusion of radiation in an
absorbing medium. The availability of extensive
computing facilities at the University of Edinburgh,
where this work was carried out, was also a factor
in the choice of the Monte Carlo method to tackle
the problem in hand. A large and necessarily complex
computer program was constructed to calculate the
total electron flux spectrum at different depths in
water irradiated by electron and photon beams, taking
into account ail the physical processes considered to be
important for the subsequent applications of the results.
The computation consists of three main components:
a Monte Carlo simulation of electron transport down to
a cutoff energy, a Monte Carlo simulation of photon
transport, and a depth-independent calculation of the
electron slowing-down flux for the energy range below
the Monte Carlo cutoff down to 100 eV. One of the
principal objectives behind the program construction
was that the electron flux spectra produced by
either primary photon or primary electron radiation
should be calculated on the same basis, enabling
direct comparisons to be made between them.
The photon Monte Carlo program is similar to many
to be found in the literature. It is described in
chapter 3. The electron Monte Carlo program has
features in common with the work of Berger ( 1963) arid
Patau (1972), it was intended to be almost as
comprehensive as that described by Berger and Seltzer
(1969)f though of simpler construction. It is
described in chapter 4. 'Ihe low-energy electron
slowing-down spectrum calculation is described in
chapter 5. It makes use of the continuous-siowing-down
approximation to give the primary flux. 'ihis is
considered to be an adequate approximation. ihis
part of the calculation was designed to be able to fit
f t '
smoothly on to the Monte Carlo electron simulation.
Many results other than electron spectra can be
extracted from a Monte Carlo calculation. As a check
on the faithfulness of the simulations, quantities such
as backscattering coefficients, transmission factors and
depth-dose distributions are compared with calculations
and measurements by other workers. A great deal of
effort has gone into ensuring that the complete
electron-photon cascade simulation is internally
consistent. Careful checks are made to see if the
total energy put into the system via the energy of
primary radiation beam is equal to the total energy
dissipated by the electron flux in the medium.
The programming was done in the Edinburgh language
IMP and the programs were run on an ICL 4/75
and an IBM 370/158 computer.
CHAPTER 2
THE MONTE CARLO METHOD
2 •1 GENERAL DESCRIPTION
As its name implies, the Monte Carlo method is
equivalent to playing a game of chance. Consider the
problem of the scattering and absorption of neutrons in
a medium. The neutron undergoes a number of interactions
with the atomic nuclei of the medium. The energy a
neutron loses or the angle it is scattered through at
an interaction is, in effect, a selection from a
probability distribution. These distributions are the
interaction cross-sections, differential in energy, or
angle as the case may be. This is the actual physical
situation. Any measurements made on the neutrons such
as the number penetrating a given thickness of the medium
or the energy spectrum of these neutrons are merely
averages of these quantities over large
numbers of neutron paths.
If the differential interaction cross-sections are
known, then we can simulate the path of a neutron by
calculation. Using a sequence of random numbers we can
select from these cross-sections or probability
distributions the distance a neutron travels to the next
interaction, the angle it is scattered through, whether
it is absorbed or not etc. Carrying out such a simulation
for a sufficiently large nusnber of neutron paths or
Histories, we can build up information about the
transport of neutrons through the medium. This is
known as a Monte Carlo calculation.
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In general, the Monte- Carlo method is used to solve
problems which depend in some way on probability. Often
an analytical treatment of the same problem is impossible
or extremely complicated asisthe case for neutron
penetration and for the transport of electrons and
photons which are the problems tackled in the present
work. Similarly, experimentation may be impracticable
and can rarely yield information about as many of the
variables involved as can an analysis of a set of
Monte Carlo histories.
While the Monte Carlo simulation of radiation
transport has the considerable merit of conceptual and
mathematical simplicity, in marked contrast to analytical
treatments such as the Moments method, see for example
Spencer (1955), the computer program constructed to
perform the simulation can be very long and complicated
if it is to simulate all the physical processes as
faithfully as possible. In addition, in order to produce
statistically significant results, a very large number of
particle histories, often of the order of ten thousand,
may be necessary. This can mean a considerable amount of
run-time on the computer and in practice effort must be
directed towards reducing the computation time to a
manageable amount.
Accounts of the particular computational techniques
used in Monte Carlo simulations of radiation transport
can be found in the literature. See, for example, Fano,
Spencer and Berger (1959), Bruce and Johns (i960),
Zerby (1963), Berger (1963). A description of only the
most basic of such techniques is given here.
Figure 2.1 SELECTION OF A RANDOM VARIABLE BY C.P.D. METHOD
a. Probability Distribution
probability
b. Cumulative Probability Distribution
of selection slope selection
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2 . 2 SELKCTIQN OF A RAM DO?.' VARI AB LI. FRO?1. A
DISTRIBUTION
The selection of a variable from a probability
distribution is basic to the Monte Carlo method. There
are two main ways of' doing this: one using the
Cumulative Probability Distribution and the other known
as the Rejection Technique. All selection methods •
require a set of random numbers distributed uniformly
between zero and one. Tables of random numbers are
available but when using a computer in a simulation
needing hundreds of thousands of random numbers, it is
much more convenient to generate so-called pseudo¬
random numbers as they are required. The algorithm
used for the generation of the random numbers is
described in Appendix 1.
2.2.1 The Cumulative Probability Distribution (C . P . D . )
Consider that a variable x has a probability
distribution function P(x). It is required to select values
of x at random such that the number of selections of x
between x and x+dx is proportional to P(x)dx. Integrating
P(x) over the allowed range of values of x and normalizing
the integrand to unity at x=x =b, we have the "Cumulative
max
Probability Distribution Q(x). - see figure 2.1
Q(x) = i P(x)dx. (2.1)
Figure 2.2 THE REJECTION TECHNIQUE.
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Taking now Q(x) as a random variable, it can
easily be seen from fig. 2.1b that for a uniform
density of selections of Q(x) between 0 and 1, the
density of the corresponding x values is proportional
to the slope of the curve which is simply d(Q.(x))/dx = P(x),
the required probability distribution of x selections.
Thus for our random number R we have
R = Q(x) (2.2)
and solving for our random variable x',
x' = Q~"l(R) .... .(2.3)
Providing we can solve for x without too much
computation, then this is the simplest method of
selecting a random variable. Where this is not the
case and we wish to avoid having extensive tabulations
of Q *(R) values, the so-called Rejection Technique
often involves much less computation time.
2.2.2 The Rejection Technique
Consider again the probability distribution P(x)
limited to the range x=a to x=b as depicted in fig. 2.2.
The maximum of P(x) is M. We choose two random numbers
Rt and R_ and compute x =a+R (b-a). If R M<s=P(x ),
jl ^ XX / x
then is accepted as a random variable. If
R M>P( )»R^ and R2 are rejected and the selection
process is repeated with a new pair of random numbers.
As all values of x^ between x=a and x=b are equally
likely, then the probability of acceptance is simply
P(x^)/M i.e. proportional to P(x) as required. The
ratio of acceptances to the total number of selections,
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the efficiency of the method, is equal to the ratio of
the area under the curve (shaded in fig. 2.2) to the
area of the enclosing rectangle, (b-a)M.
In contrast to the C.P.D. selection method, the
rejection technique can only be employed when the
random variable is restricted to a finite range of
values. If the efficiency of selection is such as to
make the average computation time per accepted
selection too long, then the rejection technique is
not employed; e.g. if P(x) is of a form as in fig. 2.2.b.
There are many other methods available for sampling
from a distribution (e.g. Kahn, 1954) most of them being
variations of the two techniques described above.
The ones employed in the present work are
referred to as necessary,
2.2.3 Selection from an exponential distribution
The exponential distribution
f(x) = Ae bx
will be met frequently in what follows and serves as an
example of the C.P.D. method of selecting a random
variable. The distance a photon travels between
interactions is governed by the above expression
for example. Integrating f(x) from x=0 to x=oo, the
cumulative probability distribution is given by
Q(x) = (l~e"bx)
Choosing a random number R
R = Q(x) = (i-e~bX) (2.4)
Figure 2.3 COORDINATE TRANSLATION.
and solving for x'
x' = ~l/b»loge^ .....(2.5)
where x' is the required random variable.
2 • 3 COORDINATE SYSTEM
In the simulation of photon and electron paths,
cartesian coordinates X,Y,Z are used with spherical polar
angles 6,<j> to define the direction. - see fig. 2.3a.
2.3.1 Spatial Displacement
To calculate new X,Y,Z after distance s travelled
in d,4> direction, we have
X' = X + s.sin^.cos0 .....(2.6)
Y* = Y + s.sin0.sin<£ (2.7)
2* c Z + s.cosfi .....(2.8)
2.3.2 Angular Deflection
If the particle at X' ,Y' , Z* is scattered through
polar angle azimuthai angle !'. relative to the 0.(f>
direction, as in fig. 2.3b, then we wish to calculate
the new 0',<!>' direction relative to the X,Y,Z axes.
This is given by the following standard relations
in spherical trigonometry
cos 6' = cosS.cos^ + sin^sin^cos^ (2.9)
sin#' - yj 1 - cosV (2.10)
sin^ = si rrhs i n4> (2.1l)
sin0'
cos"1!' = cosl1 - cos9' cos 9 .....(2.12)
sinO' sin
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where </>' = d> + a</>
and therefo
c os 0 cos <t> cos Ac/> - s.ln<p sin Ad) (2,13)
sin</>' sine/) cosA<i + cos<j> sinA<t> (2.14)
In the actual computation of these relations during
a simulation, equation (2.14) was used only to give the
sign of sin</>' , the accurate value of which
was calculated from
as it was found in practice that evaluation using
equation (2.14) could lead to unwanted errors due to the
finite accuracy of the computer arithmetic.
As we are dealing with unpolarized radiation,
there can be no preferred value for the azimuthal
deflection in any interaction. The deflection angle,
4>, is equally distributed between G and 2r. The
selection is therefore made according to
.... .(2.15)
2.3.3 Selection of Azimuthal Deflection
= 27rR . . (2.16)
for random number R equally distributed
between zero and one
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CHAPTER 3
MONTE CARLO PROGRAM FOR PHOTON TRANSPORT
3.1 REQUIREMENTS OF THE CALCULATION
It is desired to simulate the transport of photons
in water. The computation has to be able to handle
accurately the spatial energy deposition for photon
beams of initial energy up to 40 MeV. The program is
to be coupled to an electron simulation and therefore
must include the calculation of the initial parameters
of the electrons produced by the photons which will be
the input data for the electron program.
The limitation of a finite amount of computer time
dictates that the execution time per photon history
should, be as fast as possible without at the same time
resorting to approximations which would significantly
diminish the validity of the results. As we shall see,
the nature of the photon interactions with the medium
make the construction of a fast Monte Carlo computer
program relatively straightforward. This is in marked
contrast to the program for electron transport.
3.2 THE INTERACTION OF PHOTONS WITH MATTER
A photon interacts with matter though any one of a
number of competing mechanisms. The total interaction
cross-section is the sum of the cross-sections for the
different processes and determines the average distance
the photon travels between interactions. In water, in
the energy range we are dealing with, the most
important processes are Compton Scattering,
Photoelectric Absorption and Pair Production.
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3.2.1 Ihe ain Interactions
In Cornpton scattering, the photon interacts with an
atomic electron as if it were free. An appreciable
fraction of the energy of the photon may go into the kinetic
energy of the Compton electron, with the photon being
deflected in the process. Compton scattering is the
dominant interaction process in water in the photon energy
range 30 keV to 20 AieV.
As the photon energy decreases, Photoelectric
absorption becomes increasingly important, taking over
from Compton scattering below about 20 keV in water. The
photon is absorbed, its energy ejecting a photoelectron,
usually from one of the tightly-bound, inner shells of the atom.
Above 1.02 RieV (twice the rest mass of the electron),
Pair production can occur. The energy of the photon goes
into the production and kinetic energy of an electron-
positron pair. Pair production begins to dominate the
interaction processes as the photon energy increases,
being equal in probability to Compton scattering at
24 MeV in water.
3.2.2 Auger Electrons
The photoelectric effect and Compton scattering both
involve the ejection of an electron from its bound state
iii the atom, leaving the atom ionized or excited.
The atom reverts to the ground state with the emission of
either a photon or an Auger electron. For the K-shell,
the fluorescence yield, which is the ratio of the number
of K photons emitted to the number of K-shell vacancies,
is close to zero for the light elements, being 0.003
for Oxygcr? (Storm and Israel, 1967).
Thus we can neglect the K-shell fluorescence photons and
assume that for every K-Oxygen electron ejected there
will also be a K-Auger electron produced. These Auger
electrons have a kinetic energy
T = E - 2E (3.1)
fU3g- k 1
where E is the energy of the K-edge and E the energyK i
of the L-edge. Auger electrons constitute a
monoenergetic source of about 500 eV in addition to the
Pair, Compton and photoelectrons resulting from the
scattering and absorption of the photon beam in water.
3.2.3 Coherent Scattering, Nuclear Interactions
A photon can be scattered without any change in
wavelength. This is Rayleigh (coherent) scattering.
In water it is most important at around 25 keV where it
is 12% of the total interaction cross-section. At this
energy a photon has a mean free path of the order of
2 cm and can be Rayleigh-scattered through large
angles. Thus coherent scattering can influence the
spatial energy deposition of a photon beam and for this
reason it has been included in the simulation unlike
most of the Monte Carlo photon schemes in the literature.
Finally we mention Photonuclear interactions.
These can occur above a threshold of about 12 MeV for
Oxygen and 2 MeV for Hydrogen. The photon is absorbed
and usually a neutron is emitted. The cross-section
goes through a maximum which is a few MeV in width.
In all cases, the maximum value of the total cross
section for all photonuclear reactions is smaller than
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5/o of the total cross section of the same atom for
Compton and pair-production interactions (Evans 1983) »
We will be dealing with relatively small numbers of
photons above 10 MeV in energy in these calculations and
in view of the small effect any neutrons or protons
emitted in photonuclear reactions would have on the
results, it was decided not to include these
interactions in the simulation. Nevertheless, in a
completely rigorous treatment of photon energy
dissipation, the simulation of the transport of
secondary particles would have to include these
neutrons and protons at-the cost of a considerable
increase in complexity.
3 •3 SIMULATION OF THE INTERACTIONS
A photon on average undergoes relatively few
interactions with a medium before it is absorbed by
ejecting a photoelectron or producing an
electron-positron pair. It may, of course, be
scattered out of the medium depending on the geometry
of the irradiation. A 1 MeV photon in water will
typically be Compton-scattered thirteen times before
photoelectric absorption. It is quite feasible,
therefore, to simulate each interaction separately
and the Monte Carlo histories are then direct analogues
of the physical events. This is what is done in the
program constructed in this work. In the sections
immediately following, we detail the calculations
involved in generating the photon histories.
3.3.1 Distance between Interactions
The attenuation of a photon beam in a medium is
given by the exponential law
P = exp(-At(k)s) ....o(3.2)
where P is the probability that a photon of energy k
will not have interacted with the medium at a depth of
penetration s. g(k) is the total narrow beam
attenuation coefficient at this photon energy.
The inverse of this
s s= l/ m( k) (3.3)
is the mean free path of the photon between interactions,
The total attenuation coefficient is the sum of the
attentuation coefficients for the different
Table 3.1 PHOTON MEAN FREE PATHS IN WATER



























interactions. ihus in this case
lXk) =]^k) . + p( k) + p ( k) r + y ( k)tot pair p Comp. H hay. ^ photo.
(3.3)
3.3.1.1 Input Data
The medium concerned is water for which the inter¬
action coefficients can be evaluated from those for its
constituent elements, Oxygen and Hydrogen. If ju is the
attenuation coefficient per atom or molecule, then
' PH20 = 2f"ti + (3*5)
The 'mixture rule', which ignores changes in the atomic
wave-functions due to molecular binding, is expected to
be accurate to within a few per cent or less above 10 keV
(Hubbell 1969).
The values of the total attenuation coefficients for
Oxygen and Hydrogen have been taken from the compilation
by Storm and Israel (1970). They are accurate to within
5/i> in the Photoelectric effect region, to within Z% in
the Compton scattering region, and to within 5% above
10 MeV where Pair production begins to dominate. The
2
units have been converted from barns/atom to cm /gm
giving the mean free path in cm in water. Representative
values are given in Table 3.1.
3.3.1.2 Selection of Distance to next Interaction
Selection from an exponential distribution is
straightforward. Using the C.P.D. method, we have
s = —JL logR from equ. 2.5
y tot
where R is a random number.
Figure3.1SELECTIONOFPHOTONINTERA I . a.VariationofInter cti nProb bilityw thPh tonE rgy(Wate ), O.Ol0.020.0510.2512 PhotonEnergyk/MeV
Pairproduction
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rlhe values of n. , used in the program are
tot
6
calculated from a polynomial fit in iog^ (k ). The fit
is in two sections, 1 keV <= k<0.03 MeV and
0.03 <= k < = 40 MeV and is within 1% of the
Storm and Israel data over this energy range.
3.3.2 S_election of the Interaction
3.3.2.1 Input Data
We require to know the relative probabilities at
photon energy E that the interaction is Compton
scattering, photoelectric absorption etc. This is
given by the ratio of the particular interaction cross
section to the total cross section at energy k. These
probabilities have been tabulated for the pair,
Compton, photo and Rayleigh processes from the
Storm and Israel data adapted for water. They are
plotted in figure 3.1a.
As used in the program, the relative probability
data are divided into 2 sections. For k <= 1 MeV, pair
production values are zero, the Compton values are
interpolated from a tabulation and the Rayleigh
probabilities are calculated from a rational fit in
3 4-
l°g(a(k )/loge(k ). The difference of the sum of these
from unity gives the photoelectric figures. Above
1 MeV, we need only consider Compton and pair
interactions. The Compton values are calculated from a
polynomial fit in loge(k5).
3.3.2.2 Selection p roc edure
This is trivial and is illustrated by the flow
diagram in figure 3.1b. In this figure, I< is a random
b. Flow Diagram for Selection.
Figure 3.2 COMPTON SCATTERING.
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number, and P « P , P and P . are the relative
c pp r ph
probabilities for Compton scattering, pair
production, Rayleigh scattering and photoelectric
absorption respectively.
3.3.3 Compton Scattering
3.3.3.1 Klein-Nishina differential cross-section
The differential cross section for the inelastic
scattering of unpolarized photons by free electrons is
given by the Klein-Nishina (K-N) formula
~ = ttR2 X2 f 2X -2X'+X'2 + X2 _ 2XX'+X'+ A >°
& \ X ™ f
.....(3.6)
2
where X = mc , the Compton wavelength of the photon and
ir~
the photon is scattered from wavelength X to X' .
2 2
(R = e /m c , the classical electron radius.) It can
o
easily be shown that the change in wavelength is given by
AA = X! - X = 1- cosT'ph (3.7)
where Che angle the photon is scattered through.
Thus the maximum change in wavelength is 2 Compton units.
The kinetic energy of the Compton electron, neglecting
the atomic binding energy is given by
T = mc2 (1/A - 1/X') (3.8)
At photon energies comparable with the binding
energy of the electron, the K-N cross section is not
strictly applicable and the appropriate correction
factor, the incoherent scattering function, has been
incorporated into the Storm and Israel data.
Ellett et al. (1968) discussed the error introduced
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into the results of photon Monte Carlo calculations due
to use of the K-N formula for sampling the change in
photon wavelength when binding effects are non-neglible.
They concluded that any errors will be very small.
3.3.3.2 Selection Procedure
The K-N cross section can be integrated to give
the Cumulative Probability Distribution, but then
solving the resulting expression for X' for a given X
and random number R is very involved (see section 2.2.1).
A straightforward application of the Rejection
Technique (see section 2.2.2) turns out to be rather
inefficient, needing as many as 19 pairs of random
numbers per accepted selection of A' at 10 MeV„
Photon Monte Carlo programmers are indebted to
Kahn (1954) for providing a feasible and relatively
simple selection procedure for the wavelength change
from the K-N expression (equ. 5.6). It is a modified type
of Rejection technique, requiring 3 random numbers per
trial. The efficiency is better than 50% for photon
energies below several MeV. The flow diagram used to
program the Kahn method is given in Appendix 2.
As Compton scattering is an interaction of the
photon with a free electron, it follows that there is
an equal probability that the electron is any one of
the ten that are attached to a H20 molecule. Thus one
fifth of all Compton scatters involves a K-Oxygen
electron. This in turn results in an Auger electron of
about 500 eV kinetic energy. We therefore put the
following extra steps into the routine for the
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selection of Compton electron energy, T , in
the photon simulation:
If R <0.2 and T > E.
e k
then T' = T - T
e e aug
and an Auger electron is ejected with K.E. T . The
aug
energy of the Oxygen L-shell is only about 20 eV so
that we can take E, and T to be equal - see eq.(3..l)k aug
3.3.3.3 Angular Deflections
The polar deflection angle ^ , for the scattered
Ph
photon is given by equ.(3.7) for wavelength change AX .
The initial direction of the Compton electron is fixed
by the conservation of energy and momentum in the
interaction. The polar deflection ,relative to the
initial photon direction,is given by
1




The directions of scattered photon and the Compton
electron lie in the same plane. Thus if the selected
azimuthal deflection for the photon is <£ , (from
ph
equ. 2.16), then the corresponding deflection for the
electron, <t> , , is t+ 4> .el pn
3.3.4 Pair Production
3.3.4.1 Electron, positron energy distribution
Pair production takes place predominantly in the
field of a nucleus. The energy of the photon minus
twice the rest mass of the electron, 2mc , (= 1.02 MeV)











3.3 DISTRIBUTION OF ELECTRON AND POSITRON ENERGIES
IN PAIR PRODUCTION.
(E - rac^) / (k - 2 mc )
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and positron. The exact, differential cross-section
describing this distribution of electron (or positron)
energy is a complicated expression. For the case of
intermediate electron and positron energies, the cross
section reduces to (Befche and Ashkin, 1953)
. / \ E2 + E2 + ~ E E / 2E E
d a (E J s dt + - 3 + - flog + - - 1+ a- I CT» —
. 3 \ . 2 2k \ k.rnc
(3.10)
Z2 2
a = . ■ _ r , E , E are the positron and electron13 7 o ' + -
total energies respectively and k = E + E
"f """
is the photon energy.
In Figure 3.3, this expression is compared to the
2
exact formula for photon energies 80,40,20,10 and 6 mc .
2 ?
The quantity (E - mc )/(k - 2mc") is the ratio of the
4"
positron K.E. to the total energy available for
positron and electron K.E. It is seen that the
agreement is very good in the 5-20 MeV region. Below
about 6 mc , eq.(3.10) goes negative for values along
the abcissa close to zero and unity. Bearing in mind
that for the purpose of selecting the positron energy
it is only the shape of the distribution that matters,
it was considered that equ.(3.10) was a sufficiently
good approximation to be used in the simulation. For
2
photon energies below 6 mc (3.06 MeV), the distribution
2
for k = 6 mc was employed. Anyway, pair production is
only 3% of the total interaction cross section in water
at 3 MeV so that any approximation in the distribution
of electron and positron kinetic energies makes a
negligible difference to any results from the simulation.







For the same reason, the slight asymmetry in the
electron-positron distribution due to the Coulombic
force of the positively charged nucleus, which is only
important in water for very low positron and electron
kinetic energies, has been neglected,,
Pair production can also take place in the field of
2
an electron. The threshold for this process is 4 mc
(2.04 MeV) in order to conserve energy and momentum..
The ratio of 'electronic' to 'nuclear' cross-sections
increases v/ith photon energy, being 0.01 at 3 MeV and
0.12 at 40 MeV in water. The energy distribution of
the electron and positron pair is the same as in the
nuclear field case for photon energy k large compared
2
to mc and the recoil electron has an energy
distribution heavily weighted towards the low energy
end. In view of these facts, no distinction has been
made in the simulation between pair production in the
field of an electron and in the field of a nucleus.
In order to select the energy of the electron and
positron, we make use of the rejection technique. The
shape of the curves in figure 3.3 indicates that the
efficiency of selection (section 2.2.2) is acceptable even
at the lowest photon energy. The number of trials
per selection is 1.36 for k <= 3 MeV,decreasing to 1.03
at k = 40 MeV. The flow diagram for programming this
selection procedure is sketched in figure 3.4.
3.3.4.2 Angular coordinates of pair electrons
The kinetic energies of the electron and positron
do not uniquely determine their directions relative to
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the photon direction as the recoil momentum of the
nucleus ox- electron (in the electronic field case)
comes into the momentum balance. The angular
distribution for low photon energy is not particularly
well-known but fortunately this does not matter. We
are only interested in the direction of the positron or
electron if its range is such as to influence the
spatial energy distribution produced by the photon
beam, in which case the electron path must be simulated
in- the electron programme. An electron of kinetic
energy 0.5 MeV has a range of about 0.17 cm. and its
angular coordinates are therefore unlikely to be required.
At higher photon energies, where the ranges of the
pair electrons can be appreciable, most of the pair
electrons are emitted in the forward direction. The
Schiff cross-section, differential in electron energy
and angle (Schiff, 1951; ,has been evaluated for variable ^
at different values of the photon energy in order to
investigate the dependence of the deflection angle
•*
on electron and photon energy. The Schiff cross
section was used in order to be consistent with the
treatment of bremsstrahlung photon production by
electrons as described in the chapter on the electron
Monte Carlo program. From the quantum theory point of
view, the process of pair creation by photons can be
considered as the inverse of the production of a photon
from the kinetic energy of an electron. Thus the same
cross section can be used for the distribution of the
angle between photon and electron, positron directions.
♦see section 4.4.2.3.









It is found that there is only a very weak dependence
on photon energy, the distribution being weighted more
and more heavily towards small angles as the electron
energy increases. Values of the mean deflection angle
have been calculated by numerical integration of the
Schiff cross section for electron kinetic energies
between 0.1 and 40 MeV. It is shown in Chapter 4 in the
section on bremsstrahlung production that the angular
distribution is adequately approximated for our purposes
by an exponential with mean angle
P (^) d? = exp (-V/OdV .....(3.11)
A table of values of V for different E+, E_ is given in
— 2
ch.4. It will be seen that ^ is of the order of 2 mc /E
or E_.
The deflection angle is selected from the exponential
distribution using the C.P.D. method. We have
y = - f 1 ogg ( 1 + R( exp ( - rr/f) -1) ) (3.12)
for random number R and mean angle V, This expression
differs from (2.5) as the value of T extends only up to
7r and not to infinity as is the case for distance between
photon interactions for example. A derivation of (3.12)
is given in Appendix 3. The mean angle is interpolated
from a tabulation of loge V. Note that no correlation is
assumed between T' and They are selected separately
using T' and ^ respectively.
—
The electron and positron trajectories are
assumed to be in the same plane. Thus if the
azimuthai deflection seJected (from equ. 2.16) for
the electron is <t> , then the azimuthal deflection for
the positron is <t> + 7r .
3.3.5 Photoelectric Absorption
This interaction becomes important in water for
photons of relatively low energy. At 0.1 MeV,
photoelectric absorption accounts for only 1.6% of the
total interaction cross-section. It follows that the
angular distribution of the ejected photoelectrons is
immaterial. There are virtually no photoelectrons of
sufficiently high energy that their subsequent spatial
diffusion could have an effect on any results.
There is no selection required for the kinetic
energy of the photoelectron. This is simply
T ss k - E
k
where E^ is the binding energy of the K-shell. If the
interaction is with an electron from the L-shell, then
this would be k — and so on. In fact, we find that
for H20, the contribution to the total photoelectric
cross-section from the two Hydrogen atoms is negligible
at all photon energies of importance. For the Oxygen
atom, Hubbell (1969) gives the ratio of the
photoelectric cross section for the K-shell to the
total for all shells as 0.34, this ratio being
substantially energy independent. Accordingly, no
error of any significance is incurred if it is assumed
that all photoelectric interactions in water are with
the K-electrons of the Oxygen atom.
In exactly the same way as with one out of five
Compton interactions 9 every photoelectric event is
assumed to give rise to an Auger electron of energy T„„ ~cillg
500 eV„ The kinetic energy of the photoelectron is thus
T = k-Taug (3'13)
There is no need to test if the photon energy is
greater than ^aUg as practice there are no photons
below about 10 keV in energy (Filet et al., 1968).
This was confirmed by the results of the present work.
3.3.6 Rayleigh Scattering
As has been explained at the beginning of this
chapter, Rayleigh or coherent scattering is of minor
importance in influencing the energy dissipation of
photons in water. An approximate procedure is
therefore adequate for determining the angular
deflection due to Rayleigh scattering.
The differential cross section for Rayleigh
scattering for unpolarized photons can be
written as (iiubbell, 1969)
dff 2 „ 9 9
= "§° + cos ^)(F(q»z)) cm /atom
steradian
(3.14)
where F(q,Z) is the "atomic form factor" and the square
of this quantity is the probability that the Z
electrons of an atom take up a recoil momentum, q,
without absorbing any energy.
Hubbell gives graphs of the cumulative angular
distribution of a based on values of F(q,Z). We make











igure 3.6 MEAN RAYLEIGH SCATTERING ANGLE vs PHOTON ENERGY
Max Rayleigh Photon Energy k / Mev.
Contribution
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that the opening half-angle, *r, , contains 15% of the
Rayleigh~3cattered photons. Dependence of w on Z is
slow so that we can take these values to apply to
c
Oxygen. In common with the photoelectric effect, the
contribution from the Hydrogen atoms to the total
coherent scattering cross section is negligible.
If we approximate the differential cross section
by an exponential distribution with mean angle \p ^,
then is given by
%
\ exp(-t/i^ )d ,Jo 171
_ 3 /
/.7T " '4
J exp( -^/ 4< )dJo ' m
and integrating
4 exp(-xr/<A ) - 3 exp(-7r/^ ) = 1 .....(3.15)K c m m
This identity for has been solved numerically by an
m
interative procedure. The variation of the mean
scattering angle with photon energy is
illustrated in figure 3.6.
Referring to table 3.1, it can be seen that the
mean free path of a photon in water has fallen below
0.1 cm at an energy of 0.003 MeV. This has been taken
as the minimum energy of interest as far as the value
of 4/ is concerned. As remarked in the previous
m
section, there are almost no photons below 10 keV
anyway. The upper energy limit of interest can
conveniently be 0.20 MeV where the contribution of
Rayleigh scattering to the total interaction
probability has fallen to 1%. Values of \fs used in the
69.
photon simulation program are calculated from a
3
polynomial fit to in log (k ) in the energym e
range k = 0.008 to 0.20 MeV.
The C.P.D. method, for ^ restricted to the range
O to 180°>is employed to select the polar
deflection angle,
Sk, = -\p log (1 + R( exp(-7r/\f/ ) - i)
iv. Ill C ill
The azimuthal deflection is uniformly
distributed between 0 and 2ir.
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Figure 3.3 'ROUTINE' FLOW DIAGRAM.
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3 •4 T11L, ('<■'■ I'Li.'i h PROGRAM
5.4.1 The Flow of the Simulation
The way in which the component parts of the
calculation are put together in order to simulate the
physical events can be seen by reference to figure 3.7.
Sufficient detail to indicate the 'flow' of the
computations is given in the figure. Operations not
indicated in the 'boxes' include the calculation of the
directions 0 , (J> , for the pair positron and electron, and
the storing of the initial coordinates of the Compton,
photo-, pair and Auger electrons ejected by the photons.
Also not shown is the termination of a photon history
when the photon energy falls below a certain cut-off
value. This would be included in the same 'box' as the
test for Z > O (i.e. backscattering).
3.4.2 Routines
A second flow diagram is shown in figure 3.8. This
corresponds to the part of figure 3.7 enclosed by the
dotted line.
In practice, when writing the computer program, all
the operations involved in, say, Compton scattering, are
written together as a 'Routine' named COMPTON. In a
similar manner, we have routines RAYLEIGH, PAIR and
PHOTO which comprise all the operations indicated in the
respective 'boxes' for these interactions in figure 3.7.
The selection of the distance between inter¬
actions,and the selection of interaction
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type are included together in the routine PATHINT.
When programming the logical flow of the
simulation, we can then refer to all the operations
outlined in a particular box in figure 3.7, by the name
of the routine. The actual description of the routine,
which may be long and complicated, can then be relegated
to the end of the program. To the best of the
author's knowledge, this procedure is possible in
most high-level programming languages.
In figure 3.7, the operations for Rayleigh and
Compton scattering include the statement "Calculate
new 9f <£." This operation is performed by the routine
NEWDIR which contains the relations described in
section 2.3.2. Figure 3.8, then, is a description of
the more detailed flow diagram in figure 3.7 in terms
of the routines used in the photon Monte Carlo program.
3.4.3 Structure of the Complete Photon Program
The Monte Carlo computer program is made
up of 4 main sections:
i) Input of Data
This includes both the 'adjustable' variables
such as photon energy and number of histories, and
the 'fixed' data i.e. those which do not alter
from one run to another, such as the tabulation
of values of P (E), the probability of an
c
interaction being Compton scattering.
ii) Generation of the Histories
This has been dealt with in the previous two
sections. The logic of this part of the program
is essentially given in figure 3 , 7 „ The use of
routines enables the coding of the simulation of the
sequence of the physical events to be reduced to a
few lines of program. The same logical sequence is
repeated for the number of histories specified
in the input data.
iii) Output of the results
iv) Description of the routines
This is invariably the longest section, consisting
of several different routines. The routines are all put
together after the code for the printout of the results
in order to make the structure of the program clearer.
3.4.4 Calculation of Results
The photon histories generated can be analysed to
yield any number of physical parameters such as
percentage backscatter, energy spectrum of scattered
photons, spatial energy dissipation etc. It is
possible to store all the coordinates describing a set
of histories in a data file and subsequently run a
separate program to extract the particular information
required from the histories. This requires an enormous
amount of storage space for large numbers of histories
and generally makes the whole calculation more •
difficult to handle.
The procedure adopted in this work is effectively
to analyse each history as it is carried out. A simple
example of this is the calculation of the number of
back-scattered photons. Lach time the condition Z >= 0
Figure3.9IRRADIATIONGEOME RY.
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is not satisfied* the variable BAC is augmented by one,
Such steps are included in the appropriate routines,,
The basic logical sequence of the simulation is not
altered by the inclusion of extra lines of code to
extract more information from a particular run, though
the size and run-time of the program may be appreciably
increased. The statistical accuracy of any results
obtained is, of course, dependent on the
number of histories.
3•4,5 Geometry
The .introduction of boundaries into the medium
presents no problem in Monte Carlo calculations. The
geometry of the incident photon beam for the
calculations described in this work, for reasons
discussed elsewhere, is usually plane perpendicular
incident on a semi-infinite medium. Information about
the photon histories is generally required only for the
first 30 cm of penetration. Consequently, the
histories can be terminated if Z exceeds a certain
value ZEND. This also avoids using any more computer
time than is necessary for a given number of histories.
As will be illustrated by the results presented in
section 3.5, information is frequently desired about
the spectrum or energy dissipation between 2
depths as in figure 3.19. All that is necessary
to effect this is a line:
IF ZMIN <= Z <= ZMAX THEN
followed by the code to record the energy dissipation etc.
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PHOTOEFFECT IMPOSED AT 0-0010 MEV
5•52 60 SEC )
> Execution time for the 500 histories.
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NO. OF HISTORIES H = 500
NO. OF INTERACTIONS N = 6590
NO- AUGER ELECTRONS AUG = 1487
NO. OF RAYLEIGH SCATTERS NR = 266
NO. OF BACKSCATTERED PHOTONS BAC = 95







3.4.6 Soine Practica 1 Details
A typical printout of a run of one of the early
versions of the photon simulation is reproduced in
figure 3.10. The input data does not include a
geometrical cut-off so the photons are 'followed' to
absorption unless they are back-scattered. The
low-energy cut-off is never imposed as the photons
never drop to such a low energy (l keV in this case)
before being absorbed. In later versions, this
cut-off was dispensed with . The 500 histories
took 45 seconds to execute, giving a run-time per
history of just less than one tenth of a second.
This is a typical figure. For photons of a lower
initial energy, there are less interactions per
history and consequently the execution time is
reduced. In this example, no distributions such as
energy spectra were calculated from the photon histories.
Several versions of the photon program have been
written, differing mainly in the amount of information
extracted from the histories. The simplest version,
which calculates only the information in the printout
in figure 3.10, is about 350 statements of IMP and
occupies 8 Kbytes in compiled form. A later version,
which analyses the histories to give the electron
source spectrum, is over 600 statements with a
corresponding increase in the size of the object program.
Considerable efforts were made to reduce the
execution time per photon history. The details need
not concern us here, but let it suffice to mention that
some of the selection methods described in the previous
sections were replaced by faster techniques devised by
Von Neumann. Details of these can be found in
Zerby (1953). Also a more efficient way of using the
random number generator was employed. A total
reduction in run-time by a factor 2 was achieved by
such modifications. It must be noted in this
connection, that the execution time of the photon
program is not the critical factor when it is to be
linked to an electron simulation program as in this
work. As will be emphasised in the next chapter, the
execution time per electron history is invariably an
order of magnitude greater than that for photon histories
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3 . 5 INTERCEPT ATL KFSUITS
The photon Monte Carlo program was written in order
to be linked to the electron program for the purpose of
calculating the electron flux in water irradiated by
primary photon beams. Nevertheless, a few of the result
obtained from runs of the photon program before it was
amalgamated with the electron simulation are presented
here. It can be seen that the photon results are
consistent with those of other workers as well as
illustrating one or two important features of photon
energy dissipation.
3.5.1 Depth-absorbed dose histogram
For a photon beam of initial energy .less than about
1 MeV, the range of the Cornpton electrons is negligible
compared to the mean free path of the photons producing
them. Consequently, the subsequent diffusion of these
*
secondary electrons has little or no influence on the
spatial energy dissipation resulting from the absorption
of the photon beam.
It. is assumed that the energy of the secondary
electrons is deposited at the position where the inter¬
action occurred. This assumption is valid as long as
there are no positrons produced, which eventually result
in the emission of two annihilation photons of energy
0.51.1 MeV, and that the secondary electrons do not give
rise to appreciable numbers of high-energy bremsstrahlun
photons. Both these conditions are amply fulfilled for
photons of energy less than a few MeV.
^referred to as photon-ejected or primary electrons
later in this work.
Figure3.11DEPTH-ABSORBEDO EHISTOGRAMF0.5MeVP O ONBEAMINWATER.








Figure 3.12 SOURCE SPECTRUM OF ELECTRONS SET IN MOTION BY A
1 MeV PHOTON (Infinite medium).
Electron Kinetic Energy T / MeV.
7 7 .
By adding up the energies of the secondary
electrons deposited in I crn layers in the Z direction,
a histogram is built up as drawn in figure 3.11.
Superimposed on this histogram is the depth-absorbed
dose curve calculated by Bruce and Johns (i960) for the
same photon energy and geometrical conditions i.e.
central axis dose; infinite field; infinite FSD, in
radiotherapy parlance. The agreement is satisfactory.
Bruce and Johns used a combination of analytical and
Monte Carlo techniques to handle the photon transport.
The Monte Carlo calculation was organized so as to
produce results normalized in the same way as those of
Bruce and Johns. It can be seen that 3000 histories do
not give a particularly 'smooth' histogram, emphasising
the effect of the small number of 'catastrophic'
events in each photon history.
3.5.2 Initial energy spectrum of electrons
and positrons
The photon histories can be analyzed to give the
numbers of electrons (including positrons) of different
energies. The first histogram shown of this 'source'
spectrum of the ejected electrons is for an infinite,
as opposed to semi-infinite, medium. This is achieved
by simply putting Zq equal to a sufficiently large
value so as to preclude any back-scattering. In
figure 3.12, we compare the histogram to the results of
an analytical calculation by Abillon (1972). Her
medium was Methane, not Water, but this leads only to a
difference in the number of low-energy electrons
Figure 3.13 ELECTRON SOURCE SPECTRUM PRODUCED BY A 10 MeV
PHOTON BEAM IN WATER : 2 DIFFERENT GEOMETRIES
Electron, Positron Kinetic Energy T ,T / MeV.
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produced by the photoelectric effect. The energy
distribution of Compton electrons is not affected. The
so-called Compton edge is evident at the high-energy
end of the spectrum. The maximum energy of a Compton
electron is about 0.8 MeV. This corresponds to the
maximum photon wavelength change of 2 Compton units
(see equ. 3.7) for the 1 MeV primary photons. The
energy range only extends to 1 keV so that the large
numbers of Auger electrons at 500 eV are not shown.
Secondly, in figure 3.13,the influence of the
scattered photons on the shape of the electron source
spectrum is illustrated. For 10 MeV photons, 2 runs
were carried out for different geometries. In the case
of the semi-infinite medium, there are a large number
of low-energy Compton electrons arising from
multiply-scattered photons. For the surface layer
geometry, most of the Compton electrons arise from the
first photon scatter. This change of initial electron
spectrum with depth for a photon beam will be seen to
be of some significance later in this work. We can
note that a much larger number of photon histories was
necessary to achieve the same 'resolution* in the
0 - 3 cm geometry as in the semi-infinite case. This
is to be expected since on average a 10 MeV photon has
only 0.2 interactions in the 3 cm layer compared with
about 11 interactions before it is absorbed.
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CHAPTER 4
MOP.TE CARLO PROGRAM FOR ELECTRON TRANSPORT
4•4 REQUIREMENTS OF THE CALCULATION
The program is required to yield information about
the spatial diffusion of electrons in water. In
particular, the results must include the total electron
flux spectrum at different depths produced by primary
electron beams with initial energies between 5 and
40 MeV. The electron simulation is also to be coupled
to. the photon Monte Carlo program in order to handle
the transport of photon-ejected electrons and yield
electron flux spectra produced by primary photon
beams at various depths of interest. The electron
program, in turn, calculates the initial parameters of
bremsstrahlung photons produced by electron
interactions which serve as input data for the photon
transport program. The electron histories are
terminated when the kinetic energy of the electron
falls below a cutoff, Tc> such that further spatial
diffusion is unimportant.
The construction of the program has also been
guided by the practical limitation of the amount of
computer time available, which has influenced the
simulation scheme adopted and the approximations
employed. The final Monte Carlo program is, in effect,
a compromise between a fast execution time to extract
the desired information and an accurate simulation of
the physical processes involved in electron
transport and energy loss.
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4• 2 ELECTRON INTERACTIONS WITH MATTER
4.2.1 Ionizations and Excitations
The dominant mode of electron energy loss, in the
energy range of interest in this work, is through
inelastic collisions with the bound electrons of the
atoms or molecules of the slowing-down medium. The
atoms are either ionized, with the ejection of an
electron, or left in an excited state. This is the
start of the chain of events leading to chemical and
biological changes in certain substances.
The size of the energy transfers is heavily
weighted towards the low-energy end, following very
closely a l/q distribution, for energy transfer q,
except for transfers close to the binding energies of
the electrons of the medium. The average energy loss,
which is largely independent of the electron kinetic
energy above a few keV in the light elements, is of
the order of 60 eV. This means that a 1 MeV electron
will produce about 2.0,000 ionizations and excitations
in slowing down to an energy of a few eV. Quantum
theory dictates that it is not possible to say which
of the two electrons emerging from a collision is the
primary and which is the secondary. By convention,
the electron with the lower energy is taken to be the
secondary. This results in the maximum possible energy
of a secondary electron, or 5-ray, being half of the
energy of the primary before the interaction.
This would not be the case for a primary
positron, for example.
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The average rate of energy loss due to ionizations
and excitations is represented by the collision stopping
power, (dT/dx) already referred to in chapter 1.
rihis is usually evaluated from the theoretical Bethe-Bloch
expression. The theory assumes that the electrons of the
siowing-down medium are free and is therefore only valid
for electron energies well above the binding energies of
the atomic electrons. This restriction is not important
for the electron energies involved in the Monte Carlo
simulation, which do not extend below the cutoff, T ,
which is never less than 0.1 MeV.
The lower limit to the size of the energy transfer
enters into the theory through the parameter I, the mean
ionization potential. This depends on the electron
energy levels and corresponding oscillator strengths for
the atoms of the medium concerned. Theoretical evaluations
for I for ail but the simplest atoms have so far proved
to be too complicated. The accepted values for different
elements have been deduced from experimental measurements
of the ranges of protons in various materials (see, for
example, NAS-NRC 1133 (1964); Dalton and Turner (1968)).
electron collision stopping powers in the MeV energy
region in condensed media are reduced below the values
given by the Bethe-Bloch theory due to the so-called
density effect. The assumption that the medium can be
treated as a collection of individual, uncorrelated atoms
has to be modified to take into account the screening of the
electric field experienced by electrons distant from
the primary electron track. This screening is due to
the polarization of the intervening atoms.
Consequently, there is a reduction in the energy loss
due to 'distant* collisions. The theory of the
polarization or density effect has been developed to
the point of numerical application for a wide range of
elements and compounds by Sternheimer (1952, 1956).
In water, the reduction in the total collision stopping
power rises from 1% at 0.85 MeV to 18% at 40 MeV. The
significance for ionization dosimetry of this
reduction, which is entirely negligible in gases at
these energies, has already been discussed in chapter 1.
It can be noted here that evaluations of the restricted
collision stopping power tacitly assume that the size
of the energy transfers affected by the density effect
is less than the cutoff,A . This assumption, for
values of A as low as 100 eV, is examined critically
in a later chapter.
4.2.2 Bremsstrahlung
In the field of a nucleus, or an atomic electron,
an electron can lose energy through the production of
photons, known as bremsstrahlung. This process is
analogous to the classical radiation of energy by an
accelerating or deccelerating electric charge. The
process begins to dominate over collision energy losses
at re I. at i vi s tic energies, more particularly for the
heavy elements as the cross section is approximately
proportional to Z , or Z(Z+l) if radiation in the field
of the atomic electrons is also included.
Associated with bremsstrahlung energy loss is the
radiation stopping power, (dT/dje) and another
useful quantity, the radiation yield, YrQ(j« 1'his is
defined as the fraction of its initial kinetic energy
that an electron will radiate in the course of slowing
down. In water, for an electron energy of 1 MeV,
(dT/dx) is less than 1% of the total stopping power
and Yra(J is 0.0049. At 40 MeV, these figures are 30%
and 0.16 respectively. The so-called critical energy,
when radiative and collision stopping powers are equal,
is reached at 92 MeV in water, well above the maximum
energy concerned in the present work.
The distribution of bremsstrahlung photon energy,
k, roughly approximates to a l/k law. An electron
may lose up to all its kinetic energy in the production
of a photon. Bremsstrahlung energy loss tends to be
less 'continuous* in nature than that due to inelastic
electron-electron collisions, there being a greater
probability of large energy losses,
4.2.3 Scattering
In both the energy-loss mechanisms described
above, the primary electron is deflected. However it
is elastic coulomb interactions between the electron
and the heavy nucleus of charge Z that dominate the
electron scattering process. Rutherford first derived
the distribution of the electron deflections assuming
that the nucleus was a point charge. More refined
treatments have included the effect of the finite size
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of the nucleus and the screening of the nuclear field
by the atomic electrons.
In the course of slowing down, the electron is
scattered many thousands of times in a short section of
its path mostly through very small angles. This has
led to the development of theories of multiple
scattering. Distributions have been calculated for the
size of the deflection angle after the electron has
travelled a given distance. Such multiple scattering
distributions vary in their complexity depending on
which single scattering cross section they are based
upon etc. The simplest of these, the Gaussian
distribution, which does not take into account the
occasional large angular deflection, will be shown to
be adequate for the present purposes.
4,2.4 Electron Range
Bubble chamber pictures show very clearly the
considerable straggling of electron tracks.
Nevertheless, the concept of an average range of an
electron is useful. A commonly used quantity is the
c-s-d-a range, rQ. This theoretically calculated range
is the total pathlength assuming that an electron of
initial energy, Tq, loses energy continuously at the
rate given by the total stopping power. Hence
greater than any measurable quantity such as the




Due to the scattering of the electron, is always
range from O.I7 cm at 0.5 MeV to 9.2 cm at 20 MeV,
increasing by roughly 1 cm for every 2 MeV above
an electron K.E. of about 2 MeV.
4 - 3 C Oil P 0 T AT10 N A L SCHEME
4.3.1 The Grouping of Collisions
As has been outlined above, an electron undergoes
a vast number of interactions in slowing down. This is
in complete contrast to a photon, which experiences on
average a dozen or so catastrophic interactions before
absorption. A photon Monte Carlo simulation can be a
direct analogue of the physical events. This is out of
the question when dealing with electrons. It becomes
necessary to group together large numbers of the
electron interactions, effectively treating the electron
track as a manageable number of sections.
The question then arises as to which particular
scheme is to be used to group the collisions together.
The steps can be regulated by the energy of the
particle or the pathlength. As Berger (1963) points
out, the arbitrary pre-selection of energies is
reasonable for protons, which can only lose a tiny
fraction of their energy in an individual collision and
thus traverse a practically continuous range of
energies. Electrons, on the other hand, can lose a
major fraction of their energy in a single
interaction, so that they may jump over certain
energy intervals altogether.
In view of the fact that 5-rays with energies
above the Monte Carlo cutoff, T , and bremsstrahlung
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photons were to be included in the complete simulation,
a 2-group scheme naturally suggested itself. In this
type of calculation, individual events resulting in
energy losses above a certain cutoff, A , are excluded
from the grouping. The distance between these
'catastrophic' events as well as the size of the energy
loss and deflection are selected individually. Over
the pathlength sections between catastrophic events,
the energy loss can be calculated from the
continuous-slowing-down approximation, or from a
theoretical straggling distribution to take into
account energy-loss fluctuations. The angular
deflection is selected from a suitable multiple
scattering distribution.
The 2-group scheme was employed in an electron
fdonte Carlo calculation by Schneider and Cormack (1959)
(see fig, 1.5), who experimented with different cutoff
values, finding that this influenced only slightly
their results for the primary electron flux in an
infinite water medium. Berger (1963), who referred to
such schemes as class II, discussed their advantages
over class I schemes which group all the collisions
together, regardless of the magnitude of the energy
loss involved. In particular, he pointed out that the
initial state of the 5-rays is indicated unambiguously,
that the angular deflections due to inelastic
scattering can be calculated more accurately, and the
correlation between energy-loss fluctuations and
multiple-scattering deflections is preserved more
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faithfully. In the present case, these remarks can be
extended to include the fairly frequent, large energy
losses due to bremsstrahlung, which may be expected to
have an appreciable effect on the shape of the
electron spectrum at high energies.
4.3.2 Choice of catastrophic cutoff
The lowest value used for the energy at which the
Monte Carlo histories were terminated, T was never less
than 0.1 MeV for reasons given later. Therefore, it was
not strictly necessary to be able to calculate the
initial parameters of 6-rays below T . However, the
choice of such a high cutoff as 0.1 MeV for the sampling
of catastrophic events would have necessitated the use
of an ionization—loss straggling distribution rather
than the simpler c-s-d-a for the energy loss between
catastrophic events if realistic depth-dependent flux
spectra were to be derived from the electron histories.
A comparison of the electron spectra from calculations
by Kessaris (1966, 1970), based on the c-s-d-a, and by
Harder (1965), based on the Landau straggling
distribution, shows this very clearly. It was
desirable to avoid the complications involved in the
use of a straggling distribution for the
'non-catastrophic' energy losses. Further, as the mean
free path of a 0.1 MeV photon is about 6 cm, the spatial
diffusion of bremsstrahiung photons with initial
energies below the cutoff could not have been ignored,
implying that a different, lower cutoff value would
have been necessary for bremsstrahlung events in order
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that the photons could have been included in the
photon MC simulation. This, too, would have
unnecessarily complicated the program.
Consequently, it was desirable to have as low a
cutoff energy, Af as possible.
For a 5 MeV electron, a cutoff of 100 eV results
in around 860 collisions per cm. This is clearly far too
many steps to be feasible in terms of computer time.
If A is increased to 10 keV, then there is an average
of.only 9 catastrophic collisions per cm, or a total of
about 30 steps per history, not including
bremsstrahlung events. This was considered to be a
manageable number. However, for a 30 MeV electron, a
10 keV cutoff would result in around 200 steps, which
is not so manageable. The use of a variable cutoff was
therefore indicated. A cutoff proportional to the
electron energy, T, would have given an unnecessarily
large number of steps at low energies close to T where
the small residual range of the electron makes an
accurate treatment of the diffusion less important. As
a compromise, a cutoff A(T) was chosen which varied
linearly with electron energy, T, from 30 keV at
40 MeV to 10 keV at 0.5 MeV:
A(T) = 0.5063.T + 9.747 (4.2)
[keV] [MeV]
The use of this variable cutoff for catastrophic events,
whether electron-electron collisions or brenisstrahlung
production, together with the c-s-d-a for calculating
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the energy loss along the intervening pathlength steps,
was considered to be a sufficiently accurate simulation
of the fluctuation of the energy loss of an electron
along its track. Effectively, all the energy-loss
straggling is assumed to be due to losses,
greater than A(T).
It must be emphasised that the validity of the
particular scheme adopted, with its associated, often
arbitrary approximations, can ultimately only be
demonstrated by the agreement or otherwise of results
calculated from the electron histories with those
from other determinations, both theoretical and
experimental. The 'proof of the pudding is in the
eating' as it were.
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4.4 SIMULATION OF THE INTERACTIONS
In the sections immediately following, details are
given of the calculations that were involved in
simulating the electron tracks. The so-called
catastrophic events are dealt with first, and then the
pathlength sections or steps between these large energy
losses. Input data were prepared for carbon and
aluminium as well as for water in order to be able to
compare preliminary results with those of other workers
for these media. The minimum energy possible for the
Monte Carlo cutoff, T , was taken as 0.1 MeV. At
c
this energy, an electron has a range, rQ, of
only 0.014 cm in water.
4.4.1 Catastrophic 6-ray production
There are two basic quantities involved. Firstly,
an effective attenuation coefficient, , and associated
mean free path, s_ , between collisions resulting in a
5-ray of energy greater than the cutoff, a(T), must be
calculated. Secondly, a selection has to be made of the
energy of the 5-ray, which lies between A(T) and T/2.
The Miller relativistic cross section for coulumb
interactions between free electrons was employed to
derive these quantities. This can be written
as (Berger, 1963)
_ £ (io + 1 O , ( T )2 _ 2T_+1 1 )"
T e (l-O r+ l (r+ 1) * €(i-*r
(4.3)






0.5 10.0 10.58 0.0945
1 10. 25 9.07 0.1102
5 12 .28 6.98 0.1432
10 14.81 5.77 0.1735
40 30.0 2.84 0.3517
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where








The above cross section per electron must be multiplied
by p. to give values per unit volume of material,
A
where is the Avogardo Constant and ^Z,^ signifies the
A
average by weight for compounds or mixtures.
4.4.1.1 Attentuation coefficient,/^
The attenuation coefficient, /u , which is
the probability, per unit pathlength, of an
inelastic scattering with energy transfer




dcr . de .....(4.4)
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The quantity, , has been tabulated for values of the
electron energy, T, from 0,1 up to 40 MeV. Table 4.i
gives some of these figures for water together with
values of the mean free path between 6-ray production,
\-l/pe ) and the variable catastrophic cutoff, A(T).
The number of events varies from over 10 per cm at
0.5 MeV to under 3 per cm at 40 MeV.
4.4.1.2 Selection of 5-ray energy
The energy transfer must be selected from the
exact distribution, as given by the M/lier differential
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cross section, da/de or a ,,(T.q), in order that the
moil
average energy loss per unit pathlength comes out
correctly. The analytical form of a ,, does not lendJ moll
itself to selection by the C.P.D. method, although the
expression given in equ.4-3 can be integrated easily.
However, except close to e= 1/2, all terms are small
2
compared to 1/e ". Figure 4.1 shows the exact M/ller
2
distribution, for T = 20 MeV, compared with the l/q
approximation. The differences are entirely negligible
for q <1 MeV or so. A systematic investigation of
these differences for different T demonstrated that a
value of the energy transfer, q, could be chosen for
2
any T such that l/q was an excellent approximation to
the M/ller expression. Values of this dividing
energy, were given by
q . (MeV) = 0.025 for T<0.5 MeVdlV
= 0.5 (0.21111.T -0.05555)
for 0.5sCT<5 MeV
n 0.1 T for T>5 MeV (4.5)
This set of equations gives a value for . which is
constant for T below 0.5 MeV, varies linearly with T
up to T = 5 MeV and is then proportional to T above
this energy. These somewhat arbitrary values were
chosen on the basis of ensuring that the collision
stopping power, restricted to losses between T/2 and
2
100 eV; calculated using a « l/q for losses between
q,. and A(T), was within about 0.2% of the value
cliv
calculated using a ,. for all q > 100 eV, i.e.moli
1/2
(dT/dx)^2 = p.N^. »T
a




The probability. P , that a catastrophic 5-ray has an
energy less than for which the l/q*" distribution












On evaluation, P^ was found to vary from 0.635 at
T =r 0.5 MeV to 0.991 at 20 MeV. For values of q
between A(T) and q,. , selection from the l/qZ(11 v *
distribution is straightforward. Making use of the








If q lies in the region Qdiv< q < 1/2, then the
M/ller distribution must be employed. This corresponds
to the part of figure 4.1 enclosed by the dotted lines.
It can be seen that a straightforward application of
the rejection technique to the selection of q would
be very inefficient. Patau (197£) has given a modified
rejection procedure to deal with such cases. The use







0.5 28 0.635 14.1 33
1 42 0.888 7.5 41
5 48 0.978 7.0 69
10 52 0.987 7.0 92
20 47 0.991 6.7 132
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of this procedure results in a greatly
increased efficiency and hence computing speed when the
distribution is of a form, which decreases monotonically
from a maximum value. The application of Patau's
method to the selection of ci>qJ. from the W/llerdxv
distribution is described in Appendix 4. Table 4.2
includes the efficiency of selection from the Patau
rejection procedure and the CPU time for 5000
selections of q (for a(T) <q<T/2) together with P ^.
A selection time of about 2 milliseconds
was acceptably fast.
A very convenient check to make sure that the
whole selection procedure is functioning correctly is
to calculate the average value of the catastrophic
6-ray energy transfer, q, from the q's selected (see
table 4.2). This should be equal to the average
value of q calculated from the product of the mean
free path between collisions, s , and the stopping
o
power restricted to losses greater than a(T). as
evd-uated from equation 4.6 using the Miller cross section:
5 = Ss. (dT/d*)7^2) (4 9)
It was verified that the evaluation of q from the
selection procedure and from equ.4.9 were in agreement
for a wide range of T values, given allowances for
statistical fluctuations.
4.4.1.3 Auger electrons
The Miller cross section applies to free
electrons. It is implicitly assumed that each bound
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electron of the absorbing medium contributes equally
to the total cross section. This is a justified
assumption provided that the energy of the primary
electron is large compared to the binding energies of
the 'free' electrons of the medium, as is the case in
the Monte Carlo program for which T. is never less than
0,1 MeV. Therefore, when dealing with water, it can be
assumed that one out of five catastrophic 5~rays comes
from the K-shell of the oxygen atom. As has been
discussed in chapter 3 when dealing with the ejection
of electrons by the Compton and photoelectric effects,
any K-shel.l vacancy will result in the ejection of an
Auger electron from the L shell, with a kinetic energy
of around 500 eV. For water, the spectrum of electrons
is to be computed (down to 100 eV). Consequently,
these Auger electrons must be included. Thus, the part
of the program for the calculation of 6-ray energy,
if the medium is water, includes the steps:
If R<0.2, then T = q - T' 6 M aug
where T is the K.E. of the 6-ray and q is the selected
value for the energy transfer. The inclusion of the
Auger electrons can be considered to be an approximate
way of taking into account the binding energy of the
K-oxygen electrons. This is discussed at greater
length in chapter 5 on the computation of the electron
spectrum in water below the Monte Carlo cutoff. T .*
c






The polar deflection ¥ of the primary electron
due to inelastic scattering resulting in an energy
transfer, q, is given by the conservation laws:
. 2
_ 2 eS1 °
p 2 + (1-e) r (4.10)
and for the ray
2.t. e( 2+T )
cos % =— —6 2+ e • T
For the azimuthal deflections, $ = 2irR = n + $ .
P o
Naturally, the calculation of the deflection angles for
the <5-ray is only necessary if T > T and the 5-ray is
0 c
to be included in the simulation.
4.4.1.5 Flow Diagram
Within the electron Monte Carlo program, the
routine NOKLOS contains the code which computes the
energy loss and deflection resulting from catastrophic
<5-ray production, given that such an event has been
selected in the first place. The general flow of the
calculations involved in the execution of NOKLOS is
indicated in figure 4.2. The dotted lines mark the
entry and exit to the routine. NEWDIR is the routine
that calculates the new 0, <f> from the polar and
azirnuthal deflections resulting from the interaction, as
discussed in chapter 3.
4,4.2 Bremsstrahlung Production
Anaiagous to 6-ray production, an attenuation
coefficient, representing the probability per unit
path-length of the creation of a photon with energy
greater than A(T) , is required. The Schiff (l95l)
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differential cross section for b reins strait lung
production has been employed to calculate u, and to
give the distribution of photon energy, k, from which
the energy loss is selected. Schiff integrated
the double-differential cross section over angle to
obtain the energy spectrum:
<k(E k) = 2Z2 / e2N\ 1 i/E 2 . E2 2E
dk 157 -^7/ x
o
o




2 , i, . k2> 4(2-b2) tan-1b - 8 2
-2 log (1 . b ) + —-j + -
b 3b 3b -
(4.11)
v 2
with 1 = { mc^k \ I(mc2k \ /
M \2EohJ +V 111
and b = 2EoEZl/3/1JL1 mc\.
2
where E = T + mc , the total energy of the electron
and E = E^ - k, the total energy after energy loss, k.
4.4.2.1 Attenuation coefficient, y
The maximum value that the photon energy, k, can
take is equal to the kinetic energy of the electron, T.
In the present scheme, the minimum value is fixed by
the cutoff,A(T), for catastrophic energy losses.
Consequently, yfa is given by
rT
~
A 'J. I ^k
A 7a(^ a * ' T) dk * (4.12)
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Unlike the M/ Her cross section, a , (E , k) could not' sch o
be integrated analytically. Therefore y^ had to be
evaluated by numerical integration, employing equal log
intervals owing to the nature of the variation of o
sch
with k. In order to take into account bremsstrahlung
2
in the field of the atomic electrons, the factor Z in
equ. 4.11 was replaced by Z(Z+l). Values of the
2 -1
attenuation coefficient, in units of cm ,g , were
tabulated for water, carbon and aluminium for electron
kinetic energies between 0.1 and 40 MeV.
Berger and Seltzer (l9S4) evaluated the stopping
power due to bremsstrahlung losses for electrons in a
wide range of substances. Their evaluation was based on
the use of various differential cross sections for
bremsstrahlung production combined with empirical
corrections taken from the comprehensive review by Koch
and Motz (1959). It was desirable that average values
of the radiation loss in the electron simulation should
be consistent with the tabulations of (dT/dx) . given
ran
by berger and Seltzer. This was clearly not going to
be the case if the values of y ^ calculated from theb
unmodified Schiff cross section were used. The Schiff
cross section, based on the Born approximation, is not
accurate for low electron energies and for photon
energies ciose to T. In order to derive the
appropriate correction factors for different values of
the electron energy, the radiation stopping power based
on the unmodified Schiff differential cross section, as
given by equ. 4.11, was calculated:






fb F, y .b-£
(cm ) (cm)
0.1 9 .80 2 .427 0.131 7.63
0.5 10.0 1.413 0.125 8 .00
1 10.25 1. 247 0.138 7.25
5 12.28 1.004 0.173 5.78
10 14.81 0.990 0.194 5.16
40 30.0 0.990 0.228 4.39
9 0 «
rT
( dT/d x) . = P.N . 1 | k . da .elkrad A •— ——
A J d k / . , „ •>Jo .....(4.15)
Values of (dT/dx) J evaluated from this equation for
rad
water, carbon and aluminium were compared with the
Berger and Seltzer tabulations. Table 4.3 includes
some values of the factor ft = (dT/dx)„ „/(dT/dx)_ , .„„b B+S Schxff
together with the 'corrected* attenuation coefficient,
fb., and the inverse of this, sb> the average
distance between catastrophic bremsstrahlung events.
The ratio f^ is constant at 0.990 for electron energies
between 7 and 40 MeV, indicating that the Schiff cross
section provides a fairly accurate description of the
bremsstrahlung process at these energies. If the
values for s, are compared with s „ from table 4.1, itb <5
can be seen that energy losses greater than A(T) due to
bremsstrahlung are going to be much fewer in number
than those resulting in 5-rays.
It was important to ascertain whether or not
radiation losses needed to be included in the
restricted stopping power, corresponding to energy
transfers less than the catastrophic cutoff. This
restricted stopping power would be needed for the
energy loss between catastrophic events. Photons of
energy less than. A(T) could not be generated
individually and hence could not be included in the
input to the photon simulation. It would have had to
have been assumed, therefore, that they dissipated
their energy at the position of origin. However,
reference to table 3,1 shows that the mean free path of
IOC).
a 30 keV photon is nearly 3 cm, only becoming
negligible at about. 10 keV (these 2 energies
corresponding to the range of values of A(T) ) .
Equation 4.13 was evaluated with the lower limit of the
integral altered to A(T) in order to calculate the
contribution to the radiation stopping power from
losses less than A(T). It was found that this
contribution decreased from 5% at 0.5 MeV to 0.5% at
5 MeV. At 40 MeV it was only 0.1%. At all electron
energies between 0.1 and 40 MeV, bremsstrahlung losses
less than A(T) contribute less than 0.3% of the total
stopping power, indicating that it was justified to
ignore all 'non-catastrophic' bremsstrahlung losses.
This demonstrated that the magnitude of A(T) chosen
was appropriate to deal with bremsstrahlung as
well as A-ray events.
t.4.2.2 Selection of photon energy
The photon energy, k, is to be selected from the
distribution given by equ. 4.11 for a given . The
Schiff distribution is expected to be accurate - except
for k close to T (the high-frequency limit), k close to
zero (we are only concerned with k> A(T)) and for small
T (Berger and Seltzer, 1964). For electron energies
less than about 1 MeV, bremsstrahlung is a very small
fraction of the total energy loss so the use of an
approximate distribution for the photon energies will
not lead to any appreciable error. The closeness of
the factor f to unity for electrons above about 5 MeV,
as mentioned above, implies that the Schiff distribution
Figure 4.3 SELECTION OF THE PHOTON ENERGY, k, FROM THE SCHIFF
DIFFERENTIAL CROSS-SECTION, do" / dk.
(T = 10 MeV, Z = 8)
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10) .
cannot be very different fro: theoretical differential cross
sections which take into account more precisely the
effect of screening etc. Anyway, bremsstrahlung
production is a secondary•effect for electron energies
below about 20 RleV. The use of the unmodified Schiff
photon energy distribution at all electron energies
considered in the present calculations appeared to
be amply justified.
Values of ° (E ,k). the number distribution,
sch o
and k»ach» the intensity distribution, are plotted in
figure 4.3 for an electron energy of 10 MeV down to a
photon energy of 10 keV. The near constant value of
the intensity indicates that, except for k close to
T, agch is approximately proportional to l/k. However,
the approximation is not close enough to be able to
make use of it over a wide erough range of values of k,
p
unlike the i/q approximation in the case of CTrno^^-
The use of an unmodified rejection procedure for
selecting k would be hopelessly inefficient. The Patau
modification (see Appendix 4; would not improve matters
either, as it requires the range of k values to be
divided into equal intervals- whereas equal log
intervals seem more appropriate in this case. A simple
calculation, assuming as ^ =o/k, indicated that if the
k range was divided into 4 equal sections on a
logarithmic scale, then the average efficiency of
selection by the rejection technique should be about
40%, being of the same order for each section. This is
illustrated graphically by f.gure 4.3b, in which one of
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the sections in fig. 4.3a is re-drawn with a linear
scale for the photon energy.
The selection procedure employed was
therefore as follows:
The range of k values, A(T) < k< T, was divided into 4
equal log intervals. For each interval, k^ to
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If R<P,^« then k lies in section 1, if not then R isb
j 2
compared to (P. + P^) and so on. In this way, one of
the four sections is selected. Then the rejection
technique is used in straightforward fashion to select
the random variable k in the chosen section from
a . (E ,k). Values of P* were not evaluated from 4.14sch o b
during each execution of the selection procedure, but
interpolated from tabulations for different T prepared
beforehand and comprising part of the input data for a
particular medium. In order to further reduce the
computing time, advantage was taken of simplifications
in the expression for cr For b ^ 1, the square
bracket term that multiplies E/E^ equ. 4.11 reduces
to 2/9, and can be neglected for b <3 (Schiff, 1951).
Note also that for water, for which the contribution to
the total cross section due to the hydrogen atoms is








0.5 49 38 78
1 46 41 123
10 35 46 941
40 33 50 3890
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only about 1/18 th of that due to the oxygen atom,
can be taken as equal to 2 {Z=3 for oxygen) with
negligible error, thus avoiding a separate evaluation
of as/,h ^or hydrogen and oxygen.
The salient features of the bremsstrahlung
selection procedure are summarized in table 4.4. The
times given are appreciably longer than the
corresponding values for 5~ray energy selection given
in table 4.2. however, the frequency of bremsstrahlung
events is very much lower than that for 6-rays so the
relatively slow bremsstrahlung procedure will not
appreciably increase the average execution time per
catastrophic event. The most striking feature from
comparing table 4.4 with table 4.2 is the very much
larger average energy loss, k, resulting from
bremsstrahlung production. This was to be expected
from the fact that 0 « i/k (approx.) whereas
SCh
2
°moll ^* Electrons are much more likely to lose a
large fraction of their energy in creating a photon
than in ejecting a S~ray, although in total there
will be far more <5 -rays than photons produced in
catastrophic events.
4.4.2.3 Angular Deflections
Wo attempt was made to select the angle of photon
emission, relative to the electron direction, from an
exact theoretical distribution. Such distributions are
exceedingly complicated, even more so than for the
photon energy. Consider a 10 MeV electron. It has a
range of less than 5 cm in water. The average energy






of a bremsstrahlung photon emitted by the electron is
about 900 keV, and has a mean free path of nearly
2
14 cm. Add to this the fact that for E. §> roc" the
o
photon is likely to be emitted within a cone of very
small angle in the forward direction, and it can be
seen that much of the energy dissipated by
bremsstrahlung photons will be beyond the end of the
primary electron track. This applies to all the
electron with energies for which bremsstrahlung
production is appreciable. For values of T of a few
MeV and below, the argument about the forward emission
direction no longer holds but bremsstrahlung only
constitutes a very small fraction of the energy loss,
so again, an accurate treatment of the deflection
angle would not seem to justify the extra
complications involved.
In order to find a suitable approximation for the
angular distribution of the bremsstrahlung, the
double-differential cross section given by Schiff (l.95l)
was evaluated. The distribution is shown in
figure 4.4a, for three different values of the photon
energy, at an electron kinetic energy of .10 MeV. It is
clear that the angle of emission is only weakly
dependent on k for a given T. Below this, figure 4.4b
illustrates the attempt to approximate CTSCh^0>^ ^ ^
an exponential and by a Gaussian, both having the same
mean angle, ¥., and the same normalization as the
pn
Schiff distribution. In this figure, the Schiff curve
corresponds to k = k. The exponential, somewhat











0.1 0.0335 55.4 0. 968 0.836
0.5 0.7833 39.0 0.681 0.505
1 0.123 28.6 0.500 0.338
5 0.477 9.55 0.167 0.093
10 0.941 5.34 0.O93 0.049
20 . 1.90 2.88 0.050 0.025
40 3.89 1.52 0.026 0.013
Figure 4.6 ELECTRON AND PHOTON DEFLECTIONS IN BREMSSTRAHLUNG EVENTS.
Scattered electron
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surprisingly, is a much better 'fit' and consequently,
was employed in the selection of ^ p * This is
carried out according to
V
. = - V .log (l + R. (exp(-it/ 1 - 1) )ph ph e ph
Values of V , were calculated from the Schiff
ph
distribution with k = k for electron kinetic energy, T.
Some of these values are listed in table 4.5.
Alongside V , expressed in radians, the value of
2 ,
mc /E0 is given. This is a commonly quoted
approximation for the mean angle of photon emission.
It can be seen that the approximation is not a
particularly good one.
The deflection of the primary electron must also
be considered. As with pair production by a photon,
the conservation laws must take into account the
momentum of the recoil nucleus or electron. The polar
deflection for the electron, T ^, is not uniquely
determined by the value of V . . Patau ( 1972)
ph
considered the problem of calculating V He supposed
that the angle E in figure 4.6, was zero, which is the
as
sante^, assuming that the directions of incident and
scattered electron and the photon all lie in the same
plane. If also the momentum of the recoil nucleus is
assumed to have the same direction as the scattered
electron, it may be eliminated by resolving the
momenta in the y direction and in a direction
perpendicular to y, giving









K sin ¥ „
ph
yP02 + K2 - 2 pG K cos ¥ph
and cos 4* ,el
n - K c.°s V
4Z2 -2+ K - 3i-„K COS (4.15)
■ ^
where p , p and k are the momenta of the incident and*o
scattered electron, and photon respectively (Patau,
1972). The azimuthal deflections, $ and $ , are7 ph el
$ , = ^ where $ = 2 if Rel ph ph
to be consistent with the above assumptions.
In general, K is small compared to p^, which results in
4* . being much smaller than 4* .. For a 20 MeV electron
el ph
giving rise to a photon of energy k - 1.9 MeV, with a
deflection 4* sj°f 2.9°, the electron deflection givenpn
by the above expressions is 0.27°. Clearly, the
electron will almost always be scattered through a very
small angle, A more rigorous procedure for calculating
*el woulcJ not make an.y discernible difference to any
results and anyway would not be justified, given the
approximate manner in which V ^ has been derived,
4.4.2.4 Flow Diagram
The computer code for selecting the energy loss
and deflections involved in bremsstrahlung events is
contained in the routine BRLMLOS. Figure 4.7 is a flow
i + 1
diagram corresponding to BREMLOS. The parameter r^
is the ratio of k at the beginning of the i th interval
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to k at the beginning of the i+1 tn interval. It is
used to calculate k and k . for the interval
in a x mm
selected (see section 4.4.2,2). The ini-tial angular
coordinates ^
^ for any photon energy, are
calculated from the polar and azimuthal deflections,
and using NEWDIR. The initial photon
parameters are stored for subsequent use as input data
for the photon Monte Carlo program. This is shown in the
figure, although the electron and photon simulations
were not actually coupled together until a later
stage (see chapter 6).
4.4.3 Total Probability of Catastrophic Energy Loss
Having dealt with bremsstrahlung and S~ray
production separately, in the previous 2 sections, it
remains to combine them together in the simulation,
in a similar fashion to the different photon
interactions in chapter 3S
4.4.3.1 Distance Between Events
The effective total attenuation coefficient for
catastrophic losses, y , is the sum of the
C 3. T»
coefficients for 6-ray and bremsstrahlung events:
"cat = "b U"16)
It is understood that y^ has been adjusted by the
factor f. as described above. The distance between
b
events, s is then selected from the exponential' cat' 1
distribution, exp(-h , s):' k cat
s . = - l/ h ..log R .....(4.17)cat cat e










\yj v .b cat
0.1 19.86 0.0504 0.00662
0.5 10.70 0.0934 0.0117
1 9. 210 0.109 0.0150
5 7.154 0.140 0.0241
10 5.959 0.168 0.0326
20 4.506 0.222 0 .0474
40 3.071 0.326 0.0741
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It is .implicitly assumed with this scheme that the
change in electron energy, T, between events does not
result in any appreciable change in P . The figures
C B t-
in table 4.6 for P . in this case for water, show
cat
that it varies slowly with T. At 20 MeV, for a
distance s , equal to the mean value s , and taking
c a v c a t
an approximate value of 1.50 MeV.cm 1 for (dT/d x)^ ^ ^ j ,
the decrease in electron energy is approximately 1.50.
0.2 - 0.30 MeV, which .is small enough to justify using
P . . evaluated at 20 MeV.
cat
4.4.3.2 tvent Type
Given that a catastrophic event has 'occurred',
the probability that it is a bremsstrahlung event is
simply the ratio of the attenuation coefficient for
breinsstrahlung to the total attenuation coefficient:
'brem ~ llb^ *tat
and hence: If R < P, —>-then bremsstrahlung loss
b rem
If not —*■ then 6 -ray loss.
The ratio P./P . is included in table 4.6. At 0.5 MeV
beat r
just over 1 in a 100 events are bremsstrahlung,
increasing to i in .13 at 40 MeV. At the same time, the
average photon energy selected is much larger than the
average 6-ray energy selected, as has been pointed out
earlier. If the stopping powers (dl'/dx) and
(dT/dx)coj, restricted to losses greater than A(T), are
compared, then it is found that above about 25 MeV in
in water, the average loss due to radiation exceeds
that due to <5~ray production (see figure 4.8
in the next section). The values of y / y ^ an(1
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for each medium have been tabulated and form part of
the input data for the electron simulation.
4.4.4 C-S-D-A Pathlength Steps
4.4.4.1 Energy loss
In between catastrophic events, the electron is
assumed to lose energy continuously at a rate given by
the stopping power restricted to losses less than A(T),
(d'1/dx)^. It was shown in section 4.4.2.1 that
negligible error is incurred if radiation losses are
ignored and (dT/dx)^ is taken to be equal to the
collision stopping power (which can also be written as
(T) or L ( T, A) ) . This has been evaluated from the
Bethe-Bloch theory as formulated by Rohrlich
and Carlson (1954):
2tt N R^ mc 2 „ (A o / Z \ \
L( t, A) = B 2 A ] <
2 ( r + 2 )
(1/mc2)2.
+ F (t , A) — 6 |
(4.18)
with F(t,A) = -1-g2 + [loge (t~a)a] + t/(t-A)
2 2
+ [a/2 + (2r + l)log(l—a/t)] / ( t+ 1)
where
R2 = (e2/mc2)2; 3- v/c; T= T/mc2; A _ ^'/mc2; ^
is the density effect correction.
The value of the mean ionization potential, I, has
been taken equal to 71.3 eV for water, following the
results of the re-analysis of experimental data by
Dalton and Turner (1968). This value is somewhat
different from the figure of 65.1 eV recommended by




their Monte Carlo work. For carbon and aluminium,
Dalton and Turner gave only slightly different values
from NAS-NRC 1133 and values from the latter have been
used i.e. I(carbon) = 78.1 and I(aluminium) = 163.3 eV.
Sternheimer1s (1952, 1956) theory has been used to
evaluate <5 . In these two papers, Sternheimer gave a
formula for 8 corresponding to 2 different sets of I-
values, and I^. The 1956 I-values are identical to
the ones used here for carbon and aluminium, but for
water, 71.3 lies in between 1^ and The procedure
used by Berger and Seltzer (1964) has therefore been
employed to calculate 8 for water:
s = [61.log( I2/I) + 62.log(l/lj) ] /log(I2/Ij)
.(4.19)
Figure 4.8 is a graph of (dl/dx)A for electrons in
water between the energies 0.1 and 40 MeV, which is the
range of energies that is covered in the Monte Carlo
simulation. Also shown .is the total stopping power,
with the contribution to this from bremsstrahlung
losses indicated by the difference between the dotted
and full curves. The total collision stopping power
was calculated from equ. 4.18 by putting A = t/2 .
For a pathlength step, s, the energy loss
is then given by
T - T = s.L(T ,A) .(4.20)
a b a
where T and T are the kinetic energies of the
a b
electron at the beginning and end of the c-s-d-a step.
If T , as calculated from equ. 4.20, comes out to be
Ill.
less than T , then T is nut equal to T and s
c b ' c
re-calculated as (T ~T }/L(T » a) . This ensures that
a c a
the electron energy cannot come out to be less than T\
at the end of the final c-s-d-a step. It is
sufficiently accurate to evaluate L(T,a) at T - T as
cl
the variation of the restricted stopping power with
energy is slow except below 0,5 MeV, where an accurate
treatment of spatial diffusion is less important
anyway. In the program, L(T, A) is interpolated from
tabulations prepared beforehand.
4.4.4.2 Multiple scattering
In this work, the Gaussian distribution has been
employed to give the polar deflection between the
electron direction at the beginning and end of a
pathlength step. The distribution, for a mean square
2
scattering angle, ¥ , can be written as
P (T } . d T' = 2 ,J*_. exp(-¥ 2) .dy .....(4.21)
ij/2 \f*2
It is derived on the basis of assuming that the net
angular deflection is the result of the combined effect
of many small individual deflections, each of the same
order of magnitude. The mean square scattering angle,
~~2
T
, was evaluated from the Rutherford single scattering
cross section, for pathlength s, as given by ICRU (1972):
= s. lGirp.N^ <Z2 . R^ / mc2 \ loge/ 137 p.c \
A ° \p.p.c) V2>i .mc2/
(4.22)
2
where p is the electron momentum and is an average
A
by weight, equal to 66/18 in the case of water.
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2
The above expression for y corresponds to neglecting
the effect of the finite size of the nucleus. This is
a good approximation if
280 . mc
7173 > 1
This condition is fulfilled for the media and range of
electron energies involved in the Monte Carlo program.
The use of the Gaussian multiple scattering
distribution specifically excludes the effect of
occasional large individual deflections, which the more
exact Moliere and Goudsmit—Saunderson (G— S) theories
take into account. The G~S distribution may also be
evaluated for any desired single-scattering
cross-section as discussed with examples by Berger
(1963). However, Leiss et al, (1957), who used the
Gaussian distribution in their electron Monte Carlo
calculations, reported that a pilot calculation based
on a more exact theory of Snyder and Scott did not
greatly influence the results for the straggling of
electron penetration depths. Harder (1965) extended
the Monte Carlo program of Leiss et al. to calculate
the spectrum of electrons behind thick layers of
carbon. The good overall agreement he obtained with
experimental measurements provided further evidence
that the use of the Gaussian distribution would result
in very similar results for electron penetration as the
use of the much more complicated Moliere
or G-S expressions.
Figure4.9ELECTRONMULTIPLE-SCATTERINGDISTRIBU IONS (2MeVel ctronsinaluminium;0.057g.cmp thle gth)
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Patau ( 19 79.) evaluated the G-S distribution as
part of his Monte Carlo scheme and presented graphs of
the distribution for several electron energies in
aluminium. In figure 4.9, Patau's curve for a 2 MeV
electron is compared to the Gaussian distribution
evaluated from the expression given above. The
-2
pathlength is 0.057 g.cm corresponding to a
fractional energy loss A T/T ~ 0.04. The two
distributions have almost identical mean deflections.
The effect of the inclusion of large deflections in the
G-S theory can be clearly seen. In general., the
comparison indicates that the Gaussian is likely to be
an adequate approximation for the present purposes of
the electron simulation.
Selection of the deflection angle from the
Gaussian distribution is straightforward. Setting a
random number, R,equal to the expression for the normalised
cumulative probability distribution,
^ T
/ 2 —2/ T.exp(-T /T ).df
R =
/°° 9 —?T.exp( - ¥ /y ).d^
o
and solving for f ,
T = [Vll/2. [-logeRjl/2 (4.23)
The upper limit of the integral in the denominator
above can be taken as infinity due to the very small
value of the distribution for large angles - see
fig. 4,9. The ease of selection from the Gaussian
Figure 4.10 POLAR DEFLECTION DUE TO MULTIPLE SCATTERING
IN A C-S-D-A PATHLENGTH STEP.
Electron direction
at end of step.
, - '7»b'V
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expression is a great advantage in a Monte
Carlo calculation.
The use of a multiple scattering distribution to
give the final deflection at the end of a section of
a pathlength actually consisting of a large number of
very small deflections necessarily involves some
assumption as to the geometry to be employed in
calculating the position of the electron at the end of
the section. Clearly, the straight-line distance
between the beginning and end of the step will be less
than the pathlength s. The schemati?.at.ion depicted
in figure 4.10 was adopted to take this into account in
an approximate manner. Berger (1963) justified the use
of this geometry by reference to Yang (1951) who derived
a distribution for the longitudinal displacement,
based on the Gaussian small angle approximation.
F or sVii3.11 vvhich i. s ins csi s s Tor t.hc fnz\ j o ri. Xy of*
steps in the simulation, the expression
gives the correct average value and is anyway very
close to = s. Leiss et al. (1957) took d^ as equal
to the pathlength for their steps of l/4 cm in
carbon, stating that Yang had estimated that this
introduced an error of less than 1% in their
calculations. The .lateral displacement, d^,, with
this scheme, is given by





. . . .(4.24b)
Figure 4.11 VARIATION OF MASS ANGULAR SCATTERING POWER WITH
ELECTRON ENERGY.
(Electrons in water).
Electron Kinetic Energy T / Mev.
Table 4.7 STEP LENGTH FOR A GIVEN FRACTIONAL CHANGE












0.1 0.0504 0.0011 0.0007
0.5 0.0934 0.012 0.0075
1 0. 109 0.027 0.017
5 0.140 0.139 0.089
10 0.168 0.272 0.170
20 0.222 0.533 0.352
*Note that changes in T of 4% and 2g% are equivalent
—5
to changes in V of 8% and 5% respectively.
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The azimuthal deflection, T, is distributed
uniformly between 0 and 2 it. The point P is taken as
the mid-point of the step and the 'continuous' •
energy dissipation is assumed to take place at P.
4.4.4.3 Maximum Step Size
Unlike the restricted collision- stopping power,
T(T»A), and the attenuation coefficient, p , the
C (it
parameter involved in the selection of the multiple
~~2
scattering deflection, y , does vary quite rapidly
with electron energy, T. Figure 4.11 is a graph of
the variation of the mass angular scattering power,
fVp.s, with electron kinetic energy, T. It is
2
desirable to evaluate y at the average energy,
(T +T )/?,, of the electron within a pathlength step.
9 D
Further, one is led to inquire whether the values of the
step length, as given by the distance between
catastrophic events, will not result in too large a
2
variation in within a step. The form of the log-log
plot for T vs T suggests that approximately
2 ~2
i . d y j£
p ,s dT * T (4.25)
—2
and hence, for a roughly equal percentage change in y
per step, AT/T should be constant. Table 4.7 lists
values for the pathlength step s corresponding to a 4%
and a 2%% change in T, compared with the average
distance between catastrophic events, s ., at the sameC 9 V.
energies. It is clear from these figures that scut
is unnacceptably large below about 5 MeV for a
valid evaluation of the deflection angle
resulting from such a step.
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As a result of these considerations, it was
decided to limit the size of any step to a maximum
value, s ? calculated on the basis of a maximum
max
percentage change in the electron energy during the
step. For a given percentage change in T, <5,. , the




If a value of s, as selected from equ. 4.17, is such
that s> s , then the step is terminated at s = s
max max
2
and a value calculated for ¥ for the step. lhen
another value of s is selected, and again, the step is
only terminated by a catastrophic event if s< s
in a x
Note that the introduction of a maximum c-s-d-a step
size does not alter the distribution of the distance
between catastrophic events. This is shown in
Appendix 5. The above steps are included in a flow
diagram of the complete electron simulation given
in the next section.
Patau ( 1979.) chose a value for the constant
fractional energy loss per step such that
«■» 1 / 1 fi
S/T - 1 ~ 2 which is equivalent to <5^ = 4 as in
the third column in table 4.7. Berger and Seltzer
(1965) also adopted this value of the ratio in their
c-s-d-a scheme. Previously, Berger (1963) had
investigated the effect of varying the step size on
the results of electron backscattering and concluded
that decreasing the ratio below the above value made
very little difference. It is perhaps surprising that
11 7 .
the results from the electron Monte Carlo calculations
of Harder (1965) who followed the scheme of
Lciss et 3l, (1957)f came out as well as they did when
one notes that he employed a constant step size of
l/4 cm in carbon. This is approximately equivalent
to the 4% s value in water at an energy of
in ax
5 MeV (see table 4.7).
In all the electron Monte Carlo calculations to
be reported in this work, 5 has been set equal to 4.
From table 4.7, it can be seen that above about 5 MeV
most of the steps will be terminated by catastrophic
events, whereas as the energy decreases below this
value, s becomes much smaller than s with the
max cat
result that only a few steps will end with catastrophic
losses, most of them being of length s . Thus, for'
max
low initial electron energies, the slowing-down
scheme approaches the complete contiriuous-energy-ioss
model, as used by Berger (1965).
For a typical value of the step size at 20 MeV,
0.23 cm, the mean deflection works out at about
degrees. At I MeV, with a pathlength of 0,02 cm,
the deflection averages 13 degrees. With values of
s calculated for <$„, = 4, the mean deflection
max I
per step is restricted to this sort of size at
low electron energies.
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T =T - s.CdT/dx). •
b a A
Calculate ^ —> select ijf
NEWDIR —> ef,0'.
Calculate new X,Y?Z.
Terminate History- Select new step size
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4• 5 'lVAL COMPLETE PROGRAM
The various operations involved in the electron
scheme, as detailed in the previous section, are put
together to form the complete simulation. Much of what
has been written under this heading in the previous
chapter for the photon Monte Carlo program, such as
Routines (5.4.2), Structure (3.4.5) and Geometry
(3.4.5), applies equally well to the electron
simulation. Consequently, the material in those
sections need not be repeated here. One feature of
the electron simulation that does not find a parallel
in the photon program is the inclusion of secondary
electrons. A separate section is devoted to this below,
4.5.1 The Flow of the Simulation
A flow diagram for the basic logic of the
electron simulation is given in figure 4.12. This
diagram corresponds to the generation of primary
electron histories which are terminated when the
electron energy drops below T^ or if the electron
is backscattered (Z<0) or the depth of penetration
exceeds a specified value, HZ. The doubly-enclosed
box representing the operations involved in a c-s-d-a
step are carried out by the routine CSDALOS in the
program. The operations involved in the routines
BREMLOS and NOKLOS have been described in
previous sections.
The diagram does not include any of the
calculations which extract information from the
electron histories, such as the energy deposited at
the mid-point of a c-s-d-a step or the number of
electrons backseattered. As with the photon
simulation, none of these operations alters the basic
logical sequence followed in the generation of historie
4.5.2 Inc 1 usi on of 6-ray hi storie_s
If secondary electrons, for which T > T , are to
be included .in the simulation, then two ways of
effecting this suggest themselves. Either each
primary history and the secondaries, tertiari.es
produced by the primary can be followed one after
another before going onto the next primary history, or
all the primary histories, then all the secondaries
etc. can be executed. The former scheme has been
adopted, mainly because it does not require the vast
amount of storage of initial 6-ray parameters that
the latter could entail, especially for runs involving
very large numbers of primary histories.
For each 6-ray to be followed, there is a total of
ten initial parameters which are generated within the
routine NOKLOS: T ; X,Y,Z; cose, sine; coscJ, sinjiil;6
PPOS and PR. The last two label the electron as a
negatron or positron, and as primary or secondary. The
need for these labels is explained in later chapters.
For each primary history, the number of secondaries to
be followed is added up. At the end of the primary
history, if this aggregate number is non-zero, then the
first secondary history, starting from the 5-ray's
initial energy, position and direction is executed.
Any 6-ray resulting from this history is simply added
Figure 4.13 SAMPLE COMPUTER PRINTOUT FOR THE ELECTRON
MONTE CARLO PROGRAM.
CUMM AN L1 • i< UN C1JM C EL ^)
ELECTRON TnANSPUrLi SIMULATION
NAkkOV BEAM U F MUNflFNERGETI C EX EC'IKONS




KO G/CM2:/. 89 0
T M I N: 0 • / 5 T
MAX SUM SO: a
X I f-/ CM 2: 0
Y I C / CM 2: 0
Z I C / CM 2: 0
THE 'i AC DEO : 0
PHI < DFIC) : 0
RANDOM STARTER: Z99 750 19
Nu. HI STURT ES: 1 000
P.* iS 400 SF.C ) 0.466 sec per history
A68 • AB00 SEC /
4 68 • 5000 SEC
RESULTS : LATER
I N I T1 AL EL EC T RUN K . E • = 1 0 • 000 M E V
AVERAGE VALUES PER PRIMARY ELECTRON HISTORY:
FINAL ELECTRON K. E • = 0.4API MEV
NO- OF STEPS = 7 7« S3
'i U T AL P A T H L EN G T H = 4 • IP 4 CM/CM 2
PENETRATION DEPTH I HEN TO<=TMIN = 3-62 5 CM/CM 2
NO. OE KNOCK-UN EL EC'1 RON S PRODUCED = 33- 659
NO. OF KNOCK-ON ELECTRONS WITH K • E • > 0./5 M EV = 0- 7390
TOTAL FINER C-Y OF THESE ELECTRONS = 0- 7 675 MEV
NO. OF BKEM SST RAHL UN C-' PHOTONS PRODUCED = 0. 7890
TOTAL ENERGY DISSIPATED AS BREM SSTRAHL UN C PHOTONS = 0 • /1 2 ^ M
THUS RADIATION YIELD = 0-0/12
D E P TH DOSE H I S TO GK AM :
ALL BREM SSTRAHL UN C- PHOTONS ASSUMED TO ESCAPE
FROM REGION OF INTEREST
ALL SECONDARY ELECTRONS ASSUMED TO DEPOSIT THEIR ENERGY
AT POINT OF OKI GIN
ENERGY OF ELECTRON AT CUTOFF ASSUMED DEPOSITED
AT POINT VHERE SIMULATION STOPPED
Z/RO Z CM/CM 2 ENERGY A B SOIL
• O c I ■ 0 . 0 5 0 • 122 2.0531
0.05 -■ 0-10 () •3 6 7 1.995/
0 .10-■ 0.1 5 0.611 2.0/53
0-15 -■ 0.20 0.856 2 . 0 79 /J
0-20 -• Ci.2 5 1 • 100 2. 0 688
0-25 -■ 0-30 1 • 3/5 2.2096
0 ■ 30 -• 0 . 3 5 1 • 589 2. 2 3 50
0.. 35 -• 0 - 40 1.83/ 2.3525
0. ^0 ■ 0-/5 2-0 78 2 . 3 386
0 - 4 5 -• 0.50 2. 323 2. 50 AH
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onto the total number of 6's. In this way, each 6-ray
is followed in turn until there are no more left. Then
the next primary history can be started. The total
number of <5-ray histories per primary history never
averaged more than fifteen, even with T equal to
40 MeV, and T equal to 0.1 MeV. Thus no more than
a few hundred initial 6-ray parameters needed to
be stored at any one time during the execution of
the electron program.
4.,5 . 3 Some Practical Details
The computer printout reproduced in figure 4.13
illustrates many of the features of the electron Monte
Carlo computation. The input data includes the c-s-d-a
-2
range, r , in units of g.cm . This is used as a
scaling parameter. It was found to be most convenient
-2
to keep all the distances in units of g.cm , as the
medium was not always water (for whichp = 1). but also
could be carbon or aluminium. The parameter <5^, has
effectively been set to 4 through putting MAX^DMSQ,
2
the maximum allowed percentage change in T , equal to 8.
This version of the program did not include the
penetration depth cutoff HZ.
The parameter that largely determines the
execution time per history is the number of steps.
This refers to the average number of pathlength
sections that each history is divided into. It has
already been shown that at high electron energies most
of these steps will be terminated by a catastrophic
event, but at low energies this will only be the case
121 .
for a small fraction of the steps. Consequently,
the execution time per step is not quite constant,
but decreases gradually with decreasing electron energy.
The number of steps per history depends on the value of
T and T^, being approximately proportional to
l°g(T^/T ) when 6-rays are not included as .in the case
in the example shown. It will be seen later that
T = 0.45 iVieV is a typical value for T s= 10 RieV and
c o
thus 77.53 steps is also a typical figure. The
execution time per history of around 0.5 sec can be
compared with 0.1 sec for a photon history comprising
about 13 interactions. The inclusion of secondary
electron histories in the simulation increases the
execution time per primary history in proportion to
the increase in the number of steps. For a run with
'l = 20 MeV and T =0.5 MeV, the number of steps
o c
per primary history increased from 100 to 120 when
secondaries were included.
The results for the total pathlength (when there
is negligible backscattering and no Z-cutoff) and
the radiation yield, both underlined in figure 4-13,
provide a valuable means of checking that the simulation
of the rate of energy loss with electron pathlength
is functioning as intended. Such indirect checks are
very important for a relatively complex computer
program as is the case here. The total pathlength can
be compared to the quantity r (T ) - r (T ). 'lh.isK 1 o o o c
was evaluated from the tabulations of Berger and
Seltzer (1964) with a small adjustment, in the case
of water, to account for the difference in I v a J u e s -
71.3 eV in this work, 65.1 eV used by B+S. Values of
the radiation yield were also presented by B-erger and
Seltzer, evaluated in the continuous-slowing-down-
app roxiniation. It. should be noted that this quantity,
as derived from the electron histories, is subject to
large statistical fluctuations due to the relatively
small number of bremsstrahlung events - 0.789 per
history in this example for 10 MeV electrons and only
about 3.5 for 40 MeV electrons. Values of 4.74 and
0.0416 from the B+S tabulations compare favourably with
4.724 and 0.0412 in figure 4.13 for the pathlength
and radiation yield respectively. This comparison
was carried out for many of the preliminary runs of
the electron simulation and the agreement was
satisfactory, allowing for the statistical fluctuations
from a finite number of histories and considering the
approximations involved in both the calculation of
radiation yield by Berger and Seltzer and in equating
rQ to an arithmetic average of the electron pathlength.
This latter point has been discussed by Berger (1963).
The input data necessary to run the electron
program includes tabulations of quantities such as
> 1+/y . T)) etc. for values of the electronc 3x, r> c s o
energy from 0.1 MeV to 40 MeV (energies 0.1, 0.2,
0.3, 0.9, 1.0, 2.0 and so on). Values of these
parameters at a particular energy are then
interpolated from the tabulations (either linearly or
1ogarithmicaijy as appropriate). Different sets of
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data were prepared for water, carbon or aluminium as
the slovving-down medium. The total of 9 quantities
tabulated comprises only just over 200 numbers. This
is very much less than the numerous tables of values of
the probability density functions for the selection of
random variables from the Goudsmit-Saunderson
multiple-scattering distribution and the modified
Landau energy-loss straggling distribution involved in
the electron Monte Carlo schemes of Patau (1973,) and
Berger and Seltzer (1969, 1969a).
Finally, the size of the Monte Carlo program should
be mentioned. This depended on the amount of
information to be extracted from the electron histories
and whether or not 6~rays were included. The simplest
version of the simulation consisted of 536 statements
of code. rihis increased to 744 statements for a
version which calculated the electron flux spectrum
down to T = T for all generations of electrons. The
version that produced the results shown in figure 4.13,
which included a depth-dose histogram but not the
transport of secondaries, was intermediate in size
between the figures quoted above. It must be
remembered that the electron Monte Carlo simulation was
only one component of the complete program used to
calculate the electron flux down to 100 eV for primary
photon or electron beams.
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4• 6 INTERMEDIATE RESULTS
Some of the results from the Monte Carlo electron
program are presented in this section, These
preliminary results were calculated in order to see how
good the agreement was with other determinations of
these quantities. It was primarily in order to be able
to carry out such comparisons that input data for
carbon and aluminium had been calculated. For the same
reason, the cutoff T was extended down to 0,1 MeV when
c
0.'5 MeV had been considered low enough for the eventual
application of the electron simulation. As these
applications were to involve the computation of
electron flux at various depths in an irradiated
medium, it was especially important to be sure that the
results for depth-dependent quantities such as energy
dissipation and electron transmission were in
reasonable agreement with accepted values. In this
way, one could be confident that the particular
combination of multiple-scattering distribution and
energy—loss scheme adopted modelled the spatial
characteristics of the electron tracks in a
sufficiently accurate manner.
4.6.1 Backscattering
Calculations of the Albedo, the fraction of
backscattered to incident particles, have been carried
out for 4,2,and 1 MeV electrons incident perpendicularly
on a semi-infinite aluminium medium. The assumption
implicit in the derivation of the albedo is that a
negligible fraction of the backscattered electrons have
Figure 4.14 ALBEDO VALUES FOR ELECTRONS INCIDENT ON A
SEMI-INFINITE ALUMINIUM MEDIUM.
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an energy below the Monte Carlo cutoff", '1 » As the
minimum value of T had been set at 0,1 MeV, .it was
c
considered to be invalid to calculate the Albedo for T
c
any lower than 1 MeV,
Figure 4,14 shows the results compared to several
other determinations. The error bars have been
calculated fromx^TTTl^-ATT^™ ^or an albedo A derived from
H histories (Berger, 1963). The latter was varied between
200 for T - 2 MeV and 5000 for T - 4 MeV. The
o o
percentage of incident energy reflected was also
calculated. At 2 MeV, the figure was 4.16% which can
4-
be compared with another Monte Carlo value, 4.8 - 0.2,
from Patau (1972) and 4.0% measured by
Wright and Trump (1962).
The good overall agreement with other calculations
and measurements is a little surprising considering
the approximations involved in the use of the
Gaussian multiple-scattering distribution. Berger's
MC results came from a program employing the Moliere
theory and Patau used the Goudsmit-Saunderson
distribution. One can deduce from this that relatively
few of the electrons are backscattered due to large
individual deflections at these energies. However,
for higher incident energies, the measurements of
Harder (1965) indicate a much slower fall-off in albedo
than that derived from the Monte Carlo histories. The
albedo has come out consistently as 0.000 for incident
electron energies of 10 MeV and above in carbon and water.
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4. 6 * 2 1 ran sml s si on
The transmission coefficient at depth z, T , is
the fraction of incident electrons that penetrate at
least to depth z „ Some of the calculations and
measurements of this quantity reported in the literature
have included secondary electrons, leading to values of
greater than one, but only primary electrons are
considered here. When the depth of penetration is
expressed in units of z/r » the values of the
transmission coefficients are very similar
for different T .
o
Results from the present Monte Carlo calculations
are compared with other MC work and with measured
values in figures 4.15 and 4.16. The Berger values in
fig. 4.15 were based on the c-s-d-a and the Moliere
multiple-scattering distribution. Berger (1963) found
that the results for the transmission were only very
weakly dependent on the particular multiple-scattering
distribution used.
In figure 4.J6, at intermediate depths the Monte
Carlo calculations of Berger and Seltzer lie closer to
the measured values than the results from the present
work, possibly due 1 to the more rigorous
treatment of energy-loss straggling in the B+S
simulation. Leiss et al. (1957) had demonstrated the
considerable effect on the results due to the inclusion
of ionization and radiation straggling. The complete
neglect of energy-loss straggling implicit in the use
of the c-s-d-a, for instance, would have produced poor
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agreement with measured values in figure 4.16 due to
the influence of bremsstrah lung losses.
4.6.5 Depth-Dose Histograms
The results presented correspond to a pencil beam
of monoenergetic electrons incident perpendicularly on
a semi-infinite medium. 'lhe energy deposited in layers
of thickness 0,05 ro> of infinite extent, is added up
from the electron histories. All bremsstrahlung
photons are assumed to escape from the medium. The
transport of secondary electrons is not included and so
it is assumed that the kinetic energy of the <5-rays is
deposited at the position of origin. Note that the
transport of bremsstrahluhg and <5-rays, for which T
is greater than T^ , is included in the calculation of
depth-dose histograms presented in later chapters.
The energy loss in a c-s-d-a pathlength step is
assumed to take place at the mid — point oi eacn seep, - ,
as defined in section 4.4.4.2. Where a step lies
partly in one 0.05 layer and partly in another, no
attempt is made to divide up the energy deposition
between the two layers. This should not lead to any
systematic error, given that the average value of the
step length is much less than 0.05 r , which it is.
The choice of 0.05 r for the thickness of the
o
depth divisions, following the practice of Berger (1963)
and Berger and Seltzer (.1969), also determines the value
of an upper limit for the Monte Carlo cutoff, T .
Logically, this is the energy of an electron which has
a residual range such that it has only a small chance
















Figure4.18DEPTH-DOSEHIS OGRAM. (4MeVelectronsincidentos mi-infi itea umin ummedi )
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of leaving the layer it is in when the history is
terminated. Thus for 10 MeV electrons incident on
water, for example, 0.0,5 r is 0.025 cm and T has been' ' '
o c
set equal to 0.45 MeV corresponding to a c-s-d-a range
of 0,015 cm which is effectively shortened somewhat due
to angular deflections.
Figure 4.17 is a comparison of a depth-dose
histogram for a 1 MeV electron beam derived from 1000
histories in aluminium with a Monte Carlo calculation by
Berger (1963) derived from 5000 histories based on the
c-s-d-a. This calculation of Berger, drawn as a
histogram in figure 1.7, was shown there to he in good
agreement with a moments method result of Spencer (1959).
Reasonably good agreement has also been obtained with
measurements in aluminium by Harder (1965) for a 4 MeV
electron beam as figure 4.18b illustrates. The depth is
_2
expressed in units of g.crn on this graph. The units
of energy dissipation have been normalized to MeV per
-2
g.cm per incident electron by dividing the total
energy deposited in each layer by the thickness of the
layer, 0.05 rQ, and by the number of histories. On
figure 4.18 some extra figures from the computer
printout of the 5000 history run are given. The
internal consistency of the energy dissipation
computation is demonstrated. The radiation yield comes
out to be very close to the figure given by Berger and
Seltzer (1964) for 4 MeV electrons in aluminium.
/
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Figure 4.19 contains an interesting comparison of
the present results for 10 MeV electrons in water, shown
as a series of crosses, with the two histograms given in
Berger and Seltzer (1969). The dotted histogram was
derived from the Berger ( 1 965) set of itonte Carlo
calculations based on the c-s-d-a. It can be seen that
the results from this work lie closer to their later
histogram which was derived from a program taking into
account energy-loss straggling. The 'tail' is due. to
the inclusion of energy transport by bremsstrahlung.
The agreement, especially for z/rQ close to unity,
demonstrates that the 2-group model with cutoff z(T) for
catastrophic events, is more or less equivalent to the
Berger and Setlzer (1969) scheme that explicitly makes
use of a straggling distribution for the collision
energy loss. The lack of agreement between the solid
histogram and trie present calculation close to the
surface is partly due to the neglect of forward 6-ray
diffusion. This discrepancy was much reduced in a later
calculation that included 5-ray transport.
The relatively 'smooth' electron depth-dose
histograms obtained from only a few thousand histories
contrast interestingly with the results from the photon
MC program for the spatial deposition of photon energy.
A very large number of photon histories are required to
produce a 'smooth' histogram, of the order of 10,000 or
more. This is to be expected front the nature of the
photon interactions with matter, which result in very
little uniformity between different photon tracks.
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Although the execution time per photon history is
appreciably less than per electron history, it actually
takes more total computer run-time to produce photon
rather than electron depth-dose histograms with the same
order of statistical uncertainty.
4 . G . 4 Electron Flux Spectra
The energy spectrum of the electron flux is the
physical quantity that is central to this investigation.
It is derived from the electron histories by adding up
the total trackleng'th in the different energy intervals
within a given volume. This pathlength spectrum is- the
flux spectrum averaged over the volume in question. The
geometry is the same as that for the depth-dose
calculation - except that the upper and lower limits of
the layer or layers can be varied. At this stage of the
work, the low-energy electron program (see chapter 5)
had not yet been developed and therefore the spectrum
could not be computed below the Monte Carlo cutoff, T ,
4.6.4.1 Computation details
Before giving examples of some preliminary results,
the steps involved in extracting the pathlength
spectrum from the electron histories will be described.
The first parameters that must be specified are and
Z , the values of z that enclose the volume ofh
interest. It will be assumed for the moment that the
program computes the spectrum within only one layer,
though subsequent versions could accommodate any
desired number of different geometries. The number of
equal log energy intervals, iN ^ , can be varied with the
Figure 4.20 POSSIBLE CONFIGURATIONS OF A PATHLENGTH STEP





Path completely within layer.
limitation that the maximum allowed energy Joss by an
electron during a c-s-d-a step does not result in more
than two adjacent energy intervals being involved, 'this
means that for a ratio r between intervals,
1 - l/r > 0.01ST .....(4.27)
where r is given by
r - exp (loge(To/ (4.28)
In practice, this did not prove to be a limitation due to
the small size of AT/T (=0.015^), but was retained in
the computation to make sure that the value of ft chosen
could not lead to an invalid calculation of the
spectrum as will be made clear below.
The spectrum calculation takes place during the
execution of the routine CSDALOS in the electron program*
(see section 4.5.1). Firstly, the value of z at the
beginning and end of each pathlength step is compared
to ascertain whether any part of the electron track
section lies within the layer for which the spectrum is
to be computed. Any one of five possible
configurations may be involved. These are sketched in
turn in figure 4.20a-e. In all the cases, the track
section starts at A, where T = T , and ends at B, whereQ.
T = T . For all but 4.20a, the length of track within
the layer must be calculated.
Consider the configuration 4.20b, which is
enlarged in figure 4.21a. The track interacts the
boundary, z - Zj , at I. The pathlength, s^, between
I and B is given by
*Later the spectrum calculation was transferred to a
separate routine, SPECTOT.
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and the energy, , at I by
T. = T + s . (T - T )
1 a — b a
Sf
These relations are obtained by assuming that the track
is straight. No systematic error should be incurred by
this assumption. Anyway, the pathlength steps have
been approximated by two straight-line sections in order
to incorporate the multiple-scattering deflection
in a simple manner.
The second calculation concerns the subdivision of
the segment IB into different energy intervals. This
is illustrated schematically in figure 4.21b. The
spectrum interval, n, corresponding to T = 1
av
{rp -t- T i / 2 ^ ^ f i ^ c; * H i* £1 i ri Hj f
i b , z - ■> txrst determined t rom
n = 1 + Ip(loge(To/Tav)/loger)
where Ip(...) denotes the integer part of (...) and
n = 1 is the highest energy interval, T to T^/r.
The upper and lower limits of the n th interval are
denoted by 1 and T , resnectively. T. is compared to
n n+1 i
T . If T. is greater than T , then part of the segment
n l n
lies in the next higher energy interval, n-1 (case I).
The length of this part of the segment, s is then:
1'. - T
l n
Sfl " Sf T. - T
i h
1 <) O p
and is added to the total pathlength so far recorded
in the (n-1)th energy interval. The remainder of the
track, - s , is added to the total pathlength in the
n th energy interval. If Id is not greater than ,
then the electron energy at the end of the step, is
compared to T . If T < T , part of the track lies* n+1 b n+ls 1
in the next lower energy interval, n-1 (case II), and
s„ „ is calculated etc. If neither T , > T nor T. < T ,f 2 x n b n+1
then both Ti and lie within the n th energy interval
and the pathlength s„ is added to the total tracklength
in this energy interval (case III). Note that it is not
possible for both T. to be in the n-1 th interval and T
to be in the n+1 th interval, as .in case IV, due to the
restrictions on the size of r expressed by equation 4.27
above. There is thus no need to allow for this
possibility, which prevents the calculations from being
further complicated. It is not difficult to see how
the above details are modified to accommodate the other
configurations depicted in figure 4.20.
Originally the whole of the track section under
consideration was assumed to contribute to only one
spectrum interval, determined by the energy T . All
3 V
cases were effectively treated as case III in
fig. 4.21b. This approximation lead to artifacts in
the results for particular values of NV , the number of
spectrum intervals. For a 1 MeV electron beam and
semi-infinite geometry, a maximum value of the flux was
consistently produced in the 0.8 to 0.9 energy region,
completely contrary to expectation on theoretical





grounds. The cause of this anomaly in the results was
eventually traced to a particular combination of c-s-d-a
steps, of size and hence energy loss determined by
s = s , and of spectrum energy intervals. One of
max
these intervals happened to include the mid-point
energy, T , of two successive c-s-d-a steps, whereas
av
adjacent intervals included only one such energy. This
would not have happened with higher energy electrons for
which the majority of pathlength steps are terminated by
a catastrophic event after a randomly selected distance
rather than in predetermined 's = s ' fashion. As
max
expected, the artifact disappeared with the introduction
of the subdivision of the track into different energy
intervals. This example illustrates very clearly the
need to check carefully the validity of results derived
from a set of artifically constructed electron tracks.
The operations involved in calculating the.
contribution of each c-s-d-a step to the energy spectrum
were eventually coded together as the routine SPECTOT.
This routine was therefore executed from within
the routine CSDALOS.
4.6.4.2 Sample Results
It was considered useful to calculate first the
flux spectrum for infinite geometry. The results for
the primary spectrum could then be compared to the flux
calculated from the reciprocal of the total stopping
power (c-s-d-a). Figures 4.22a and b give such
comparisons for T = 1 and 4 MeV in water. The units
are cm per MeV per electron (i.e. per MeV input energy).
Figure 4.23 ELECTRON FLUX SPECTRA DOWN TO T
THREE DIFFERENT DEPTHS.
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At both energies. 15 energy intervals between T and T
o c
(-T /2) were chosen. The features of such
o
depth-independent spectra noted by Spencer and Fano
(1954) are exhibited in the figure. There is a peak at
the source energy, then the spectrum lies slightly
below the c-s-d-a value. The difference between the
c-s-d-a curve and the histogram is greater at 4 MeV
than at 1 MeV as expected due to the greater influence
of brernsstrahlung losses at the higher energy.
The change in the total electron flux with depth is
shown in figure 4.23. The energy range extends down to
0.75 MeV which is a suitable value of T for the 0.05 r
c o
layers. There are large statistical fluctuations in the
electron flux histogram between 5 and 10 MeV for the
0.0 - 0.05 geometry, even though 5000 histories were
analyzed compared to only 500 and 1000 at the other
depths. These fluctuations are due to the effect of the
large straggling in the bremsstrahlung losses which
resulted in primary electrons of around 7 MeV in energy.
The build-up of the flux at lower energies due to
secondary electrons is evident.
The shapes of the 3 histograms correspond very
closely to the results of Berger and Seltzer (1969) for
electrons in water at the same three depths (see
figure 1.8). In particular, the maximum flux values in
the 0.45 - 0.50 r^ geometry are at the same energy -
11.4 MeV. The tall on their spectrum between
0.95 - 1.0 r must be due to electrons generated by the
o
interactions of bremsstrahlung photons with the medium.
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Such electrons could not be included in the simulation
at this stage as the photon transport simulation
program had not yet been coupled to the electron
program. This 'coupling' is described in chapter 6.
4•7 SUMMARY
A detailed description has been given of a Monte Carlo
program constructed to simulate the transport of high-
energy electrons (up to 40 MeV) in water. The program is
the most extensive component in the computation of the
total electron flux spectrum at different depths in water
irradiated by electron and photon beams.
The main features of the transport and energy-loss
scheme can be summarised as follows:
j.) The size of the energy losses are divided into two
groups by a cutoff a(T). Above the cutoff, the energy
transfer and angular deflection involved in each
'catastrophic' event are selected from the appropriate
cross-sections. In between catastrophic events, the
electrons are assumed to lose energy 'continuously' at a
rate given by the collision stopping power restricted to
losses .less than ^(T), radiation losses smaller than A(T)
being negligible.
i.i) The cutoff A(T) , which varies from 30 keV for T = 40 MeV
to 10 keV for T = 0.5 MeV, was chosen to be as low as was
compatible with a feasible number of individual
'catastrophic' interactions per electron history,
iii) The energy of the g-rays resulting from catastrophic
collision losses are sampled from the M/ller inelastic
electron cross-section, which is adequately approximated
by a l/q distribution except for q close to T/ 2. One .in
five of the 6-rays is accompanied by an Auger electron.
The deflections involved in the collision are determined
from energy-momentum considerations.
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iv) The energy of bremsstrahlung photons resulting from
catastrophic radiation losses are sampled from the Schiff
cross-section, A selection procedure was devised which
is a modification of the rejection technique. An
exponential distribution with a mean angle given by the
Schiff cross-section .is used to give the photon deflection.
The photon coordinates are stored to be used as input data
for the photon Monte Carlo program.
v) The M/lier and Schiff cross-sections were integrated
(down to an energy transfer a(T)) and added to give an
effective attenuation coefficient for catastrophic events,
y , which was tabulated for different values of the
c8t-
electron energy, T. This is used to select the distance
between catastrophic events. The event, type, i.e. 6-ray
or bremsstrahlung photon, is determined from the ratio of
bremsst rah lung attenuation coefficient, y^, to y(,u<;»
vi) The Schiff cross-section used in v) was multiplied by
a factor, f^, which varied with electron energy, in order-
that the average radiation loss, (d'l/dx) ,, should come> rad
out equal to that given in the Berger and Seltzer (1964)
tabulations.
vii) The deflection resulting from the 'continuous loss'
pathlength steps between the catastrophic events is
selected from the simple Gaussian multiple-scattering
distribution, which does not take into account the
occasional large-angle deflection, but otherwise has been
shown to be a reasonable approximation to the more exact
Goudsmit-Saunderson distribution.
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viii) The pathlength steps are restricted to a maximum
size such that the energy loss in a step is not greater
than 4% of the electron energy afc the beginning of the
step. This is so that the mean square deflection angle in
the Gaussian distribution should only change by a small
percentage over each step, which would not always be the
case for the distance selected between catastrophic events.
ix) The primary electrons and all 5-rays are followed
until their energy drops below T , the Monte-Carlo cutoff,
generally chosen such that further spatial diffusion is
unimportant. T cannot be less than 0.1 MeV.
x) The program requires several tabulations as 'permanent'
input data, amounting to only a few hundred numbers. These
sets of data were pre-calculated for carbon and aluminium
as well as water in order to be able to compare the
results of certain quantities calculated for these media
with other theoretical and experimental determinations.
The program can be compared with similarly comprehensive
electron transport simulations by Berger and Seltzer
(1969, 1969a) and Patau (1972) and owes much to the
poineering work of Berger (1963) on Monte Carlo schemes
for fast charged-particle transport. It differs from the
programs by Patau,and Berger and Seltzer,in two important
aspects. Firstly, the Gaussian multiple-scattering
distribution is used instead of the Goudsmit-Saunderson
distribution. Though the latter distribution is more
exact, it is somewhat involved to evaluate and requires a
large number of tables of input data in order to make the
selection process efficient. The Gaussian distribution,
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by contrast, can be sampled by the straightforward C.P.D.
method, requiring no pre-calculated input data at all.
Secondly, the use of a two-group scheme for the energy
loss, with as low a value of A(t) as possible, has meant
that explicit use of energy-loss straggling distributions
could be avoided. Effectively, it is assumed that all
the energy-loss straggling is due to losses greater than
A(T). Both Berger and Seltzer and Patau had to employ a
modified version of the Landau ionization-loss straggling
distribution to simulate the fluctuations in the energy
loss in the pathlength steps where the continuous-sl owing-
down-approximation is used in this work. These straggling
distributions again involved large amounts of pre-
calculated data which was not necessary in the present case.
Finally, the intermediate results for backscattering
transmission, spatial energy deposition (i.e. depth-doses)
and flux spectra are in good agreement with other work
and indicate that the Monte Carlo electron program is
functioning satisfactorily and can be applied with
confidence to the specific problems to be investigated.
In particular, the approximate treatment of energy-loss




calculation of the electron flux spectrum in water
between t = '1 and 100 eV
c
5♦1 requirements of the calculation
The electron flux spectrum is to be calculated down
to 100 eV. The electron Monte Carlo program extends
down to the cutoff T chosen such that further spatial
c
diffusion can be disregarded. Consequently, a depth
*
-independent method will suffice to compute the
spectrum between T^ and 100 eV. The input, for this
calculation is provided by all the electrons from the Monte
Carlo simulation that have initial energies between T
and 1.00 eV viz the 'track ends' of energy just less
than and all 6-rays of energy less than T^ produced
by these histories in the course of slowing down to T .
For the case of a primary photon beam, there will also
be the Compton, pair and photoelectrons that have
initial energies less than T^. Auger electrons must
also be included in the depth-independent, slowing-down
process using the same assumptions as have been
employed in the Monte Carlo programs.
The maximum energy for which the depth-independent
spectrum calculation will be valid is not only governed
by spatial diffusion considerations but also by
bremsstrahlung production. Clearly, all bremsstrah lung
produced by electrons below T would have to be assumed
*
The computation is also referred to as the low-energy
spectrum program.
to dissipate energy outside any region of interest.
The photons could not be included in the Monte Carlo
photon transport simulation as their initial parameters
would not have been 'selected'. Consequently, T has
to be an energy such that bremsstrahlung production is
negligible over the remainder of the electron track
below this energy. This consideration dictates that
the Monte Carlo cutoff is not greater than about 2 MeV,
where the bremsstrahlung yield is only 0.009 and the
radiation stopping power is 2% of the total.
It will be seen that the accuracy of the spectrum
below about 1 keV in water is primarily limited by the
uncertainty in the total stopping power at these low
energies. The calculation described here is not-
expected to be particularly accurate in this energy
region in view of the approximations used. Its main
purpose was to be a self-consistent extension of the
Monte Carlo spectrum down to low energies in order to
be able to compare the relative magnitudes of the
slowing-down spectrum produced in water by various
electron and photon beams. The applications of the
spectra to be described in chapters 9 and 10 do not
anyway depend critically on the absolute magnitude of
the flux below about 1 keV,
Finally, it can be noted that execution time is
not a problem with the low-energy electron spectrum
program. It .is only executed once, after ail the Monte
Carlo electron histories have been generated. Naturally,
the spectrum from the depth-independent computation must
.join smoothly onto the Monte Carlo histogram at T = T .
Figure5.1DEPTH-INDEPENDENTELECTROFLUXCALCULATIO S.
ElectronKineticrgyT/M V.
5 . 2 S L ov; IN G - D O'.VN S C H E ME
The review of the literature in chapter 1 included
a discussion of the methods used to take into account
ail generations of electrons in the siowing-down
problem. The Spencer-Fano theory was used by Berger
and Seltzer (1969) to extend their Monte Carlo
calculations of the electron flux down to about 400 eV.
In this work, a modification of the less involved
approach of Burch (1957a) has been employed,
Burch calculated the local energy dissipation in
energy interval a'f, Q,j,aT, which can be related to the
electron flux spectrum, F(T)aT, by
QtAT = F(T). <dT/dx)1()0 A T .....(5.1)
Thus F ( i ) — Qrji/ ( d f/dx) or Q^,/ L ^ qq »»»««( 5 • 2)
where Q^, is the local energy dissipation per unit energy
interval. Burch's (1957) Q„ AT spectrum for I MeV
1
electron radiation has been converted to a flux spectrum
using equ. 5.2 and the (dl/dx) values given by BurchJl UU
and Bird (1956). Figure 5.1 is a comparison of the
Burch 1 MeV spectrum with the McGinnies (1959)
computation of the tracklength spectrum, Y(To,T), for
T = 1.038 MeV in water, both normalized to the same
o
units. The agreement is good, demonstrating that
Burch's stepwise method gives very similar results to
the more sophisticated Spencer-Fano theory on which the
McGinnies computation was based.
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Burch chose relatively wide energy bands in his
scheme. It was considered desirable to use somewhat
finer energy intervals in this work in order to treat
more accurately the wide range of input energies to the
low-energy computation from the Monte Carlo histories
as well as to increase the precision of the method
itself. However, a straightforward decrease in the
energy interval size with no other modifications to
Bunch's method would not have produced valid results.
Burch allowed for the 'missing-out' of bands due to
large energy losses by the primary electrons slowing
down in a given band. His model was therefore a type
of 2-group scheme as described by Schneider and Corrnack
(1959). These workers showed that if N^(T) dT is the
number of electrons slowing down 'continuously' through
the energy interval T to T+dT, for a cutoff A , then the
*
t
electron flux is given by N (T)/L (T) . Burch s cutoff,
A A
A ,was effectively the minimum energy loss that could
result in the next energy interval being 'jumped over',
though he did not discuss this point. Burch derived his
QT AT distribution from
QtAT = N(T) (<n'/dx)100 AT .(5.3)
(dT/d x) total
S
This is effectively how the spectrum is derived from
the electron histories in the Monte Carlo program.
Eliminating Q,,A T between 5.1 and 5.3, gives
F(T) = N(T>ttotal (5.4)
which is only valid for a scheme based entirely on the
conti'nuous-s 1 owing-down approximation, for which the
cutoff is T/2 and therefore L. is identical to L .A total
Burch should have calculated AT from
QtAT = N(T) L100 At (5.5)
However, the size of his energy intervals was such that
L was always very close to L . Consequently, his
A "t o t. st i
calculations appeared to be internally consistent in
spite of this approximation.
As the interval size is decreased, the effective
value of A .is decreased and L, would have to be
evaluated for each energy band in a 2-group model,
increasing the complexity of the calculations especially
if brernsstrahlung losses were included. Schneider and
Cormack (1959) showed convincingly that a slowing-down
scheme with the primary flux given by the c-s-d-a would
yield the total flux in very good agreement with the
2-group model except close to the source energy. In
particular, they found that the 'peak' at the source
energy in the more accurate spectrum based on the
2-group model was found to contribute only 0.5 - 0. 6% of
the total energy distribution.
It was decided, therefore, to use the c-s-d-a in
this work. This means that all the electrons in one
energy band are assumed to slow down 'continuously' into
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the next lowest energy band, there being no jumps over
bands. The actual computational details of this
modified Burch scheme are described in section 5.4. The
scheme is the same as that which Till employed to
calculate the total electron flux, though Schneider and
Cormack did not give details of his computational method
or results beyond his use of equ. 5.4 to give the
electron flux (see also section 1.3.1.1).
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5.3 ELECTRON STOPPING POV-ER Arl LOW ENERGIES
As the flux calculation is to extend down to 100 eV
this means that values for the total stopping power are
required down to this energy. The binding energy of the
K-shell oxygen electrons is about 500 eV. It is clear,
therefore, that the Bethe-Bloch theory for calculating
the stopping power in water will not be valid at
energies of a few keV and below. This is based on the
Miller free electron cross section and a mean ionization
potential, I, which is an average over all the atomic
electrons. A simple modification to the theoretical
evaluation of d'f/dx has been devised which is also
consistent with the treatment of Auger
electron production.
5.3.1 Modified Theoretical Evaluation
Storm and Israel (.1970) give the atomic energy
levels of the oxygen atom as follows; the K-shell
energy is 533 eV, then the 3 L-shell energies are 24, 9
and 9 eV respectively. The hydrogen ground-state energy
level is 13.6 eV. If it can be assumed that these
levels are not drastically altered when the atoms
combine to form a water molecule, then it is only the
K-5he.ll electrons of the oxygen atom which invalidate
the use of the stopping-power formula down to 100 eV.
These are only 2 out of 10 electrons per water molecule.
It has been assumed, therefore, that the K-shell
electrons play no part in the energy loss process below
about 1 keV. Consequently, at low energies there are
only 8 electrons per molecule and a new value of the
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mean ionization potential, I must be caleul.a.ted
corresponding to these 8 loosely-bound electrons. Then
the stopping power is calculated from the usual -
theoretical expression, as given in the Rohrlich-Carlson
formulation by equ, 4.18, with I replaced by and
the electron density multiplied by the factor 0.8.
5.3.2 Calculation of Ig^
The mean ionization potential, 1, in stopping power
theory is given by
log I = 2f.log h i-, (5.6)
XXX
where is the oscillator strength corresponding to
energy level he. Values of I calculated from this
expression do not, in general, agree with the I-values
that are determined from analyses of the results of
stopping power measurements. Sternheimer (1952, 1956)
required values for the atomic frequencies, i>i , which
were consistent with the empirically determined I values
for the evaluation of his density effect theory. He
defined a correction factor, A , from
log I = 2 f log (Ajh^) .(5.7)
such that the adjusted frequencies, iw » when
used in equ. 5.6, yielded the same I-values as those
used in evaluating dT/dx.
This procedure has been followed here, except that
the factor A^ has not been applied to the K-oxygen
electron energy level. This seems physically reasonable
as it corresponds to the assumption that the energy
levels of the more loosely-bound outer electrons should





















be adjusted by proportionately more than the energies of
the tightly bound K-shell electrons.
The I-vaiues for hydrogen, 18.2 eV, and oxygen,
101 eV, have been taken from Turner et al. ( 1970) to be
consistent with the I-value used for water. For the
oxygen atom, therefore,
log 101 = 1_ log 533 + 1 log( 24 A-r) a log(9 A.,) from equ. 5.7
4 4 2
giving Aj = 4.65.
Thus log I = JL log (24 A ) + 2 log (9 AT)
3 3
(5.8)
yielding Ie^ f (oxygen) := 57.8 eV, with (hydrogen)
simply equal to 18.2 eV. The f^ have been set equal to
the corresponding occupation numbers divided by Z
following Sternheimer. Thus in equ. 5.8 the effective
value of 2 becomes 6 rather than 8, giving
f^ equal to 2/6.
It remains to calculate the I „„ for water from the
eft
values for hydrogen and oxygen. Using Bragg's
additivity rule,
log <I> = <J> J J] J I log I, (5.9)
j A.
giving I (water) = 43.3 eV
G I I
(32.5 eV if A^ applied to all shells)
5.3.3 Comparison with other values
Stopping power evaluated using ar*d the 0.8
factor are compared to values from other 'prescriptions'
in figure 5.2. It can be seen that the dT/dx based on
TABLE 5.1 ELECTRON STOPPING POWERS IN WATER
T(eV) d'l/dx (MeV.cm "')
(Ieff= 43,3 eV)*
d'l/dx (KeV.cm 1)











50 207 -176 (!)
*Not expected to be valid below about 100 eV.
^Valid down to about 500 eV.
1 = 43.3 eV deviate substantially from the unmodified
ef f
Bethe-Uloeh dT/dx below 400 eV, following fairly closely
Holt's figures down to about 150 eV, These latter
values were derived from target theory as applied to
measurements of the inactivation of ribonuclease by
various radiations (Marshall et al., 1970). The ICRU
(1970) values were derived from experimentally
determined ranges in air and collodion foils. In the
absence of a definitive set of values for dT/dx in the
energy range 1 keV to 100 eV, .it was considered that the
use of the Bethe-Bloch theory with 1 = 71.3 eV above
500 eV and I = 43.3 eV between 500 eV and 100 eV
ef f
provided a plausible compromise. Values of dT/dx
evaluated according to these prescriptions are
given in table 5.1.
It should be noted that the assumption that only 8
out of the 10 electrons per molecule are effective in
the slowing-down process for electrons below 500 eV
implies that the M/ller cross section for 5-ray
production by these low-energy electrons must also be
multiplied by 0.8.
5 • 4 COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS*
5.4.1 E n ergy Bands
The lowest energy of interest is 100 eV. Tt is
convenient, therefore, to fix the lowest energy level at
exactly 100 eV. Logarithmic intervals are the obvious
choice in this type of calculation (Burch, 1957a; Holt,
1974). This implies the use of a constant ratio, r, to
calculate the energies in successive bands. Thus if the
lowest energy band begins at 100 eV, then the next band
begins at 100.r eV and so on. A band width parameter,
B , can be defined such that B bands cover a factor 2
vv w
in energy. The band width, B^, and the ratio
r are related by
r = exp (log 2/B ) (5.10)
e w
The present calculation was organized so that could
be varied. In Burch's scheme it was effectively fixed
at a value of 2, though he set the first level above
100 eV at 150 eV, whereas in this scheme it would be
1/2
100.2 = 141 eV. It should be added that Burch did
not have the flexibility afforded by a computer at his
disposal. Calculations 'by hand' become prohibitively
complicated for a greater than 2.
The maximum energy with which the low-energy
spectrum program has to deal fixes the highest energy
band, which is designated as the first band, i = j.
'ihus for maximum energy T , the number of the band
St X
starting at 100 eV, 1i00» is given by
1. nr! = 2 + Ip( log( T J0.0001 )/log r) .....(5.1l)
j. wv max
*1 am indebted to P.O. Holt (priv. cornmun.), who lent me
a copy of his computer program based on Burch's scheme,
for some of the basic ideas in this section.
Figure 5.3 ENERGY BANDS IN THE LOW-ENERGY PROGRAM
B = 2
w














































where T is in MeV. Note that T will usually be
max max
equal to the Monte Carlo cutoff 'l'r .
The band containing energy T is given by - "
1 1 - 1 - I p (1 og (T/0.0001)/1og r) .....(5.12)
where the energy at the top of band 1, T^ , is
T - 0.0001 r^1100™ (5.13)
|
and this band extends from T, to T = T'/r. AnL 1+1 1
example of the energy band structure is given in
figure 5.3 for B 's of 2 and 10, for the case where the
w
maximum energy is, say, 1 MeV. Also shown alongside the
= 2 energies are the intervals that Burch employed.
It can be seen that an energy of 1.01 MeV would belong
in the next higher band for B =10 but not for B =2.
w w
Similarly, an energy of 0.94 would go in the next lower
band in one case but not in the other.
The value of the electron flux calculated for each
band is to be interpreted as an average over that band
and the effective electron energy in each band for the
purpose of calculating dT/dx etc. is taken to be the
geometric mean energy in the band, T^ which is
equal to Tj/r*^.
5.4.2 Number of Electrons .in Each Band, N
Starting from the highest energy, the number of
electrons slowing down through successive bands, N ,
must be determined. In a given band there will be three
separate contributions to N, :




ii) 6-rays starting in this band produced by electrons
in higher energy bands, . (These start at the
top of the band . )
iii) The electrons slowing down 'continuously* from the
band above, (This comprises the total number
of electrons in band 1-1 as no jumps are allowed
.in this scheme. )
The primary electrons in i) may have a range of
energies within the band. It was not found to be a
sufficiently good approximation to assume that they a3.1
enter at the top of the band. Consequently, for a
primary of energy T^ between and ^j+j> the fraction
(T - T )/(T - T ) is added onto the aggregate
p 1+1 I 1+1
P ' K P
total Another variable, is needed simply to add
up the number of these primaries in order that they can
ail be included in the total number that slow down into
t Q t
the next band,
The Miller cross section is used to compute the
number and energy distribution of secondaries produced
by the electrons slowing-down in band 1 . Rauth and
Simpson (1964) have shown that the M/ller distribution
is satisfactory for losses above about 100 eV from their
measurements of electron energy loss through extremely
thin foils. The Miller cross section, when multiplied
by ^ P<Z/A> and integrated between appropriate limits,
A
gives the number of secondary electrons produced per
unit pathlength of the primary. This can be converted
to the number per unit energy dissipation by
dividing by dl/dx.
(1
The energy dissipation, E^ , by the electrons in
band 1, is given by
£d = (Ntot + 2n°)(T - T, ) + .....(5.14)1 1-1 11 1+1 I
where E^ is the contribution from the primary electrons
that start in the band . This has to be evaluated as
an aggregate of the energies (T - T ) for each
p X "fr" I
primary, similar to above. The number of 6* s
starting at the top of band m as a result of dissipation
by the electrons in band 1 is then given to a good
approximation by
Kl,l =["NA <Z/A> Um - e >/<dT/dx>]. eJ* L de
. . »..(5.15)
/ J / 2
where e = 1 /(T,/r' ); T is the <5 -ray energy
m m 1 ' m
and d a is the Moller cross section per electron per unit
d e
fractional energy transfer, as given by equation 4.3.
For each band 1, 6-rays are produced in all bands from
m = 1+B to m = The band l+B has an energy T
w 100 w " m
equal to T /2, the maximum energy possible for a 6-ray
produced by a primary of energy T^.
Burch drew up a table of values of the quantity in
the square brackets in equ. 5.15 for all bands m for
each band 1, which included the number of electrons in
a band that jumped over the next band due to
'discontinuous' bremsstrahlung or <5-ray losses. For
reasons discussed in section 5.1, bremsstrahlung has not
been included in the present computation of electron
flux at low energies.
The calculation begins at the highest energy barul
for which there are any primary electrons. For each
successive band, the number of electrons slowing down in
the band, N » is determined as described above:J
N = Kv' + 2N6 + Ntot
1 1 1 1-1
The total energy dissipation by these electrons in the
1 th band is calculated, enabling ih . to be evaluated' °
m, 1
6 ,
for each band. The N . s are added to the aggregate
m, 1
J*
number 2^ ^ resulting from all the higher energy
bands. The total number of electrons slowing down into
the next band, given by
Ntot = Np + IN6 + Ntot
1 1 11-1
is then added to the (n' + ) electrons starting in bandl+l 1+ ] °
1+1 and the process is repeated. The final band of
interest is 1^ -1 for which the lower energy
level is 100 eV.
5.4.3 The Electron Flux
The electron flux averaged over band i, F,,
is given by
F = N /(dT/dx)
1 1 total
It was required to know how large a value of was
necessary to yield sufficiently accurate values of F^,
and to check that increasing B resulted in flux values
w
that converged to a limit. This was most easily done by
comparing the total 'local' energy dissipated by the
spectrum, F} , with the total energy input, in the same
way as Burch had checked the internal consistency
of his calculations.
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The energy dissipated by the flux of ail generations
of electrons above 100 eV in energy in 'local' transfers
of less than 100 eV , Q^, T or , is given by
1-1xoo 1
Dxoo 4—*,Fi' (dT/'dx,ioo"4 T






T = T. - T „; (dT/dx.) is evaluated at T ; T = 100 eV1 1+1 100 i' lj_QQ
The second term is the energy dissipated by the
100 eV track ends. These track ends comprise the total
number of electrons that enter at the top of the band
starting at .100 eV, band I^qq* i.e. the electrons slowing
down from the previous band, , and the 6-rays,
6 100-1
.. Note that this track end contribution to the
1
100
local energy dissipation corresponds exactly to Bunch's
Qr.AT for his lowest energy interval, 0 - 100 eV.
The program was executed for various monoenergetic
electron sources and for different values of B . The flux
w
was normalized by dividing by the input energy. It was
found that increasing B beyond about 10 made very little
w
difference to the results, as is shown by the following
figures for T = 2 MeV:
B Total Dissipation Number of




For B^ = 10, the computation is internally consistent to






If we write the first term in equ„ 5,16 in terms of
the number of electrons in band 1., K^ ,it beeomes / ^ .
( dT/dx) , ,irv/( d'i'/d x) . . . . AT , which is the expression thatloo total
Burch used in calculating Q A T. As the M/ller cross
section, clo/d e, is used to calculate the number of 6~rays
produced, to be consistent the following relation must hold:
r 1/2
(dT/dx)total - (dT/dx)100 = / da de ..,..(5,17)
\QOOl/T d£
This is in fact ensured by the use of the Rohrlich-Carlson
expression, given by equ. 4.18, for the total and
restricted stopping powers as its derivation involved the
Mpller cross section (Rohrlich and Carlson, 1954). It is
not clear that the values Burch used for the ratio of local
to total stopping were consistent with equ. 5.17.
Values of the electron flux for monoenergetic electron
sources in water down to an energy of 450 eV have been
tabulated by McGinnies (1959) and it was considered
worthwhile worthwhile to carry out computations that could
be directly compared to her results as a further check on
the validity of the method described here. McGinnies'
_9 2 —1
values were given in units of g.cin ~(mc ) . This was
converted to the units in figure 5.4 by multiplying by the
2
factor MeV(mc ,T ). McGinnies used I = 74.1 eV and did
o
not include the density effect. There was no modification
to the energy loss, as given by the Miller cross section,
at low energies. This is equivalent to using the
unmodified stopping power down to the lowest energy in
the present scheme. Consequently, all these features
were temporarily written into the program in order to
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calculate flux values that could be directly compared to
IcGinnies1 results. The agreement obtained, as shown in
figure 5.4 was excellent.
From this comparison, it was concluded that the
computation of the depth-independent electron flux, for
B = 10, produced results equivalent to those that would
have been calculated by the use of the more involved
Spencer-Fano theory. As the latter treatment allowed f or
discontinuous energy losses, it can be further concluded
that the use of a 2-group model for the energy loss would
have made very little difference to the results, except
for the 'peak' at the source energy.
5.4.4 Auger Electrons and Low-Energy dT/dx
Nothing has been said so far about the inclusion of
Auger electrons in the low-energy program. It is
convenient to fix the energy T at the lowest T_ energyw
aug i
above 500 eV. For B =10, this is 528 eV. This value
vi '
is also taken as the energy below which the stopping
power is evaluated using I£^ = 43.3 eV as discussed in
section 5.3. To take into account Auger electron
production, and the use of the modified stopping power at
low energies, some minor changes must be made to the
calculation of the number of electrons in each band
detailed in section 5.4.2:
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Case 1 T,>'i and T >'iJ ,J g „) a u g
One fifth of the energy transfers of size Tc j m
resulting from the energy dissipation by
electrons in the 1 th band, will produce Auger
electrons. Therefore, 0.2 , is added to'
m, 1
the number of 6* s starting with energy T .°
aug
One fifth of the , ' s now have energy
m, 1
T = T - T and thus 0.2 N* is added to
m aug in, 1
the number of electrons in category i) in
section 5.4.2 in the band containing the
energy Tg (These Tg electrons must go into
this category as their energy no longer
exactly corresponds to the energy at the top
of a band). Finally, 0.8 . is added to
m, 1
the number of S's starting in band m, instead
of simply N*5 . when Auger electrons are not
is! , j-
included.
Figure5.5THEEFFECTOFAUGERLECTRONPRODUCTIONTSL WXNG-DOWNEC UM. ElectronKineticrgyT/k V.
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Case 2 T >T and T<T
j aUg m aug
Augers' are not possible as the energy transfer, T ,
is not large enough to eject a K-oxygen electron. No
modifications are made to the procedure:N . added to
m, 1
the <5 ' s in band m.
Case 3 T^T1 aug
K-oxygen electrons do not take part in the slowing-down
process. Only 8 out of the 10 electrons per molecule
are to be included in the M/ller cross section for
6-ray production. Thus only 0.8 ^ is added to the
number of 6's starting in band m.
The effect of these modifications on the spectrum at
low energies can be seen in figure 5.5. It seems as if
the flux at 100 eV is hardly affected by the inclusion of
Auger electrons, despite the 'jump' that they cause in the
flux at T . Such a sharp discontinuity cannot be
a ug
expected to occur in reality, but the order of magnitude
of the increase around 500 eV should be correct. touch the
largest uncertainty in the flux calculation at low
energies is due to inadequate knowledge of the stopping
power. The difference between the curves calculated with
and without the stopping power modification indicate the
sort of absolute accuracy that can be estimated for the
flux below about 1 keV.
The internal consistency of the flux calculation was
not affected by the Auger and dT/dx modifications. Note
that (d'l/dx)j^Q must be evaluated in the same way as
(dT/dx). , . for T<T . The version of the low-energytotai aug
program that is amalgamated with the Monte Carlo electron
161..
program, as described in the following section, included
Auger electron production and the evaluation of the
stopping power below T using I The value of B is
aug eff w
set permanently equal to 10.
16 2.
5 * 5 AMAI-G AM AT IPX V.l if THE LL1 CI RON MONTE CARLO PROGRAM
The low-energy spectrum computation described in the
previous sections of this chapter was developed
specifically to be combined with the electron Monte
Carlo (MC) program. Thus the low-energy program will now
have a distribution of source energies from T , the energy
at which the electron histories are terminated, down to
the lowest energy of interest, which is 100 eV„ The
calculation of the number of electrons in successive
bands, giving the electron flux, is no different to that
for the sample results for nionoenergetic sources already
given. This section deals with how the source energies
are derived from the electron histories and the way in
which the programs are fitted together. Some preliminary
results are given which demonstrate that the complete
spectrum computation for any geometry from the input
energy T in the Monte Carlo simulation down to iOO eV is
functioning satisfactorily.
5.5.1 Input of electrons from MC Histories
These fail into five categories. For the geometry of
interest, for which Z^ 2£ , they are as follows:
(a) Primary electrons that have dropped below T .
(b) 6-rays which were included in the simulation and
have dropped below T .
(c) 6-rays of energy greater than A(T) arid therefore
selected as catastrophic losses.
Electrons from these 3 sources belong in category i)
described in section 5.4,2 as they do not have energies
exactly equal to some T,. The reason for distinguishing
between the electrons in (a) and (b) is that the electron
flux due to the primaries only is required for one of the
applications of the results, to be described in due course.
(d) Auger electrons resulting from catastrophic
<5-ray production.
(e) 6-rays of energy between A('i ) and 100 eV which
have been effectively included in the energy
dissipated in c-s-d-a pathlength steps.
Electrons in (d) and (e) belong in category ii) in 5.4.2.
as> their energies are organized to be equal to T for
some value of 1. The 5-rays in (e), none of which has
been individually selected in the Monte Carlo simulation,
require special consideration.
5.5.1.1 6-rays from the c-s-d-a steps
The energy dissipated in that section of a pathlength
step which lies within the 'Z-slice' for which the spectrum
is required can be denoted by . Recalling the notation
used in section 4.6.4,
WA := (T - T) s = T. - T (5.18)
a b ~ 1 b
Bf
The fraction of corresponding to energy transfers
between A( T ) and 100 eV, Vv , is then given by0. I uu
<00 - (i- L100/LA» (5-19)
with the ratio of restricted stopping powers evaluated
at T = T .
a
This energy W^OO aas t 0 be Part*tioned according to
the Miller distribution into numbers of 6-rays to go into
the bands covering the energy range from to 100 eV.
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It was shown in section 4.4.1.2 that the ler
/ 2
distribution could be adequately approximated by 1/q ,
for energy transfer q, except for q close to T/2.
Therefore, for a given total energy >vA qq > number of
6's entering at the top of band rn will be proportional to
2






q. —2 .dq (5.19)
yielding
vvA
K = 100 (5.20)
"ioge[ A(T~)/0.0001]"
Consider the calculation of the number of 5's per
band, N^, for a given c-s-d-a step for which and hence
A
W
00 are non-zero. The first band, m, will be that
corresponding to the highest T less than A('i^). Into
o
this band must go Kf ('I , - T , )/T / 6-rays. Similarly for
m m+1 m
the next band, m = m'+l and so on, up to m = i 00 * *^ere
are between 65 and 80 bands between m'and I
j » depending
on T and T for B = 10. This would add up to an
o c w
appreciable amount of computing time per execution of a
c-s-d-a step. However, the cutoff a(T ) cannot be less' a
than A( T ), the minimum possible value of which is 9.80 keV
for T =0.1 N.'eV. Similarly, A(T ) cannot be greater than
C ci
A(T ), the maximum value of which is 30 keV for T = 40 MeV,
o o
(see, for instance, table 4.3). Consequently, all 65 bands
between 9.80 keV and 100 eV are involved in receiving
5-ravs whatever T is. There is no need to 'fill up' these
a
bands with s's from each separate c-s-d-a step. Provided
that the K's from each c-s-d-a step are all added up to
give the aggregate value £ K, then the total number of 6* s
to be added to these bands will be given by
E n5 = £K.[t - T ]/T 2 = £ K. [ 1 - l/r]/T 2csaa m m m+1 m L J m
(5.21)
r
The only bands for which N need be evaluated in the
in
c-s-d-a step spectrum calculations are those in the energy
range between a(T ) and a(T ), at most 15 bands and in
a c
practice not more than 10 for the particular values of T
(S ^
and T chosen. Naturally, the values of N and
c J ' in f—1 in
c d s a
must be modified to include the production of Auger
electrons but this has already been dealt with in
section 5.4.4. Note that the case T <T does not arise
1 aug
as the electrons producing the 6-rays all have energies
greater than T which is never less than 0,1 MeV.
c
5.5.2. Practical Details
The code for the computation of the flux below 1^, which
essentially contains the operations described in section 5.4,
has been written as the routine LOWENCAL. The routine
DELSORT fills up the bands with c~s--d~a step <5 ' s for which
a( T }< T <a ('1 ). It is therefore executed within SPECTOT,
cm a
which totals up the pathlength sections in different energy
intervals from these c-s-d-a steps for a particular
geometry (see section 4.6.4). The sources of electrons,
(a)-(e), are added to the total number already in the
appropriate categories as they are generated from the
electron histories. The routine LOWENCAL is then executed
after ail the histories have been terminated. The first
operation in LOWENCAL is the filling up of the final 65
bands with the /. N0 electrons as explained above.
— JY»
c stia
Figure 5.6 SCHEMATIC REPRESENTATION OF THE AMALGAMATION OF THE
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100 eV1.
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This completes the input of electron sources from the
electron histories. The low-energy spectrum computation
from 1=1 to 1 = 1..,w,~1 is then carried out.iou
Figure 5.6 illustrates how the programs are combined
together. Only those operations relevant to the
amalgamation are indicated. The addition of the spectrum
computation below T^ increases the length of the complete
program by 150 statements or so. The increase in total
execution time per electron history due to the extension
of- the spectrum from T down to 100 eV is negligible.
The exact value of T must now be chosen with some
c
care. The energy at the top of the first band will be
such that. T lies in this band as T will be the maximum
c c
energy of the electron sources. Thus, if T is to be about
1 MeV, then it should be set equal to a value just less
than 1.00844 MeV as this is one of the T values for
B = 10 \ see fig. 5.3/. in this way, it. is ensured thatw
the flux values, F^, in the energy bands take over exactly
from the energy T at which the Monte Carlo histogram
terminates.
The spectrum must be normalized to the same units
as the Monte Carlo spectrum. To convert F^ to 'per MeV
input energy* it is necessary to divide by H.T , where H
is the number of electron histories.
5.5.3 Preliminary Results
The most direct test of the validity of the extension
of the spectrum below T was provided by the comparisons
of the results shown in figures 5.7 and 5.8. In both cases,
the Monte Carlo program was run for an infinite spectrum
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geometrys and the electron flux was compared to that
calculated from the depth-independent program with the
same monoenergetic source energy.
In fig. 5.7, the 'join' between the MC histogram and
the F^ values at T = 1.008 MeV is clearly shown. The
low F, values close to T are exactly what would be1 c J
expected, due to the c-s-d-a on which the calculation of
F^ is based. As is here nearly equal to T^/2, the
number of s close to T will be very small. Consequently,
there is a virtually monoenergetic input of electron
sources into the first band i.e. only from categories (a)
and (b) above. The discontinuity at T is therefore the
exact counterpart of the peak at T in the MC histogram
which is not present in the c-s-d-a spectrum at that
energy. Note that the 2 spectra follow each other very
closely below about 0.7 MeV.
The spectrum from the Monte Carlo histories in
figure 5.8 extends down to T = 0.102 MeV. In this case,
the source of electrons iust below T will include some
c
S~rays produced by the Monte Carlo histories (category (c)
above) as T is considerably less than T /2. Thus the
input to the first few bands is no longer approximately
monoenergetic, with the result that the join between the
two spectra is smoother. The very good agreement with the
T - 2 MeV depth-independent flux (the full line) right
down to .100 eV was regarded as a conclusive demonstration
that the combined Monte Carlo and low-energy computation
of the electron flux was functioning correctly.
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The Monte Carlo electron simulation was written in
order to compute depth-dependent electron flux spectra.
In fact, the comparison in figure 5.8 effectively
demonstrates the redundancy of the Monte Carlo method when
onJy the fJux in an infinite medium is required. Art
example of the extension of the flux spectrum below T for
the geometry 0.4 - 0.6 z/tq is given in figure 5.9. Note
that the units are the same as for the spectra in the
previous figures, for which ' x T,!1 1 (i.e. per MeV input
j
energy) for an infinite medium is effectively the same as
'per MeV dissipation'. However, only a certain fraction
of the total input energy, T = 20 MeV, will be dissipated
between z = 0.4 r and z = 0.6 r . Therefore the spectrum
o o
in figure 5.9 is not normalized to the same total energy
dissipation as the 2 MeV spectra.
Extensive results of the electron flux computations
down to 100 eV for both electron and photon beams are given
in chapters 7 and 8. The chapter immediately following
deals with the steps involved in combining the photon
Monte Carlo simulation (see chapter 3) with the amalgamated
electron program described here.
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CHAPTER 6
THE COMPLETE PHOTON-ELECTRON CASCADE SIMULATION
6.1 INT REDUCTION
The final stage in the development of the computer
calculations is the combination of the photon and electron
transport simulations into one 'cascade' program. Thus
electrons set in motion by the primary photon histories
serve as the input data to the electron Monte Carlo
simulation which may result in bremsstrahlung photons to
be followed in the photon MC simulation, leading to more
electrons and so on. The combined procedure is required
primarily to deal with the transport of electrons produced
by primary photon beams, and the transport of b reins st rah lung
photons produced by primary electron beams. Thus the
processes dealt with cannot strictly be called cascades.
The initial energies are not high enough. Nevertheless,
the name 'cascade simulation' is used for convenience.
The extension of the flux spectra produced by the
Monte Carlo electron program from T down to J.00 eV has
been dealt with in the previous chapter. In this chapter,
the way in which the photon MC simulation is combined with
this electron program is described. The only extra
approximations involved concern the treatment of the
transport and energy loss of positrons.
The considerable length and complexity of the final
program makes it essential to carry out extensive checks
on the internal consistency of the calculations. These
checks are described in some detail. The actual results
calculated with the final version of the cascade simulation
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are presented in subsequent chapters but many of the
features of these computations are dealt with in this
chapter. In the work reported in the literature, only
Patau ( 1972) and Berger and Seltzer (.1969) have coupled
Monte Carlo photon and electron simulations together in
the MeV energy range, and only the latter workers have
extended the calculation of the electron flux below the
Monte Carlo cutoff.
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The charged particles set in motion by photons through
pair production consist of equal numbers of both negative
and positive electrons. On average, these positrons and
electrons will have the same distribution of initial
direction and kinetic energy. It is necessary to consider
whether the transport and slowing-down of the positrons
should be treated in a different way to that for electrons.
In chapters 4 and 5, it has been assumed that only
electrons were involved. One obvious difference is that
a positron undergoes annihilation due to electron capture,
creating two photons in the process. In the case of
annihilation of the positron when it has lost all its kinetic
2
energy, the photons have energy mc . This effectively puts
2
back into the medium the 2 mc 'removed' in creating the
electron-positron pair in the first place.
The number of positrons produced as a result of pair
production by breinsstrahlung photons arising from the
slowing-down of primary electrons is cleariy going to be
a very small contribution to the total 'electron' flux.
However, for high-energy primary photons this is not the
case. The percentage of the total charged particle K.E.
due to positrons for photon absorption in 20 cm of water
(a realistic geometry for dosimetry purposes) is shown in
figure 6.1. These figures were calculated using the photon
Monte Carlo program. Consider a 35 MV betatron X—ray beam.
If it is assumed that the average photon energy is 15 MeV,
then approximately 19% of the energy dissipation will be
due to positrons. For a 20 MV beam, this would be about 11%.
Table 6.1 COMPARISON OF POSITRON AND ELECTRON ENERGY
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20.0 0.979 0.980 1 .02
50.0- 0.981 0.983 1.02
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6.2.2 Energy loss and scattering
The mean ionization potential, I, is independent of
the charge and mass of the charged particles and the value
of 6 , the density effect reduction, is also the same for
positrons and electrons. The small difference in the
collision stopping powers is mainly due to the fact that
a positron can lose all its kinetic energy in an inelastic
collision with an atomic electron, whereas an electron may
only lose up to half its energy as a result of the
indistinguishability principle. Rohrlich and Carlson (1954)
showed that the appropriate cross-section for positron-
electron interactions, the Bhabha formula, was very similar
to the Miller cross section. Except for large energy
transfers, these distributions reduce to the value given
9
by their common leading term, 1/e", for fractional energy
transfer c . Thus both the collision stopping power and the
distribution of energy losses are very similar for positrons
and electrons. Berger and Seltzer (1964) stated that for
2
energies above about 30 mc the radiation loss for positrons
should be given by the Schiff cross section, as for
electrons, and that for lower energies the corrections to
the theoretical formulae for positrons were not known.
Their figures for positron-electron energy loss and range
differences in carbon (similar to water in atomic number)
are reproduced in table 6.1. It can be seen that these are
negligible above 0.1 MeV, which is the minimum energy of
the honte Carlo cutoff, T ,
Rohrlich and Carlson also looked at the differences
to be expected in elastic scattering by the nuclei of the
si owing-down media. They found that theory predicted
slightly weaker multiple scattering of positrons than
electrons. In particular, in the light elements positrons
penetrated only a few per cent farther than electrons before
losing the memory of their initial direction. Rohrlich and
Carlson stated that there was no experimental evidence yet
for a difference in range, possibly due to the fact that
the small probability of positron annihilation in flight
masked any differences due to the weaker multiple scattering.
Berger (1963) evaluated the Goudsmit-Saunderson multiple
scattering distribution using the Mo11 electron and positron
single-scattering cross-sections. Over short pathlength
sections of J. MeV particles in aluminium, the calculations
indicated very small differences. It can be noted that the
Rutherford single-scattering cross section, used with the
Gaussian multiple-scattering distribution in this work, does
not predict any difference between positrons and electrons.
6.2.3 Particle flux spectrum
It was concluded that treating the scattering and slowin
down of positrons in exactly the same way as for electrons
would lead to entirely negligible errors in the spatial
energy dissipation and in the flux spectrum derived from
the MC histories for a primary photon or electron beam.
Only primary positrons are involved, anyway, and the number
and energy distribution of 3-rays produced by these positrons
not be appreciably different from those of the primary pair
electrons as discussed above.
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The second consideration is whether or not it is
necessary to distinguish between the positron and electron
flux. As far as the evaluation of stopping-power ratios
is concerned, the total and restricted collision stopping
powers are very similar for positrons and electrons in
water and air. In particular, the important density effect
reduction is the same for both particles. Theoretically,
no difference in ft, the mean energy to form an ion pair,
is to be expected either. The flux spectra are also to
be used to investigate the variation of G(Fe'^h) with
radiation quality. Again, there are no problems here as
G is assumed to be a function only of LET for which there
are negligible differences, as has been emphasised. In
fact, the neglect of photonuclear reactions, discussed in
section 3.2.3, is considered to be a less justifiable
approximation with respect to the above considerations.
6.2.4 Anoih i 1 a t i on kad ia i-1 on
It is clear that only the creation of annihilation
photons necessitates any distinction between positrons and
electrons in the computer programs. The identical treatment
with respect to the computation of the total 'electron'
flux implies that electron capture is assumed to occur only
when the positron kinetic energy has fallen below 100 eV.
The theory of positron annihilation (Heitler, 1954) shows
that there is only a small probability of annihilation
before the positron has come to rest. The two photons have
2
energy mc (0.511 MeV) and are oppositely directed, with
no preferred direction.
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In the cascade program, these annihilation-photons are
generated either at the end of a positron history, when T+
has fallen below T^, or by the photon MC simulation if the
initial positron energy is not greater than T . In the
latter case it is effectively assumed that the positron is
annihilated at the position of creation. Thus a photon
history leads directly to another two photons, which can
be considered analogous to 6-ray production by electrons.
Naturally, the transport of the two 0.511 MeV photons is
simulated by the photon MC computation. Photons of this
energy have a mean free path of 10.4 cm in water and so
lead to energy deposition at an appreciable distance from
their position of origin.
6.3 COMBINATION OF 'USE LLLCTRON AND PHOTON PROGR/vMS
6.3.1 Flow of the Monte Carlo Simulation
It was necessary to devise a suitable way of getting
the cascade sequence to 'tick'. The problem is essentially
analogous to the inclusion of 5 -rays in the electron
simulation, as discussed in section 4.5.2. It was shown
that dealing with each primary history and all generations
of 6-rays resulting from this history in turn was more
elegant than executing all the primary histories, then all
the secondaries and so on. In particular, very much less
storage of initial 3-ray parameters was involved. The
same arguments apply to the photon-electron cascade simulation.
It was found to be convenient to have two separate
versions of the cascade program; one which handled primary
photon beams and the other, primary electron beams.
Consider the photon version, CASCFO. A primary photon
history is executed. The initial parameters of all the
electrons to be followed, i.e. those for which T>T , are
stored. Then these electron histories are executed in
turn, including any 6-rays generated. When there are no
more electron histories left, the bremsstrahlung and
annihilation photons generated by these electrons are
followed by the photon MC procedure. These effectively
second-generation photon histories may give rise to further
electrons to be followed, in which case the Monte Carlo
electron simulation is entered for the second time.
Assuming that no further bremsstrahlung photons result,
the next primary photon history can then be executed. The
principle is the same for the primary electron version.
Figure 6.2 FLOW DIAGRAM OF THE PHOTON-ELECTRON CASCADE
SIMULATION.
(Primary photons - CASCFO)
INPUT DATA:















Exeeution of photon MC history.
For T>T , initial coords of
Pair, Compton, Photo-
electrons stored in
SECPARM( ). 10 coords.





















stored in PHOPARM( )
-8 coords.
A primary electron historj' and any resulting <S~ray histories
are executed before the bremsstrah lung photons are
followed and so on,
Thus for each primary history, be it a photon or an
electron, all the histories of one type are carried out,
then all the histories of the other type, until there are
no more left. Thus, if a photon history results in a
positron with initial kinetic energy less than T , the
histories of the two annihilation photons will be executed
before any Compton, pair and photo electron histories
are dealt with.
A flow diagram representing the cascade scheme for
primary photons is given in figure 6.2. The routine PbOSIM
consists of the instructions which govern the logical flow
of the photon simulation as described in section 3.4.1.
Thus within P110SIM, calls are made on PATHINT, PAIR etc.
as necessary (see section 3.3). Similarly, the second
double-walled box in fig. 6.2 represents the instructions
to carry out the electron simulation which includes calls
on CSDALOS, NOKLOS etc. (see section 4.5).
The initial parameters of the secondary photons are
stored sequentially in the array PHOPARMf.. ) . SECPARM(..)
fulfills the equivalent role for the electrons. The two
extra parameters (lO instead of 8) label the electron as
positron or negatron and as primary or secondary. The
electrons set in motion directly by the photons are labelled
'primary'. This is in order to be able to evaluate the
Bragg-Gray stopping-power ratio for reasons given
in chapter 9.
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It .is not difficult to see how the flow of the
computation depicted in fig. 6.2 is modified for the case
of a primary electron beam. The positions of the two
clouble-vvalled boxes are exchanged and 'photon* replaces
'electron' and vice-versa in the other boxes.
The scheme adopted in this work to handle the cascade
simulation can be contrasted with the one which Patau
(1972) employed. Firstly, Patau neglected bremsstrahlung
production by electrons below 2 MeV in energy. Secondly,
he assumed that only bremsstrahlung photons with energies
below 2.94 MeV need be included in the simulation. For a
primary photon beam, of initial energy T , first all the
primary and secondary electrons were followed down to an
energy of 2 iVieV. The initial parameters of all the
bremsstrahlung photons produced in the course of these
histories were put. onto magnetic tape. Then these photon
histories were executed, one after another, the parameters
of the resulting electrons being stored on magnetic tape.
Finally, the electron simulation followed these photon-
ejected electrons down to an energy of 60 keV, the primary
and secondary electrons of energy 2 MeV (together with)
resulting from the termination of the histories from the
first electron program.
This type of scheme cannot be called a cascade
simulation, as the possibility of further bremsstrahlung
photons arising from the photon-ejected electrons and being
followed is excluded. It should be noted that Patau was
not concerned with primary photon beams above 2 MeV in
energy, and thus did not need to consider secondary
1 7 9 .
bremsstrahlung or annihilation photons, unlike in the present
investigation. For 500O primary electron histories in
aluminium, Patau's Monte Carlo scheme required the storage
of the initial parameters of about 75000 photons. Berger and
Seltzer ( 1968) did not give many details of tiieir RSC eascade
scheme, but implied that tiiey used one single program combining
the photon and electron MC simulations as in this work.
6.3.2 Inputs to the low-energy flux computation from
the photon histories
The Compton, pair and photo-electrons that have initial
kinetic energies below are not followed in the electron
Monte Carlo simulation, but must be added to the number of
electrons in the appropriate energy bands between and
100 eV. In addition, there are the Auger electrons that
result from photoelectric absorption and Compton K-oxygen
electron ejection, as discussed in chapter 3. Of course,
this only applies to electrons which are ejected at a
depth z such that Z,<z<Z, where Z, and Z define one of the1 h I h
geometries for which the eletron flux spectrum is desired.
As the electrons liberated directly by photon inter¬
actions are to be regarded as primaries, they all belong
in category (a), as defined in section 5.5.1. The Auger
electrons are not included in this category, but go in
(d) with the Augers accompanying <5-ray production. Thus
the routines COMPTON, PAIR and PHOTO are sources of low-
energy electrons in addition to NOKLOS, CSDAL05 and the
primary and S-ray track ends in the Monte Carlo electron
simulation. It has already been mentioned that no
distinction is made between a positron and an electron in
the si owing-down scheme, either above or below T .
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6 *4 PRACTICAL CONS I DERATIONS
6.4.1 Input. Data
6.4.1.1 Permanent
A total of 15 sets of figures are required as permanent
input data to both the primary electron and photon cascade
programs, i.e. data that are not altered from run to run.
Nine of these sets are utilized in the execution of the
electron Monte Carlo simulation and have already been
described in section 4.5.3. One of them, the tabulation
of the natural logarithm of the bremsstrahlung photon
deflection angle for different electron energies, is also
used in the photon MC simulation as the values apply equally
well to the deflection angles in pair production (see
section 3.3.4.2). These nine tabulations consist of
23 numbers each.
The photon simulation also requires tabulations of 56
energy values (0.001, 0.0015, 0.002......0.95, 1; MeV) and
the corresponding probabilities that an interaction is
Compton scattering. The remaining three tabulations, of
49 values each, are connected with the evaluation of G(Fe3+),
which is described in chapter 11.
In addition, the band width parameter, B^, is set
permanently equal to 10, and the maximum step size parameter,
6^,, to 4 (see section 4.4.4.3). For water, I = 71.3 eV,
I
„„ = 43.4 eV and Z/A = 0.55556.
e f f
6.4.1.2 Variable
The variable input data to run the final version of
the electron cascade program are somewhat more extensive
than those illustrated in the computer printout reproduced










ZEND G/CM2 (PHOTONS): 33.00
THETA(DEG): 0.0
PHI(DEG): 0.0



































in figure 4.13, which corresponded to an intermediate
version of the MC program. The only extra parameter that
specifically pertains to the cascade simulation is ZEND,
the value of z at which the photon histories are terminated.
This is usually set to about 3.5 r , there being no point
in simulating bremsstrahlung transport to any greater
depths. Any number of spectrum geometries may be selected,
with each pair of Z, and Z values in units of r , which1 1 h o
is a convenient scaling parameter. A list of the variable
input parameters for the primary electron cascade program
is given in the left half of figure 6.3. The figures
correspond to the final run for a 20 MeV electron beam.
The input data to the primary photon version only
differ with respect to the initial energy of the radiation.
The photon beams of interest are not monoenergetic, but
have a continuous spectrum of energies with the exception
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of primary ""Co gamma radiation. For a 30 MV bremsstrahlung
beam, there are appreciable numbers of photons with
energies from 30 MeV down to about 0.2 MeV. A sufficiently
accurate representation of such a spectrum can be achieved
by dividing it into about 20 energy intervals, each of the
same sort of width. However, the shape of a typical
bremsstrahlung spectrum is such that there are many more
photons towards the lower energy end of the distribution.
It was desirable, therefore, to he able to weight
differently the contribution of different photon energies
to the final results, such as the electron flux spectra,
in order that similar numbers of histories could be
executed for each photon energy. To give an example:
IS 2 .
for the 31 !UV betatron spectrum (described in chapter S),
the highest photon energy was taken as 30.5 MeV and the
400 histories assigned a weight of 0.9. At the low-energy
end, the 200 histories for photons of initial energy
1.5 MeV are weighted by a factor 1100. It would obviously
not have been feasible to have executed 1100/1.8 times as
many histories for k = 1,5 MeV than for k - 30.5 MeV.
o o
The photon cascade program was modified to incorporate
a distribution of primary photon energies, with two
parameters for each energy; the number of histories, IA ,
and the weighting factor VSp. . All the quantities resulting
from the set of photon histories starting with kQ - .
are then multiplied by VA . The effective number of
histories, given by / H .VA , j.s used to normalize results,
such as the number of electron steps,'to per primary
ph o t o n history.'
The parameter r^ has been retained in the photon
version, as a scaling distance, but it is set to an
arbitrary value, unlike in the electron version where it
is the c-s-d-a range. A list of the variable input, data
for a primary photon beam is given in the right half of
figure 6.3. The numerical values are actually those used
to generate the final results for the 31 MV betatron X~ray
spectrum. Note that information was only required down to
a depth of about 25 cm. Thus the photon histories were
terminated at ZEND - 35. The parameter ZSTOP, the depth
at which the electron histories are terminated, does not
appear explicitly. It is automatically set equal to ZEND.
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6.4.2 length of the Computer Code
The first version of the cascade programs only included
the calculation of depth-dose histograms; CASCEL1,
CASCFOl. These programs were each about 1450 statements.
The second version incorporated the computation of the
electron flux down to 100 eV and this added an extra 500
or so stateidents . Further modifications included the
accomodation of any number of spectrum geometries and, in
the primary photon program, the input of a distribution of
energies and weighting factors. The final versions,
CASCEL6 and CASCF06, consist of nearly 2400 statements of
code. They include the calculation of water/air mass
stopping-power ratios and the evaluation of G(Fe^ ) for
each spectrum geometry (see chapters 9 and 1l) .
A breakdown, by line numbers, of CA5CF06 is given in
Appendix 6. The position and relative length of the
various parts of the program are indicated together with
references to the sections of the work where the details
of these procedures are to be found. A similar
description of CASCEL6 is not given as the differences from
CASCF06 are minimal. The object program compiled from the
source CASCF06 requires a space of 54 Kbytes on the
IBM 370/158 on which the final runs were executed. This
is well within the capacity of this computer.
6.4.3 Run-time s
The execution time per primary electron history is not
appreciably increased by the inclusion of the simulation
of the transport of bremsstrahlung photons. It has been
shown in sections 3.4.6 and 4.5.5 that a Monte Carlo photon






Per Prim ary Photon History
k No. secondary No. of No. electrons tr-lO•o E xecution
o
(MeV) photons inter- foil owed steps Time(sec)
foil owed ac tions
40 2 .45 18.7 1.150 8 3.6 0.6 3
20 1.15 9.6 0.98 49 . 9 0.36
10 0.73 8.5 0.92 33.9 0.24
5 0.10 6.6 0.91 19.5 0.14
2 0.04 8.7 0.59 3.9 0.050
1 — 10.2 — — 0.034
0.1 - 7.1 - — 0.023
«
history takes much less time to execute than an electron
history. Moreover, the difference is increased by the
fact that the electrons are in most cases to be followed
to the end of their range (i.e. down to T ), whereas the
high-energy primary photons have, on average, very much
longer tracks of which only the first 30 crn or so need be
simulated for the results required in this work. It is to
be expected, therefore, that the inclusion of the transport
of the electrons liberated by the photon interactions will
drastically increase the execution time per primary photon
history. 'lhe magnitude of the increase depends critically
on the value of rl''. For = 2 MeV, say, putting
T = 1 MeV (i.e. neglecting the final 0,5 cm of the
electron tracks) results in very little electron MC
computation as the maximum energy of the electrons
produced is only just above T in energy. For kQ = 15 MeV
and T - 2 MeV the situation is completely different.
These points are illustrated in table 6.2. The CPU time
per primary history is given for kQ ranging from 40 MeV
down to 0.1 MeV, for a constant value of T . The figures
were taken from preliminary runs of CASCF01 with the
photon histories terminated at a depth of SO cm. The
number of electrons followed does not vary all that much,
but the number of steps, which determines the electron MC
computation time, decreases rapidly as kQ becomes closer
to T . Ihe figure of 0.63 seconds per history for
k = 40 MeV is of the same order as the execution time for
a 20 MeV electron history with the same 1c. The table also
includes the number of secondary photon followed and the
total number of photon interactions.
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The computation of the electron flux was found to
increase the run-time for the Monte Carlo histories by
about 5/o per extra geometry. The execution of the routines
MCSPECAL and LO-VENCAL and the printing out of all the
results i.e. stopping-power ratios, G(Fev ) and the
electron flux from T , or k , to 100 eV, add another fiveo' o '
to seven seconds per geometry onto the total run-time.
For large numbers of Monte Carlo histories, this printout
time is negligible.
The final results for primary photon and electron
beams, which are presented in chapters 7, 8, 9, 10 and 11
were derived from a sufficiently large number of histories
to reduce the statistical uncertainties on the quantities
required to an acceptably small level. The maximum total
run-time came out to be 1500 seconds for 2000 primary
electron histories of initial energy 30 MeV. 'lhe
execution of 9600 pnoton histories making up the 5i MV
betatron X-ray spectrum was about 100 seconds less
than this figure.
6.4.4 Checks on the infernal Consistency
As the cascade versions of the simulation were
developed, from CASCEL1, CASCF01 through to CASCEL6 and
CASCF06, various tests were carried out to make sure that
all the physical processes simulated were consistently
accounted for. Through such checks, several errors were
discovered and corrected.
The inclusion of the transport of bremsstrahlung
photons made the checking of the 'energy input = energy
dissipated' relation for a primary electron beam somewhat
i 8 6 »
less straightforward than had been the case in chapter 4.
Totalling up the energy deposited in the depth-dose
histogram, between z = 0 and z - 2r , did not take into
account the dissipation bevond 2r due to bremsstrahlung» ■ - o
transport. Consequently, two extra parameters were
necessary. One of them, ENFLY, added up the electron K.E.
that escaped inclusion in the depth-dose histogram. The
other one, PHOFLY, added up the energy of the photon that
did not become converted into electron K.E. due to
termination of the photon histories at z = ZEND. One such
energy accountability check, for T = 40 MeV, is
illustrated by the following figures taken from a
computer printout:
PER PRIMARY ELECTRON HISTORY:
PHOTON ENERGY RACKSCATTERED
ENERGY ESCAPING DUE TO Z>ZEND (PHOFLY)
ELECTRON ENERGY BACKSCATTERED
ELECTRON ENERGY NOT INCLUDED IN D-D HISTOGRAM
(ENFLY)
ENERGY DEPOSITED IN D-D HISTOGRAM 7=0-2.r
o
For input energy per history of 40 MeV — cf
A similar check for a 40 MeV photon beam gave a total of
39.9998. These figures were considered to be satisfactory.
The other important quantity to be looked at
carefully was the local energy dissipation, D ,JL viU
calculated from the electron flux spectrum. The
evaluation of this quantity over the low-energy spectrum,
F , has been discussed in section 5.4.3 (see, in
particular, equ, 5.16). The extension of the calculation









k , down to T as well as the F values is
O C 1
s t ra i gh t f o rv. a rd. Thus
Dioo " Z^TAl
vA1'
_ , OO"1 , x-£ FMc(TiK aV (f +E Fi(T)'AT'te1 \ /IOG 1 \<iX/lOO
+ K100. 0.0001 (MeV) . . «, . ( 6 ,1 )
where N. is the number of spectrum energy intervals between
T , or k , and T . F.,^(T.) is the flux averaged over the
o o c MC l
A th interval (i.e. the MC histogram value) and AT^ is the
width of the interval. The restricted stopping power,
(dT/dx)^^, is evaluated at T = T , the geometric mean
energy in the band. The final term is the contribution
from the 100 eV track ends. In the cascade programs, the
first term is evaluated during the execution of the routine
MCSPECAL (see fig. 5.6) and the second and third terms
w j. thin L OYV E Is C A L .
It will be recalled that for 2 MeV electrons the
low-energy flux computation, with = 10, led to the value
= 0.9968 MeV per MeV input energy. It. was expected,
therefore, that Dj00 vvou-l<:1 0.5/S or so of the
'exact' value for the flux spectra produced by the cascade
program, assuming everything was functioning correctly.
For test runs with infinite geometries, CASCEL2 yielded
D = 0.9947 MeV per MeV energy input for T = 40 MeV.LOU G
and T := 1..158 MeV, and D = 0.9949 MeV for T = 20 MeV
c '100 o
and T = 0.764 MeV. Then for a primary photon beam and
infinite geometry, 1000 histories generated by CASCF02 for
k. -2 MeV and T - 1.880 NieV resulted in b = 0.9953 MeV
o c 100
per MeV input energy. These results were satisfactory.
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Another run for an infinite medium and k - 2 MeV was
o
carried out. This time 'i was set equal to 0.1023 MeV, a
c
much lower value. The join between the MC and i-band
spectra at T was found to be equally 'smooth' for the two
different values of T . 'ihere were negligible differences
in the values of the spectra in the two cases. The
agreement between the two spectra is illustrated in
figure 6.5 in section 6.6.
A further check that can be mentioned was ensuring
that the weighting factor in the primary photon version
did not alter any results. For a single photon energy,
the value of W^ was set equal to different values for
runs with no other parameters changed. The results per
effective photon history, including the electron flux, were
required to be unaltered from run to run as all the quantities
should have been multiplied by W . during the execution of
the MC histories and LOWFNCAL, and then divided by W .
J
before being printed out. This test unearthed a typing
error in the computer code that would never nave been
found otherwise.
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6 . .5 NORMALIZATION OF THE Fi.UX TO Pi R ON 3 T. ABSORBED POSE
The electron flux spectrum is calculated in units of
cm.MeV 1 per MeV input energy in the routines'MCSPECAL and
LOIVENCAL« In order to normalize the flux for any geometry
to per unit absorbed dose, all the values are divided by
D
o (MeV)» where ^qq is evaluated as described in the
previous section. Thus ail the electron flux spectra
presented in the chapters to follow are in units of
cm.MeV per MeV local energy dissipation. In addition,
the local energy dissipation spectrum ,also normalized to
1 MeV total dissipation, is calculated for each energy interval,
in units of per unit log energy i.e. Qr^AT/( Ios^qAT.H^qq) .
Thus the area under the curve represents the energy
dissipated if the ordinate is in MeV units with a
logarithmic energy scale.
The normalization and printing out of the electron
flux and local energy dissipation spectra for each geometry
is carried out by the routine SPECOUT in the final version
of the cascade program. This is the last routine to be
executed, after MCSPECAL and LOWENCAL (see Appendix 6).
It can be noted that the relation 6.1 from which
is calculated can also be written more gene rally as
Da = / F ( T) . L A» dT + . A (6.2)
A
where local dissipation refers to losses less than A . If
A is such that there will he some electrons produced
directly by photon interactions with initial energies less
than a? then the energy of these electrons must be included
in the track-end term N.A if the correct local energy
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deposition is to be obtained. For a cutoff of 100 eV , the
numbers of photon-ejected electrons concerned is entirely
negligible, but for the cutoffs of 10 and 100 keV involved
in the evaluation of the stopping-power ratio this is not
always the case (see chapter 9). Similarly, forA> T ,
aug
those Auger electrons resulting from energy transfers
larger than A must also be included in the track-end term.
It was found that for flux spectra that had been normalized
by dividing by ^ q, the evaluation of for the different
Aused in the stopping-power ratio calculations was within
1%% or so of 1 IVieV, as was to be expected. This was the
case for all the different primary electron and photon beams.
Berger and Seltzer (1969a) also presented values of
their electron flux spectra normalized to unit dose,
F(T,z)/D^(z), but it is not clear that they evaluated (z)
correctly as the equation they wrote down for D^(z) did not
explicitly include the track-end term. 1CRU (1972) give
the relation for calculating the absorbed dose from the
restricted stopping power and the total electron flux:
rLI °
D =1 $t,(S//p^col *dE (2»14 in ICRU ( 1972))
A
which again does not include the term N .A in equ, 6.2
above. 'lhis question is discussed further in chapter 9.
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6 . 6 PKK!. IMIN AK Y RESULTS
The two most obvious features of the results that can
be derived from the Monte Carlo cascade program, but not
from the photon or electron simulations alone, are to be
found in the depth-dose histograms. For a primary electron
beam, the transport of bremsstrahlung results in a 'tail1
extending well beyond the range of the primary electrons.
For a primary photon beam, the transport of the electrons
results in a displacement of the maximum away from the
surface. These features are illustrated in figures 6.4 a
and b. The histograms are somewhat 'bumpy* as the results
were derived from only a small number of histories.
In addition, the electron flux spectrum resulting from
the absorption of 2 MeV photons in an infinite medium is
given in figure 6.5. The energy scale only extends down
to 0.01 IfeV as the figure is primarily intended to
illustrate the very close agreement between the one spectrum
calculated with T = 0.1023 MeV and the other with
c
T = 1.880 MeV (i.e. no electrons followed). These spectra
demonstrate that the three components of the cascade
program viz. the photon Monte Carlo simulation, the
electron Monte Carlo simulation, and the depth-independent




ELECTRON BEAM RESULTS - FLUX SPECTRA AND RELATED QUANTITIES
7 *1 DESCRIPTION OF THE CALCULATIONS
7.1.1 General
The main purpose of computing the electron flux spectrum
at different depths in water was to be able to calculate
water/air stopping-power ratios and,more particularly, to
investigate the suspected difference in G(Fe^+) between
high-energy electron and X-ray beams. Thus the spectra
presented in this chapter are not to be considered as the
end-point of the electron beam calculations. Indeed, the
results are very similar to that important and extensive
work by Berger and Seltzer (1969, 1969a), the main
differences being the inclusion of Auger electron production
and the extension to a slightly lower energy, 100 eV, as
compared to the 200 eV cutoff at which Berger and Seltzer
terminated their computations. The incident electron
energies chosen were 5, 10, 20, and 30 MeV which cover the
range of clinical beam energies commonly employed and hence
of dosimetric interest.
7.1.2 Irradiation Geometry
The calculations correspond to a point, tnonoenergetic
beam incident perpendicularly on a semi-.infj.nite water
phantom. The quantities derived, such as flux spectra and
energy deposition,are computed over a layer perpendicular
to the incident beam direction and of infinite lateral
extent. In practice, this would correspond to either an
infinite plane detector or an average over all positions
Figure 7.1 IRRADIATION GEOMETRY
a. Point, monodirectional beam and infinite detect
b. Broad, parallel beam and small detector.
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of a small detector in the plane. The configuration is
depicted in figure 7.1a. This is also the geometry that
Berger and Seltzer employed.
Alternatively, the geometry can be interpreted as that
of an infinitely broad, parallel beam incident on the
medium, with a very small detector, as shown in figure 7.1b.
It is readily seen that the two situations are equivalent.
The latter corresponds approximately to the practical
situation. formally the beam is slightly diverging, but
has a considerably larger cross section than the detector,
which is placed on the central axis. Ideally, one would
require the radius of the beam area to be greater than the
maximum range of the electrons. Note that there is no
difficulty in principle in simulating any type of beam
geometry with the Monte Carlo program. However, a great
deal of extra complexity would have been involved for a
very small difference to the results for the main
quantities of interest.
7.1.3 Spectrum Geometry
Ideally, the thickness of the layers in which the
spectrum is calculated should be as small as possible.
However, two factors limit the size of the layers in a
Monte Carlo calculation. Firstly, the thinner the layer
the less is the total flux in that layer and consequently
the poorer is the statistical accuracy for a given number
of histories. Secondly, the cutoff T is determined by
the layer size. A thin layer requires a low value for
which increases appreciably the execution time per history.
Given these factors and the relatively slow variation of
the flux spectrum with depth except at the high-energy end,
and in particular, the almost linear change of the
stopping-power ratio with depth (Merger et al. , .1975;
Kessaris. 1970a), subdivisions of 0.1 r were chosen except'
o
at the greatest depth.
The spectrum geometries for each T were as follows:
0.0-0.1 r ; 0.2-0.3 r ; 0.4-0.5 r; 0.6-0.7 r;
o o o o
0.8 - 0.9 r; 0.9 - 1.0 r; 1.0 - 1.1 r ; and 1.2 - 1.4 r .
o o o o
The final geometry is the bremsstrahlung tail region where
the flux is very low and the radiation quality is expected
to change very slowly with depth. Thus a 0.2 rQ layer was
employed to improve the statistical accuracy of the results.
The 0.1 r subdivisions fix the size of T^, as mentioned
above. T was chosen such that the c-s-d-a range of an
electron of energy T was approximately one half of 0.1 r^.
The exact value of is determined by the energies of the
1 bands as explained in section 5.5.2. The following table
(table 7.1) gives r , T^ and the total execution time for
each T run of 2000 histories:
o
T (MeV) r (cm) T (MeV) Execution Time(sec)
o o c
5 2.51 0.438 634
10 4. 90 0.664 873
20 9. 20 1.008 1270
30 13.0 1 .425 1501
Berger and Seltzer (1969) derived their results from 10,000
Monte Carlo histories and used subdivisions of 0.05 r .
o
This results in only marginally better statistical
accuracy than in the present case.
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The principal features of the flux spectra F(T,z)/D(z),
normalized to unit dose, can be seen in figure 7*2 and 7,3.
The Monte Carlo spectrum down to T has been plotted as a
histogram and the spectrum from the depth-independent
computation as a continuous curve. The energy of the
primary electrons decreases gradually with increasing depth,
with the maximum broadening out in the process. The
low-energy flux, due to secondary electron build-up, is
almost independent of the primary electron energy and depth
as noted by Berger and Seltzer. The tail at the high-energy
and of the 0.9 - 1.0 rQ spectrum in fig. 7.2 is due
primarily to the electrons resulting from bremsstrahlung
absorption and not to energy-loss straggling. The
discontinuity at around 500 eV caused by the Auger
electrons is seen to have a comparatively minor effect on
the low-energy spectrum and furthermore, is of the same
magnitude at all energies and depths, following the
general trend at low energies.
It was of interest to look at the changes in the flux
spectrum at very large depths. It was expected that the
number of high-energy electrons would increase as the
bremsstrahlung tail region was entered. This feature is
shown in figure 7.4. The comparatively poor statistical
accuracy of the two spectra was to be expected as the
energy dissipation, per incident electron between the depths
1.0 - 1.1 r and 1.2 - 1.4 r was about 0.2 and 0,02
o o
respectively of the dissipation at 0.4 - 0.5 r .for instance.
Table 7,2 LOW—ENERGY FLUX SPECTRUM VALUES
Geometry F(T,z)/D( z)
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The upper F/D figure is for T
figure is for 100 eV,
= 0.1 MeV and the lower
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It was obviously not practicable to plot all the 32
spectra calculated, but a tabulation of the results for six
of the eight depths at each T is to he found in Appendix 7.
The values of F(T,z)/D(z) are given at a sufficient number
of energies to enable F(T,z)/D(z) at any T to be
interpolated graphically. Some of the values froin
Appendix 7 are reproduced in table 7.2. At each depth and
energy, the flux at 0.1 MeV and 100 eV is given. These
figures demonstrate the extent to which the low-energy
spectrum does change. The 'universal shape' below 0.1 MeV
at depths up to near the end of the electron range that
Berger and Seltzer (1969, 1969a) and ICRU (1972) discuss
is clearly a better approximation the higher the initial
energy. The flux at 0.1 MeV changes by a relatively small
amount down to z./r = 0.9 - 1.0 for T = 30 MeV, but only
o o ' J
down to z/r - 0.4 - 0.5 for T = 5 MeV. This is to be
o o
expected since 0.1 MeV is a smaller fraction or
30 MeV than of 5 MeV.
7.2,2 Comparison with other flux spectra
The most direct comparison can be made with the flux
spectra calculated by Berger and Seltzer (1969, 1969a).
Their flux normalized to unit dose is given in the units
-2 -1 -7
of electrons cm .MeV per 10 rad dissipation. This
- 2 — 1 — 5
can be written as g.cm .MeV per 10 ergs which is
-2 -1
equivalent to 6.243 g.cm .MeV per MeV dissipation.
Thus division by the factor 6.243 converts the Berger and
Seltzer flux into the units used in this work. The flux
spectra below 0.2 MeV for T = 20 MeV are compared in
Table 7.3 COMPARISON OF LOW-ENERGY FLUX WITH BERGER
AND SELTZER (1969).
T = 20 RieV
0
F(T, z)/D(z)
(cm.RieV ^ per MeV dissipation)
T This work Berger and Seltzer*
(keV) 2/r = 0.4 - 0.5















*Figures (in B + s units) taken from Table 3 (Berber and
Seltzer. 1969) down to 0.4 keV and the 0.2 keV figure
from Berger (1973).
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Figure 7.6 COMPARISON WITH BERGER AND SELTZER AT THE HIGH-ENERGY END
OF THE SPECTRUM.
(T = 10 MeV)
o
'"'i— This work : z / r = 0.2-0.3 |z = 1.225 cm}
o * '
— B + S;z/r = 0.25 jz = 1.22 cm}
Electron Kinetic Energy T / Mev.
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table 7.3 and plotted in figure 7.5. The agreement is very
close, allowing for the fact that Berger and Seltzer did
not include Auger electron production. Had the B+S
computation been extended down to 100 eV, some divergence
between the two curves would have been expected due to the
modified stopping power evaluation below 500 eV in the
present work (see sections 5,3.3 and 5.4.4).
In order to compare the spectra at the high-energy
end, a close match is necessary between one of the z/rQ
layers and one of the depths at which Berger and Seltzer
give their results. Fortunately, their T - 10 MeV,
z/rp - 0.25 spectrum (Berger and Seltzer, 1969a)
corresponds very closely to the z/rG - - 0.3 geometry
in this work as Berger and Seltzer's is equal.to
1.002 r at 10 iVieV (r is discussed below) . The two flux
o p
spectra are given in figure 7.6. Again, the B+S units
were converted as described above. The agreement .is
remarkably good.* In particular, the maximum and minimum
values are at the same energy. The slightly broader energy
distribution of the primary flux on either side of the
maximum in this work may simply be due to the fact that
the spectrum is an average over a 0.1 layer, whereas
Berger and Seltzers' layer is probably 0.05 r , though they
do not specify what the size is in their 1969a paper.
*From the comparisons with the Berger and Seltzer results
it was concluded that they did calculate correctly the
energy dissipated by the flux spectra (see section 6.5).
Figure 7.7 COMPARISON OF PRESENT RESULTS WITH MEASUREMENTS BY EPP
ET AL. (1972) AND CALCULATIONS BY KESSARIS (1970).
(linear flux - linear energy scales)
Kessaris (1940) - moments
method calculation (c-s-d-a);
T = 39.3 mc^, z = 5.94 cm.
Epp et al. (1972) -
- measurements on a 20 MeV
beam at 6 cm depth in
water.
This work - TQ=20MeV,
= 0.6
(z = 5^98 cm)
0.7
Electron Kinetic Energy T / MeV.
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Kpp ei a1. ( 1965, J 972 ) have measured the electron
flux spectrum down to 2 MeV arising from broad,monoenergetic
electron beams of energies 10, 15 and 20 MeV incident on
a water phantom. Figure 7.7 shows how their measured
spectrum for a 20 MeV beam at a depth of 6 cm (also given
in fig. 1.10) compares with the calculated histogram for
the z/rQ = 0.6 - 0.7 geometry (z = 5,98 cm). The
absolute values of the flux cannot be compared but the
shapes are very similar. The maximum flux from the
E-pp et al. measurements is at 7.2 MeV, which is about
0.5 MeV lower than the theoretical calculations. This
could be accounted for in part by the slight divergence of
the beam on which the measurements were carried out. The
spectrum derived by Kessaris (1966, 1970) is also shown.
Kessaris used the moments method under the continuous-
slowing-down approximation. his values have been
normalized such that the flux below 1 Me'v is the same as
that calculated in the present work. The lack of a tail
on Kessaris1 spectrum at the high-energy end is due to the
fact that his theoretical treatment did not take account
of ionization or bremsstra'nlung energy-loss straggling.
In addition, the very sharp peak is at about 6.3 MeV,
nearly 1 MeV below the experimental value. It can be
concluded from this comparison that the Kessaris spectra
are somewhat unrealistic at such depths. However, the
position of the maxima in Kessaris' results and in the
present, work were found to be in closer agreement at
smaller depths.
It must be borne in mind when comparing the shape
of the Monte Carlo spectrum with other work that
199 .
the histogram is an average over a 0.1 r^ layer (i.e. a z -
0.92 em for T = 20 MeV). Thus a certain amount of the
o
broadening at the high-energy end is 'artificial'. As
emphasised earlier, reducing the layer thickness
necessitates increasing the number of histories, if the






7 • 3 LOCAL LNFRGY DISSIPATION DISTRIBUTIONS
7.3.1 The Q Spectrum
The local energy dissipation spectrum, Q , where
'local' refers to energy transfers less than a cutoff A s
is derived from the flux spectrum, F(T) using the
restricted collision stopping power, L(T,a)» Thus
QtAT = F(T).L(T,A) AT .....(7.1)
where Q AT is the local dissipation by the electron flux
ii> the interval AT (see equ. 6.1 for example).
Burch (.1959) made use of this spectrum, with a 100 eV
3*f
cutoff, in his theoretical evaluation of G(Fe ) as is also
the case in the present work in chapter 1 1. As indicated
by the above expression, the QT spectrum is simply related
to the more fundamental quantity, the electron flux spectrum.
It will suffice to give the Q^, spectra at three depths for
a 20 MeV electron beam (figure 7.8), normalized to 1 MeV
total dissipation. The area under the curves represent
the amount of energy locally dissipated by different
sections of the flux spectrum. The 'kink' at 200 eV is
due to the fact that the values of L,and L are100 total
equal between 100 and 200 eV. (Recalling from section 5.4.3
that the flux in band 1, F_, is given by N /L , then1 l total
it can be seen that below t , F(T).L(T,a) in equ. 7.1 is
equal to N,.L,. /L .) Note that the total area under1 100 total
the curve between zero and 100 eV (not shown) would be
equal to the track-end term. No comparisons can be made
for high-energy electron beams with the Burch calculations
of the Q,„ spectrum as he only considered 1 and 2 MeV
electrons slowing down in an infinite medium.
Figure7.9CUMULATIVELOCALENERGYDISSIPATION-Tq=20MeV. (orfractionfl calabsorbeddcontributedbyelectr nsw hK.E.gr aterthanT) A=100eV. ElectronKineticrgyT/M V.
Table 7,4 100 eV TRACK ENDS - ENERGY DISSIPATION
Geometry Energy Dissipation (MeV)
z/ro T = 5 MeVo T =10 MeVo 1 = 20 MeV0 T = 30 MeV0
o • 0 1 o • h- o • o 00 a CO 0.0860 0.0856 0.0857
0.2 - 0.3 0.0881 0.0868 0.0864 0.0861
to•oi•O 0.0898 0.0879 0.0869 0.0866
0.6 - 0.7 0.0919 0.0896 0.0879 0.0874
0.8 - 0.9 0.0947 0.0922 0.0897 0.0886
0.9 - 1.0 0.0962 0.0938 0.0913 0.0897
1.0 - 1.1 0.0983 0.0964 0.0933 0.0914
1.2 - 1.4 0.102 0.104 0.0974 0.0957
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7.3.2 The C u in u 1 a t i v e D i stri button
The local energy dissipation spectrum can also he
displayed as a cumulative distribution ^ .AT as in
T 4
figure 7.9. Here, the ordinate is the fraction of the
local energy dissipation, or absorbed dose, contributed by
electrons with K.E. greater than T. The value at 100 eV
is not unity due to the contribution from the 100 eV track
ends (the final term in equation 6.1). This energy is
about 0.09 MeV per MeV dissipation and varies only slowly
with T and depth. This is to be expected since the
number of track ends, N, , is proportional to the flux at
JL OU
100 eV (F
0 = NiQ0/^Ltotal ^ * The energy dissipation by
the track ends at different depths and energies is given
in table 7.4, where the local dissipation by the complete
spectrum is 1 MeV. It is interesting to note that Burch's
track-end contribution (Q^AT for the 0 - 100 eV interval)
from his 2 MeV electron spectrum, normalized to the same
units as in table 7.4, is 0.0902. This is close to the
value for T = 5 MeV at z/r = 0.4 - 0.5, i.e. at a depth
o o
where the effective primary energy is about 2.5 MeV.
Berger and Seltzer (l969a) also calculated a cumulative
local dose distribution from their electron flux results
for electron beams. They used a cutoff of 0.5 keV, so
their curves begin at this energy. There is some doubt as
to whether the 0.5 keV track ends are included in the total
local dose as their distribution does go to unity at
T = 0.5 keV (see also section 6.5).
+ V"1
Note that /.o .AT calculated from the flux spectrum before
0
normalization is the quantity D (see section 6.4.4).
Berger and Seltzer drew some general conclusions
from their- cumulative dose distributions for high-energy
electron beams which are also given in ICRU (1972).
In the ICRU report it is stated that, except at
conditions of great depth, about 25% of the total
absorbed dose is produced by electrons with energies less
than 0.1 MeV and also that about 70% of tire total dose is
produced by electrons above 1 MeV. From figure 7.9,
these figures would be 40% and 55% respectively. Setting
as'ide the question raised above about the inclusion of
the dose from the track ends, which anyway could not
influence the 70% ICRU figure, it must be said that' such
conclusions are only meaningful i_f the value of the
cutoff is specified. The 'total absorbed dose' that ICRU
mention is actually the dose delivered in transfers less
than 0.5 keV. In the present case the transfers are less
than 0.1 keV and so, not unnaturally, the figures for
fractions of the local dose delivered by different parts
of the spectrum are not the same.
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7 •4 DEPTH-DOSE CURVES
Depth-dose curves drawn from the histogram computer
output are given for the four incident electron energies
in figure 7.10. The dose beyond the electron range due to
b reins st rah lung is only significant at the two higher
energies. 'ihe general trend towards a flatter maximum with
increasing energy is also exhibited in the depth-dose
curves calculated by Berger and Seltzer (1969a). The
so-called practical range, r , defined as the point where
the extrapolation of the linear portion of the depth-dose
curve meets the z/rQ axis, is given in table 7.5 below,
alongside the B e rger and Seltzer values .











5 0. 952 0.955 2.40
10 I .002 1 .008 4.94
20 1 .075 1.08 5 9.98
30 1 .144 1 . 155 15 .0
Berger and Seltzer state that r values are insensitive to
P
the beam geometry and that their figures are in good
agreement with the experimental values obtained by
Svensson and Pettersson up to 30 MeV.
The depth-dose results at T = 20 MeV from the present
work, drawn as a histogram, and the Berger and Seltzer
(1969) calculation are compared in figure 7.11. The
differences are fairly small except in the 0.75 - 0.95 r^
region where the Berger and Seltzer values are as much as
15% higher. The Kessaris (.1964) curve has been included
to demonstrate the effect of neglecting energy-loss
straggling on the results.
Comparisons of calculated depth-dose curves with
measured distributions are complicated by the difficulty
in realizing experimentally radiation geometries and
electron beams that correspond to the theoretical
conditions. This has been discussed in some detail by
Kessaris (1964). Up to recently, no measured depth-dose
distributions produced by high-energy clinical electron
beams were in particularly good agreement with theoretical
values. Due to the many 'non-ideal features' of the
practical irradiation situation it was difficult to say
whether theory was inadequate or not (LiJlicrap and
Rosenbloom, 1972).
A recent paper by Brahme et al. (1975) has clarified
the situation considerably. They measured the central
axis depth-dose distributions of the 1Q MeV electron beam
from a medical microtron accelerator. The microtron
accelerator differs from other accelerators in that the
beam is more nearly monoenergetic, the geometry is
'cleaner', and there is a much smaller amount of scattering
material in the beam path. Brahme et al. found that the
shape of the depth-dose distribution from the microtron
differed appreciably from those of existing betatrons and
linear accelerators and was in much closer agreement with
the Monte Carlo calculations of Berger and Seltzer, and
hence with the results of this work.
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7 •> 5 CON PLUS IONS
The results of the calculation of the depth-dependent
electron flux spectra are in excellent agreement with those
obtained by Berger and Seltzer. In particular, the
practically universal shape of the electron flux below
about 50 keV is confirmed by the present work. The change
in shape of the high-energy end of the spectrum with
increasing depth and the depth,-dose curves indicate that
the penetration and scattering of the primary electron
beam is very similar in the two calculations. This
agreement, with Berger and Seltzer, while not unexpected in
view of the general similarity of the theoretica) methods,
is nevertheless encouraging given that there are substantial
differences in the details of the computations. Where
Berger and heltzer used the more sophisticated
Goudsmit-Saunderson multiple-scattering distribution and
the Spencer-Fano theory for the slowing-down spectrum below
T , the Gaussian distribution and a modification of lurch's
c
energy-band scheme based on the c-s-d-a have been used in
the present calculations. The inclusion of Auger electrons,
a feature not included in the Berger and Seltzer work,
seems to have made relatively little difference to the
electron flux at low energies.
Some coinments must be made on the accuracy of the
results presented. It will be appreciated that it is
difficult to estimate quantitatively the effect of the
approximations employed in the simulation of the transport,
energy loss and scattering of the electrons. It has been
seen, for instance, that the precise nature of the
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multiple-scattering distribution seems to have at most a
very small influence on the results of, say, the flux
spectrum at a particular depth. However, the effect of
the differences in such distributions cannot be separated
from the effect of differences in the treatment of
energy-loss straggling and so on. Another factor is the
particular value chosen for the mean ionization potential,
I, which affects the penetration of the primary electrons
through the stopping power.
Having made the above points, it does seem reasonable
to expect that the flux spectrum in the energy range
between 1 MeV and 1 keV, due almost entirely to
secondaries, should be accurate. Below about 1 keV, the
stopping power is in some doubt, as discussed in
sections 5.3 and 5.4.4. However, this will not affect the
conclusions about, the similarity of the low-energy end of
the spectrum at different energies and depths. Above
1 IVieV, the flux is determined by the treatment of the
transport of the primary electrons which brings in the
difficulties discussed. Comparison with the scanty
experimental data available is encouraging, bearing in
mind, the idealized geometry of the calculations.
There is also the question of the statistical
accuracy of the results to consider. It is possible to
compute the standard deviation on the values of the
electron flux, but in general this is not a simple
calculation and has not been a 11 e mp t e din this work. The
statistical uncertainty can more simply be estimated from
the 'Dumpiness* of the histograms produced. Naturally,
the number of histories has been chosen to be sufficient
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to reduce the uncertainty of the results to a small
percentage in most cases. It cannot be claimed, however,
that 2000 histories was a large enough number to determine
accurately the high-energy end of the flux spectrum at
great depths as shown in fig. 7.4. On the other hand, it
.is not important to know the spectrum at such depths, where
the absorbed dose is a very small fraction of its
maximum value.
For present purposes, the absolute accuracy of the
flux spectrum at different energies and depths is much less
important than the accuracy of certain quantities averaged
over the spectrum, such as stopping-power ratios. Small
statistical fluctuations in the flux spectrum can be
expected to have a negligible effect on the values
calculated for these average quantities. This is discussed
further in the appropriate chapters.
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CHAPTER 8
PHOTON BE Alt- RESULTS - ELECTRON FLUX SPECTRA AND
RE RATED QUANT ITIES
8 • 1 INTRODUCTION
Llectron flux spectra at different depths in water-
irradiated by high-energy photon beams have not so far been
obtained by other workers, with the exception of
Brysk (1954) for a 40 MV bremsstrahlung beam. It was
emphasised in the first chapter that calculations of the
important stopping-power ratios for ionization dosimetry
had, up to the present time, been made in a very approximate
fashion for high-energy photon radiation, in contrast to
the attention given to electron beams. The electron flux
spectra presented in this chapter allow this state of
affairs to be remedied. In addition, the local energy
dissipation spectra derived from the flux spectra, together
with these distributions for electron beams, are required
to investigate the experimentally suspected G(Fe^+) difference.
The depth variation of the flux spectra, though always
expected to be small compared to that for electron beams,
is of interest in illustrating differences in the nature
of the energy dissipation by photon beams of maximum energies
ranging from 2 N!V up to 31 MV. The results presented enable
the assumptions usually made about the build-up to
electronic equilibrium and the slow change of the equilibrium
spectrum with depth to be examined in some detail.
Figure 8.1 DIFFERENCES IN PHOTON SPECTRA FROM X-RAY BEAMS
OF THE SAME MAXIMUM ENERGY.
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Calculations for 25 Mev Bremmstrahlung for four
spectra referred to as (a) , (b) , (c) , and (dV.
Absorption in water








A1 filter of 7.8 3.7 0.030 cm
thickness 26 gm/cm^
c.Thin target:









Thin- and thick-target spectra before filtration taken from the
literature and adjusted for the filtration given in the above
table (J. A. Rawlinson, private communication).
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8 . 2 i ?.!.!• (> Y SPtCTUA OF P I i O T OM BEAMS
8.2.1 Gene ra1
The high-energy photon beams used in radiotherapy,
60
with the exception of Co gamma rays, are produced by
bombarding a target, usually of tungsten (Z=74) or gold
(Z=79), with a beam of monoenergetic electrons. The
resulting bremsst.rahlung spectrum is not simply a function
of the maximum energy of the photons, but is very much
influenced by the thickness of the target and the presence
of any flattening filter in the beam.
It has been pointed out recently by Rawlinson and Johns
(1972) that the x-ray spectrum from a 25 MV linear
accelerator (linac) with a thick target and a lead
flattening filter is appreciably different to the spectrum
from a 25 MV betatron with a thin target and an aluminium
flattening filter (see figure 8.1 taken from their 1972
paper). In fact, they found that the 25 MV linac beam was
similar to that from a 16 MV betatron.
As some considerable effort had gone into the
construction of the cascade simulation to compute electron
flux spectra, stopping-power ratios etc., it was clearly
important to use 'realistic' photon spectra as input for
the calculations. Where possible, it was desirable that
that the spectra used should correspond to those produced
by the type of high-energy machines on which the measurements
in ionization and chemical dosimetry are usually carried out.
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8.2.2 Theoretlcal Ca 1 c ».1 a 1.1 ons
The theoretical formula given by Schiff ( 1946,1951) ,
for the energy distribution of bremsstrah.lung photons
produced in the forward direction by electrons of a given
energy,predicts photon spectra that are in fair agreement
with experiment for thin targets above 10 MV (ICRU, 196a).
At low energies, and for thick targets, the theoretical
situation is less satisfactory.
For- thick targets (i.e. where the electrons are
completely stopped, as is the case with x-rays produced by
linear accelerators) the energy loss and scattering of the
electrons within the target must be taken into account.
Hansen and Fultz (i960) developed an approximate method of
dealing with this, but the only rigorous treatment .in the
energy range between 1 and J.00 MeV has been the extensive
Monte Carlo cascade computations by Berger and Seltzer (1970).
These workers obtained good agreement with experimental
results of O'Dell et al. (1968) for the photon spectra
produced by 10 and 20 MeV electrons bombarding a
thick tungsten target.
While the Monte Carlo photon-electron cascade
simulation developed in this work could have been modified
to deal with a high Z medium, much as tungsten, and so
produce thick-target x-ray spectra, the extra complications
and cost, of the computer time would not have been justified.
In particular, a more exact treatment of the energy and
angular distributions of bremsstrah lung photons would have
been necessary. A further point worth making is that the
details of the maximum photon energy as we J 1 as the
Figure 8.2 MEASUREMENTS BY BENTLEY ET AL. (1967).
(2 MV X-ray beam)
THOTON ENERGY, MeV
Fig. 6. Van clc Graaff Generator; the histogram shows the photon flux spectrum.
The smooth lines are the theoretical thick target and thin target spectra for
an electron beam of energy 2-0 Mev. Target 3-04 gm cm-2 tungsten, external
filtration: 0-89 gm enr2 brass.











1012 14 16 18 2022 24 26 28
Photon Energy, MeV
Fig. 6. A comparison of relative energy fluence per MeV interval vs
photon energy, MeV, for thin- and thick-target calculated values and
the experimental values. Jin and Kul„x are the total electron energy and
maximum photon energy, respectively.
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composition and dimensions of the targets and flattening
filters for many of the high-energy machines in clinical
use are not readily available, in general, and can vary
from one machine to another of the same manufacture. Thus,
however accurate the calculation of the emerging photon
spectrum might be, the parameters used in the computation
may not correspond exactly to any of the photon
beams in actual use.
8.2.3 Experimental Determinations
There are now several reports in the literature of
measured photon energy distributions for x-ray beams from
clinical machines. Bentley et al. (1967) determined the
spectra produced by a 2 MV Van de Graaf generator and two
6 MV linacs. They used a Nal crystal spectrometer to
measure the spectrum scattered at a particular angle from
an aluminium sheet placed in the x-ray beam. The energy-
distribution of the primary radiation was deduced from
the Klein-Mshina formula.
Their results for the 2 MV radiation are reproduced
in figure 8.2, together with theoretical curves
corresponding to thin and thick target spectra. The latter
was evaluated using the approximate treatment of Hansen
and F'ultz. Surprisingly, the measured histogram is in
close agreement with the thin-target calculation,
emphasising the inadequacies in the theory at relatively
low energies. For the measurements of the spectra from
two different 6 MV linacs, they obtained c 1 oser agreement with
the thick-target calculations. One of the machines,however,
the Vickers, was found to have a maximum photon energy of










only 4.5" MeV despite its nominal 6 MV rating.
Levy et al. (1974) have recently measured the photon
spectrum from a 19 MV betatron and a 25 MV .linac using a
similar technique to Bentley et al. In common with
Bentley et al., they found only moderate agreement with
theoretical predictions at the high-energy end. Figure 8.3
for the Sagittaire linac is taken from their paper. Note
that the measured maximum photon energy, 26.75 MeV, is
appreciably different from the nominal machine rating of
25 MV. 1he maximum energy fluence occurred at 3.4 MeV for
both the linac and the betatron which Levy et al.
attribute to the presence of the lead flattening filter, in
both machines.
8.2.4 F1 a11.en 1 ng f i 1t ers
The effect of different flattening* filters on high-
energy photon beams can be understood from figure 8.4
which shows the variation of the narrow-beam mass
attenuation coefficient, y/p , with photon energy. For
lead, y/p has a minimum at 3-4 MeV, and then steadily
increases. It is clear that this has the effect of
softening a high-energy beam. In aluminium, by contrast,
the attenuation decreases with increasing energy up to
about 30 MeV, and hence will tend to harden a photon
spectrum. Copper, which is sometimes used instead of lead
in high-energy machines, varies relatively little between
2 and 40 MeV and will have only a small effect on the
spectrum. All three materials, however, will reduce the
number of very low-energy photons.
*Aiso known as compensating filters.
Figure 8.5 31 MV BETATRON X-RAY SPECTRUM : EFFECT OF LEAD
AND ALUMINIUM FILTRATION.
Photon Energy k / MeV.
Figure 8.6 SPECTRUM OF SCATTERED PHOTONS FROM A COBALT-60
TELETHERAPY UNIT.
(adapted from fig. 6(c) in ICRU, 1970a)
Photon Energy k / MeV.
The effect of lead and aluminium filtration on a 3.1 MV
betatron spectrum is shown in figure 8.5. The 'unfiltered'
distribution is taken from Widerde (1970) and is a Schiff
spectrum modified for x-ray absorption in the glass wall
of the betatron doughnut. Aid e roe showed that this spectrum
was in good agreement with measurements down to 6 MeV by
baffler et. al. on a Brown-Boveri betatron. The thicknesses
-2 -2
of the filters, 20 g.cm Pb and 46 g.cm Ai, were chosen
such that the energy influence was reduced by about 60%.
'liie figure for the lead filter is typical for high-energy
machines. It should be mentioned that as the flattening
filters are cone-shaped, the filtered spectrum will vary
across the beam. Thus the spectra in fig. 8.5 correspond
to the centre of the beam cross-section, where the thickness
of the filter is a maximum.
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8.2.5 Co radiation
The photon beams for which calculations have been made
6 0
include Co gamma radiation. Although the cobalt source
emits equal numbers of gamma rays of energy 1.17 and
1.33 MeV, the actual beam from a teletherapy unit contains
an appreciable amount of lower energy scattered photon
radiation. Measurements by several workers and recently
a series of comprehensive Monte Carlo calculations by
Berger have been carried for typical Cobalt therapy units
(ICRU, 1970a). One of the scattered photon spectra given
in the ICRU report is illustrated in figure 8.6. The units
are photons per MeV per photon above 1.04 MeV, which is
the normalization that Aitken and henry (.1964) employed
214.
in making the measurements. The ratio of the exposure
due to scattered radiation to that due to primary
radiation for such a spectrum has been calculated as

































































































Schiffspectrum,withabsorptionin glassw ll,ivenbyWideroe(1966)- (compareswellithmeas.on Brown-Boveribetatron). -seefig.8.b
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8 . 3 PL SCR I Pri I ON OF TIG- CAi -ILLATIONS
8.3.1 I' e t a 11 s o f 11 i e P hot, o n I * e a m 5
Computations have been carried out for a total of
twelve different photon beams. The characteristics of
these beams and other important details about the
calculations are given in table 8.1. Where possible, the
energy distributions were taken from experimental




For J Co, the effect of including scattered radiation
on the results can be .looked at directly as separate
computations for the primary and for the primary +
scattered beams were included (C and B in table 8.1).
Comparisons between the results for spectra A and B are of
60
particular interest as 2 MV and Co are the radiations
used for the exposure calibration of ionization chambers
(see chapter 10) , 'Ihe 13 MV beam was added in order to
fill the gap between 6 16 V and 19 16V, but only limited
confidence can he placed in the accuracy of the calculated
spectrum as Ward and Dolphin (i960) used a method of
measuring the spectrum from the 15 MV linac* capable of
yielding only approximate results. Also, they made no
mention of any flattening filter (a Copper filter has been
assumed). The calculated thin-target 26.8 MV spectrum (I)
was included in order to look at suspected differences in
the stopping-power ratios for beams of the same nominal
energy i.e. H and I. Similarly, the effect of a different
*lhis 15 * V linac was one of the machines on which Law
and Baylor (l97l) carried out the determinations of
G (F e" ) that showed up the puzzling G-value difference
between electron and photon beams.
216 ,
composition for the flattening filter for the 31 MV
betatron beam can be investigated from the results of
spectra K and L„
The photon energy distributions were represented by
a manageable number of energy intervals, generally of equal
width,with the same number of histories per interval
weighted so as to produce the required energy distribution
(see section 6.4.1.2). The number of intervals and
histories per interval is given in the 4th column of
table 8.1 The third column, k. ^, is the average photon' mt
energy calculated from the intensity spectrum i.e. weighted
by the photon energy. It provides an indication of the
quality of the beam. Note that there is a difference of
2.7 MeV in the k. . values for the two filtered 31 MV
x nt
spectra (K and L), and an appreciable difference for the
thin and thick target 26.8 MV beams (H and I).
8.3.2 Geometry
The irradiation geometry for the calculations is the
same as "that for the electron beams (see section 7.1.2).
Again, when interpreted as a broad parallel beam incident
on a large water phantom, with the results corresponding
to those that would be measured by a small detector on the
central beam axis, this is a fairly close approach to the
usual experimental situation. It must be remembered,
however, that scatter from the edges of the beam is more
significant for primary photons than for primary electrons
as the photon mean free path is very much greater than the
electron range, even at high energies (tnfp in water for
20 MeV photons is 55 cm compared to a c-s-d-a range of
9.2 cm for 20 MeV electrons).
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hith regard to the electron flux spectrum geometry,
there is no convenient scaling factor for photon beams,
unlike ry for electrons. For therapy and dosimetry
purposes, information is required about the dissipation
energy down to a depth of 20 cm or more for all energies
from 2 MV upwards. Thus the range of depths of interest
is similar for all the photon beams. For absorbed dose
calibrations,ICRU (1969) recommended that the point of
measurement should be at a sufficient depth below the
irradiated surface so that possible electron contamination
of the beam could produce no appreciable change in the
calibration factor and so that the electron flux spectrum
could be approximately calculated by a depth-independent
method i.e. the depth must be beyond the build-up region.
Table 8.2, which follows, gives these depths:
Radi at,I on Depth of Water
13 7- 60
Cs, Co 5 cm
2 MV-10 MV 5 cm
11 f.iV-25 MV 7 cm
26 MV-50 MV 10 cm
For all the beams described in table 8.1, it was ensured
that one of the geometries for which the spectrum was
calculated should have a mean depth given by the above
table, referred to as the calibration geometry.
For most of the computations, the geometries covered
the region from z = 0 to z = ZEND in 1 or 2 cm "slices'.
For the 2 MV beam, for example, the subdivisions (in cm)
were: 0-1, 1-2, 2.5-3,5, 4.5-5.5.(ca 1.), 8-10, 14-16
218 .
and 18-20, No attempt was made to look in detail at the
build-up region at this x-ray quality, as the maximum of
the depth-dose curve occurs within the first centimetre
of the water medium, and would consequently be very
difficult to measure anyway. The electron Monte Carlo
cutoff, T , was set at 1.008 MeV. Thus very little of
the total CPU time was required for the electron MC
histories. The transport of electrons could only be a
minor influence on the results for the 2 MV beam.
For the 31 MV betatron beam (J), the flux spectrum
was computed for the subdivisions (cm): 0-2, 4-6, 9-11
(cal.), 18-20 and 26-28. T was set at 2.0168 MeV for
c
these 2 cm 'slices'. At this quality there is an
appreciable build-up region, over the first 5 cm or so.
In fact, in order to look in somewhat finer detail at this
region, a second computation was carried out with 1 cm
intervals over the first 7 cm, with 1 being decreased to
1.158 and ZEND to 20 cm. Similar re-runs were made for the
26.8 MV thin and thick target beams (H and I).
It will be noticed in table 8.1 that only relatively
few histories were executed for the 13 MV spectrum (F)
and the two filtered 31 MV spectra (K and L). These runs,
carried out some time after the others on the slower and
more costly 4/75 computer, were added primarily in order
to look at the stopping-power ratios at the calibration
depth. For this purpose, it was sufficient to compute the
electron flux spectrum over a 'thick' slice*(2-12 cm for
*This was deduced on the basis of the results already
calculated, and not assumed in advance.
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F, 4-24 cm for K and L), thus requiring a smaller number
of histories. A further reduction in run time would have
been achieved by increasing 'ic, but this could not be done
as the calculation of the depth-independent electron flux
spectrum (see chapter 5) below did not take into
account bremsstrahlung production, which cannot be assumed
to be negligible above 2 P.ieV.
e8
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Figure 8.8 COMPARISON OF ELECTRON FLUX SPECTRA FROM 2 MV
X-RAY AND COBALT-60 GAMMA RAYS.
(Calibration depth)
2 MV (A)
Electron Kinetic Energy T / MeV.
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EI KGTRON FLUX SPECTRA
Different Photon _B e a rn Q u a i i t i e s
The electron flux spectra, normalized to unit absorbed
dose, produced in water by a range of photon beams are
illustrated in figure 3.7. The 2 MV x-ray spectrum is the
'softest* of the qualities considered in this work, and
the 51 MV spectrum is the 'hardest'. The spectra all
correspond to the calibration depth. The flux at 100 eV
hardly varies at all, the value for 2 MV radiation being
only 12% greater than that for the 31 MV radiation. The
discontinuity due to the Auger electrons is about, the same
size for all the spectra. It is apparent that the flux
spectrum is practically constant below 20 keV or so for
the 13MV and 31 MV spectra, but the same cannot be said
of the 6 MV and 2 MV beams, which only converge below about
1 keV. Thus generalizations about the independence of the
electron flux for different incident beam energies, as for
the electron beams, would appear to apply only to x-ray
beams with maximum energies above 13 MV or so.
From the results illustrated above, it is clear that
more pronounced differences in the shape of the flux spectra
are to be expected at the softer beam qualities. The
differences between the ^ Co and 2 MV flux spectra, both
for a geometry with an average depth of 5 cm (calibration
\ 6 0
depth), are shown in figure 8.8. rihe Co incident beam
includes the scattered photon radiation (spectrum B). It
can be seen that the Cobalt radiation is the slightly
harder of the two, with more electrons above 0.2 MeV and
p.. 4-
8.4.1
Figure 8.9 VARIATION OF ELECTRON FLUX SPECTRUM WITH DEPTH
2 MV X-RAYS.
Electron Kinetic Energy T / MeV.
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fewer between 0,2 MeV and 1 keV, The very close agreement
below 500 eV was to be expected, especially as the average
photon energies for the gamma-and x-radiation are similar
( 1.18 R'ieV and 0.94 MeV respectively). Comparisons at the
calibration depth between closely-matched qualities at
higher energies, for example the 26.8 MV thin- and thick-
target x-ray beams (Ii and I), revealed only very small
differences in the electron flux spectra, especially below
about 5 RieV, but even slight differences at the high-energy
end are significant in terms of the calculation of the
stopping-power ratios, as will be evident in chapter 9.
8.4.2 Variation with Depth
8.4.2.1 2 MV X-Rays (low photon energies)
For relatively low photon beam energies, such as 2 MV,
G 0
Co and 4 MV, the ranges of the photon-ejected electrons
are sufficiently small (about 0.4 cm on average for 2 MV
x rays) that the electron flux at a given depth is
essentially determined by the photon flux spectrum
at that depth.
The nature and order of magnitude of the change in the
electron flux spectrum with depth for the 2 MV beam is
illustrated in figure 8.9. The dose at the 18-20 cm
geometry is about 50% of that at the surface. The spectra
at depths intermediate between those in the figure lie
between the two curves shown. There is, then, a slight
but steady shift towards lower electron energies with
increasing depth. This must be due to an increase in the
amount of scattered photon radiation, leading to the
production of more low-energy electrons at greater depths.
2 2 2.
As expected^ the very low-energy end of the flux spectrum,
below .1 keV, showed a negligible change, being within 2%
at 100 eV for the two depths in fig. 8.9. A similar trend
60 .
in tne results for Co and 6 MV beams was found.
At even lower photon energies, such as in the
kilovoltage x-ray quality region, the change in the
electron flux with depth is complicated by the filtering
out of the low-energy photons in the primary x-ray
spectrum by the absorbing medium. This effectively
hardens the primary beam, which tends to offset the
effect of the increase in scattered radiation. This
effect can be observed in the LET distributions that
Bruce et. al. ( 1963) calculated from their measurements
of the photon spectra at the surface and at 10 cm depth
00 13 7
in water for 250 kV x rays and Co and ' Cs gamma rays.
'Ihe LET distributions at the two depths for the 250 kV
radiation (HLV 1.25 mm Cu) show practically no differences,
whereas for ^Co and ^''cs, there is a small but
definite shift towards lower electron energies at the
greater depth, in agreement with the present findings
13 7(the Bruce et al. LET distribution for ' * Cs is
reproduced in figure 1.6). The fact that the change in
the electron flux spectrum with depth has been found to
0 o
be very similar for 2 MV x-rays and Co gamma rays
(i.e. very few low-energy primary photons) indicates that
any hardening of the 2 MV primary photon spectrum with
depth is negligible compared to the effect of the
increase in scattered radiation.
3 2














Figure 8.11 DETAILED VARIATION OF F(\,T,z) WITH DEPTH FOR
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8.4.2.2 31 MV x-rays (high photon energies)
The situation for high-energy photon beams, where the
effect of the electron ranges cannot be discounted, is
somewhat, different. The electron flux spectrum over a
2-cm surface layer and at the calibration depth is shown
in figure 8.10 for the 31 MV x-ray beam (spectrum J). It
can be seen that the electron flux in the surface layer
is shifted by an appreciable amount towards the lower energies.
The way in which the electron flux at different
energies varies over a wide range of depths is depicted in
f igure 8 „ 1i . The build-up to the equilibrium shape takes
place within the first 4 cm or so. 'lhe fact that even the
flux at 100 eV is appreciably different is a definite
indication that the spectrum is 'softer' close to the
surface ; all the results given so far show that the flux
per unit dose at very low energies is insensitive to quite
large differences at higher energies. Between 5 cm and
20 cm, there is very little change, but a slight softening
at the electron spectrum can be detected for the 26-28 cm
results at 5 and 10 MeV. 'ihe figures plotted were taken
from two separate computations for the 31 MV x-ray spectrum
(J) and give an indication of the size of the statistical
fluctuations of the flux values.
The main features of the variation of the electron
flux spectrum with depth .illustrated in the above two
figures can be understood as follows. 'ihe high-energy pair
and Compton electrons resulting from the photon
interactions are ejected predominantly in the forward
direction. As the photon spectrum changes on J v slowly
Figure8.12DEPTH-DOSECURVEOR3MX- AYB AM(J)INWATER. (Planep rall lbeam,infinitfield)
X'Or2cm'runj9600histories
Depthz/cm.
with depth, then at a given depth z, there will he
equilibrium* for electrons up to an energy such that the
ranges of these electrons are Jess than z (i.e. the numbers
of such electrons starting and ending their tracks at that
depth are equal).
For the 31 MV x-ray spectrum, the average photon
energy, ^ , is 12.8 fcieV. 'ihe mean initial energy of the
electrons produced is therefore about 8 iUeV at which energy
the c-s-d-a range, r , is 4 cm in water. Consequently,
electronic equilibrium is expected to be largely
established by this depth. Indeed, a glance at the
depth-dose curve'computed for the 31 IV beam drawn in
figure 8.12 shows that the dose at 4 cm is almost 90'^ of
.its maximum vaJue. The position of the maximum, at about
9 cm, which corresponds to the range of a 19 iteV electron,
results from a balance between the range of the highest
energy electrons and the gradual attenuation of the
primary photon beam.
The greater number of electrons with energies above
about 3 I.eV in the equilibrium spectrum compared to the
spectrum in the build-up region (see fig. 8.10) is due to
the fact that in the former case the flux is due to
electrons both starting at that depth and slowing down
from higher initial energies at smaller depths, whereas in
the latter case there can only be very few electrons from
*1t should be remembered when looking at fig. 8.10 that
the quantity plotted is the flux norma 1ized to unit
dose. loving the 0-2 cm curve down by 0.8 cm removes
this normalization, bringing the primary flux values
between 0.2 and J. MeV into coincidence and increasing
t.he dif f erences above 1 &.• eV .
Figure 8.13 THE CALCULATIONS OF BRYSK (1954) FOR A 40 MV
SCHIFF X-RAY SPECTRUM.
Figure 8.14 THE CALCULATION BY CORMACK AND JOHNS (1952) OF PRIMARY
ELECTRON FLUX FOR A 25 MV BETATRON X-RAY BEAM.
Kio. 7.
Distribution of electron energies at a point in a
water phantom irradiated by betatron, radium
and cobalt radiations. The number of electrons
per MeV interval passing through 1 cm2
at the point per 100 r of radiation is shown
on a logarithmic scale.
Note that the upper scale of abscissae applies
to the radium and the cobalt and the lower to
the betatron radiation.
depths closer to the surface. The gradual softening of
the electron flux spectrum at depths greater than the
maximum region of the depth-dose curve, i.e. z 20 cm,
( s e e fig. 8.11) can be d u e o n 1 y to c h a rt g e s i n t h e p h o t o n
spectrum, which result from the increasing proportion of
Compton-scattered radiation. This variation of the
electron flux beyond the equilibrium depth will be similar
in nature to the results for 2 MV x rays described above.
rIhe changes in the electron fjux spectrum with depth
for the 19 NV and 26.8 MV x-ray beams (not shown) follow
the same pattern as for tire 31 ftiV beam, but the build-up
region is somewhat smaller as the mean range of the
photon-ejected electrons is less. For the 26.8 MV linac
beam (spectrum H), for example, this range is about 2.5 cm
and in fact the results indicate that tire equilibrium-
shape electron flux spectrum is virtually attained
at a dept.h of 3 cm.
Brysk (1954) also calculated the electron flux spectrum
at different depths in water resulting from an incident
high-energy hreinsst.rah Iung beam. he used the moments
method and treated the diffusion of the electrons in the
c on ti n u ou s-s 1 owing-d own approximation. Ilis calculations
were for a 40 MV Schiff x-ray spectrum and included only
the primary electron flux down to 0.5 It eV, so no direct
comparisons can he made with the results of the present
work. Brysk found the same trend towards an equilibrium
shape, this being attained by a depth of 7 cm or so
according to the graph given in his paper and
reproduced in figare 8.13.
ElectronKineticrgyT/M V.
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Brysk commented on the fact that his 0.9 cm curve
resembled the elementary calculation of electron spectra
by Cormack and Johns (1953.) for a 25 :\iV betatron x-ray
beam, given in figure 8.14 (see also the discussion in
section 1.3.1). However, the quantity that brysk plotted
was the flux, F(E,z), multiplied by L, the electron
kinetic energy. Thus it is not clear that he was
comparing 'like with like'.
In fact, the calculations of the primary electron flux*
that Cormack and Johns carried out were based on the
assumption that electronic equilibrium extended to all
electron energies. One would expect, therefore, that the
curve labelled 'betatron' in fig. 8.14 should be a better
approximation to the electron flux spectrum at the depth
of equilibrium rather than at the surface. It must be
noted, however, that the method that Cormack and Johns used
did not take into account any modification of the photon
spectrum at a depth due to scattered radiation.
Nevertheless, a comparison of the Cormock and Johns betatron
electron flux spectrum with the result from the present
work for the 26.8 MV thin-target x ray beam, plotted with
a linear energy scale in figure 8.15, indicates that the
shapes are very similar.
*It is precisely this simple derivation of the flux that
the ICRU (.1969) recommendations for the calibration
depth refer to (see section 8.3.2).
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8.4.3 Comparison with I-] cct ron Beam Results
The question of the validity of assigning an 'equivalent*
electron energy to a high-energy photon beam was discussed
in the introduction (section 1.1). it is central to the
main purpose of the present work - the theoretical
examination of the 'O-value difference' between electron
and photon beams and a more accurate evaluation of water/air
6 0
stopping-power ratios for the Co and high-energy x-ray
beams in clinical use. Naturally, considerable differences
in the electron flux spectra arising from photon and
electron beams were to be expected but it is interesting
to make comparisons from the results of the present
computations.
Consider the 31 MV x-ray spectrum (J)„ The mean photon
energy, > is -12.8 MeV. A photon of this energy gives
rise to pair and Compter, electrons of mean initial kinetic
energy 7.8 MeV. Assuming that the depth is sufficient for
electronic equilibrium to be established, then the mean
instantaneous energy of these primary electrons can be
estimated as half their initial energy. In this way the
figure of 3.6 MeV is arrived at for the 'equivalent' energy
of the 31 MV x-ray beam.
Turning now to the electron beams, for a 10 MeV beam
at a depth of 0.6-0.7 rQ('z = 3.19 cm), assuming a mean loss
of 2 MeV.cm the average primary energy comes out to be
3.6 MeV. 'ibis is the- same as for the 31 MV beam.





The electron flux spectra at the calibration depth
for the 31 MV x ray beam and at 0.6-0.7 r for the 10 MeVJ
o
electron beam are shown in figure 8.16. The differences
are small below 10 keV and in particular, the number of
Auger electrons is similar in the two cases. It might have
been expected that the primary photon beam would have given
rise to a greater number of Augers due to their production
in Compton scattering and photoelectric absorption. It
can be concluded, therefore, that for high-energy photon
beams at least, the production of 6-rays from the oxygen
K shell by photon-ejected electrons and their secondaries
accounts for most of the Auger electrons.
There is a greater number of electrons in the middle
energy range between 0.01 and 1 MeV arising from the photon
radiation, due to the Compton electrons of relatively low
initial energies. The flux in this region from the electron
beam is made up almost entirely of secondary electrons, as
very few primaries have an energy below about 0.25 MeV.
The absence of a maximum and the very gradual build
up from the maximum electron energy characteristic of the
electron flux produced by x-ray beams is never well
approximated by the flux from monoenergetic electron beams,
even for z ^ rQ as the number of electrons at the high-energy
tends to fall off much more abruptly (see fig. 7.2).
However, in the brerosstrahlung tail, the primary radiation
is effectively a photon beam. Included in fig. 8.16 is the
flux in the 1.2-1.4 layer resulting from a 30 MeV electron
beam, drawn here as a smooth curve (dotted) from the
statistically rather poor results shown in fig. 7.4.
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This curve is quite similar in shape to the flux from the
31 MV x-rays,. though recognisably softer as would be
expected as the bremsstrahlung is effectively thick-target.
More significant comparisons between 'equivalent *
electron and photon beams are made in the next, three chapters,
where the equivalence is with respect to stopping-power
ratios and ferrous sulphate G-values.
8.4.4 Tabulations of the Electron Flux Spectra
Tabulations of some of the results computed for
incident photon beams are to be found in Appendix 8. The
particular spectra given have been selected on the basis
of having resulted from 'realistic' incident, photon spectra
i.e. including flattening filters, scattered radiation in
G 0
the case of Co etc. the only exceptions to this are the
results for the 31 MV x-ray spectrum (J) which does not
take into account the modification due to a flattening
filter.* The tabulations comprise of the electron flux
spectra for the following photon beams: 2 MV (A),
60
Co (B), 6 MV linac (E), 19 MV betatron (G), 26.8 MV
linac (H), 26.8 MV thin-target. (I), and 31 MV betatron (J).
Table 8.1 should be consulted for details.
*The flux resulting from the 31 MV spectrum which
includes the effect of filtration by 20g.cm lead,
was derived from a much smaller number of histories
(see section 8.3.2) and therefore is not included.
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The results for the above qualities all correspond to
the ICRU calibration geometry i.e. the constant equilibrium
shape for the higher-energy beams, but in addition, the
flux in the 0-1 cm layer for the 31 MV radiation (J) has
been included as an example of the marked depth-dependence
in the build-up region (see fig. 8.1i). As with the
tabulations for electron beams (Appendix 7), values are
given at a sufficient number of energies to define the
spectra. Three significant figures are retained, except
at" the high-energy end, to facilitate relative comparisons,
though this does not necessarily indicate the absolute
accuracy of the values.
Figure3.17LOCALENERGYDISSIPATIONSPECT UM:6°CoRADIA ION. ElectronKineticE rgyT/M V.
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8.5 LOCAL IMfOY D J SS 11 v '13 ON P I '■ r! ' J Bf T J 0?'" S
8.5.1 'the Q Spectrum
Similar remarks apply here to the local energy
dissipation spectra derived from the electron flux spectra
arising from photon beams as were made in section 7.3.1
concerning the electron beam results. However, direct
comparisons can be made with the Q A'i distributions that
6 0
Burch (1957a) calculated. Burch's Co results,
re-normalized to 1 MeV total dissipation, have been
plotted as the dashed histogram in figure 8.17. The
histogram intervals correspond to the electron energy
intervals that Burch used in his energy-band calculational
scheme, which has been extensively discussed in
chapters 1 and 5.
The full line was drawn from the present computation
6 0
for the primary Co photon spectrum (C) at the
calibration geometry. (The small change resulting from
including the incident scattered radiation is indicated
by the circles on the graph.) Burch's initial photon
spectrum also did not include any scattered radiation and
furthermore, his initial electron distribution did not
take into account the effect of the scattered photon flux
produced in the absorbing water medium. rihe difference
between the histogram and the curve in fig. S.17 is due
to a combination of the neglect of this scattered photon
flux at a depth and the relatively large energy intervals
that Burch employed. Also Burch did not consider Auger
electron production.
Figure8.18LOCALENERGYDISSIPATIONSPECT UM:COMPARISONFALCULATI NF26 8MVX-R YS WITHTHATOFBURC(19579.)FOR2MVX-RAYS. ElectronKineticrgyT/M V.
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It is worth noting that a comparison between Q
distributions rather than between electron flux spectra
effectively removes the complication at low energies
caused by the use of different values for the stopping
power. It was pointed out in section 7.3.1 that the
local energy dissipation at a given energy (for a cutoff
of 100 eV as here) is proportional to the ratio
L , whereas the flux is proportional to l/L .t O tell wOt si
'ihus the rather odd values that Burch used for h in
total
hi's 1957a paper do not affect the comparison.
Burch also calculated a Q AT distribution for a 25 MV
betatron spectrum. This spectrum was the one that
Johns et al. (1950) had derived from the Schiff formula,
with a correction for absorption in the betatron doughnut,
the monitor chamber and 4 cm of Lucite. Note that the
effect of any flattening filter was not included.
Cormack and Johns (1954) calculated the initial
distribution of electron energies produced in water by
this photon spectrum and it was their initial electron
distribution that Burch used in bis derivation of the
q At spectrum.*
In figure 8.18 a comparison has been made between
Burch's results for the 25 MV betatron radiation and the
present computation for the 26.8 MV thin-target x-ray
beam (I), also a theoretically-derived photon spectrum
including modification for a lead flattening filter
*This electron distribution was also used by Danzker et al.
(1959) in their derivation of the total and primary
electron flux in water (see section 1.3.1).
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(see table S«. x) s but a reasonably cJose 'match'. In
effect, a comparison has already been made between
results derived from these two x-ray spectraj the
primary electron flux as calculated by Cormack and Johns
(1954) and computed in this work were shown in figs. 8.14
and 8.15 above. The assumption of electronic equilibrium
and the neglect of the effect of scattered photon
radiation in the Cormack and Johns work also apply to
Burch's calculation.
The differences above 2 MeV between the dotted
histogram and the curve in fig. 8.18 cannot be considered
to be significant in view of the differences in the
initial photon spectra. At lower energies the agreement
is, if anything, slightly better than in the comparison
for Cobalt gamma radiation given above. 'this is most
likely to be due to the smaller effect of the scattered
_ 60
photons at a depth tor the betatron beams than for wo.
A 1 MeV photon gives up on average 44% of its energy in
the first interaction in water, compared with 76% at
10 A;eV and 85% at 20 MeV.
Comparisons between local energy dissipation spectra
resulting from electron and photon beams could have been
included in this section but have been Left until
chapter 11 where the possible significance of the
differences between them for the calculation G(Fe0+)
is discussed.
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8.5.2 T he Cunm ,l a t i v e b i s t r i b ution
'1 he cumulative local energy dissipation distribution
tor three photon beams well separated in energy has been
plotted in figure 8.19. There is a clear difference
between the 2 R!V curve and the 19 MV and 31 MV curves.
rihe latter distributions are very similar, as is to be
expected from the relatively small differences in the
electron flux spectra below a few MeV from the higher
energy photon beams (see fig. 8.7).
It. would appear from the comparison with the electron
beam distribution included on the figure that the high-
energy photon beam distributions tend to a rather
different constant curve below 1 RieV or so. Thus about
"62% of the local dose is delivered by electrons with
energies above i MeV, compared to 55% for the electron
beams, and about 47% by electrons with energies less than
0.1 RieV, compared to 40% for the electron beams (see the
corresponding section (7.5.2) in the previous chapter).
The convergence of the 31 MV betatron and 20 MeV electron
distributions at very low energies shows that the
dissipation by the 100 eV track ends is the same to
within a few per cent.
8 . 6 COMJLUf IONS
The results presented in this chapter with regard to
the variation of the electron flux spectrum with depth
confirm in detail the assumptions that have been made
implicitly by other workers. Thus the spectrum has been
shown to change shape only very slowly at depths beyond
the build-up region. Comparisons of the equilibrium
spectrum with the much less sophisticated calculations of
Cormack and Johns (1954) and Burch (1957a) indicate that
the neglect of scattered photon radiation in the latter
treatments results in only small differences.
'the results of a detailed examination of the way the
electron flux spectrum produced by a 3.1 MV x-ray beam
changes from the surface to a depth where electronic
equilibrium is established indicate that the number of
high-energy electrons is considerabJy less at the surface
in agreement with the trend in the results of Brysk
(1954). This is in contrast to the gradual 'softening'
of the electron spectrum with depth for both the 2 MV and
31 MV beams as the depth-dose curve falls off.
An analysis of the expected accuracy of the
computations, setting aside statistical considerations,
is somewhat more straightforward than for the electron
beam results. It is not difficult to deduce that the
electron flux spectra will not be particularly sensitive
to the model used to simulate the transport of the
photon-ejected electrons. Indeed, it is only in the
build-up region that the forward transport of these
electrons significantly affects the results. As the
electrons have a very broad distribution of initial
energies, the effect of energy-loss straggling- is not
going to be apparent. As far as the transport,
scattering and absorption of the photons are concerned,
the simulation is a direct analogue of the physical
processes and makes use of cross-sections that do not
involve any approximations that are likely to have any
more than a very marginal effect on the results (see
chapter 3). Thus, apart from the uncertainties at low
energies due to the approximate treatment of Auger
electron production and inadequacies in the knowledge of
low-energy stopping powers, the calculation of the
electron flux spectra from the various photon beams at
different depths is expected to be accurate. In this
respect, more confidence can be placed in the
computations for photon beams than for electron beams.
rihe above remarks imply that the main uncertainties
in the results are due to statistical fluctuations. The
spectrum for the 0-2 cm geometry plotted in figure 8.10
suggests that a greater number of histories might have
been desirable, but the values given in figure 8.11,
taken from two separate sets of histories, do not leave
any doubt as to the trend of the results. The stopping-
power ratios derived from the flux spectra, which are
quite critically dependent on the number of electrons at
the high-energy end, will be shown to have a statistical
accuracy of O.2% or better at all depths, which is more
than adequate.
The number of histories used was not sufficient to
indicate in more than a general way the shape of the
depth-dose curves for the different photon beams. This .
is clearly demonstrated by the spread of the values shown
in figure 8.12 for the 31 W radiation. Thus such
questions as the difference in the depth-dose between the
26.8 ?v!V thin- and thick-target beams could not be dealt
with. However, investigations of this type are more
profitably carried out experimentally (Rawlinson and Johns,
1973), especially as the theoretical results would need
adjusting to correspond to the finite area and slight
divergence of the beams used in practice.
It can be noted that Brysk (1954) calculated the
depth-dose curve in water for a 40 frV betatron x-ray
spectrum and his results were in excellent agreement with
the measurements of Zen die et al . ( J. 956) for a broad beam.
1his demonstrates that such photon-electron transport
calculations are not sensitive to the treatment of
electron diffusion, in line with what was said above, as
Brysk used a simple c-s-d-a model. In fact, had the aim
of the present work been the calculation of depth-dose
curves for high-energy photon beams, a very much simpler
simulation of electron transport could have been employed
resulting in a much foster execution time and hence more
information about the depth-dose for the same amount of
computer time.
'1 hough calculations of depth-dose curves are sensitive
to bean geometry, theresults for the electron flux spectra
should not be. Clearly, the effect of a finite rather
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than infinite area beam will be to reduce somewhat the
number of photons 'seen' on the central axis that have
been scattered through large angles . However, the effect
of scattered photons on the electron spectrum has
already been shown to be small by the very gradual change
of the spectrum with increasing depth. ."core importantly,
the small increase in the number of electrons in the
middle energy range that will, result from a decrease in
the beam width is very unlikely to alter the value of the
s t'op p i n g-p ow e r ratio.
The difficulties of performing calculations on photon
beams that match closely the ones in clinical use have
been emphasised in section 8.2. Experimentally
determined photon spectra have been used where possible
as the agreement between theoretical and measured
distributions has often been unsatisfactory. In
particular, many machines appear to produce a maximum
photon energy somewhat different from that specified.
The observable effect of different target thicknesses and
flattening filters on the flux spectrum is fairly small,
but the main significance of these differences lies in
the values derived for the stopping-power ratios.
Conclusions about the validity of assigning an
effective average electron energy to a photon beam cannot
be drawn at this stage. The most relevant question in
this respect is the degree to which theoretically-derived
va1ues for G(Fe° +) and the water/air stopping-power
ratios agree for 'equivalent* electron and photon beams.
This is dealt with in the next three chapters.
chapter 9
evaluation of water/air mass stopping-power ratios for
electron and photon beams
9•1 introduction
A.ll theories that seek to relate the ionization
measured in a cavity, in this case filled with air, to
the absorbed dose, in this case in water, require for
their proper evaluation the electron flux spectrum
produced in the cavity by the incident radiation.* The
computed flux spectra are applied here to a modified
version of the Spencer-Attix cavity ionization theory.
In particular, it has been possible to remove the
restriction concerning photon interactions in the cavity.
The emphasis in this work on performing computations
on 'realistic* incident photon beams meant that questions
about the effect of different target thicknesses and
filtrations on the mass stopping-power (and hence on the
more directly useful factors) could now be resolved.
More fundamentally, the 'exact* calculations of the
stopping-power ratios for bremsstrahlung beams could be
compared to the values based on 'equivalent electron
energy' assumptions.
It has already been stated that considerable attention
has been given to the calculation of stopping-power ratios
for high-energy electron beams, in contrast to the almost
total absence of parallel work for photon beams. The
electron beam results presented in this chapter are
directly compared to the values of Harder ( 1965s),
*Except for very large cavities irradiated by photon beams.
Kessaris (1970a) and Berger et al. (1975). Some
interesting conclusions are to be drawn from these
comparisons.
9. 2 CAVITY IONIZATION THEORY
9.2.1 Genera .1
The basic aim of cavity ionization theory can be
expressed in the following equations
D = D . F (9.1)
in g mg
= J . (vVe) .F (9.2)
& mg
where
is the energy deposited in unit mass of the medium;
D is the energy deposited in unit mass of the cavity;
O
F , defined as the ratio 0 /D . is the quantity cavity
mg rn g
theory seeks to evaluate;
J, is the ionization measured per unit mass of cavity
O
material; and W is the average energy expended by
electrons in the gas per ion pair formed.
In the present calculations, the cavity material 'gf
is air and the medium 'm' in which the absorbed dose is
required is water. The values of VV is assumed to be
constant at 33. 73 eV per ion pair (ICRU; 1969, 1972),
giving the value 0.869 rad/R for Vv/e. The quantity F ,
mg
the ratio of the energy deposited in unit mass of the
medium to the energy deposited in unit mass of the gas,
is generally known as the stopping-power ratio, although
strictly it may not only consist of a ratio of stopping
powers. It can be written as s and then equ. 9.2 is
mg
the well-known Bragg-Gray relation.
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The application of cavity ionization theory to the
situation usually encountered in dosimetric ionization
measurements, i.e. a small .ion chamber in a medium
irradiated by high-energy photons or electrons, is
generally simplified by the fact that the ranges of the
primary electrons in the cavity are much larger than the
dimensions of the cavity and also that the contribution
of photon interactions in the cavity to the electron flux
is negligible. The cavity then effectively acts as an
electron detector, with the flux in the cavity primarily
determined by the electron and photon interactions in the
surrounding medium. The opposite extreme to this is for
incident photon radiation and a large cavity, such that
the ranges of the primary electrons are much less than
the dimensions of the cavity. In this case the cavity
acts as a photon detector, and F then becomes the ratio
mg
of the mass energy absorption coefficients averaged over
the photon flux spectrum in the cavity:
n
_ S
F = (y /p) / (iI/p) .....(9.3)
mg en en
These very general remarks will be seen to have some
significance in what is to follow.
9♦2•2 Spencer-Attix Theory
The Bragg-Gray theory did not take into account the
effect of 6-rays. The assumption implicit in the
Bragg-Oray theory was that the primary electrons deposited
their energy on the spot i.e. that all 5-rays bad
effectively zero range. The specific achievement of the
Spencer-Attix theory was to evaluate numerically the
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effect of the finite ranges of 6-rays on the stopping-
power ratio. In particular, the theory (Spencer and Attix,
with cavity size, which the Bragg-Gray theory had no
explanation for, and which was in reasonable agreement
with experimental findings (1CRU, 1969; Burlin, 1962),
As both Kessaris and Berger et al. used the Spencer-Attix
theory in their evaluation of the stopping-power ratios
for electron beams and as a modified version is employed
in this work, it is important to look at the assumptions
involved in the theory as well as the relevant details of
the evaluation.
Spencer and Attix employed a two-group model for the
energy dissipation. It was assumed that only energy
transfers smaller than a cutoff A resulted in dissipation
in the cavity, with A being of the order of the kinetic
energy which an electron must have to just be able to
cross the cavity. In order to evaluate the 'local' dose
deposited in the cavity, the total electron flux spectrum
down to the energy A was required. A modification of the
Spencer-Fano theory was used to derive this spectrum (see
discussion in section 1.3). Note that in the Bragg-Gray
theory only the p rima ry electron flux spectrum was involved.
The following expression for the energy deposited in
unit mass of gas divided by the energy deposited in unit
mass of wall material (i.e. l/F or l/s ) was given by
Rig mg
Spencer and Attix:
195.5), predicted a variation of the stopping-power ratio
f jr ( 1 .A )/. o
,.(9.4)
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where I (Tq,T) is the equilibrium flux spectrum in the
wall material (of atomic number Z) for an electron of
initial energy T , and S . (T A) is the collision
o air
stopping power restricted to losses less than A. Note
that the term ' is the energy deposited in unit mass
of the wall material, as the spectrum I„(T .T) is assumed' * Z o •
to be normalized to one electron of initial energy T per
unit mass of the wall material.
Spencer and Attix were careful to emphasize that
their theory still retained the assumption in the
Bragg-Gray theory that the electron flux was not modified
by the presence of the cavity. More specifically, the
total flux down to the energy A was assumed to be
unmodified. Clearly, the electron flux at energies below
A would become characteristic of the cavity material.
As far as the 'slow electrons' (i.e. with energy
less thanA) crossing the wall were concerned,
Spencer and Attix pointed out that their
schematization was equivalent to assuming a balance
between incoming and outgoing 'slow' electrons with no
net energy transfer. This is more usually expressed by
saying that there is secondary electron equilibrium
across the cavity walls and has been shown to be a good
approximation for cases where the cavity and wall
material are of similar atomic number (ICRU. 1972).
The restricted collision stopping power, S(T,A),
that Spencer and Attix employed is not identical to the
quantity L(T, A), or L^, given by equation 4.18, and used
throughout this work. In order to include 'automatically'
the energy deposited by the track ends of energy & in the
integral in equ, 9.4, S(T,A) is evaluated in a different
manner to L(T,A) between T = A and T = 2A.
In the usual definition of the restricted stopping
power, all losses are included that are less than A or
T/2, whichever is the smaller (Berger and Seltzer, .1964;
ICRU, 1970; Rohrlich and Carlson, 1954). Spencer and
At.tix extended the range of integration over the it/> 11 er
cross-section up to A no matter whether A exceeded T/2
or' not. Thus if an electron with energy between A and 2A
itself dropped below A as the result of a collision, its
own energy was included in the stopping power. It will
have already been noted that in this work the local
absorbed dose, D , is evaluated using the conventional
L(T,A) and the deposition by the track ends is included
explicitly as a separate term, NA.A (see section 6.5).
Furthermore, this term is jaot negligible ( VlO/ of for
A = 100 eV).
Burlir. ( 1962, 1966) has looked in some detail at the
predictions of the Spencer-Attix theory for a wide range
60
of wall materials and effective cavity sizes. For Co
gamma rays he found that the theory predicted the
ionization in an air cavity to within 5% of the measured
value for cavity sizes corresponding to A between 1 keV
and at least 0.1 MeV for a carbon-walled chamber. Over
most of this range the prediction was actually within a
few tenths of a per cent. For a copper-walled chamber,
the corresponding figures were I keV to only 25 keV.
Burlin demonstrated that the theory broke down for
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relatively large cavity sizes when there was a large
difference between the atomic number of the wall material
and the cavity gas (air), lie attributed this to the
modification of the electron energy spectrum by the
cavity and the effect of photon interactions in the
cavity, neither of these phenomena being accounted for in
the theory. The breakdown for small cavity sizes was
shown to be due to the slow electron transfer phenomenon!
(Greening, 1954).
In this work the wall material is water which is
fairly close to air in atomic composition, but not quite
as close as carbon. Looking at the mean ionization
potentials from Berger and Seltzer, (.1.964);
I(air) - 86.8 eV, I(carbon) - 78.0 eV, I(water) = 65.1 eV
and I(copper) = 3.14 eV. This indicates that carbon,
water and air are all relatively closely-matched compared
to copper. It is assumed that the modification of the
electron spectrum established in the water wall will have
a negligible effect on the stopping-power ratios. It
must be added, however, that the range of electron
energies under consideration extends well into the
density effect regioi!, unlike in Burlin's investigation.
No experimental work has been clone to verify that the
Spencer-Attix theory correctly predicts the variation of
ionization with cavity size at these high energies where
the change of the stopping power ratio with energy is due
primarily to the density effect and not to any difference
in atomic number between wall material and cavity gas as
at 1 ov,e r energies .
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9.2.3 P re s e n t b v a 1 u a t i o it of the Mass St op pi ng~Power R a t i o
The expression for the mass stopping-power ratio given
by Spencer and Attix (equ. 9.4) can be re-cast for present
purposes as follows
f ° F(To,T,z) .LW(T,A)/p w clT + lVV ,
SW(T z A) =Ja
a o -
0




T is the maximum electron energy,
s:(To,Z,A) is the water/air mass stopping-power
ratio at depth z;
F(T ,T,z) is the electron flux spectrum in water;
\V ' £1
L ( T ,A ) and Ll ( T }A ) are the restricted collision stopping
powers, evaluated from equation 4.18, for water and air
^ a
respectively: and BN, A . .A are the total track-end
LA ^
terms per unit mass of water and air respectively
(see section 9.2.3.3),
W / \
It is this expression for S_^(A) that has been evaluated
in this work for various values of the cutoff A , corresponding
to different cavity sizes. The electron flux spectrum
F(T,z), computed for different depths in water, is used
in the above expression to give the local energy dissipation
both in water and in the air cavity. It can be repeated
again here that any modification of the electron spectrum
above T = A by the air cavity has been assumed to be
negligible as far as calculating the stopping-power ratio
is concerned, and that this would have been less
Figure9.1WATER/AIRMASSSTOPPINGP WERR IO :VARIATIONITHELECTRK. .
Total) Restricted' (A=10keV) Restricted (As10keV)
I-valuesfrom Daltonnd Turner(1968) I-valuesfrom Bergerand Seltzer(1964)
,2.51250 ElectronKineticrgy/TMeV.
justifiable had the wall material, water, been less
closely matched to the cavity gas, air. Note that even
for the case of a perfect match between cavity and wall
material, scattering effects due to the much greater
density of the wall may need to be taken into
consideration. This is specifically considered in the
next chapter (section 10.2,4).
9.2.3.1 I-values
It has been stated in section 4,4.4 that the mean
ionization potential used to evaluate the stopping power
for water was taken from the recent compilation of
I-values by Dalton and Turner (1968), Consequently, the
I-value for air was taken from the same compilation in
order to be consistent. Thus the values used in
calculating the water/air stopping-power rat io are
I { water) - 71.3 eV arid I ( ai r) = 92.9 eV .
W / \
The evaluation of L \.T,A) includes the reduction due
to the density effect given by Sternheimer, as detailed
in section 4.4.4. It is this density effect reduction,
present in water but not in air (at least not below
40 MeV), that is of crucial importance in stopping-power
ratio calculations for electron energies above 1 MeV or so.
The influence of the density effect is shown clearly in
figure 9.1 which illustrates the variation of the quantity
s W( T) = (LW(1 ,a )/p )/(La(T,a)/p ) (9.6)
a w ' a
with electron energy T for A= 10 keV and for A = T/2
(i.e. the total collision stopping power 'broken line).
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Also shown on the figure is the small difference in the
— W / ^ V
value of s4T) that results from using the X-vaiues given
a
by Berger and Seltzer (1964), namely l(water) = 65.1 eV
and I(air) = 86.8 e V.
9.2.3.2 The Cutoff, A
W / V
Values of S ^ A ) have been calculated for the electron
a
and photon beams at three cutoffs, A: 0.1, 0.01 and
0.001 MeV, The .10 keV cutoff corresponds to a practical
electron range in air at STP of 2.1 nun and hence to a
cavity size of that order.* Berger et al, (1975) used a
cutoff of 15 keV, which corresponds to a cavity size of
4.2 mm. However, the value of A is not critical.
Berger et al. showed that, the water/air stopping-power
ratio changed by 0.5% or less over a wide range of
a~values, and in fact the difference between Sw(a) with'
a
A = 10 and A - 15 keV is only 0.10-0.15%.
As A is decreased, the stopping-power ratio is
effectively calculated at a lower average electron
W / \
energy. Thus S (A) will increase slowly as A decreases.
c\
In fact, the 1 keV** and 0.1 MeV cutoffs were included
mainly to illustrate this variation. It can be noted
that the variation of sm(T) with T at low energies i.s
&
much more pronounced for larger differences between the
atomic number of the wall material and cavity gas.
*It is impossible to be precise about relating A to
the cavity size. For a cylindrical cavity with
its axis perpendicular to the radiation direction,
for example, the difficulty is obvious.
**Burlin,s measurements suggest that the results at
this cutoff may not be strictly valid. See also
section 9.2.3.3 on Auger electrons.
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The application of the calculated water/air stopping-
power ratios to a particular type of ionization chamber
in common use, the Baldwin-Farmer thimble chamber, is
considered in chapter 10 on the evaluation of C and
factors from the appropriate stopping-power ratios.
9.2.3.3 Evaluation of the Track-End Term, EN^ .A
The expression for SVV(A ) given in equ. 9.5 is
effectively the local dose (i.e. energy dissipation per
\ W
unit mass) in water, , divided by the local dose in
air, 0^. In order to evaluate these quantities
correctly, the track-end terms EN, .A in both water and
air must be included. Some consideration has already
been given to the calculation of the track-end
contribution for A's other than 100 eV .in section 6.5
when the normalization of the electron flux spectra was
discussed, but the evaluation of the different
contributions to EN .A for both water and air must he
dealt with in more detail at this stage:
i) Electrons with energy A.
The most obvious contribution to the track-end energy
dissipation is from the electrons that fall below A in
energy. It has been shown that Spencer-Attix calculation
Q
of takes care of these electrons through a
modification of the restricted collision stopping power
between T - A and T = 2a • In the present scheme, the
conventional stopping power, L(T,A), is used down to T = A
and the energy dissipation by the track ends of energy
is simply given by the number of electrons in the sJ.owing-
down spectrum at energy A, N , multiplied by their
a
residua 1 energy A .
ISO.
In order to simplify the calculation of N , the
values of A were actually chosen to correspond exactly to
some T , the energy at the top of an 1-hand (see
chapter 5). Thus the 0,001, 0.01, and 0.1 cutoffs were
more precisely 0.00106, 0.01040 and 0.10239 ft'ieV. Then
the number of electrons with energy A is simply equal to
*
N:^, the number of electrons starting at the top of
band 1 in the low-energy electron flux computation. This
value of N corresponds to water. The value corresponding
to air is also required in order to evaluate Na.A .
A
Now the electron flux in water at energy rl , or
A, is given by
F = F (A ) - NIVL" . (9.7)
J a tot
where .is the total collision stopping power at
energy The evaluation of s]'(a) from equ. 9.5 is basedtl
on the assumption that the flux F(T) in the air cavity is
the same down to energy A as that computed in water.
Therefore, Na must be given by
FU) . N»/L°ot
and hence for equal masses of water and air,




where the stopping powers, L ^ , are to be evaluated at
the cutoff energy. Thus this contribution to the track-
end term is weighted by the stopping power ratio at the
cutoff energy. It should be noted that this is equivalent
*Using the notation o£ chapter 5, N should strictly be
written as + ' as '~n e 9u • 5.16 for A = 100 eV.
for simplicity, it has been shortened to N j in this chapter,
Figure 9.2 AUGER ELECTRON TRACK ENDS.
aug
Electron Kinetic Energy, T
The shaded area represents the reduction in the flux due to
Auger electron production. Hence there will be a reduction in the
/•Io
energy dissipation calculated from I F(T).L(T,A)dT which is
JA
counterbalanced by the inclusion of the Auger electrons in the
track-end term.
to the way in which the track ends are dealt with in the
Spencer-Attix evaluation. For the same electron flux
spectrum, the same value of SW(A) would be calculated.
a
ii) Auger Electrons.
Unless A is less than T , some of the Auger electrons
aug
will not be accounted for in the integral over the
electron flux in equ. 9.5. Specifically, for a cutoffA ,
these Auger electrons will be the ones that result from
collisions in which the energy transfer is greater than
( A + T ) i.e. the A-ray is included in the flux above A
aug
but with its energy reduced by T . Figure 9.2 will helpoj J
aug
to clarify the argument. lr\ addition, all the Auger
electrons that result from photon interactions must be
included. If the total number of such Auger electrons is
W / \
written as N^^^vAj, then the required energy dissipation
in water is given by nxv (a ) .t
aug aug
The question then arises as to how to calculate this
contribution to the local energy dissipation in the air
cavity. ideally, one would need to take account of the
production of Auger electrons from the oxygen and nitrogen
atoms of which air is composed. However, such extra
complications have not been incorporated into the
W / \
calculation as N va).T is very small compared to
aug aug
Na. A considered in i) above, at least for the 0.01 aridA
0.1 MeV cutoffs which are of most practical importance.
Instead. N (a).T was simply weighted by the ratio of
aug aug
the mass stopping powers at T = a to give the value of
N"* (A ) ,T , the contribution to the dose in the air
aug aug
Cavity. Thus the Auger electron track ends are
effectively treated in the same way as the track ends of
energy A in i). This is more or .less equivalent to
calculating the stopping-power ratio as if Auger electron
production had not been taken into account in computing
the electron flux spectrum.
It can be noted that for very small values of the
W / \
cutoff, e.g. 1 keV, the term N (A).T becomes a few
aug aug
per cent of the total dissipation. Thus the A = 0.001
MeV stopping-power ratios might have been slightly
influenced by a detailed treatment of Auger electron
production in the air cavity,
iii) Photon-Ejected Electrons.
The Spencer-Attix theory did not consider the effect
of photon interactions in the air cavity. However, in
the present evaluation of S"(A), such a consideration is
ci
inevitable. 'lhe local dose must include the energy of
the electrons with initial energies less than a which are
produced directly by photon interactions, though for
small A or for electron beams, the energy involved is
only a small fraction of the total track-end dissipation.
Note that this did not need to be considered in the
computation of ^see sections 6.4.4 and 6,5) as there
are virtually no electrons below 100 eV produced in
photon interactions. In fact, this also applies to the
1 keV cutoff and to a lesser extent to the 10 keV cutoff.
Denoting the aggregate energy of all the photon-
W / \
ejected electrons with initial energy less than A by D I A)
(per unit mass of water), then the energy deposited by
the photons per unit mass of air will be given by
Figure
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Da ( A) = DW (A ) . (lJ en//p ) .....(9.9)
p Ji p v,
(y /p)W
en
which will be written as DV/, ( a) . y " ( a) .
ph a
The energy-absorption coefficients are averages over the
energies of the photons that give rise to the electrons
of energy less than A,
The calculation of D" (A) as above is equivalent to
ph
assuming that all photon-ejected electrons in the cavity
with initial energy less than A arise as a result of
photon interactions in the cavity, and equally well, that
all photon-ejected electrons with initial energy greater
than A arise from photon interactions with the wall
material. This is clearly an oversimpJ.icat.ion, as indeed
is the two-group model for the stopping-power energy loss
i.e. the Spencer-Attix theory, but it does incorporate in
the evaluation of S^(A) a term which takes account of the
a
extent to which the cavity acts as a photon detector,
albeit in an approximate manner.*
The variation of the water/air mass energy-absorption
coefficient ratio with photon energy is shown in
figure 9.3. This graph was used to estimate the value of
the ratio to he used in equ, 9.9 for the different
cutoffs. For A - 0.1 MeV, the water/air ratio was taken
*Bur.lin ( 1966) formulated a 'general theory of cavity
.ionization' which also included the ratio of mass
energy-a\■ sorption coefficients and in addition took
.into account the modification of the electron spectrum
by the cavity gas. His theory was a more comprehensive
extension of the Spencer-Attix scheme than the present one, and
was particularly designed to be applied to very
di ssi mi. J a r cavity and wa 11 rnateria 1 s .
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to be .1,105,* i.e. a factor 0.905 in equ. 9.9. For the
0.01 and 0.001 MeV cutoffs, this factor was 0.962 and
0.980 respectively, though the particular value at these
cutoffs was immaterial as far as the numerical result for
W / \
(, A) was concerned. It might be wondered why the value
cl
of the ratio <s(A) (see equ, 9.9) does not depend on the
energy spectrum of the photon flux at the depth
concerned. To a certain extent, this will be the case,
but from a preliminary investigation of the values of
w
d ,(a) for the three cutoffs it could be deduced that the
ph
W / \
major contribution to 1-V^v.A) came from photons in the
energy region just above A.
It is instructive to look at the magnitude of D^Ca)
for a few of the computations for electron and photon
beams in order to see the effect of this modification of
the stopping-power ratio calculation ; from equations 9.5
W «,«y .
and 9,11, it will be seen that S"(a) now includes u1(A).
a p a
For the 20 MeV electron beam at a depth of 0.4-0.5 r ,
o
^ph ( A) is oniy ^ • 25% and 0.0 3/-o of the total dissipation
for A = 0.1 and A = 0.01 MeV respectively. The
6 O
corresponding figures for Co photon radiation (R) at
4-6 cm depth are 13.5% and 1.1%. The figure at the
6 0
O.l MeV cutoff for Co is thus not so negligible and
results in an effective mass stopping-power ratio
significantly weighted towards the mass energy-
„w
absorption coefficient ratio, y .j(A) »
*This estimate would have been much more uncertain had
— \V
the va riation of y no t been f ortunateJy so s1ow in
the 0.1 - l MeV region (see fig. 9.3).
25;
The total track-end terms, E!s'W and Eh'', for water and
A A
air respectively, are expressed in full as:
•rW ( A) . T + Dw





+ N , (A). .(9.10)
+ Nw (A) . T l.Ltot/pa + DV'', ( A) .( yei/P )aug augJ — :— ph —-
"en7 p)
(9.11)
Llv /p (-y /p)wt o t v/
= nf.a + na (a).t + da (a)A aug aug ph
w
The computation of IN heis already been dealt with
(i.e. N ) . The calculation of Nw (a) and I>W (A)
1 aug ph
presented no problems in the photon-electron cascade
program. A few extra lines of code had to be added to the
routines COMPTON, PAIR and PHOTO to give H^h(a) and
similarly at all the places in the program where Auger
electrons could be produced»to give (A).1
aug
It, will be recalled that the electron flux, F(T,z),
was normalized to 1 MeV total dissipation by dividing by
L>1oq(z) (see section 6.5). Clearly, the dissipation
D (z) computed from the flux spectrum F (T, z )/D ^( z)
should come to 1 MeV whatever the value of A.* For the
three values of A , this was found to be the case to
within 2% and usually much less than this. This
effectively demonstrated that the total track-end term,
,wyv aXNa . had been evaluated correctly.
♦Actually, this would not necessarily he true for a
geometry such that electronic equilibrium did not
extend up to A *
2 56.
9.2.5.4 The Bragg-Cray Stopping-Power Ratio» SVV(B-G)
a
In addition to the evaluation of S"(a) for the
a
electron and photon beams at various depths, a calculation
of the Bragg-Gray stopping-power ratio was also included
for comparison purposes. This was evaluated using the
primary electron flux spectrum and the total collision
stopping powers for water and air:
The primary electron flux is comprised of all electrons
that are not 6-rays. Thus all the photon-ejected
electrons are considered to he primary electrons, and
this includes the electrons produced by brenisstrahlung
photons in the case of electron beams.* The lower limit
of the integral, written as zero in trie above expression,
was in fact set equal to 1 keV in the calculation of
SW(B-G). This avoided the problem of evaluating La .(T)
ci "COTS
in the energy region where the stopping power formula is
not valid. As the contribution of different portions of
the low-energy part of the primary flux to the total
dissipation is roughly proportional to dT, the 'last keV*
is immaterial.
*Th.is is consistent with the use of stopping-powers in




Table 9,1 CALCULATED lbASS STOPPING-POWER RATIOS FOR ELECTRON
BEARS (Water/Air)
a, T -5 MeV
o
z/ro z SW( T , z , A)a o S^(B-G)
( cm) A (RleV)
0.001 0.01 0.1
0.0 - 0.1 0.126 1.077 1.065 1 .059 1 .058
0.2 - 0.3 0.628 1 .098 1.085 1.079 1.076
0.4 - 0.5 1.13 1.123 1.109 1 .102 1 .100
0.6 - 0.7 1.63 1 .146 1.131 1 .124 1.121
0.8 - 0.9 2.13 1 .164 1 ,148 1.141 1.13 9
0.9 - 1.0 2.39 1 .169 1.153 1 .145 1.145
1.0 - 1.1 2 .6 4 1.17 2 1.155 1 .144 1.148
1.2 - 1.4 3.2 6 1.17 1.15 1.14 1 .15








0,0 - 0.1 0. 24 5 1.033 1.022 1.016
i
1 .018
0,2 -- 0.3 1 .2 3 J. .055 1.044 1.038 1 .034
0.4 - 0.5 2 , 21 .L .084 1. .072 1 .065 1.060
0.6 - 0.7 3.19 1.116 1 .102 1.096 1.031
0.8 - 0.9 4.17 1 .145 1.131 1.12 3 1.121
0.9 - 1.0 4,66 1.15 7 1 .14 2 1.134 1.133
1.0 - l.i 5.15 1,16 6 1 .149 1.140 .1« i 4- .1
1 ,Ct - 1.4■ 6.37 1.18 1.15 1 .14 1.15
Table 9.1 cont'd...












0.0 - 0.1 0.4G0 0.S87 0.977 0.9 72 0.976
0.2 - 0.3 2.30 1.014 1.004 0.998 0.995
0.4 - 0.5 4.14 1.041 1.030 1.0 24 1 .019
0.6 - 0.7 5.98 1.076 1.064 1 .058 1 .05 3
0.3 - 0.9 7,82 1.113 1 .100 1 .093 1 .089
0.9 - 1.0 8 . 74 1.132 1.118 1.111 1 .108
1.0 - 1.1 9 .66 1 ,143 1 .133 1.12 5 1 .124
1.2 - 1.4 12,0 1.146 1.128 1.116 1,12 3
S





O.o - 0.1 0. 650 0.9 60 0 . 951 0 . 9 4 6 0.953
0.2 - 0.3 3.25 0 , 988 0.9 79 0.973 0.971
0,4 - 0.5 5 ,8 5 1 .OJ 6 1.006 1.000 0.996
0 . (3 ~ 0.7 8.45 1.051 1.039 1 ,033 1.028
0.8 - 0.9 11,1 1 .087 1.074 1.068 1.064
0.9 - 1.0 12.4 1 ,108 1 .094 .1.08 7 1 .084
1.0 - 1.1 13.7 1,12 9 1.114 1.107 1.104
1.2 - 1.4 16.9 1.139 1.12 2 1.111 1.116
9•5 MASS STOPPING™POh"LR RATIOS - RESULTS
9.3,1 Electron Bearns
9.3.1.1 Tables of S'V(T , z, A ) and SW(B-G-}
a o • a
All. the results for the four electron beam energies
have been collected together in table 9.1a-d. They were
derived from the 2000 electron-history computations that
were described in chapter 7. The statistical uncertainty
on each result is of the order of 0.\% except for the
1.2-1.4 r() geometry where it is somewhat greater,
especially at T = 5 and 10 MeV, due to the large
statistical fluctuations in the electron flux in this
bremsstrahlung tail region.*
The results clearly illustrate the marked increase
in the stopping-power ratio with depth,due to the
influence of the density effect on the stopping power in
\V / X
water. At a given depth, S^vA) is generally between 1.5
and 2fa higher for A = 0.001 than for a = 0.1 MeV, with
the difference increasing slightly as the depth increases.
Of course, this range of A~values corresponds to an
enormous range of cavity sizes (or air pressures) and
the results show in effect that the variation of the
water/air stopping-power ratio with cavity size is very small.
*Berger et al. (1975) also estimated a very small
statistical uncertainty in the mass stopping-power
ratios derived from their Monte Carlo calculations,
attributing this to the fact that any fluctuations
in the electron flux spectrum tended to cancel out
(i.e. in the numerator and denominator of ecju. 9.5).
Figure9.4ELECTRONBEAMS:CA CULATEDSTOPPING-POWERR TIOS.
Depthz/cm
The Bragg.-Gray stopping-power ratios are generally
very close to, but slightly less than the A = 0.1 IVieV SV(A)
cl
values. Thus the Bragg-Gray evaluation corresponds to a
rather large cavity. Note that for the 1.2-1.4 r
o
geometry, Sw(0.l) is lower than S^lB-G) at all four T .° '
a a o
This is due to the influence of the dissipation by the
photon-ejected electrons in the track-end term which, at
this depth, weights SV(A) significantly towards uW(A),
a ' a
which lias the value 1.105 for the 0.1 IvieV cutoff (see
section 9.2.3.3).
9.3.1.2 Comparison with the Calculations of Berger et al.
(.1975) and Kessaris (1970a)
The values of 5^(A) for A - 10 keV5 given in table
9.1, have been plotted as the continuous curves in
figure 9.4. Also shown are the results of Berger et al. (197
and Kessaris ( 1970a).* The maximum in S,V(A) , exhibited
a
by all three sets of results, is due to the transition at
the end of the electron range from the degraded primary
electron beam to a bremsstrahlung beam of somewhat higher
average electron energy. Both the Kessaris and Berger et al.
calculations were based on evaluating an expression for
SW(A) similar to equ. 9.5 using the total electron flux
cl
at different depths. The fairly large discrepancies
evident in the figure call for some comment.
*'ihe Kessaris figures were actually derived from the
tabulation of Cc given in ICRU (1972) by dividing
by th e factor ^ {V?/ e ) . A.
The Berger et al. values correspond to a 15 keV
cutoff, and I-values slightly different from the ones
used in this work. The effect of the differences in
I-values can be gauged by referring back to fig. 9.1.
The alternative set of I-values for which the restricted
stopping-power ratio was also plotted in that figure
W / \
corresponds to the Berger et al. S (A ) results shown in
a
fig. 9.4. It can he seen from fig. 9.1 that the present
W / \
results for 5 (A) would have been decreased by about
a J
0 .'3-0.5/o for electrons of mean primary energy, T, above
10 MeV or so had the Berger et al. I-values been used.
Ihe difference is much smaller at lower electron
energies.* The effect of the cutoff being 10 keV rather
than 15 keV is very small, 0.15/5 at most, as already
mentioned i.ri section 9.2.3.2.
When both these small differences have been allowed
for (see dotted curve), reducing the discrepancy between
the curve and the Berger et al. points by at most about
0.6%, the Berger et al. values still lie consistently
between 1 and 1.5% below the present results for T above
10 IfeV or so. Now Berger et al, calculated SV(T , z,A)
a o
using the electron flux spectra computed by the Monte
Carlo program developed by Berger and Seltzer (1969, 1969a)
As it has already been shown in chapter 7 that their
electron flux spectra and the ones computed in this work
♦Berger eta3, looked in some detail at the difference
between S (1 , A, z) evaluated with the I-values of set
I and II (see fig. 9.4) but the exact va 1ues of the
differences they obtained seem slightly too large
below T = 10 MeV according to fig. 9.1 (by 0.3% at most).
This is probably due to the marginally different way in
which Berger et al . evaluated the density effect i.e.
from the Sternheimer and Peierls (1971) formulation.
are in excellent agreement, then any significant
differences in the stopping-power ratios must be due
to differences in the way they have been derived from
the flux spectra,.
W / r - \
An expression for v 1
q , z , A) similar to equ» 9.5 was
written down in the Berger et al. paper, the only
difference being that the track-end terms were not
included. However, it was also stated that the restricted
collision stopping power, L(T,A ), was evaluated from the
expression for I.(T,A) given in Berger and Seltzer (1964).
This expression is identical to equ. 4.18 used in this
work. It is quite clear that Berger et al. did not use
the modified formulation for L(T,A) that Spencer and Attix
(1955) employed* which 'automatically' included the track
ends of energy A . Thus the contribution by the track
ends to the local dose in water and air has been ignored
in the Berger e t a 1. evaluation of S(A ) with no
a
justification given for this.
Let us look at the effect of this on the value of
SW(A). Taking the calculation for T rr 50 iheV at
a o
z = 0.2 - 0.5 r (z = 3.25 cm), the total track-end term
o
SN^'.a for A = 10 keV was calculated as 0.05 7 f.ieV per MeV
total dissipation. Now for A = 10 keV, (L V' )/(L^ / 0 )tot ' w tot Ka
is equal to 1.173 (see equ. 9.11). As Dw (A) isph
negligible for this cutoff, the track-end term in air is
•riven by 0.05 7/ 1 .173 = 0.049. This has the effect of
W / \ "i
increasing this particular value of S (A ) by 1.0% over
<1
*V>" ritten by Spencer and Attix as S ( T , A) .
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the value that is obtained if the track-end term is
ignored in both and D*. To be precise, the 'correct'
value of S,v( A) is 0.979, and without the track-end
dissipation it is 0.969,*
Referring again to figure 9.4, it will be seen that
if the Berger et al, value for T = 30 IvieV at. z = 3 cm is
o
increased by 17b, it comes into exact agreement with the
dotted curve. Thus the reason for the discrepancy is
resolved. In fact, a similar exercise was carried out
for all four T at different depths, and the discrepancy
between the Berger et al, S^(T^,z,A) and the present
'adjusted' values was found to be 0.6/C at the most, and
generally much less, except for z S> 1.1 r . Such
differences close to and beyond the electron range cannot
be regarded as significant. It is in this depth region
W / \
that S (A) can be expected to be very sensitive to
a
differences in the model adopted to simulate the spatial
diffusion and energy loss of the primary electron beam,
particularly with respect to the energy distribution of
the bremsstrahlung photons. In addition, the statistical
accuracy is not so high due to the small depth-dose level,
which also means that the region is of minimal clinical
and dosimetric importance.
*This difference becomes progressively smaller as SVV(A)
approaches the value 1,173, when it is zero.
The Kessaris results are likewise somewhat below the
curves in fig. 9.4. A glance at the key to the figure
shows that the I-va.lues Kessaris used were appreciably
different from sets I and II. The difference between the
Kessaris 1(air) and I(water) is 10.9 eV compared to 21.6
and 21.7 eV for sets I and II respectively. A further
complication in the comparison is that the electron flux
spectra that Kessaris used, calculated by the Moments
method employing the c-s-d-a (Kessaris, 1970), have been
shown to be in only fair agreement with the Monte Carlo-
derived flux spectra (see section 7.2.2). It does appear,
however, that in evaluating S^( A) from an expression
similar to equ. 9.5, Kessaris did use the Spe.ncer-Att.ix
S('f,A) though he did not state this explicitly.*
Kessaris also did not say exactly what value of A be used,
but implied that it was in the region of .10 keV.
The neglect of energy-loss straggling in the Kessaris
calculations resulted in 'unrealistic' values of the
electron depth-dose curve at z~r^. It is not surprising,
w / \
therefore, to find that the Kessaris S (A) values at' a
T = 20 and 30 MeV begin to decrease at somewhat smaller
o
depths than the Berger et al. and the present results
(look in particular at the Kessaris S^(a) for T - 20 MeV1
a o
at z = 10 cm in fig. 9.4).
*More specifically, this has been inferred from the fact
that Kessaris makes several references to the
Spencer—Attix 5(T,A) in his 1970a paper.
Figure 9.5 DIFFERENCE BETWEEN 'HARDER FORMULA' AND 'EXACT' EVALUATION
OF THE BRAGG-GRAY STOPPING-POWER RATIO.
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Finally, it can be noted that the ICRU (.1972) report
on electron-beam dosimetry recommended a series of C
values based on these water/air stopping-power ratios
calculations by Kessaris. The implications for Ch. of the
W /
difference between the nresent S (T ,z,A) results and
a o
those of Kessaris is dealt with in section 10.4.2 in
the next chapter.
9.3.1.3 The 'Harder* approximation to S^(T ,z)
Harder ( 1965a) proposed a very simple method for
estimating the mass stopping-power ratio for an electron
beam of initial energy Tq at depth z. This can be
written as:
V'."1 ' Ltot(Tin^8i (9.13)
L?ot(V'%
where Tm is the mean primary electron energy at depth zt
calculated from T = T (l - z/r ). Using the values of
mo p
the practical range r (derived from th<* electron beam
depth-dose curves, given in section 7.4), this
approximate stopping-power ratio has been evaluated for
the four T up to z~0.9 r . Effectively, Harder*s
o p
prescription is an approximation to the exact evaluation
of the Bragg-Gray stopping-power ratio, as given by
equ. 9.12. The validity of the approximation is
illustrated in figure 9.5, using the 'exact* Bragg-Gray
values, Ss'(8-C) taken from table 9.1.
a
As one would expect, close to the surface the agreement
is very close at all energies, but at greater depths
differences begin to show up due to the combined effect
2 64,
of multiple scattering and energy-loss straggling on the
primary electron beam. Nevertheless, at T ~ 5 MeV theJ '
o
discrepancy hardly exceeds one per cent and even at
T sr 30 fteV it is less than 2% down to a dcoth of
o -
z - 0.4 rQ. As z approaches r , the stopping-power
ratios come into close agreement again. This is probably
due to the fact that T is then in the energy region
where the stopping power in water varies more slowly,;
hence the actual distribution of primary electron energy
in the beam has only a minor influence on the value of
the water/air stopping power ratio.
9.3.2 Photon Beams
Water/air mass stopping-power ratios have been
c a 1 c u 1 a t e d f' or all the photon beams (A - L i. n t a b 1 e 8 . .1 )
for which the electron flux spectra were computed. The
\y *
evaluation of S (X,z,A) for A = 0.001, 0.01 and 0.1 i'.ieV
o.
from equ. 9.5 and S^(^-G) from equ. 9.12 was carried out
in exactly the same way as for the electron beams. More
general details of the photon beam computations and the
results for the electron flux spectra, F"(x,T,z), have
been given in chapter 8 *
9.3.2.1 Variation of the Stopping-Power Ratio with Depth
As the mean energy of the primary electron flux
spectrum changes very little with depth for a photon
beam, the stopping-power ratio is not markedly depth-
d e j) e n d e n t . I n deed, it is g e n e r a 11 y a s s u m e d th a t t h e
*'» he stopping-power ratio for photon beams will be
written, thus to distinguish it, where necessary,
f r o m S _v (T , ZjA) for e i e c t r o n b e a m s ,
Figure 9.6 PHOTON BEAMS : VARIATION OF STOPPING-POWER RATIO
WITH DEPTH.
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depth-dependence is negligible in deriving the absorbed
dose in water from measurements with an air
ionization chamber.
The continuous lines in figure 9.6 illustrate this
very small depth-dependence, for a = 10 keV, at three
qualities of x-ray beam. There are two sets of values
plotted in the figure ( © and x) derived from different
runs of the photon-electron cascade program. From the
spread of the values, it can be deduced that the
statistical uncertainty in the results is of the order
of 0.2% or less.
The variation of Sw(x,z,a) close to the surface at
a
the 26 mv and 31 mv x-ray qualities was to be expected
from the behaviour of the electron flux spectrum in this
build-up region. It was shown in chapter 8 that the
high-energy electron flux was considerably reduced in the
surface layers below its value in the broad equilibrium-
depth region. Thus the stopping-power ratio is greater
corresponding to a lower mean primary electron energy.
For the 51 mv betatron spectrum (J) the change in
Su( A,z, A) appears to be as much as 2.5% or so, whereas
for the slightly 'softer' 26 mv linac beam the change .is
at most 1.5%. This rather large difference (i.e. between
1.5% and 2.5%) may be attributable in part to the fact
that the 31 mv spectrum in question, J, contains a much
larger number of low-energy photons due to the absence of
a flattening filter. These low-energy photons will tend
to be filtered out to a certain extent in the first few-
cm of water. Thus it is estimated that a 2% variation in
2GG .
w, , .S ( over the build-up region is reasonable for aci
31 iMV betatron x-ray beam with a flattening filter
(i.e. as the beam would be used in clinical practice).
w
The variation of 1, z ,A ) beyond the initial decrease
cl
at the surface is extremely small, being within 0.2% up
to the maximum depth shown. It should be noted that for
the high-energy x-ray beams, the depth variation of the
three other stopping-power ratios calculated is very
similar to that illustrated for the A - 10 keV
S%v( A z ,A ) results.
a
For the 2 MV x-ray beam, there is quite clearly no
change at all in the A = 10 keV values. Two factors lead
us to expect this. Firstly, the build-up region occurs
extremely close to the surface as discussed in chapter 8,
Secondly, the gradual softening of the electron flux
spectrum with depth, demonstrated in that chapter, will
not result in anything but a negligible increase in the
stopping-power ratio as sW(T) increases only very slowly
a
with decreasing T below about 0.5 MeV ; the density
effect reduction in water is zero below this energy
(see figure 9.1).
The results at the 2 MV quality for A = 0.1 MeV
(100 keV) are a little more interesting (the broken line
in fig. 9.6). A small, but quite definite decrease in
W f \S ( A, z,A) with increasing depth is evident. This is thea
result of the photon-ejected electron contribution to the
total track-end dissipation. The value of 0W (O.l) was
pn
found to increase steadily from 16% of the total
dissipation close to the surface to 26% at a depth of
15 cm or so. Thus the stopping-power ratio is
Table 9.2 CALCULATED MASS STOPPING-POULR RATIOS FOR
PHOTON BEAMS (P-'ate r/Ai r)
Desig¬ Radiation k .mt Sw( A, 2,A )a Sw(B-G)
nation Type* (MeV)
a
A (M e v )
0.001 0.01 0.1
A 2 MV 0.94 1.177 1,157 1 .140 1.155
B 6°Co (P+S) 1.18 1 .175 1.156 1.142 1.151
60
r Co (P) 1.26 1.173 1 .156 1.144 1.150
D 4.5 MV (linac) 1.63 1,171 1.153 1.140 1.148
E 6 MV (linac) 2.11 1.167 1.150 1,138 1.142.
F 13 MV 5.91 1.139 1 .124 1.115 1.115
G 19 MV (bet'n) 6.91 1.13 2 1.117 1.108 1.108
K 26.8 MV (linac) 8.2 7 1.131 1.116 1.108 1 .108
I 26.8 MV (bet'n) 10.1 1.123 1.108 1.100 1.099
J 31 MV (bet'n) 12.8 1.114 1.099 1.091 1.090
K 31 MV (Pb f. f „ ) X1.8 i i i a.« 1 ,100 1-092 1,091
L 31 MV (A1 f.f.) 14.5 1, 102 1.089 1.081 1.079
*For more details about the photon spectra, the reader is
referred to table 8.1.
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W / \
increasingly weighted towards p'(0.1/, i.e. i.105, as the
Q
amount of scattered photon radiation increases with
depth. In fact, the appreciable size of D^.^(O.l)
accounts for the fact that there is a difference of
w, .
near.lv 2% between the two S t X z A ) values at 5 cm
a * '
depth (calibration). This difference can be compared
to the smaller difference (1% or less) in the
corresponding quantities for the electron beams and
also for the high-energy photon beams.
9.3.2.2 Variation with Photon Beam Quality
The results for the twelve different photon energy
spectra, all at the ICRU (1969) calibration depths*
(given in section 3.3.2), are listed in table 9.2. The
W / \
variation of S i AJ with A at a given quality is similar
3.
to that for electron beams at 13 MV and above, the 1 keV
cutoff value being about 2% greater than the 0.1 ftieV
cutoff value. Also at these qualities, the Bragg-Gray
ratio is within 0,2% of Sw(0,l).
a
W/ .
For the qualities A-E, S (0.1) is influenced
a
W / \
appreciably by the term -i.e. by the dissipation
by photon-ejected electrons. This has already been
shown to result in a decrease of S^(O.i) with depth
for the 2 N:V beam. Note in particular that S^(O.l)
increases between spectra A and C, whereas the other
three stopping-power ratios steadily decrease, in line
with the increase in k. . This rather odd behaviour
xnt
of S^( A) at relatively large values of A , where thetl
*ln practice, this means that this was the average depth
in the layer in which the flux spectrum was computed.
Anyway, the depth-dependence has been shown to be
extremely_slov; in this depth region so the precise
value of z is immaterial.
















air cavity begins to act more like a photon detector
than an electron detector, will be seen to be of
some significance in the calculation of C and C
A r-
values in the next chapter.
The values in table 9.2 for the two 26.8 MV x-ray
beams indicate quite clearly that the difference in the
photon spectra (thin- and thick-target) leads to a
difference in the stopping-power ratio, though only of
0.7-0.8/5 which is, if anything, a little smaller than had
been expected. It can be seen also that the results for
the 26.8 MV linac are almost identical to those for the
19 MV betatron.
The lead flattening filter does not appear to have
appreciably softened the 81 MV x-ray beam as far as the
stopping-power ratios are concerned. Clearly the
fi 11ering o•.»t. of the 1 ow-energy photons has counterbalanced
the effect of the reduction in the number of the photons
at the high-energy end (see fig. 8.5). However, the
stopping-power ratios for the aluminium-filtered 31 MV
beam are a definite X% lower than for the lead-filtered beam.
It was of interest to see to what extent the calculated
stopping-power ratios correlated with the average photon
energy in the spectrum,k. „ (an energy fluence average).
L n c
The variation of Sw(0.0l)* with k. is plotted in
a int
figure 9.7. It is evident that it is not possible to fit
all the points on a smooth curve, especially at the high-
energy end. This is most clearly demonstrated by the
*The 3. keV
have b een
cut of .f or B ragg-Gray values could equu.11 y we 11
ch osen.









2 MV 0.34 1.152 1.155
60Co A ACv «*TO 1.150 1.150 (Prim'y)
4 MV 0.7 1.147 1.148 (4.5 MV)
6 MV 1.5 1.138 1.142
12 MV 2.9 1.116
1.115 (13 MV)
14 MV 3.5 1.109
18 MV 4.5 1.099 1.108 (19 MV)
20 MV 5 .0 1.094
25 MV 6.7 1.080
1.099 ( 27 MV, I)
30 MV 7.5 1 .075
1.090 (31 MV,J)
35 MV 10.0 1.061
♦From table 1 in Greene and Massey (1966).
* " F roni t a b -I e 9.2.
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values at k.
. = 6.9 and 8.3 MeV (19 ?• V betatron andint.
26.8 MV linac resp.) and underlines the difficulty in
comparing thin- and thick-target photon spectra.
9.3.2.3 Comparison of SW(B~G) with 'Equivalent Electron
Energy' Values a
The most revealing way of .looking at the photon beam
results, and the most useful for practical purposes, is
to compare them with the approximate values calculated on
the 'equivalent electron energy' basis. As mentioned
before in this work, it is these approximate stopping-
power ratios that were used by Greene and itassey ( 1966,
1968) to derive the C factors recommended by the
A
ICRU (1969) report on photon beam dosimetry,
Greene and ihasseys' water/air stopping-power ratios
were calculated as follows. The mean photon energy was
taken as 0.425 of the maximum energy of the spectrum.
From this mean photon energy, an average initial electron
energy, T , was calculated using the Compton, pair and
photoelectric cross-sections (column 2 in table 9.3).
Assuming electronic equilibrium, the effective mass
~~ W f \
stopping-power ratio, s (A), was evaluated from:
a
J- A f 0 Ltot^' a
-wm ~ T — dT .....(9.14)S*( ' ° h Ct'T»/Pw
This is an approximation to the Bragg-Gray ratio. Note
that L (T) is the total col lision stopping-power.
Values of s^'( X) are given in column 3 of table 9.3.
These have been adjusted to correspond to the I-values
used in this work. They were taken from a graph drawn
using table A. 1 in ICRU ( 1969) which lists values of s_u(A )
Figure 9.8 PHOTON BEAMS : COMPARISON OF APPROXIMATE AND RIGOROUS
EVALUATIONS OF THE BRAGG-GRAY RATIO.
1.16
W .




X sw(\) - from table 9.3
a (approx)
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at certain T evaluated as in equ, 9.14 using the
o
Berger and Seltzer (1964) 1-values.*
The 'effective electron energy* values are seen to be
w
always lower than S (B-G), the difference being small for
cl
low T as one would expect, but increasing to as much as
2% for the 31 MV x-ray beam. Only the high-energy thin-
target spectrum results have been included in column 4 of
the table, as it is only for these spectra that the
'0.425 approximation' (see above) is reasonable. In fact,
only one of them, the unfiltered 31 MV beam (J), is a
more or less unadulterated Schiff spectrum. For this
spectrum, k^^^/31 = 0.412, which is close enough to 0.425.
The stopping-power ratios in table 9.3 have been
plotted against, maximum photon energy, k , in1 ° 1 OJ '
max
60
figure S.8. Ihe Co value appears to be equivalent to
about 3.3 IV*V where it has been positioned. The 13 MV
result does not quite follow the general trend, being
only 0.25% or so above the value that would be calculated
by the approximate procedure at that energy. However, it
was emphasised in chapter 8 that only limited confidence
could be placed in the 13 MV photon spectrum. In fact
the ratio k. /.L3 comes out to be 0.45, which is rather a
i n t
high value. The 26.8 MV linac (H) and the 31 MV
aluminium filter (L) results have been put on the graph
to emphasise the inadequacy of specifying an x-ray beam
quality only by its maximum photon energy, km •
*The adjustment was a small increase of between 0.15 and
0.5% estimated from a graph similar to figure 0.1, but for
the total collision stopping powers.
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The third set of values or. the figure has been taken
from a less approximate calculation of' the stopping-power
ratio given in the ICRU (1969) report. Again they have
been adjusted for the change in I-vaiues. 'lhese ratios
were calculated using a Schiff photon spectrum, filtered
by 5 cm water. A distribution of initial electron
energies was derived from the photon spectrum with the
effect of radiation losses also taken into account.
This derivation is in effect a much closer approximation
to the present calculations which are, of course, based
on the actual primary electron flux produced at a depth
in water due to absorption and scattering of the incident
photon beam. From fig. 9.8 it can be seen that this more
rigorous ICRU calculation method does indeed produce
values that are in closer agreement with the results of
the present work. It would appear that the difference at
31 MV is only 0.5% compared to nearly 2% using the method
which represents the electrons produced in the absorbing
medium by only one average energy T (i.e. equ. 9.14).
The discrepancy would probably have been considerably
smaller than 0.5%,if the 31 MV spectrum had not been
modified at the very low-energy end by filtration by the
glass wall of the betatron doughnut (see table 8.1 and
fig. 8.5) and the ICRU method had included the effect of
the scattered photons.
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9 .4 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
9.4.1 Detaiis of the Calculations
Water/air mass stopping-power ratios have been
evaluated for the high-energy electron and photon beams
using a modified form of the Spencer-Attix cavity
ionization theory. It is assumed as in the Spencer-Attix
theory that the electron flux down to the cutoff energy
A is not modified by the presence of the cavity.
Deviations from this are expected to be negligible for
the fairly close match between the water walls and air
cavity to which the present calculations apply.
The difference from the Spencer-Attix evaluation lies
in the way in which the contribution of the electron
track ends to the local dose in the cavity, 1>A , has been
handled. Spencer and A.ttix automatically accounted for
the track ends of energy A through the use of a
restricted collision stopping power, S(T,A), that differs
between T = A and 1 = 2A from the conventionaily«-defined
L(T,A) employed in the present calculations. Careful
consideration has been given to the way in which the
dissipation by the track ends in the air cavity should be
calculated when using L(T,A). For electron beams, and
photon beams with the cutoff sufficiently small that
photon interactions in the air cavity can be neglected,
the present evaluation of the stopping-power ratio,
incorporating the track-end dissipation, is equivalent to
the Spencer-Attix formulation. However, the depth-
dependent electron flux spectra computed in this work
have been employed in the calculation whereas Spencer and
Attix used an electron spectrum based on an approximate
form of the depth-independent Spencer-Fano theory.
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The track-end term must also include the dissipation
by photon-ejected electrons with initial energy less than
Cpp(^)- 0 r any A , D^( A ), c or responding to water,is
readily evaluated from.the photon-electron cascade
computation. The corresponding dissipation in the air
cavity (of equal mass), D^^(a), is assumed to be given by
(A).(m /p)a/(y /p)'' where the energy-absorptionph en en 1
coefficients are averages over the energy region of the
photons that give rise to electrons of energy less thanA .
In this approximate manner, the restriction on the size
of A due to the neglect of photon interactions in the
cavity in the Spencer-Attix theory has been removed.
Stopping-power ratios from this modified Spencer-Attix
theory have been calculated for cutoffs of O.OOl, 0.01
and 0.1 ftieV, In addition, the Bragg-Oray ratio has been
evaluated from the primary electron flux spectrum using
the unrestricted collision stopping-powers. The I-values
were taken from Dal ton and Turner (1968): 71.3 eV and
92.9 eV for water and air respectively.
9.4.2 Electron Beam Results
For the 5, 10, 20 and 30 MeV electron beams, the 10 keV
cutoff results were compared to similar calculations by
Berger et al. (1975). The agreement was nowhere near as
good as had been expected, especially in view of the fact
that the depth-dependent electron flux spectra used in
the Berger et al. work had already been shown to be in
excellent agreement with the spectra computed in this
work. however, a careful examination of the way in which
Berger et al. actually evaluated the stopping-power ratio
2 74.
revealed quite clearly that the track-end dissipation had
been left out of their calculations. It is shown that
this omission accounted for the difference between the
two sets of results. There were also considerable
discrepancies between the present results and those of
Kessaris (IS70a), though possibly for different reasons
such as the difference in I-values and electron flux
spectra. The Bragg-Gray ratios, which were closest to
the A = G.l f-.eV values and about 1% less than the 10 keV
ones, were compared to stopping-power ratios calculated
using the simple 'Harder' formula. Agreement was very
good at small depths but the Harder values were as much
as Z.5% below the more exact figures at z~0.7 r for
P
T = 30 iheV, though within about 1% at all depths for
the 5 IV! eV beam.
9.4.3 P ii o t. o n B e a m H e s u .11. s
For the photon beams, the variation of the stopping-
power ratio with depth was shown to be negligible beyond
the build-up region, as has usually been assumed to be
the case in dosimetric ionization measurements. The
exceptions to this were the O.1 MeV cutoff results for
2 iW x-rays which displayed a small but non-neglibible
decrease with increasing depth. This was due to the
increasing dissipation by the photon interactions in the
cavity, itself caused by the increase of low-energy
scattered photon radiation with depth, which resulted in
the effective stopping-power ratio being gradually reduced
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towards the significantly lower energy-absorption
coefficient rat i o. Natura11y, the unmo d i f i ed
Spencer-Attix values could not have shown this effect.
The Bragg-Gray ratios for the photon beams were
compared with values based on the 'equivalent average
electron energy' method, such as was used by Greene and
'viassey (.1.966) in calculating C . Significant differences
A
were apparent, especially for the higher-energy photon
beams (i.e. above 19 MV or so). It was concluded that
such approximate calculations do not provide sufficiently
accurate values for the stopping-power ratios, resulting
in values that are consistently too low. It was noted
that stopping-power ratios given by ICRU (.1963),
calculated using a distribution of electron energies
produced by a Schiff photon energy spectrum, were in much
closer agreement with the present calculations for
betatron beams.
It was found that the 27 MV linac x-ray beam stopping-
power ratios were nearly 1% higher than those for the
27 MV betatron, being very close to those for the 19 MV
betatron. In addition, for the 31 MV betatron, the
aluminium-filtered spectrum results were definitely 1%
lower than those for lead-filtered spectrum. An attempt
to draw a smooth curve through the stopping-power ratios
for a given cutoff plotted against the mean energy of the
photon intensity spectrum, k.n^, was not particularly
successful. Naturally, the differences in the stopping-
power ratios due to thin- vs thick-target photon spectra
or differences in the flattening filter mate rial that.
have been indicated for the highe r-energy x-ray beams can
reasonably be expected to be negligible for G ,VV x-rays
for example.
9.4.4 Comparison with f-xperiment
There are no experimental results that can be directly
compared with the calculated water/air stopping-power
ratios. For practical reasons, most of the calorimetric
determinations have been carried out with carbon-walled
ionization chambers and hence carbon/air stopping-power
ratios* have been determined (e.g. Pinkerton, 1969;
Berger et al., 1975; Tedman, 1975; Kewley, 1963). The
main practical value of the water/air ratios lies in
their application in calculating C_ and C factors whichh. A
is fully dealt with in the next chapter. Ihere have been
several experimental determinations of these factors and
these are discussed in sections 10.3.3 and 10.4.3.
A consideration of the expected accuracy of determinations
of the absorbed dose derived from cavity ionization
measurements, in which the stopping-power ratio is only
one of the factors, has been left until the final
section of that chapter.




C AND C> FACTORS
JL°. 1 INTRODUCTION
Routine dosimetric measurements at radiotherapy centres
are usually carried out using a secondary standard thimble
ionization chamber that has been calibrated against an
60
absolute exposure standard at Co gamma-ray or 2 MV x-ray
quality. The exposure calibration is carried out at a
national standards laboratory (NPL in the U.K.). The C„
£.
and factors, for electron and photon radiation
respectively, are then required to relate the reading of
the instrument connected to the calibrated thimble chamber
to the absorbed dose in water at the point of measurement
for the particular electron or photon beam under measurement.
Expressions for deriving and C from the appropriate
water/air stopping-power ratios are to be found in the
ICRU reports on photon and electron dosimetry (ICRU, 1969,
1972 resp.). It would have been relatively
straightforward to have presented tables of C„ and
calculated using these expressions and the stopping-power
ratios presented in the previous chapter. However, a
careful examination of the assumptions involved in the
derivations for C and given in the ICRU reports
revealed some inconsistencies, particularly when
consideration was given to the construction and dimensions
of the Baldwin-Farmer* ionization chamber to which the
factors apply. The walls of the chamber bad been assumed
to be water-equivalent for the calibration radiation in
*This is the instrument widely used in the U.K. In other
countries very similar types are used which go under-
different names according to the manufacturer.
deriving C x (ICRIJ , 1969; Greene and ftiassey, 1966), but
air-equivalent in deriving C (ICRU, 1972;
Svensson and Patterson, 1367).
As considerable effort had gone into reducing
approximations in the computation of the water/air
stopping-power ratios, it was only reasonable to want
to make use of them in a valid manner. In addition,
much of the experimental evidence for the 'G-value
difference' is based on measurements that involved
arid Cx, which underlines the importance of these
factors in this investigation.
1°,2 '1 lit ORE TIC Ah EVALUATION
10.2.1 T h e B a sic Re1a tions
The basic expressions involved are*.
D = R.N .C. (.10.1)
c A
for photon beams, and
D = R.N .C (10.2)
c E
for electron beams; where
D is the absorbed dose at the point of interest in a water
phantom for a given exposure* of electron or photon radiation
R is the exposure-meter reading, corrected for temperature
and pressure, obtained for that 'exposure' when the
ionization chamber was placed in the phantom at the
position of interest;
N is the calibration factor provided by a standardizing
60^
laboratory for determining exposure for 2 i\ V x-rays or Co.
♦The tern; exposure is retained for convenience, though it
is only defined for photon beams. It does nut affect
the argument and could have been replaced by 'rea d iag
ol the monitor chamber .
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The C
^ factor corresponding to the same- radiation




(C ) « d .(W/e)
A C L.
( y ../ p)
C i i
( y / p)
. en
« * » « .( I f' , a )
= d . (W/e ) . yV'( )
c a
where d£ is known as the displacement factor. The
derivation of this relation can be found in Greene et al.
(1971) , for .instance. It is not being disputed in the
present work. It is required to relate (C ) _ to C andAC A
C... for other electron and photon beams.L r
The absorbed dose at the point of interest in the
water phantom can also be written down as:
D = J . (VV/e) . (s ) . p (10.4a)
a mg \ A
D » J . (fv/e).( s )-.p„ (10.4b)
a mg c. h
where s is a mass stopping-power ratio appropriate to
nig
the ionization chamber concerned and p is a perturbation
correction for scattering effects (to be discussed in
section .10.2.4). Note tbat the above relation makes no
assumptions as to whether the instrument behaves as a
Bragg-Gray cavity or what sort of walls it has etc.
Nor is it any different in form for electron or photon
radiation. For the calibration radiation equ. 10.4
is written as:
D = J . (Ve).(s ) . P .....(10.5)
a mg c *c
Now the exposure meter reading R must be proportional to
the i.oni zation in the ca vi ty . Thus s J.mply
R - K.J .....(10.6)
a
Figure 10.1 THE BALDWIN-FARMER ION CHAMBER.
(adapted from Barnard et al.,(1959)
t>
4.6 mm Perspex (Lucite)
build-up cap
Fig. 5. Schematic diagram of Baldwin-Farmer chamber. Tufnol wall with
inner coating of graphite (0-001 in. thick) ; total wall thickness,
74 mg/cm2 ; central electrode, elektron metal.








0.5 1.037 2 1.03
1 1.043 6 1.03
2 1.044 10 1.04
5 1.042 14 1.04
10 1.038 20 1.05
20 1.035 25 1.05
30 1.034 30 1.05
s (T) is defined by equation 9.6 and has been evaluated from
the Berger and Seltzer (1964) tabulation. Values would have




Eliminating R between (lO.l), ( 10, .5) and ( lO.fi) ;
K - (W/e).(s ) .p
rn g c c
0 A c
a t the c a.1 i b ra tion qua 1 i ty .
At any other quality, say X, also
K = (VV/e).(s ), .p.
_____ n'g A L*
N .C,c A
Thus equating these two relations,
CA = (CA)c- (10.7a)
( s ) . P
ing c rc
or equally well,
i ' <Vccr." = (C. ) . ■<SrcK)E-pE (10.7b)
( S ) . P
mg c c
Relation (10.7a) is the same as that obtained by Greene and
foassey (.1966) except that here no assumptions have been
made yet as to exactly how the stopping-power ratio should
be evaluated. In order to answer this question, it is
necessary to look at the characteristics of the Baldwin-
Farmer ionization chamber to which C^ and apply.
10.2.2 The Baldwin-Farmer Ionization Chamber
The construction of the cavity is illustrated in
figure 10.1. The perspex build-up cap has been added to
the diagram. The inner diameter of the cylindrical cavity
is 0.6 cm. The legend under the drawing states that the
- 2
thickness of the Tufnol wall is 74 rng.crn . Now the
chamber wall is specifically designed to be as closely
*
air-equivalent as possible (Greening, 1974). It will
therefore he assumed to be air-equivalent, in what follows.
*Tufnol is a very empirical material and 1g
fortuitioilsly approximately air-equivalent; its
composition is close to that of Bakelite (priv.
c omm. f rom P r of. F a rrne r J ..
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The important point is that it is quite clearly not
wa ter-equ.iva.lent,
Immediately on the outside of the air-equivalent
cavity wall is the Perspex build-up cap., 'this is designed
to be of a sufficient thickness to ensure electronic
equilibrium when the chamber is calibrated in air for
60
2 MV or Co radiation. It is also placed round the
chamber when it is irradiated in the water phantom at any
radiation quality (i.e. when it is used to determine the
dose with the appropriate or C^, factor). Now Perspex
(also known as Lucite) is very much closer to being
water-equivalent than air-equivalent. Its density is
about 1.2 times that of water and the I-value is within
about 1% of that for water (Berger arid Seltzer ( 1964)
give I (lucite) as 6 5-6 eV; Dal ton and Turner (.1968) give
69.2 eV) . Table 10.i lists s*V(T) and y™(k), the water/
lucite ratios, for energies of interest. Both ratios are
reasonably close to unity and remain practically constant
with increasing energy, in contrast to the water/air
stopping-power ratio, for example. These values are
given to demonstrate that no serious error is involved in
assuming that the lucite build-up cap is water-equivalent.
Anyway, any factor representing the difference between
lucite and water would only enter the expression for
or as a ratio for two different qualities.
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10.2, 3 App ropriate St.oppirtg-Power Ratios
On the basis of the information given in the previous
section, it seems justified to regard the B-F chamber as
having a water wall and an air cavity of effective
dimensions of the order of the Tufnoi wall thickness i.e.
-2
74 mg.cm , although the actual cavity volume in which
the ionization is measured has a diameter of only 0.6 cm.
The effective cutoff,A , at which the water/air stopping-
power ratio is to be evaluated is then about 0.3 MeV ,
corresponding to an electron range in air of 95 mm. One
cannot he precise about the value of the cutoff, hut it
is clear that it should be of this order of magnitude.*
For electron and. high-ene rgy photon beams it was
shown earlier in chapter 9 that the stopping power ratio
varied very slowly with a, and furthermore that the
0.1 MeV cutoff value was close to the Bragg-Gray ratio,
For qualities such as 2 MV x-rays and 6^Co, the situation
is somewhat different. At large cutoff values, the cavity
begins to behave less like an electron detector and more
like a photon detector. A significant proportion of the
dissipation in the cavity results from photon interactions
in the cavity.
*More explicitly, the assumption is that the cavity size
parameter is determined by the thickness of the air-
equivalent walls, but the actual stopping-power in the
cavity (which determines the dissipation) is calculated
for gaseous air i.e. with no density effect reduction.
Note that similar arguments were put forward to deal
with the case of probes whose walls had a thin gas-
equivalent 1ining in ICRU ( 19 7 2). A cutoff of 0.1 MeV
was considered to be a good approximation for evaluating
t h e S p e n c e r-A11 i x s t o p pin g - p o w e r rat j. o for s u c h p robes.
At the calibration quality, it is clear then that the
B-F chamber is behaving to a significant extent as a
photon detector as the Tufnol 'walls' are air-equivalent.
In fact, Greening (1974) stated that it was readily
determined experimentally that a typical commercial
60
chamber (the Baldwin-Farmer) exposed to Co radiation
without a build-up cap gave two-thirds of the reading
obtained with the build-up cap. Thus it can be assumed
0 0
that a B-F chamber used for Co radiation is approximately
2/3 rds 'photon detector' and only 1/3 rd'electron
detector*. The effective stopping-power ratio will be
given approximately by
s = l.Sw(B-G) + a.yW (10.8)wa — a ~
3 3
1.12 3
This is appreciably different from the Bragg-Gray
ratio of 1.150.
Turning now to the present evaluation of the water/air
stopping-power ratio, s)v(a)> the effective cutoff A for<3t
6 0 w *
Co radiation should be such that l> . ( a) is about
ph
2/3 rds of D^" (see section 9.2.3.2) i.e. photon interactions
in the cavity account for 2/3 rds of the total dissipation.
In fact, for A = 0.3 MeV, the figure is only 28% with
SU(A ) = 1.J35. For A ~ 0.5 MeV DVN (A) ,ts 401' of the total
a p h
dissipation and S*(A) comes to 1.129.** This is reasonably
close to the estimate of 1.123 given above. The corresponding
figures for 2 i\'V x-rays are 66/ and 1.121 for a - 0.5 WeV.
*The ratio of photon-ejected electron to total dissipation
in the air cavity, D ^ ^ ( A)/Lb" r will he of the same order.
The w* figures nave1been used for convenience.
G 0
**These figures refer to the 'primary + scattered' * Co
beam (B) at the calibration dept! ,5 cm.
Figure 10.2 TRANSITION OF CAVITY FROM A PHOTON TO AN ELECTRON
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The .inability of the procedure for calculating Sx'(I,z,A
ci
to 'get the 2/3 rds figure right' is merely a demonstration
of the approximate nature of the sharp cutoff model.
Indeed, it was expected that (A) would be considerably
too low for A _ 01 3 MeV, It would be interesting to see
w 6 0
what value for S (0.3) for Co would be calculated by
<x
the 'general theory' of Berlin (1966) which, as already
mentioned, also incorporates the photon mass energy-
absorption coefficient ratio and in addition allows for
the modification of the electron spectrum above T - A. by
the cavity. Clearly the result could not be very
different from the figure of 1.123 estimated above.
A decision had to be reached about which stopping-
power ratios to use to evaluate equations I0.7a,b for
and Cj. . The following empirical procedure was employed.
For all the four initial electron beam energies, the
0.3 MeV cutoff would be used (actually 0.310 nieV; a T
value). For electron beams the'photon detector problem'
does not arise.* Thus (s )was evaluated as SW(T ,z, A)
mg L a o
for A = 0.3 MeV. For photon beams, the cutoff was taken
r* O
as equal to 0.5 MeV for " Co and 2 MV radiation. Clearly
for the 31 ,VV x-ray beam, 'the photon detector problem'
was going to be much reduced.
'ihe value of Dvv (A) for the 0.3 MeV and 0.5 MeV cutoffs
ph
at the different photon qualities is shown in figure 10.2.
The rapid decrease with increasing k corresponds to
max
the effective transition from a predominantly photon
detector at 2 MV to an electron detector above 10 MV or so,
xcept for z 5s* 1.2 r where the primary radiation is
o
bremsstrahiung. however, is of no consequence at
such depths.
2S5 .
for the cavity sizes represented by the two cutoffs.
A parameter A ^(A ) was defined for the photon beams, to
et f
be given by
A -~(X) = 0.310 + 0.19 ' {DW.( 0.3 )/0. 504} ( 10.9)
eii ph
Thus at 2 MV » A is 0.50 MeV as Dvv (0.3) = 0.504 at this
eff ph
W f \
quality. At 31 MV, D (0.3) = 0.07 giving A as
P fl 6 1 i
0 # 34 MeV. At 6 MV, A is 0.40 MeV and so on.*ef i
\V / \
It will be realized that the values of S (A) already
a
presented in chapter9did not extend to extra cutoffs
between 0.3 and 0.5 MeV. However, very little extra
computing was necessary. Complete re-runs were only
needed for the f>°Co, 2 MV arid 6 MV photon beams, which
were inexpensive anyway. The computations for the 13 MV,
and 3.1 MV Pb- and Al-filtered x-ray beams were actually
carried out after the evaluation of C and C had been
A P
thought out, and so included the 0.3 and 0.5 MeV cutoffs.
For the electron beams, a series of 200-history runs were
made with a= 0.5 MeV added. From these results, a
sufficiently accurate estimate of SW(T ,z,0.3) could be
a o
made, with the help of the 0.1 MeV cutoff results from the
2000-history runs. The difference was only about 0.2%
in any case.
*Yvith hindsight, this rather involved, empirical procedure
for deriving the effective cutoff value was unnecessary.
It would have been simpler to have set A at 0.5 MeV for
the photon and electron beams as it was only at
Co and 2 MV that there was any appreciable difference
between S ( A,1 for A = 0.5 MeV and A = * Further,
the 0.3 MeV cutoff was only an estimate for the B-F
effective cavity size anyway.
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10. 2.4 Pcrturbatton Factors and
^ .• •
Tiie ratio p,/pr appears in the expression for and
Pi/p -is involved in C„. The factors are .intended to
jo c fc,
refer to the scattering effects that could arise due to
the difference in density between the cavity gas and the
walls. harder (1968) dealt with this problem in some
detail for the case of high-energy, monoenergetic electron
beams and deduced expressions for pc for different shapes
of gas cavity. Briefly, Harder calculated the relative
increase in the flux in the cavity caused by the much
stronger multiple scattering of the electron tracks from
the high-density walls into the cavity than the scattering
oot from the low-density cavity into the walls,* The
theoretical values of p^. for a water-walled, cylindrical
cavity of radius 0.25 cm irradiated perpendicular to its
axis were given in the ICRU electron report (1972). The
Baldwin-Farmer gas cavity has a radius of 0.3 cm, though
its effective high-density wall is actually an air-
equivalent/lucite/water sandwich. Nevertheless, it seems
reasonable to assume that these values should apply as
the stopping-power ratios have been calculated assuming
that the electron flux in the cavity (down to T -A ) is
the same as that in the surrounding water. These ICRU
(.1972) figures are listed in table 10.2:
"-"The multiple scattering in the cavity is assumed to be












T' is the mean primary electron energy at the depth of
interest.
Harder used his theory to explain the measurements of
Dutreix and Dutreix (1986), who had found differences in
the electron beam depth-dose curves determined with
ionization chambers of different sizes and shapes. Thus
the theory on which the above values are based can be
regarded as having been experimentally verified.
For photon beams, Harder was not sure how to apply
his theory. As the average primary electron energy is of
the order of 2—3 MeV for high—energy x-ray beams, the
figure for p, from the above table would be about 0.97 -
A
a perturbation of some 3%. This seemed to contradict the
theorem of Fano (1954) which implied that there could be
no such scattering effects due to differences in density
for photon beams, provided there was electronic equilibrium
in the irradiated medium. The existence of another
scattering effect, resulting in a decrease in the flux in
the cavity (i.e. in the opposite direction to the 'in-
scattering' effect), seems to have come to Harder's rescue.*
*Th.is effect was presumably assumed to be negligible in
c a 1 c u J a t i n g p ^ .
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This effect is simply that the 'straighter' electron tracks
in the gas cavity must have pathlengths in the cavity
less than the pathlengths of the more 'tortuous' tracks
in the solid walls i.e. the flux in the cavity is reduced
below that in the walls (harder, 1974). It is to be
assumed, therefore, that the two scattering effects exactly
balance out for photon beams at depths where electronic
equilibrium is established. In the build-up region and
again in the fall-off region of the depth-dose curve,
though, this assumption cannot be made.*
For the purposes of this work, the perturbation factor
p, (and p for the calibration radiation) has been assumed
X c
to be unity. As indicated above, no method has yet been
worked out whereby a quantitative estimate of any deviation
from unity could be obtained. Thus the matter cannot be
regarded as entirely satisfactory.
*Much of this section is the result, of an exchange of
letters between Dr. Harder and myself.
«"t O rt<£6 y «
CA FACTOR RLSl'LTS
I0.3.1 D1 f Terences f roin the Greene and wo s s e y A s s u m p t i o n s
Greene and Massey (i960) also arrived at the following
expression (equ. 10.7a) for C.:
However, they assumed that the B-F chamber behaved as a
Bragg-Gray cavity with water walls. Consequently, they
evaluated from the ratio of the water/air Bragg-Gray
ratio at the calibration radiation to that at the quality A .
As we have seen in the discussion above, this assumption
cannot be correct. At the calibration radiation, be it
60
2 ?."v x-rays or Co gamma rays, the cavity behaves more
like a photon detector than an electron detector. For 31 ffV
x-rays, however, most of the ionization in the cavity
arises from photon interactions in water;* the cavity is
quite definitely predominantly an electron detector just
as it is for electron beams. Thus while the Bragg-Gray
assumption may be reasonable for x-ray beams above about
10 MV, it becomes increasingly unreasonable as the photon
energy decreases. This transition from an electron to a
photon detector is effectively incorporated, of course,
W / \
in the calculation of the stopping-power ratio,
that is used in evaluating in this work.
*At this quality, the 4.6 cm perspex build-up cap as welJ-
as the Tufno! cavity 'walls' can have very little
influence on the ionization in the cavity; the range of
the photon-ejected electrons is, on average, considerably?,
greater than the thickness of the perspex sheath.
C
X








SW( 1 z A )a1 ' ' eff
*
CA
A 2 MV 0.50 .1 .121 0.950
B 6°Co (P+S) 0.50 1.129 0.95 7
D 4.5 MV (linac) 0.42 1.130 0.958
E 6 MV (linac) 0.40 1.127 0.956
F 13 MV 0.35 1 .110 0.941
G 19 MV (bet'n) 0.34 1.106 0.937
H 26.8 MV (linac) 0. 34 1.106 0.937
I 26.8 MV (bet'n) 0.34 1 .097 0 .930
J 31 MV (bet'n) 0.34 1.087 0.922
K 31 MV (Pb f.f.) 0. 34 1.088 0,922
L 31 MV (A1 f.f.) 0.33 1.078 0.914
60 ,
^For Co calibration; 0.7?o reduction.
Table TO,4** C VALUES ON BRAGG-GRAY CAVITY ASSUMPTION (cal: 2 MV)
Radiation 1CRU (1969) This work***
2 MV 0,95 0.950
6°Co 0.95 0.946 (Prim'y)
4 R1V 0. 94 0.944 (4.5 MV)
6 MV 0.94 0.939
12 MV 0,92
14 MV 0.92 0.917 (13 MV)
18 MV 0.91
20 MV 0.90 0.911 (19 MV)
25 MV 0. 90 0.904 (27 MV,I)
30 MV 0.89
0 .8 S 7 (31 MV,J)
35 MV 0.88
* *c.f . table 9.3,
60
***For Co calibration; 0,4% increase.
Figure10.3CALCULATEDV L ES. (calibration=2MVX-rays)
.96 .93 .94 .93 ,92 .91 .90 .89













10.3.2 C alcu I ated Values
The values of given in table 10.6 arid plotted
against k in figure 10.3 (solid line) have been
max
evaluated from:
C, , 0.950 Sa<X ,Z'aeff ' U0-10)
SWU , z,0.5) cf. (10.7a)
a c
with the ratio /p set equal to unity (see section 10.2.4).
The figure 0.950 for (C^) resulted from substituting
dc = 0.985 (Greene and Massey, I960), (Vt/e) = 0.869 and
yw(X ) = 1.110 (from figure 9.2) into equ. 9.17. both d
a c c
and PW ( ^ ) have been set at the same values for either 2 MV x-
a c
6 0
rays or Co as the calibration radiation. However, for
2 MV x-rays, SW(0.5) is 1.121, but for ('^Co radiation it
a
is 1.129. This results in a 0.2% difference between C^'s
6 0
for the different calibration qualities, the Co values
being the lower ones. Physically, this corresponds to
the fact that the B-F air cavity (solid 'wall' and gas) is
closer to a photon detector for the 2 MV x-rays than for
00
the slightly harder Co gamma rays,* All the values
correspond to the ICRU (1969) calibration depths.
In order to make comparisons with the Greene and Kassey
values more meaningful, equation 10.7a was also
evaluated using the Bragg-Gray ratios, S (B-G), given in
a
table 9.2. 1his set of C ^'s has also been plotted in
figure 10.3 (broken line) and is listed in table 10.4
alongside the ICkU (1969) values calculated by Greene and
Massey (.1968) . The differences between these sets of 's
*Only limited confidence can be placed in the size of
this difference, i.e. 0.7%, but it is expected to be
1
t it i s w a y round'. Us in g t h e Bragg- G r a y stopp i n g - p ov.er
ratios results in a small, but definite difference the
other way round. It is likely that the difference should
he somewhat smaller than 0.7%, in fact.
29.1.
ere due to the differences in the B ragg-Gray stopping-
pov.er ratios exhibited in figure 9.8 and have already
been discussed in section 9.3.2.2, Greene and Massey
purposely gave their C ^ values to only two figures due
to the approximations in their calculation of the
stopping-power ratios.
It can be noted that levy et a 1„ ( 1975) derived
values of 0.919 and 0.916 for their measured x-ray spectra
(G and H resp. in this work) using the less approximate
ICRU (.1969) method discussed in section 9.3.2.2. These
compare favourably with the present result of 0.915 for
both the 19 !CV betatron and 26.8 MV .linac x-ray beams
calculated on the same assumptions: B ragg-Gray cavity,
water walls.
It is evident from figure 10.3 that the use of more
realistic assumptions about the B-F chamber i.i deriving
the stopping-power ratios to evaluate C results in a
considerably different set of values. For a given photon
beam, the difference amounts to as much as 2% above 10 MV.
In addition, the prediction that should go through a
maximum is a radical departure from the gradual decrease
with increasing overage photon energy that has been
hitherto assumed. The maximum is due to the transition
that the 'air* cavity goes through from being predominantly
a photon detector to predominantly an electron detector.*
*It is to be emphasised that it is in this transition
region that the present evaluation of SalApffJ80 can only
be regarded as approximate. Thus the at Co, 4.5
and 6 : V in table 10.3 should be treated more as
estima tes than -as accurate calcu 1 a t ions .
29 2.
1 f o o« c o ni p a res the res u Its g i v e n ;i n • t a h I e 10 . 3 w i t h
the currently accepted ICRU 0 values, then at 30 TV the
A
difference is between 0.89 (ICRU) and about 0.925 (from
fig. .10.3, full line) i.e. the I CPU figure is 4% too .low.
This does not allow for possible differences due to the
linac vs betatron problem. Ihus for a 27 TV linac, the
ICRU C. could be as much as 5% below the figure calculated
A
.in this work.
10.3.3 Comparison with 1. >.perimenta L C Determinations
. A
The situation with respect to experimental measurements
of C is not at all satisfactory. The only calorimetric
A
determination reported in the literature is the work of
Bewley (1963) using a carbon calorimeter. In order to
determine C factors using a calibrated Baldwin-farmer
A
chamber, he had to place the ionization chamber in a
perspex block whereas the calorimeter was part oi a carbon
block. The dose to the perspex at the depth of the
chamber was calculated from the measured dose in carbon.
'Ihus the method cannot be regarded as particularly direct.
Nevertheless, it must be stated that Cewley's results for
are on balance closer to the ICRU (1969) C values.
They are listed in the following table (10.5);
Ra diation C
X
Bewley ICRU (1969) This work
60
to 0. 966 0.9 5 0.957
4 TV 0.961 0.94 0.957
7.5 TV 0.9 2 8 0.93 -
14 TV 0.912 0.92 0.941 (13 TV)
20 TV 0 .888 0.90 0.93 7 (.1.9 TV)
The Bewley figures have been increased by 1 % in line vvith
the change in the NPL 2 !\'V calibration factor in dan. 1969.
Bewiey did not give a specific error estimate on his
results. All the x-ray machines were linacs except at
2 0 MY (betatron).
The other investigations of factors in the literature
have all been carried using the Ferrous sulphate dosimeter
to determine the absorbed dose. Thus values for G(Fe^+)
have had to be assumed. To illustrate the difficulty of
interpreting such results, consider the following example.
Hettinger et a J . (.19 67) gave C ^ = 0.915 from FeSO^
dosimeter measurements on a 34 IdV betatron. They assumed
G(Fe +) to be 15.5. Now this figure of 0.915 is very
close to C = 0.913 estimated from the full line in
A
60
figure 9.10 at 34 MV (with the 0.7;t reduction for Co
which was the calibration radiation for the Baldwin-Farmer
chamber that Hettinger et al. used). On the other hand,
Almond ( 1968) considered that the G-value for 34 IVV x-rays
should be 15.9 and therefore recalculated the
Hettinger et al. C^ as 0.894, which was then in closer
agreement with the ICRU (1969) values. The point of
view taken in this work is that G(Fe°+) for high-energy
photon beams is still very much an open question.
Consequently, values determined by calibration against
the FeSO^ dosimeter cannot be regarded as providing
confirmation or otherwise of the ICRU C ^ values. This
3 4-
expected variation of G(Fe' ) with photon beam quality
will be explored in some detail in the chapter that follows.
Table 10.6 VARlAUg^ OF Cx WITH DEPTH* - EX PL RIME NT vs THEORY
(cax: Co)
Depth 6°Co 31 MV 3 2 MV
(cm) This** Svensson*** Th i s Svensson***
work (1971) work (1971)
1 0.951 0.935
3 0.950 0.95 0.920 0.92
5 0.950 0.95 0.916 0.94
7 0.949 0.95 0.915 0.93
9 0.949 0.95 0.915 0.92
11 0.948 0.95 0.915 0.92
13 0.947 0.94 0.915 0.92
15 0.946 0.94 0.915 0.91
*ICRU (1s69) only defines C ^ at the calibration depth.
W / \
**N'ote that the variation of s (a,z,a) with depth for a = 0.5 MeV
used to calculate these figures is less than that for a = 0.1 MeV
shown in figure 9,6 for 2 MV x-rays.
***The Svensson figures have been noriualized to agree (to the 2 sig.
figs, he quotes) with tiie present results at the ICRU
calibration depth.
Svensson (.1.971) presented an interesting set of C ^
measurements which indicated a small, but definite
variation with depth for high-energy x-ray beams. His
measurements were also based on the FeS0^ dosimeter but
his assumption that the G-value did not vary with depth
for a given photon beam is reasonable. He found that for
27 to 43 HiV x-radiatiort was about 1% higher at 5 to 6 cm
than at other depths. This is not what is predicted by
the results for the variation of the stopping-power
ratio with depth given in section 9.3.2.1. There it was
shown that the stopping-power ratio, and hence , could
be expected to be 1-2% greater close to the surface (in
the 3-4 cm build-up region) but would then be constant to
within 0 „ 2% up to depths of at .least 50 cm or so (see
table 10.6). The findings of Svensson would, however, be
explainable if the value of p^ deviated from unity both
close to the surface and at much greater depths as Harder
has suggested (see section 1,0.2.4).
finally, some comments must be made about the
experimental evidence that Greene et al. (1971) cited to
support the assumptions involved in the Greene and
Massey (.1966) derivation of the C factors.
A
Day, Greene and iV.assey ( 1965) carried out a series of
137r< . 60measurements using Cs and Co gamma-rays, as well as
4 KV and 6 TV x-rays. They irradiated a Baldwin-Farmer
chamber, fitted with Perspex caps of thicknesses varying
from 0 to 15.5 mm, in a water phantem. The results showed
that the error arising from the equilibrium cap being of
Perspex rather than of water was less than IT .This is in
line with the assumption also made in the present
derivation of that the Perspex build-up cap can be
treated as water-equivalent. however, the measurements
of Greene (1962) seem difficult to understand.
He compared the readings obtained with a Baldwin-Farmer
chamber with those given by an identically irradiated
all Perspex chamber. The ratio was constant to better
6 0
than 0.5/o for Co gamma-rays and 2,4 and 20 PJV x-rays.
Greene et al. (1971) considered that the above
measurements justified their assumption that the chamber
material could be regarded as water-equivalent.
The stopping-power calculations for the Baldwin-Farmer
chamber described in this chapter are based on the
assumption that, the chamber materia.] is air-equivalent.
Greene's findings, especially the change between 2 MV
and 20 ItV x-rays, cannot be reconciled with this and thus
a question mark must hang over this aspect of the work.
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10. 4 C FACTO!-S; RFflJLTS
10 .4. .1 S-> 1 f f e re n c e s 1" r o m t h e IC R U ( 1 97 2)_ _ I - x p ression
Before evaluating from equ. 10,7, it. is Instructive
to look at the expression that is given for C in ICRU
(1972). This is (in the notation of this chapter):
C„ = d .(w/e).(s )p.prt c ;og b ' r (10.11)
At first sight this does not bear much resemblance to equ.
10.7b. however, writing (C^)^ in full using equ. 10.5,




^ Smg^E *PE .....(10.12)
( s ) . p
nig c c:
we see that the ICRU expression results if
w








But this i_s the case if the walls of the R-F chamber are
assumed to be ai r—equiva 1 en t at the ca 1 ibration radratxon
As we have seen, this is not such a bad approximation.*
Considering 2 19V x-rays, (s ) is to be evaluated as° J '
R!g C
S^(A) for A — 0.5 MeV, and comes to 1.121. The expression
in the square brackets, which can be written as y^(i ),
ci C
has been taken to be equal to 1.110 from figure 9.3.
Thus for 2 MV x-rays as the calibration radiation, C is
effectively calculated from
CE 0.990 d . (W /<=>.(5 )E.Pt (10.14)
*It is, of course, inconsistent with the assumption of
Greene and lassey (1966) and ICRU (1969) in deriving
C .1. e . water-equivalen t walls at the ca 1 ibration
radio t i. on .




Initial Electron Energy /MeV
0
(cm) 5 10 20 30
1 0.920 (0.900)** 0.867 (0.858) 0.822 (0.819) 0.798 (0.797)
2 0.952 (0.902) 0.890 (0.879) 0.834 (0.831) 0.806 (0.805)
3 0.915 (0.900) 0.845 (0.841) 0.815 (0.813)
4 0.940 (0.912) 0.858 (0.853) 0.823 (0.821)
5 0.956 0.872 (0.865) 0.832 (0.850)
6 0.889 (0.881) 0.842 (0.839)
7 0.904 (0.893) 0.852 (0.848)
8 0.920 (0.905) 0.863 (0.859)
9 0.936 (0.908) • 0.874 (0.869)





♦For 2 MV x-ray calibration all values are increased by 0.7%.
♦ ♦Figures in brackets correspond ^.o p^ estimated from table 10.2
assuming mean loss of 2 MeV.cm .
Figure 10.4 CALCULATED CE VALUES.
(calibration : ^Co; = 1.000)
Depth z / cm.
2 9 7.
where the factor 0.990 is a quantitative measure of the
extent to which the ICKU assumption about air-equivalent
walls deviates from the actual situation. Note that if
(s ) in eou. 10.12 had been evaluated as the Bragg-Gray
m o* c
o --
'ratio, i.e. 1.155 for 2 1\1V x-rays, then the factor in
equ, 10.14 would have been 0.961 and the ICKU Gj, factors
would have appeared to have been in serious error. In
fact, Matsuzawa et al, (1974) derived an expression for
Cj, equivalent to equ, 10.12 and calculated a factor of
0.'972 by assuming that the B-F chamber behaved as a
Bragg-Gray cavity with Incite walls at the calibration
6 0
quality ( Co in their derivation). Their assumption
about the Bragg-Gray cavity was then rightly criticized
by Greening (1974), who brought forward the argument about
2/3 rds of the ionization being due to the ai1-equivalent walls.
10.4.2 C a Ic u1 ated Values
*
C_. has been calculated for the 5, 10, 20 and 30 MeVJb
electron beams at depths down to z~r • I'he values given
in table 10.7 and plotted in figure 10.4 (as continuous
curves) were evaluated from:
cf (10.7b;




1; and Sw(X 0.50) = 1.129
a c
GO
* Co rather than 2 MV was chosen as that is calibration
radiation that Kessaris (ICKU, 1972) stated his C£
values corresponded to. In fact, the only difference
between Co and 2 MV that the ICPU expression (equ,
10.ll) could allow for is in d ^. This is taken to be
the sarr<e f or ei th er ca libra ti on rad ia ti on (i.e. 0.985)
in the ICRU reports and in this work.
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C,, = O .841 SW(T , z,0.31). p. .....( 10..1.5)L a o " b
This is, of course, the same expression as could have been
derived from equ. 10.14, but with the factor l.lJ.O/l.129 =
0.983 for ^Co instead.of 2 MV as the calibration radiation
The perturbation factor, , has been taken as unity
in plotting the curves in figure 10.4 but the values in
the table include an estimate of C„ using the p.. valuesE c.
from table .10.2. The C„ given in table 1.0.7 were actuallyL
taken from fig. 10.4 as equ. 10.15 was not evaluated at
such convenient depths i.e. z/cq = 0.-0.1 etc. (see table 9
The values given in ICRU ( 1972), calculated by
Kessaris (1970a), and those recommended by the HPA (1971),
calculated using the Harder formula for the stopping-power
ratio, are also shown in figure 10.4. It. can be seen
that the ICRU values are in moderately close agreement
with the present calculations, except at large depths.
This agreement must be regarded as somewhat fortutituous,
however. It. was shown in figure 9.4 that the Kessaris
stopping-power ratios were 2-3% lower than the results
for sw(l ,z,a) for the 10 keV cutoff. The SV(T ? a)
a o a o
values used to evaluate C_ from equ. 9.27 correspond to aL
0.3 FvieV cutoff. These values are, on average, about 1%
lower than the A - 10 keV figures, or 1-2% higher than
the Kessaris figures. Then there is the factor 0.983
(for ^ Co calibration) that should be included in the
calculation of C£, but is not present in the ICRU (or HPA)
expression. The result of all this is that the present
results for C, end up being close to the ICRU figures due
to the cancel ling of errors in the Kessaris evaluation.
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10.4.3 C o id p a r j. s o n w i t h Experimental 9 e t e rm .1 n a ti on s
Although there .are several reports in the literature
of calorimetric work with high-energy electron beams, most
of the measurements have been for carbon-walled ionization
chambers in carbon, Ihere have not been any direct
calorimetric determinations of water/air C_. values.
ledman ( 1975) measured C,, for carbon/air with his carbon
h
calorimeter. lie then had to multiply this by the
appropriate mass stopping-power ratio for water to carbon
in order to arrive at water/air C values, which come out
to be somewhat higher than the Kessaris values.
His measurement of C„ must be regarded as rather indirect,h
in common with Bewley's C ^ determinations with a carbon
calorimeter. Short of using a water or water-equivalent
calorimeter, which is beset with practical difficulties
(I'edman, 1975) , it. is difficult to see how C could bet
more directly measured for a calibrated secondary standard
ionization chamber (such as the Baldwin-Farmer) used in water.
Naturally, most of the C^. determinations have been
carried out using the Ferrous-sulphate dosimeter to
measure the absorbed dose in water (e.g. Svensson, 1971;
Almond, 1970). As discussed in section 10.5.3 on
measurements, such C„ measurements can only be consideredfc.
3-f-
in conjunction with the values assumed for G(Fe" ').
Svensson ( 1971) assumed that G(Fe" + ) did not change with
initial electron energy or the depth of measurement,
lie used the value G(Fe ) ~ 15.56 that had been determined
for 20 A'.eV electrons by Pettersson ( 1967) with a water
calorimeter. Svensson plotted his measurements in terms
Figure 10.5 COMPARISON OF k/A MEASUREMENTS BY SVENSSON (1971)






of k/A (the same as C /d in this work) against depthL/ c
z/r for 10 20 and 30 I'-.eV electron beams. These k/A
P
values are given in figure 10.5 where they are compared
to the calculated values given in table 10.7. These
figures are the set that includes from table 10.2,
divided by d = 0.98 5, with r taken from table' 7.5.
c p
The measurements by Svensson were actually carried out
using a Siemens Sondenfingerhutkammer which is similar to
a Baldwin-Farmer chamber. The agreement is excellent for
'i
^ = 30 MeV, except for z>< 0,65 r ,but at 10 and 20 MeV
the calculated values are about 1% below the measured ones.
This could be taken to indicate that the G-valite is about
l/o higher at T = 10 and 20 MeV than it is at 30 MeV.
o
As well as the uncertainty in the G-value, such
comparisons are also complicated by the fact that the
exposure calibration may not be equivalent between the
different national standardizing laboratories. Svensson
pointed out that his measured values would all have been
decreased by 1 .5% if the P'PL 2 ?.'V x-ray calibration had
60
been used instead of the Co Stockholm one.
The stopping-power ratios calculated in this work
strictly correspond to large field sizes as that is the
irradiation geometry employed in the electron flux spectra
computations. Thus the results for 0 also apply to large
field sizes. Svensson and Patterson (.1967) systematically
investigated the effect of various beam parameters on the
a b sorb e d do s e c a I ibra t i o n factors and cost c 11! d e «1 t h a t t h e
field size (larger than "\5 cm), ?CP (between 110 and 130 cm) ,
and the cops Crueti on of the c o 11 i in a t j. n g sy s t em had no
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s i•:n j. f i ron 1 inf luence on C,,, Thu i t can con P J dently be
assumed that the Cj, values presented in this chapter apply
to the electron beams used in clinical practice.
\
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J o . 0 Sim AT: Y AND CONCLUSIONS
Sonm:: of the fundamental assui -it ions involved in
calculating C^. and have been examined in relation to
the characteristics of a Baldwin-Farmer chamber. It has
been shown that the effective size of the air cavity in
the B-F chamber corresponds to a stopping-power ratio
cutoff of 0.3-0,5 KeV. This is the result of assuming
that the Tufnol lining of the gas cavity is air-equivalent
as it is intended to be.
Equivalent expressions have been derived for C and
C and have been evaluated using water/air mass stopping-
lh
power ratios appropriate to the above assumptions. In
particular, the values of these ratios reflect the fact
that the B-F chamber behaves predominantly as a photon
detector at. the calibration quality (2 VV x-rays or "°Co
gamma-rays). It is mainly for this reason that the
results for C are markedly different from the ICRU (1969)A
values which were calculated by Greene and Massey on the
basis of assuming that the B-F chamber behaved as a
Bragg-Gray cavity at all photon beam qualities. The
present C are higher than the ICRU figures by as much as
A
3~4/o for high-energy betatron and 4-5% for high-energy
linac x-ray beams, part of the discrepancy arising from
the more accurate evaluation of the stopping-power ratio
and part from the difference in assumptions,
The r'esults for C, do not differ significantly from
the calculations by Kessaris given in ICRU (1972). The
ICRU values were calculated on the implicit assumption
that the walls of the B-F cavity could be regarded as
O 0 o u
entirely air-equivalent for the calibration radiation which
is a more justifiable approximation than that employed in
the ICBU ( J 9 6 9) calculations. the extent, to which the
B-F chamber deviates from the l'CRU ( 1972) 'air-equivalent
wall' assumption is automatically incorporated in the
calculation of the stopping-power ratios used in evaluating
Cr. (and C ). The ICRU expression for C„ should be multiplied
by a factor of approximately 0.990 and 2 !V:V x-rays or
0.983 for f,!"Co gamma-rays as the calibration radiation.
The calculation of C and C has now been placed on a
li A
consistent basis. Consider the following example. For a
10 MeV electron beam and for a 31 fv'V betatron x-ray beam,
the B-F chamber acts quite definitely as an electron detector.
It is therefore reasonable to use the Bragg-Gray stopping-
power ratios at the qualities '! ' and 'A' in evaluating
C and C, for these two beams. For the 10 VeV electron
E A
beam at a depth of 0.f>5 r
^ and for the 31 iVV x-ray beam
at the calibration depth, the Bragg-Gray ratios are both
equal to 1.091. For 2 i\rV x-rays as the calibration
radiation, C,. and C are then both equal to 0.925t A
according to the present calculations (taking - 1.00).
Using the ICRU expressions for C and C respectively, C
by L
comes to 0.934 and C comes to 0.897 - a difference of 4%.
A
This difference cannot possibly be justified.
There is not sufficient direct experimental evidence
to lend definite support to either the ICRU C and Ch A
values or to the present calculations. Riuch of the
experimental work has been carried out using the ferrous-
sulphate dosimeter to determine the absorbed dose in water.
3 04" .
As the G-values are themselves uncertain, especially for
high-energy photon beams, these measurements do not
part j.cu 1 ar 1 y he 1 p to clarify the s j. tuat ion. 11 can be
stated, however, that a comparison with the C,,
measurements by Svensson (19 7 J) indicated that the
calculated Cr, values are consistent with a G-value for
high-energy electron beams of around 15.6. This is in
3 +
agreement with the calorimetric determination of G(Fe )
by Petterson ( 1967). The implications of the C and Cb A
results for ferrous-sulphate G-values will be examined in
de t a i 1 in the next chapter.
Finally, a word should be said about the expected
accuracy of C and C . Leaving aside the question of thefc> A
effect of the assumptions involved in deciding on what
the appropriate stopping-power ratios should be (i.e.
size of cutoff etc.), the full expressions for C and 0^
involve a sizeable number of quantities. There is the
average energy involved in forming an ion pair in air W;
the displacement factor dc; the water/air ratio of the
photon mass-energy absorption coefficients for the
calibration radiation (these 3 factors are all involved
in (C. ) ); l(water) and I(air) in the stopping-powerA C
ratio; and finally the ratio of the perturbation
factors, p /p or p.-/p •
A C L c
The effect of an incorrectly assumed value for one
or more of these quantities would be very difficult to
disentangle from the combined effect of ail of them. For
example, Vv has been assumed to be constant for all
.incident photon and electron energies in line with the
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ICRU ( 1969 , .1.972 ) recommendations. If V in fact increased
slightly with increasing electron energy (as the
measurements of Kretschko (.1.960) suggest), this could
easily be compensated for by a slight increase in the
density effect reduction. No calorinetric or ferrous-
sulphate measurements would be able to detect this.
Again, apart from the uncertainty in the l(values)
themselves, one of the central assumptions in charged
particle stopping-power theory is that I is the same
whether a substance is in a condensed or gaseous state.
If this were to turn out not to be the case then the
electron mass stopping power for the air-equivalent wall
of the B-F cavity could not be assumed to be equal to
that for gaseous air at energies below that where the
reduction due to the density effect is important.
The uncertainty in the determination of the absorbed
dose in water irradiated with 30 MV x-rays, on the basis
of an exposure calibration at 2 tV ,has been estimated as
3.3% in ICRU (1969). This overall uncertainty is not
significantly reduced by the results of the present work.
In particular, the stopping-power ratio cannot be
considered to be known to better than -2% due to the
uncertainty in I-values and the assumptions concerning the
walls of th e Baldwin-Farmer chamber at the calibration
radiation. However, the uncertainty in r e l :. t i. v c dose
determinations between high-energy photon and electron
beams can be considered to have been reduced, depending
only on the topping-power ratios and pertr rhu'.ion
factors at the qualities h and X , all.the other





Of the chemical systems available for dosimetry, the
ferrous sulphate system (Fricke dosimeter) is recognized
to be the most suitable with respect to accuracy,
reproducibility and linearity of response (ICRU, 1969).
In particular, the dosimeter solution has a composition
that is very close to water, so the conversion factors
required to determine the absorbed dose in water from the
absorbed dose in the dosimeter solution are close to
unity and have very little dependence on radiation
quality provided the irradiation vessel is reasonably
close to water-equivalent, which can easily be arranged
(e.g. Perspex).
Much work has gone into improving the accuracy of
the Fricke dosimeter with respect to eliminating the
influence of impurities in the solution (Davies and Law,
1963), the effect of the size of the cells in which the
solution is contained and storage effects in certain
plastics (Svensson et al., 1967), and numerous experimental
determinations in order to define G(Fe"+) for a wide
range of photon and electron energies
(ICRU; 1969, 1970b, 1972). Though the relatively
high absorbed dose required for an accurate result
(a few thousand rads for precision) and the care
necessary in preparing the FeSO^ solution rule out the
*For all energies of interest, jj, /p is the same for both
water and the FeSG^ dosimeter solution and the mass
collision stopping powers are within 2% of each other
(Shalek and Smith, 1969).
Fricke dosimeter as a routine method of dosimetry, there
is much to be said for its use as a standard against which
other, more convenient instruments such as ionization
chambers and solid-state detectors can be calibrated.
As has been indicated in the previous chapter, the Fricke
dosimeter has been used to determine the and factors
for exposure-calibrated Baldwin-Farmer type instruments.
3 +
However, the implicit assumption that G(Fe ) is better
known than the factors involved in and for the
radiations concerned is not accepted in this work.
The 1raison d'etre' for beginning this work, in fact, was
the apparently inexplicable conclusion that Law and Naylor
(1972) were forced to draw from their ionization-based
measurements of G(Fe^+): that there was a definite
difference in the chemical yield between high-energy
photon and electron beams of the same average electron
energy (see the Introduction to this thesis). However,
although the 'G-value difference' could have been
explained away by uncertainties in and , it seemed
more likely at the time that it might be accounted for by
a detailed theoretical investigation of any differences
in the detailed way in which energy was dissipated in the
dosimeter solution by electron and photon radiation.
Such a theoretical investigation is reported in what
follows. The chapter ends with a re-examination of the
experimental evidence for the 'G-value difference* in the
light of the theoretical findings and the revised Gt. and
CA factors presented in the previous chapter.























Figure 11.2 CALORIMETRIC G(Fe3+) DETERMINATIONS,
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11 • 2 EXPERIMENTAL G{Fe6*) FOR HIGH-ENERGY ELECTRON
AND PHO'l ON BEAMS
In order to put the present experimental situation
into some sort of perspective, the results of recent
*
. 3+
determinations of G(Fe ) are shown in figure 11.1.
The values for photon radiation have been taken from
table 3.1 in ICRU (1969), with the addition of the
ionization-based results from Law and Naylor (.1971) for
8, 15 and 33 KV x-rays and the calorimetric result
reported by Almond (1968, 1974) for 22 MV x-rays.
The electron values were similarly taken from table 3.6
in ICRU (1972), with the addition of the Law and Nay.Lor
(1972) results at 5, 6, 8, 10, 20 and 35 MeV. ICRU (.1972)
states that the variation in the values can be put down
to dosimetric uncertainties, the effect of the irradiation
vessel upon chemical yield, variations in the extinction
coefficient and impurities in the chemicals of the soiuti
The two graphs (11.1a and 11.1b) are intended to
illustrate the considerable uncertainty in G(Fe°+) for
high-energy electron and photon radiation, despite the
large number of experimental determinations. The broken
lines are the values that are recommended in the
respective ICRU photon and electron reports. It is clear
that the experimental values by various workers are not
in sufficiently good agreement to lend much confidence to
3-f
these recommendations and indeed, C(Fe ') for 11 to 30 MV
x-rays is given in ICRU (1969) as 15.7 - 0.6 - i.e.
60
allowing for a wide margin of error. for Co radiation,
*For 0.8N dosimeter solution.
**lhis is involved in the reading of the spectrophotometer
which measures the ferric ion concentration.
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however, the situation is more satisfactory. From the
mean of the seven determinations listed, ICRU (1969)
recommend 15.5 - 0.2. This value of 15.5 for ^Co is
considered to be sufficiently firmly based to act as a
parameter in the theoretical work.
Enough has been said about ionization dosimetry in
the last two chapters to fully emphasise the uncertainty
connected with G-values derived from the currently
accepted ionization dose conversion factors. In figure 11.2,
* 3+ v
only the calorimetric determinations of G(Fev ) have been
plotted in an attempt to clarify the situation.
The photon values speak for themselves. The measurements
shown are simply not sufficient to define the behaviour
, 3+,
of G(Fe ) with increasing photon energy. lhe same
cannot be said for electron beams. The fairly numerous
results all cluster around the 15.4-15.5 region.
Any theory that predicts a G-value for electrons any
higher than 15.7 at the most will be flying in the face
of a considerable body of experimental evidence.
The ICRU (1972) recommendation of 15.7 - 0.6 seems quite
definitely on the high side, but it must be remembered
that this choice was influenced by the ICRU (1969) photon
G(Fe^+) recommendations, rather than the other way around
(see the discussion in section l.l).
*Note that the determination of G(Fe^+) from measurements
of the absorbed dose in carbon is considered to be a
sufficiently direct method. The difficulties connected
with deriving water/air stopping-power ratios from a
carbon-walled ionization chamber (see section 9.4.4) do
not arise where FeS04 dosimeter is concerned.
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The results presented in figures Ji.l and 11.2 serve
to emphasise the importance of examining the results by a
single worker or group of workers over a wide range of
radiation qualities in looking for experimental evidence
on the way in which G(Fe^+) varies. As regards the
'G-value difference', the work of Law and ftaylor (1971,
1972) fits into this category, though the measurements
were based on the ICRU C„. and C, factors, Thus their workE A
cannot be considered to be 'hard' evidence. If all
out- <xcwy
ionization-based measurements^that leaves only Almond's
results obtained with an aluminium calorimeter
(Almond, 1967, 1968, 1974). These include only one
. 3 "4" •+
measurement for a photon beam: G(F^ ; = 15.9 - 0.4 for
22 MV x-rays (see fig. 11.2a). It Is to be emphasised
that this measurement by Almond, which was only briefly
mentioned in a letter to 'Physics in Medicine and Biology'
(Almond, 1968) without any details, is the only direct
calorimetric evidence for the 'G-value difference*.
The calorimetric work of Fregene (Ip67; indicated that
the G-value for 14 MV x-rays might re ..-2% higher than
5 0
for Co 6-rays (15.7 compared with 15.5) but no
measurements were made for high-energy electron beams in
that investigation.
♦Their results are re-examined, using Ae and C ^
calculated in chapter IO, in section .1.7.
Figure11.3VARIATIONOFG(Fe3+)WITHLINEARENERGYTRA SFE , (adaptedfromICRU,1962) 16 14
0X-rays,electrons















11.3 SGML THEORETICAL ASPECTS OF THL VARIATION OF
CHLN'iXCAL" YIELD "v, ITii RADIATION QUALITY*
11.3.1 LET Dependence
The chain of physical and chemical processes initiated
by ionizing radiation that eventually results in the
oxidation of a number of ferrous ions to ferric (Fe^+) in
the Fricke dosimeter is a very complex one. Nevertheless,
it has been found that the chemical yield is basically a
function of the Linear Energy Transfer (LET) of the
charged-particle radiation i.e. the number of ionizations
and excitations per unit track length. This LET dependence
is illustrated in figure 11.3, taken from ICRU (.1962),
The quantity along the abcissa is the total stopping
power at the initial energies of the radiations and is
therefore a very crude description of the LET,
effectively ignoring the effect of any secondary
partic res such as ^ — r a y s . On the basts ol a more detaxied
LET model (i.e. some sort of LET distribution), it is
possible to account for the deviations of the values for
the different radiations from a smooth curve. Note that
the radiations of interest in the present work, high-
energy electrons and photons, have an initial total LET
varying only between 1.8 and 2.2 NieV.cm * and therefore
would all be plotted at virtually the same position on
figure 11.3.
♦The heading was chosen to indicate that this is by no
means a comprehensive treatment of the subject.
The LET dependence can be explained in simple terms
as follows. The passage of high-energy charged-particle
radiation through matter results in ionizations and
excitations. Ihe number and kinds of energetic states
formed per unit energy absorbed are largely independent
of the type of radiation. These energetic states
-10
degenerate rapidly and after 10 - 10 /in water,
thernialized chemically active species are formed. Ihe time
required to reach this stage is assumed to be so short
axe w>xiti'o<xU/ itios-e of the "initial slafeo,
that the spatial positions of the radicals/by the chemical
parameters such as solute concentrati on^pli, and temperature.
In condensed systems, therefore, the active species
(or radicals) are initially distributed nonhomogenously
in the irradiated medium in or near the paths of the
ionizing particles. In many of the primary ionizations,
the electrons are ejected with sufficient energy to
produce additional energetic states and hence active
species. Any such group of species produced as a result
of an individual excitation or ionization is called a
'spur', and an ensemble of spurs is called a 'track'.
This heterogeneity in the initial spatial distribution
of the radicals affects the subsequent course of the
chemical reactions and is responsible for the influence
of LET on radiation yields. For low-LET radiations,
such as high-energy x-rays and electrons, adjacent spurs
are widely separated and thus the reactions forming
molecular products take place at the relatively low
*lhuch of the following was taken from Fricke and Hart ( 1966).
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radical concentrations of the individual spurs. Hence
the radical yield is high and the molecular product yield is low.
For high-LET radiations, such as a-particles, or low
energy electrons, adjacent spurs partly overlap and the
reactions take place at the relatively high concentration
of these overlapping spurs. Consequently, the molecular
product yield increases and the free radical yield decreases.
Considering now the Fricke dosimeter, which has been
standardised as O.OOl M FeSO^ in 0.8 N (air-
saturated), the ferric ion yield can be written:
G(Fe3+) = 2 Gh + 3 G + G .....(ll.l)
-22
The yield of molecular decreases vvitfl decreasing LET
but the yields of the radicals H and OH increase,
3+
resulting in an overall increase of G(Fe' ) with
decreasing LET. This is what is observed.
*
] ■ T O Ta U ( ! O ^ '!' K a o v_L X • O ♦ i lit ^ U Jl G; i \ a u G a / * n u v i V
11.3.2.1 General Outline
A commendable attempt was made by Burch (1959) to
predict theoretically the variation of the chemical yield
with radiation quality in the ferrous and eerie sulphate
dosimeters. Burch made it quite clear that his analysis
made use of some unavoidably crude assumptions but
nevertheless the theoretical model he adopted was a.
remarkably detailed one compared to the earlier work by
physicists such as Gray (.1951, 1955) in this field.
It still remains the only theory which enables a numerical
, 3+ \
value for G(Fe ) to be calculated for a particular
*Burch's theory and some of his results have already been
briefly discussed in section 1.3.1.1.
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radiation quality from the charged-particle energy flux
spectrum produced in water by the radiation. Burch's
theory actually requires the local energy dissipation
spectrum in water, QTAT, where 'local' refers to energy
losses less than 100 eV. It will be recalled that the
p F6S6nt, computations were specifically designed to
calculate the total electron flux spectrum down to 100 eV,
from which the Q^AT distribution is easily derived
(see section 7.3).
Burch wrote down a simplified scheme for the reactions
occurring based on the theory of Allen (1954) on the.
yield of free H and OH in the irradiation of water.
The basic reaction is the decomposition of water by the
ionizing radiation:
HO —► H + Oil ( 11.2)
The immediate .yield in this reaction was assumed to be
the same for all radiations, on the basis that the
average energy required to form an ion pair (W) j„s
practically independent of radiation quality. The other
reactions, such as II + H II ^ and OH + OH^2^2' were
assumed to depend on the local LET, by which Burch meant
(d'f/dx) < . The yields of ferric ions, G(Fe3 ) and eerie
1 uu
ions, G(Ce3+), per 100 eV absorbed energy were then
related to the basic radical and molecular yields by
relations such as equ. 11.1.
Burch's assumption that the yield of the reactions
depended on the local LET is central to his theoretical
approach and requires some eleaborati on. Burch considered
that losses were 'local' if the energy transfer was less
than 100 eV. All transfers greater than 10O eV resulted
in <5-rays which were effectively treated as separate track
*
with their own rate of local energy loss. Referring back
to what was said in section 11.2.1, these local losses
are then the 'spurs' and the local LET is a measure of
the extent to which the spurs overlap, which in turn is
related to the balance between free radical and molecular
yields. Note that this model involves much more detail
about the structure of the charged-particle tracks than
is implied in the use of some sort of average LET to
characterize radiation quality as in figure 11.3. Thus
the overall yield for a given radiation, G(H2) or G(Fe^h)
say, is actually a weighted average over the different
parts of the electron spectrum e.g. a certain G-value for
the local energy dissipation by the high-energy primary
electron tracks (low LET) and possibly a very different
G-value for the dissipation by the low-energy 6-ray
tracks (high LET). Burch set out to derive this
relationship between chemical yields and local LET.
Burch treated the intra-track combination according
to the Jaffe columnar recombination formula. This
formula relates the initial number of radical pairs per
unit track length, P , to the number of unrecombined pairs
per unit track length after time t, P, and involves the
recombination constant d , diffusion constant D and the
initial radius of the column, b. P was taken to be'
o
-"Naturally such an energy Loss model could only be
considered if the electron flux spectrum, including
ail the 6-rays, could be calculated down to the
cutoff i.e. 100 eV. Burch (1957a) had already
performed such calculations.
*
Figure 11.4 BTJRCH'S G 3+ VS. LOCAL LET RELATION,
(from BurcR, 1959)
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proportional to (dl/dx),AA, It should be noted that
lUu
Burch considered this formula to be valid for high .local
LET, as with a-particles or low energy electrons, but
unreliable at low LET where radical pairs and clusters are
randomly and, on the average, widely spaced.
rihe amount of local energy dissipated by particles
with kinetic energies in the range T to T + AT was written
as Q^, AT. Thus for an average energy w required to form a
radical pair, the number of radical pairs formed by
particles in this energy range was Q^, AT/w. After further
simplifying approximations, Burch derived the following
expression for N , the number of unrecombined pairs after
time t :
o
nt = ____ VT
+ aXd'i/dx) /qq]
where a was a c oristant combining together a; D; b; t and w,
and referred to as the combination formula constant.
Burch associated different a's (i.e. a , etc.) with the
different reactions.
3 + 3 +
By making use of experimental data I'or G(Fe' ), G(Ce' )
and G(H2) for !,^Co gamma rays and 2'°Po a-particles, and
the Qq,AT distributions for these radiations that he had
previously calculated (Burch, 1957a), Burch was able to
deduce the value of the a's for the reactions as well as R,
the initial number of water molecules per 100 eV of local
energy dissipation. The analysis was somewhat involved
and it would not be appropriate to reproduce it here.
Finally, the G vs local LET relations shown in figure 11.4
were arrived at. From these curves it was possible to
Table 11.1 ASSURED AND CALCULATED YILLD VALUL S FOF. THE
FERROUS-SULPHATE DOSIT;TLR (Burch, 1959).
Radiation G(FeS+)
6tV ~Co 7 15.47 )
2 1 °DPo a
assumed
6.13 )
25 MV x-rays 15 . 7
2 ReV electrons 15.7
1 ReV electrons 15.55
220 kV x-rays* 14.4
100 kV x-rays 14.0
T ritium 12.9
*HVL approx, 2.5 mm Cu.
3+ 3 +
calculate the value of G(Fe } or G(Ce ) for any







where Gm is the value of G 3-f in figure 11.4 corresponding
& re
to electron energies between T and 1 + AT, i.e. the value
*
of (clT/dx)^00 as a function of T is also required. Note
that the above relation can be written in terms of the
do'se distribution in local LET, D j L1 00 ^ dG 00*
\ax
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From this expression it can be seen that G(Fe ) is
effectively an average over the dose distribution in LHT
forA= 100 eV. Such a distribution has been shown in
6 0
figure 1.3 for '"Co radiation.
11.3.2.2 Results
3+-**
The results that Burch obtained for G(Fe ) from
evaluating equ. 11.3 with the Q^AT distributions for a
number of different photon and electron qualities are
listed in table 11.1 together with the values he assumed
00 2 1 0
for Co gamma rays and Po alpha particles.
*It is realized that the above description of Burcn's
theory is rather sketchy, but it will be seen that the
important details for the purposes of this investigation
are essentially contained in equ. 11.3 and figure 11.4.
**see note under fig. 11.4.
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Note that the Q,,AT distributions for Co and 25 MV
photon radiation have been shown to be in fair agreement
with the present more accurate computations of these
distributions in chapter 8.
Burch was particularly pleased with his result of
12.9 for tritium /^-particles as this was in excellent
agreement with experimental determinations for this
radiation. He felt it provided a good test of the theory
as tritium /3-radiation was intermediate in quality
210 60
between I'o a-particles and Co y-rays. However,
Burch did point out the definite discrepancy between his
result of 15.7 for 2 MeV electrons and the experimental
determination of 15.45 - 0.11 by Schuler and Allen (1956).
This lack of agreement with experiment for 2 MeV
electrons suggested that the Burch theory as it stood
could not be applied with very much confidence to the
problem of the suspected 'G-value difference' for high-
energy electron and photon radiation. In particular,
though ICUU (1969) had taken Burch's result of
G(Fe-J+) = 15.7 for 25 MV x-rays as the basis for their
recommendation at this quality, it was not difficult to
see that G was likely to come out considerably higher
still ( 15.9 - 16.0) for high-energy electrons in view of
the continuous increase of G„ 3+ with decreasing L ini e 1 00
figure 11.4. This would not have been in line with
3 +
experimental results which suggested that G(Ie )
levelled out at about 15.5 - 15.6 for electron beams
(see fig. 11.2b). If looked, therefore, as if the form
of the 3+ vs local LI T relation might well ber e
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incorrect at the low-LET end and this was not
inconsistent with Buret's remarks concerning th
doubtful validity of applying the Jaffe formula
at low LET.
1X.4 ALTERNATXVE APPROACHES TO THE_'G-VALUE
DIFFERENCE' PROBLEM
11.4.1 General
At the time that this work started, the writer did
not fully appreciate to what extent dosimetric
uncertainties, especially in ionization measurements,
3+ \
cast doubts on the experimentally determined G(Fe )
values. It seemed then that the 'G-value difference'
definitely existed, even allowing for experimental errors.
It also seemed far from certain that the comprehensive
electron and photon beam calculations of local energy
dissipation spectra, to be used eventually in conjunction
with a Burch-type G 3+ vs local LET relation, were going
r e
to explain such a 'G-value difference'. Consequently,
much effort was expended over a fairly long period of
time in trying to see what other factors besides LET
distributions and the like could possibly account for the
fact that the ReSO^ dosimeter appeared to be able to
discriminate between electron and photon beams. Some of
the more fruitful of these deliberations are discussed in
this section.
H.4.2 Photonuclear Reactions
It was made clear in chapter 3 that the photon Monte
Carlo simulation did not include photonuclear reactions,
though at certain photon energies the cross-section for
these interactions was of the order of 5% of the total
interaction cross-section. If they had not been neglected,
a small number of neutrons and possibly also some photons
would have had to have been taken into account along with
3 21.
the much larger numbers of Compton, pair and photo-
electrons. For primary electron radiation, however, the
number of such nuclear interactions is entirely negligible
at the energies of interest (down by,1/137 ). Thus here
was a difference between photon and electron beams.
What effect would these neutrons and protons have had
on the calculated chemical yield? The answer was not
difficult to deduce. These are high-LET radiations, which
3+ 3+
have a low G(Fe" ). For neutrons, experimental G(Fe° )
determinations have resulted in values between 4 and 10
depending on the neutron energy spectrum (Law et al. , 1974).
Thus the effect of the photonuclear reactions is clearly
to lower the overall G-value for photon beams, though the
size of the effect is negligible on the basis of the
currently accepted cross-section data (see section 3.2.2).
Even if such data were to turn out to have been
substantially in error, no explanation could result for
the 'G-value difference' which is due to the fact that
G(Fe^+) for photon beams has been found to be higher than
for electron beams.
Similar considerations with respect to positrons,
which are also produced in much larger numbers by primary
photon than by primary electron radiation, have already
been discussed in section 6.2. Any difference between the
chemical yield from positrons and electrons of the same
local LET is extremely improbable. It would be directly
against all the present, well-established theoretical
knowledge on ionization and excitation by charged particles.
Figure 11.5 VARIATION OF LOCAL LET WITH ELECTRON K.E.
(Water)
Electron Kinetic Energy T / MeV.
Figure 11.6 LOCAL ENERGY DISSIPATION SPECTRA:
PHOTON AND ELECTRON BEAMS.
20 MeV electrons
z / r = 0.4-0.5
o
19 MV Betatron X-rays
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i 1.4. 3 The Density Effect.
The variation of the restricted collision stopping
power with electron energy above 1 MeV in water is
extremely slow. This can be seen in figure 11.5. On the
assumption that the chemical yield is only a function of
the local LET, then the value of G 3+ corresponding to
f e
the local energy dissipation by electrons of any energy
above 1 MeV or so can only vary with electron energy by a
negligible amount at the most. This will be true even if
there is a rapid variation of G 3+ with local LET at the
low LET end. In fact, Lurch's theory suggests that the
opposite is the case i.e. no variation at ail
(see figure 11.4).
/ 3"i" \
The implication that the overall yield, G(Fe J, is
totally insensitive to the shape of the local energy
dissipation spectrum at the high-energy end is of particular
significance for the 'G-value difference' question. It is
precisely at the high-energy end that there are large
differences between the electron spectrum produced by
electron and photon beams. This is clearly illustrated
by the present calculations of the Q^. spectra for a 20 ftieV
electron and a 19 MV betatron x-ray beam shown in
figure 11.6. Preliminary calculations had indicated that
if the G-value difference were to be accounted for, then
the explanation would have to be connected in some way
with these differences at the high-energy end.
The basic question that had to be answered was the
following. Was there any conceivable reason why Gp,






Track of last electron
for the track of a 1 MeV electron should be different to
G„ 3+ for the track of. say, a 10 MeV electron or for that
f e
matter a 40 keV electron? For all these energies the values
of (, the local LET, are within \% of each other.
The immediate answer was yes, there was a possible reason --
the density effect. At 1 MeV the density effect reduction
is only a few per cent; at 10 MeV, it is 20% and at 40 11 eV,
it is over Z0%. If this marked increase in the density
effect could be shown to influence the detailed way in
which the 'local' energy was transferred to the medium
hence resulting in differences in the ratio of ionizations
to excitations with electron energy, for example, then
perhaps an explanation for the 'G-vaiue difference ' had
been found.
In order to put this speculation on some sort of
quantitative basis, the 'physics' of the density effect
was thoroughly investigated. The following details of
charged-particle stopping-power theory seern relevant to
❖ ❖
the present discussion. Firstly, from clussicai electro—
magnetic theory it is easily shown that the energy transfer
, 2
q is proportional to 1/b , where b is the impact parameter
(see figure 11.7). Thus one can associate distant
collisions with small energy losses. Secondly, at
relativistic velocities the maximum impact parameter, b ,' max
increases due to the Lorentz contraction of the electric
*By 'track' is meant the energy losses less than 100 eVj
all losses greater than this are assumed to result in
separate tracks with their own local LET as explained
earlier,
**This theory is dealt with in any atomic physics textbook
but two of the better treatments are by Sternheimer
(19 61) and Bic hs e1 ( 1968).
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field of the fast charged particle (a full explanation
for the increase of b would introduce details which
max
are not relevant to what follows). In gases, where the
maximum impact parameter is very much less than the inter¬
atomic distances, this increase in b results in what
max
is known as the relativistic rise in the collision
stopping power.
In condensed media at relativistic energies b is
m a x
of the same order as the inter-atomic distances and
screening effects begin to be important. 'live polarization
of the atoms close to the track of the charged particle
effectively reduces the electric field 'seen' by more
distant atomic electrons. Thus these distant collisions,
which result in the relativistic rise in the stopping
power in gases, do not now take place. This is the
origin of the so-called density effect. In fact, the
levelling-off in the restricted collision stopping power
with increasing energy evident in figure 11.5 is due
precisely to the fact that the effective value of b isJ
max
held constant as a result of the screening of distant
collisions.
If it is assumed that there is some correlation
between the impact parameter b and the distribution of
energy losses even for small values of q close to the
binding energies of the atomic electrons of the medium
(where the classical relation given above cannot hold),
then it appears that rather than resulting in a change in
the energy transfer spectrum with increasing electron
energy, the density effect acts to keep the spectrum
Figure 11.8 MEASUREMENT OF THE ENERGY-TRANSFER SPECTRUM AT
LOW ENERGIES.
(from Rauth and Simpson, 1964)
Electron Energy Loss (ev)
Fig. 5. The "first-collision" energy loss distribution for 20-kcv electrons passing through
a layer of Forinvar. The percentage of the inelastically scattered electrons per 10-cv energy
loss interval is plotted versus the energy loss. The experimental data for the 130 A Forinvar
j film from Table IA was used to calculate the histograms through which the smooth curve is
I drawn. The points on this curve corresponding to the most probable energy loss and the average
I energy loss per inelastic event are indicated.
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constant as it keeps the effective maximum impact parameter
*
constant„ An example of a measured energy transfer
spectrum is shown in figure 11.8. Had the density effect
resulted in a shift of the spectrum towards lower energies
as the electron energy increased, then it would have been
reasonable to have assumed that the ratio of excitations
to ionizations produced by the transfers smaller than 100 eV
would have increased. This could well have resulted in a
decrease in the number of water molecules initially
decomposed per unit locally absorbed energy and hence in
a lowering of the yield G 3+. This in turn could have
r e
explained why the G(Fe3+) value for high-energy electrons
3+
should be lower than G(Fe ) for high-energy photon beams
(see fig. 11.6). Unfortunately, this potentially
significant line of reasoning had to be abandoned though
not without some reluctance.
It is worth mentioning that the corollary to the
deduction that the energy transfer spectrum is not altered
by the density effect is that it Jjs altered in gases,
where the density effect is negligible. Thus it seems
reasonable that the increase in the collision stopping
power (the relativistic rise) due to the increase in the
number of distant collisions should result in an increase
in the relative numbers of very small energy transfers.
Assuming that a large number of very small energy transfers
are less effective than a smaller number of large energy
*The whole subject is complicated by the 'mixture' of
classical and quantum ideas that is used to derive
expressions for the stopping power and for the density
effect correction. Quantum theory deals in terms of
momentum transfers, not impact parameters, and b does
not come into the calculation of the lower limit"for the
energy transfer which is expressed in terms of the mean
ionization potential I.
transfers in producing ion pairs (by no means.-a confident
assumption) then the result would be an increase in YV
with increasing electron energy at relativistic energies.
Such an increase is in fact suspected (see section 10.5)
but a much more quantitative approach is necessary before
any definite conclusions can be drawn on this topic.
Finally, it is appropriate in this section to take
up a point that was made in discussing the calculation of
the restricted collision stopping power in section 4.2.1.
There it was pointed out that the density effect reduction,
is always subtracted from the stopping power (evaluated
from an expression such as 4.18) whatever value of the
cutoff, A, is chosen. The implicit assumption in this
procedure is that it is only losses less than A that are
affected by the density effect. This did not seem to be
a necessarily justifiable assumption at first sight,
especially for cutoffs as low as 100 eV„ However, when
it came to putting some numbers into the expressions
involved in stopping-power theory in connection with the
G-value/density effect speculation discussed above, it
became clear that the impact parameter associated with an
energy transfer of 100 eV was many orders of magnitude
less than the inter-atomic distances in condensed media.
Thus it could be deduced that the density effect did only
affect the energy transfers at the very low-energy end of
the spectrum and therefore that the conventional way of
calculation (dT/dx) was reasonable.
11.4.4 The Validity of the Local LET Model
The use of LET to characterize radiation quality has
come under a lot of criticism in recent years and has
indirectly led to the development of the field known as
Microdosimetry (see Rossi (1968) for example) which
involves the consideration of fluctuations in the magnitude
of individual energy transfers or groups of transfers;
LET is a non-statistical quantity. It represents the
average energy loss per unit tracklength and does not
take into account statistical fluctuations in that energy
loss, which may be appreciable at low LET. However, it
must be made clear that the limitations of LET as a useful
parameter to describe radiation action are much more
apparent in the interpretation of radiobiological data
than is the case for chemical yields. In fact, many
studies have demonstrated that the variation of chemical
yield can be accounted for in terms of the variation of
LET, even though all the details of the physical and
chemical mechanisms may not yet be understood. To give
an example, the link between LET and molecular yield is
simply explained in terms of the overlapping of spurs,
whereas no such direct link exists between LET and
*
cell-killing.
*It can be noted that there is no experimental evidence
for a difference in RBE between high-energy photons and
electrons (see, for example, Sinclair and Kohn, 1964).
The value of the cutoff Burch chose, i.e. 100 eV,
must be commented on. He did not put foruard any
particular reason for this choice in his 1959 paper, though
in his earlier work on calculating the Qt{,AT distributions
(Burch, 1957) he had mentioned that 100 eV was also the
cutoff that Lea (1946) had used in calculating LET values.
In fact, Lea had estimated that 100 eV electrons produced
clusters of ionizations sufficiently compact to behave as
units. This more or less corresponds to the definition
of a spur in radiation chemistry (see section 11.3.1).
It can be noted that Mozumder arid Magee ( 1966) envisaged
spurs as containing radicals that originated in primary
events with energy up to about 100 eV in their 'spurs,
blobs and tracks' model of electron energy dissipation.
It thus appears that 100 eV has 'remained in the
literature* so to speak, even when radiation chemists
themselves have .looked at the problem of accounting for
the variation of chemical yield with radiation quality.
If a different cutoff were to be chosen, say 200 eV, it
is difficult to see how this would alter the 'G-value
difference* problem. Figure 11.5 included the variation
of (dT/dx)^ for A - io keV as well as 100 eV, The same
lack of variation with electron energy above .1 MeV is
indicated for both cutoffs. Thus increasing the cutoff
and hence the assumed spur size would not result in being
able to assign different G„ 3+ values to different
electron energies above I MeV and hence exploit the
differences in the electron spectra between high energy
electron and ph o1on beams.
Perhaps the most important point to bear in mind is
that as far as the chemical yield from photon and electron
radiation is concerned, the only ionizing particles
involved are electrons. If for example the problem had
been to account in detail for unexpected differences in
the chemical yield produced by say low-energy electron
radiation and a-particles, then it would have been
necessary to relate the effect of the a-particle tracks
to that of the electron tracks. In such a case, a
different model for the very densely ionizing a-particle
track to that for the electrons might have been appropriate
and correspondence between the two models might have
*
caused complications. However, the only concern here is
comparing 'electrons with electrons' or more explicitly,
comparing the electron flux spectrum produced by a beam
of electron radiation to that produced by a beam of photon
radiation. Unless one brings in metaphysical ideas along
t
the lines of the FeSO^ solution being able to tell the
difference between electrons of a given energy produced
by photon interactions and electrons of the same energy
resulting from the slowing down of the primary electron
beam, then it is certain that the 'G-value difference',
if it exists, must be explainable in terms of difference
in the electron flux spectra produced in water by the
electron and photon beams. Furthermore, the assumption
that Gr 3+ is a function of local LET is equivalent tof e
saying that G is a function of electron energy, as local
*It is realized that Burch (1959) included a-particle
radiation, but see section 11.5.2.3,
LET is a function of electron energy (the very shallow
minimum at about 2 ftieV does not significantly alter the
picture). Thus whether or not the link between a
particular LET value and a particular vaiue can be
understood from a fundamental point of view, nevertheless
the locai LET description represents a comprehensive
characterization of radiation quality for electron
radiation. It can be confidently assumed that any
differences in the overall chemical yield, G(Fe ) that
cannot be accounted for, even by drastically adjusting
the precise form of the GFe3+ vs Ll00 relation, do not exist.
Figure 11.9 LOW ENERGY ELECTRON (dT/dx) IN WATER:
COMPARISON WITH BURCII (19577^.959) VALUES.
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11.5 TH1 MODIFICATION OF THE Gr, 5+ vs LOCAL LET RELATIONJ, e ;
11.5.1 Problems with the Lurch Relation
While Lurch's approach to the problem of calculating
the chemical yield from the Q AT distribution via the
local LET model seemed adequate for the present purposes,
some of the details in his work gave cause for concern.
The most obvious of these concerned the electron
stopping powers at .low energies that he used. Below
3 keV, Burch dispensed with the Bethe-Bloch formula and
instead estimated the stopping powers from the
experimental work of Davis (1955) on the ranges of low-
energy electrons in enzymes. The values Burch used in
his chemical yield theory for (dT/dx) qq are compared
with the present evaluation of this quantity in
figure U.S. The difference is almost a factor of three
at 100 cV. Unfortunately for Burch, subsequent
experimental work on low-energy electron stopping powers
-1
has tended to yield values of around 300-400 MeV.cm at
100 eV (Holt, 1970). The present modified evaluation of
the Bethe-Bloch theory below 500 eV, described in
section 5.3, was designed to be consistent with recent
experimental dete rminations.
The simplest solution to the above problem seemed to
be to adjust the local-LET scale of Burch's Gp^3+ curve
(see fig. 11.4) to bring the LET values into line with
the values used in this work. This would not alter
3 *}■
Burch's G(Fe ') results for the electron and photon
radiation* but it would make a difference to thea-particle
G-v£tlue. The local LET values that Burch used for the
a-particle track (as opposed to the £ -rays produced by
the a-particies which are, of course, indistinguishable
from S-rays produced by photon or electron beams) were
not so very different from the current 'best' values.
However, Burch took G(Fe^f) for a-radiation as equal
to 6.13. This has subsequently been revised downwards to
5.1 as a result of further experimental work (Trumbore,
1958). Thus it .looked as though the ^3+ vs local LET
relation could be altered slightly at the high-LET end to
fit in with both the more 'realistic' LET values and the
G(Fe5+) = 5.1 for 2 1 ^ a-radiation. Whether or not this
'adjustment' would correspond to the re-calculated
relation that would have resulted from putting the revised
parameters into Bunch's theoretical analysis was, of
course, another question altogether. But then Burch did
not consider his derivation of the G vs local LET
relations to be in any sense rigorous, as has already
been emphasised earlier. Had it been decided to attempt
to work through Burch's theory with more up to date
physical parameters, no great confidence could have been
attached to this revision anyway.
♦Note that the QAT distribution essentially depends only
on the ratio (dT/'dx) ^ qq/( drf/dx) total and not on the
actual values for the stopping powers (see section 8.5.1).
It has already been mentioned that Burch considered
that his tritium cx-particle result indicated that his
theory could not be too far out. However, he did not
comment on the result calculated for 220 kV x-rays,
3
G(Fe ) = 14.4 (see table 11.l). A considerable amount of
experimental work on the ferrous sulphate dosimeter has
now been carried out in the kilovolt x-ray region (ICRU,
1970b) and it is evident that 14.4 is almost certainly too
low at this quality. In a review of G(Fe ) determinations,
Sh'alek and Smith ( 1969) recommended 15.2 for x-rays with
an effective energy of 100 keV (HVL 1.69 mm Cu) and
ICRU (1970b) recommended 14.7 - 0.2. Ihough Burch had
6 O
effectively 'fixed' the G^ 3+ curve so that the Co G-
value came out right, it could be deduced that the shape
of the relation in the 1 - 5 MeV.crn V( local LET region
— 1
0.1 - 0.5 keV.p ' in fig. 11.4) was almost certainly
& &
incorrect. However, it did not seem too unlikely that
the shape could be adjusted to give agreement with
experiment for x-rays produced at around 200 kV as well
60
as for tritium p and Co Y radiation. Then one could
see what G(Fe ) would come out for the high-energy
photon beams and in particular, whether the 'C-value
t ^ ***
difference was plausible. Such an empirical procedure
is described in the next section.
*The 220 kV x-ray spectrum that Burch used to calculate
the At distribution had an HVL of 2.5 mm Cu i.e.
harde r than the spectra to which the recommendations
apply, corresponding to an even higher G-value,
**Burch's 2 it eV electron result of J 5.7 (see section
11.3.2.2) had already cast doubts on the theory for
low-LET radiations. In addition, Burch had pointed
out that the Gaffe formula was not expected to be
valid at low LET.
type of empirical approach has proved successful
in accounting for variations in the chemical yields
from heavy particles ( B urns , pi'iv. comm.)




T ritium /3 -particles 12.9
280 kV x-rays* 14. 75
6 OpGo 7-rays 15.5
20 MeV electrons 15.4 - 15.6
*Fhotor, energy spectrum taken from measurements by
Cormack et al. (1958); photon energy, k. = 120 keV;
HVL = 1.8 mm. Cu. 1
3 3 4.
11.5.2 Empirical ftiodif ica ti on
11.5.2.1 'Standard' G(Fe ) Values
In order to 'synthesise' a G 5+ vs local LEI relation,
i c
it was necessary to specify some standard radiation
3 +
qualities whose G(Fe ) values could be regarded as
fixed. Burch had used only ^Co y-rays and Po
a-particles but then he had adopted a more fundamental
approach. A purely empirical derivation of the way G„ 3+
r e
should vary with local LET required several known G(Fe'lf)
values and Qrj, AT distributions. The 'standard' radiations
and G-vaiues employed are listed in table 11.2. The G~
value for the 280 kV x-ray spectrum was estimated from
3 +
the graph of G(Fe ) vs mean photon energy given in 1CRU
(1970) which is based on experimental determinations.
However, it is perhaps the least well-known of the values
listed. It will be evident from the discussion in
section 11.2 that a fair amount of confidence can be
GO
attached to the Co and the high-energy electron values.
11.5.2.2 Q„, Spectra for the 'Standard' Radiations
Local energy dissipation spectra, Q^,, had to be
calculated for the five radiation qualities listed in
table 11.2. 'ihis did not present any great problems as
the photon-electron cascade computation had been
specifically set up in order to carry out such calculations,
though it hadn't been originally envisaged that it would
be used for kilovoltage x-ray spectra for example.
3 35.
r- , I >J,. . . .
for tne ro a -particles, winch have an initial of
5.3 MeV, the local LET values were deduced from the data
*
on heavy-particle stopping powers given in ICRU (1970).
Values of (d'i/dx) ^ varied from a maximum of 2400 MeV.cm ^
at an a-particle kinetic energy of 0.2 MeV to 490 MeV.cm *
as 5.3 MeV. These can be compared with values of between
474 and 1540 MeV.cm * that Burch (195>7) used. The Q^, AT
distribution for the a-particle track (i.e. for losses
less than 100 eV) was calculated by the same method as Burch(1957a)
had employed with the same AT intervals, the only
difference being that values of the ratio (dT/dx)^q^/
(d'i/dx) ^ , involved in the calculation were taken fromtotal
ICRU (1970); these values did not differ greatly from
the values Lurch had used. From this calculation, the
a-particle track accounted for 60.85/S of the total local
energy dissipation, 3q„a T, the latter naturally being
equal to 5.3 MeV.
The remaining 39.1% of the dissipation is then due
to the 5-rays that the a-particle produces. For a 5.3 MeV a-
particle, the maximum possible 5-ray energy is 2.9 keV
from energy and momentum considerations. The initial
energy spectrum of these <£-rays was derived from the
**
following expression for (N.) T the number of 6-rays
1 ' 2'
with energies between T and T per unit energy
I ^
dissipation:
*The proton values given in table A2 of the ICRU report
were converted to a-particle values, with corrections
for electron capture deduced from fig. A6.
**This procedure was again taken from Burch ( 1957a).
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The Q spectrum (or Q„,AT distribution) corresponding to
a 1
this initial 6-ray spectrum was calculated using the
depth-independent electron siowing-down spectrum'program
described in chapter 5. Thus essentially all that was
done was to re-calculate the Qr AT distribution for the
210 * *
Po a-radiation using more up to date parameters than
Burch had employed, while treating the S-ray spectrum in
exactly the same way as in the high-energy electron and
photon beam computations in order to be consistent.
The Q^, spectrum for the tritium g-radiation was
computed in a similar manner to that for the 6-rays
2 10
produced by the Poa -particles. The initial spectrum
was taken from Burch (1957a); the maximum in the
3-particle spectrum was 18 keV. For the 280 kV x-ray
spectrum, the photon — electron cascade p r o g r a m vvas c m p x oy c ci
to calculate the Q spectrum for a depth of 1-3 cm which
corresponds closely to dosimetric measurement depths.
60 ***
For Co the depth was 4-6 cm and for the 20 KeV
electron beam, 1-3 cm, both corresponding to the ICRU
calibration depths. It should be noted that of these Q^,
spectra computations, only the 20 JVieV electron one was at
. 2
*fhe numerator simply results from assuming a 1/1
distribution for the energy transfers.
**The range of a-particles in water is extremely short so
that one is always dealing with the absorption of the
complete a-particle tracks; no depth-dependeice need be
conside red.
***Primary gamma-ray photons only i.e. spectrum C.













Figure 11.11 THE TWO G 3+ vs. LOCAL LEI RELATIONS.
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all expensive in terms of computer time, but a few hundred
histories were quite sufficient to define the electron
flux spectrum and hence the Q spectrum for this purpose
(all these computations were, of course, carried out
prior to the extensive 'final' series described .in
chapters 7 and 8).
The Q spectra calculated for the tritium B, 280 kV
60
x-ray and Co qualities are shown in figure 11,10. The
scale along the abcissa has been marked both in electron
kinetic energy and in local LET. Note how the 280 kV
x-ray spectrum is roughly intermediate in quality between
tritium and cobalt which .is exactly what .is required in
order to try and 'fix* the value of G 3+ over differentf- e
regions of the local LET.
11.5.2.5 The Two Gr, 3+ vs local I.LT RelationsF e
The empirical modification pracedure was started by
adjusting the Burch G,. 3+ curve (fig. 11.4) so that it
r e
would correspond to the present (dT/dx) values below
3 keV, as discussed in section 11.5.1. This 'modified
Burch' relation is shown in figure 11.11 by the solid line.
Note that there is no overlap between the ct-particle
primary track LET region, 500-2400 MeV.cm 1, and the
electron LET region which only extends up to 350 MeV.cm *
(this was not the cose for the electron (dT/dx)^Q values
that Burch used, of course). It was, therefore,
relatively easy to fix the part of the curve beyond
500 MeV.cm * so that G(Fe^ ) for 2'^lJo radiation came out
correctly i.e. equal to 5.1. This also meant that
assumptions about Gp 3 + being the same for a-particles
and electrons of the same LET were not put to the test.
Table 11.3 THEORLTICAL G(Fe"+) BASE
LET CURVES
D ON DIFFER EN'r G_ 3+ LOCAL
F e
Radiation Geometry G(Fe3+)






F'o oo medium 5.1 5.1 5.1
Tritium oo medium 12.9 12.91 12.97
280 kV x-rays 1 - 3 cm 14. 75 14. 73 14.11
137
Cs 4 - 6 cm 15.63 15.22
*60Co 4 - 6 cm 15.5 15.53 15 .44
2 MeV electrons oo medium 15.41 15 . 71
#20 MeV
electrons 1 - 3 c rn 45 .5 15.55 15.96
*To be regarded as preliminary values. Definitive results given
jn the next section.
*3 o o »
3+,
Using the modified Bureh relation, G(Fe" } for the
280 kV x-radiatiOit was calculated to be 14.11 - much too
low as expected. If the tritium and cobalt G-values were
not to be altered, and the 280 kV x-ray G-value was to be
increased, then clearly the empirical Gp 3+ relation
_ t
would have to go through a maximum in the 3-20 MeV.cm
region (see fig. 11.11). After a great deal of 'trial
and error' adjustments and calculations, the relation
shown by the broken line in fig. 11.11 was arrived at.
2 1 0
ihe higli-LET end was fixed by the Fo a-particle Qn,
A
spectrum and trie extreme low-LET end was fixed by the
20 MeV electron spectrum; the curve had to come down
fairly rapidly on the low-LET side of the maximum in order
that the high-energy electron G-value did not end up
being too high.
The differences in the G(Fe°H) values calculated from
the two curves in figure 11.11 can be seen from table 11.3.
In addition to the 'standard' radiations, some extra
values were calculated at other qualities for comparison
purposes. It can be noted that for 2 MeV electrons
(complete track) the empirical Gp^3+ relation results in
3+
G(Fe" ) = 15.41 which is in much better agreement witii the
experimental value of 15.45 by Schuier and Allen than the
value derived from the modified Burch curve (see section
11.3.2.2). On the other hand, the value for "^7Cs
Y-radiation (0.66 MeV photons) may be too high, though the
♦This was lower than the value of 14.4 that Burch had
calculated for his 220 kV x-ray spectrum, but it should
be pointed out that the IIV1 for his spectrum was 2.5 mm
Ct* compared to 1.8 mm Cu for the 280 kV x-ray spectrum
used here.
experimental values given in ICRU (1969) are too few to
draw any definite conclusion about this.
Naturally, the question of most interest concerning
the G-values calculated from the different C 3+ curves
r e
was whether either of them predicted the 'G-value
difference'. Though the answer to this is given in
detail in the next section, it can be said here that from
preliminary calculations for the 31 MV betatron x-ray beam
it almost certainly looked as if the answer was no.
During the 'trial and error' derivation of the empirical
3 H-
G,, 3+ relation it was apparent that G(Fe ) would only
r e
come out higher for a high-energy photon beam than for
high-energy electrons if the curve was made to have a
completely implausible shape i.e. an extremely pronounced
maximum and a very rapid fall-off at low-LLT - much more
so than that exhibited by the broken line in fig. 11.11.
In addition, such an 'impossible' curve would also have
resulted in a G-value of about 20 for the kilovoltage
x-rays, which was simply not on.











0.0001 5.55 5 .40
0.0002 ^ onV/ • w 5.65
0.0003 6.75** 6.25**
0.0004 7.65 6.90
0.0005 8 .50 7.50
0.0007 10. 30 8.90
0.001 12.65 10.70




0.007 18.03 19. 70
0.01 18 . 38 20.45
0.02 18 .84 21 .30
0.03 18 .97 21.35
0.04 18 .98 21 .20
0.05 19.00 21.00
0.07 19 20.55
0.1 1 s 19.90
0.2 19 19 .00
0.3 19 18.60
0.4 19 18 .50
0.5 19 18.40
0.7 19 18 .35
1 19 18.27




7 19 18 . 26
10 19 18.28
20 19 18.29
30 19 18 . 30
40 19 18.30
* o r G (T) .
*v
Corresponds also to the 100 ev track-end dissipation.
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11.6 RESULTS OF G(Fe°+) CALCULATIONS FOR HIGH-ENERGY
ELECTRON AND PHQ10P< BEARS
11.6.1 Some Computation Details
The two G„ 3+ carves shown in figure 11.11 wereF e
carefully tabulated as a function of the electron kinetic
energy. These tabulated values are given in table 11.4.
In this form, both sets of G(T) values were included in
the permanent input data for the photon-electron cascade
programs (see section 6.4.1.1). For each spectrum geometry,
3+.
the two values of G(Fe ) were evaluated as in equation
11.3 using the local energy dissipation spectrum derived
from the total electron flux spectrum (sections 7.3.1 and
8.5.1) .
It should be noted that a value of G 3+ must be
F e
assigned to the 100 eV track ends, which account for
around 1.0% of the total local dissipation as was shown in
chapters 7 and 8. In order to do this, an estimate has
to be made of the effective LET for the last 100 eV of
the electron 'track*. In the absence of a more valid
procedure, this effective LET was taken to be equal to
the range of a 100 eV electron (as given in ICRU, 1970)
divided by its energy. This comes out to be about
220 MeV.cm ' which is the same as the local LET at 300 eV
(see table 11.4). Naturally, the track-end dissipation
had been included in the approximate evaluation of
G(Fe") for the wide range of radiations described in the
previous section, though it has not been explicitly
*
mentioned until now.
*Burch ( 1959) had used a 100 eV track-eijd Gp 3+
corresponding to an LET of 930 f.ieV.cm ' (see fig. 11.4).
**The electron energy values (.0001-40 MeV) shown in the


















11.6*2 G(Fe°+) for E lect r on B e a m s
3 +
All the electron beam G(Fe ') results are shown in
figure 11.12. The considerable difference between the
two G's was entirely to be expected from the differences
between the curves in fig. 11.11 at the low-LET end.
As had been 'guessed' from the start, the constant G^^S*
value at low LET that was a feature of Burch's theory did
3-f
result in appreciably higher G(Fe ) values for high-
60 ^
energy electrons than for Co. There is no doubt that
of the two rather different sets of results plotted in
figure 11.12, the ones derived from the empirical G(T)
data (the solid lines) correspond more closely to
experimental values (though it should be borne in mind
that G(Fe°+) for high-energy electron was 'fixed' for
set I). rihis is easily seen by referring back to the
caiorimetric electron G-vaiues shown in fig. 11.2b.
Ip. addition, the smaller depth-dependence in the lower
set of results is more in line with experimental findings.
Both sets of results predict an increase in G(Fe^ ) with
increasing electron energy, T , with the increase
becoming smaller as T^ increases. Even comparing the
results for T =5 MeV with those for T = 30 fvieV the
o o
difference is hardly ever more than 1% for either* set
except at large z/r for set I. Finally, it should be
mentioned that the statistical fluctuations in the
. 3*f \
G(Fe ) results were certainly not larger than 0.01 for
the 2000-history computations.
3 *T*
*In fact, the values calculated for G(Fe "r) f rom the
modified Burch relation (II) can more or less be
correlated with the small changes in the numbers of
very low energy electrons in the flux spectra for
different radiations (see chapters 7 and 8).
Figure11.13THEORETICALG(Fe3+)F RP TONBEAMS, (calibrationdepths)
MaximumPhotonEnergyk/eV.
max
Figure 11.14 DEPTH-DEPENDENCE OF G(Fe3+) FOR PHOTON BEAMS.
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11.6.3 G( Fe ) for Phot or. 'Beams
The photon beam results are shown in figure 11.13.
The values are plotted against the maximum photon energy
k , and correspond to the calibration depths. All the
max
qualities listed in table 8.1 are included in the figure
13 7
with the addition of ' Cs y-radiation (from table 11.3;
60
0.66 MeV primary photons only, cf. spectrum C for Co
Y-rays). As for the electron beams discussed above,
there is a marked difference between two sets of results
3 +
The G(Fe ) results based on the modified Burch Gp^3+
relation (II.) show a gradual increase with increasing
maximum photon energy. This is in line with the ICRU
(.1969) recommendations, based on very insubstantial
experimental evidence (see fig. 11.2a). The results
based on the empirical Gp^3 + relation (1), however, show
G(Fe^+) almost constant with increasing k , with the
m a x
value for 31 MV x-rays slightly less than that for *J°Co
radiation if anything,
3+ GO
The variation of G(Fe ) with depth for u"Co and
31 MV radiation is illustrated in figure 11.14. These
results do not call for much comment. For the 31 MV
x-ray beam, both G's show a small variation in the build
up region, which is no more than 1% different from the
virtually constant values at all other depths. The
insignificant statistical variation of the results is
indicated bv the small difference in the plotted values
calculated from two separate runs of the cascade program
(cf. fig. 8,1.1 and 9.6/. The modified Burch model
predicts a small, but non-negligible decrease in G(Fe°+)
60
with increasing depth for the Coy-radiation. fins is














Empirical (1) Mo d . Durch (II)
5 1 3 15 .43 15.83
10 2 6 15 .49 15.89
20 3 14 15 .53 15.93
















Empirical (I) Mod. Burch ( 11)
i37Cs (P) 0. G 6 0.26 0.13 15.63 15.22
2 1V,V 0.94 0,40 0 . 20 15.58 15 .26
6°Co (P+S) 1 .18 0. 5 6 0 . 38 15.52 15.38
4.5 lMV 1.63 0.8 2 0.4 1 15.53 15 .40
6 MV 2 .11 1.1 0.55 .15 .50 15 .48
13 MV 5.91 3.6 1.8 15 .46 15.66
19 MV 6.91 4.2 2.1 15.46 15.68
27 MV (linac) 8.27 5.1 2,6 15.46 15.69
2 7 RiV ( b ' tron ) 10.1 6.2 3.1 15 .46 15.71
31 MV ( Pb f.f . ) 11.8 7.1 3.6 15.4 7 15 . 73
31 r:v (A1 f.f.) 14.5 8.6 4.3 15.47 .15 . 78
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entirely absent on the empirical model „ The writer is
not aware of any experimental evidence for or against a
small depth-dependence in G(Fe°+) for <)JCo or similar
quality photon radiation.
11.6.4 The 'G-Value Difference'
What do the above results have to say about the
'G-value difference'? This question is answered by the
numerical values presented in table 11.5 and illustrated
in figure 11.15. All the results given correspond to the
recommended calibration depths (ICRU; 1969, 1972) for
the electron and photon beams. For the electron beams,
the mean primary energy, T , has been calculated on the
basis of an energy loss of 2 MeV.crn ' (the exact value of
T is of no consequence anyway). A mean primary electron
energy has been estimated for the photon beams also. The
figures in column 3 of table 11.5b. designated by T « are
o'
estimates of the mean initial energies of the electrons
set in motion in water by the photons (cf. table 9.3).
- *
T has then been simply taken as half of 'I . As for the
p o
electron beams, the precise values are immaterial.
The photon and electron G(Fe^+) results have been
plotted together in figures 11.15a and 11.15b. Neither
figure gives any hint of a 'G-value difference' such as
is suggested by certain experimental measurements. The
fact that the photon and electron values do not exactly
coincide in the region of overlap is simply due to the
questionable validity of the above procedure of assigning
an effective electron energy to a photon beam.
*This will be about right for conditions of electronic
equilibrium.
Nevertheless, the photon results shown in fig. 11.15b do
appear to lie on a fairly smooth curve. This is in
contrast to the findings for the stopping-power ratio
results illustrated in figure 9.7, but was to be expected
from the insensitivity of the G-value calculation to the
shape of the high-energy end of the electron flux
spectrum (see section 11.4.3).
As the two G 3+ vs local LET relations used to
F e
calculate the values of G(Fe>i+) from the local energy
dissipation spectra had very different 'shapes' in the
*
crucial low-LET region, it must be concluded that the
'G-value difference' cannot possibly be accounted for on
the basis of the present theoretical analysis.
Furthermore, it has been shown that the analysis was
particularly well-suited to the task of unearthing such a
'difference', if one existed. It must be emphasised,
however, that too much confidence cannot be placed in the
3 +
absolute values calculated for G(Fe ) from the empirically
derived relation (I) as firstly it was 'fixed' to give
reasonable G-values for high-energy electrons and
secondly, it is not based on any more fundamental
theoretical approach. In particular, no reason is being
put forward for why the curve should go through a maximum
at low LET.
*'Crucial' because it is only in this region that there
are appreciable differences between the electron flux
spectra produced by photon and electron beams.
Table 11.6 RE-CALCULATION OF LAW AND NAYLCR G(Fe°+)
DETER?INATIONS
a. Law and Naylor (1971): Photon beanis











'New ' estimated from lable 10.3/Fig. 10.3.







> G(Fe,s+)* New Cj. —-> Revised G
3 2.4 0. 95*** 15.3-0.3 - -
6 4.8 0.91 14.8-0.2 0.8 78 15. 35-0.2
8 6.8 0.90 Id .9-0.2 0.876 15,3-0.2
10 8.0 0.8 9 15.1-0.3 0.858 15.55-0.3
20 16.6 0. 8d 15.1-0.2 0.8 34 1S.2±0.2
35 50.8 0.81 15.5-0 . 2 0 .800 15,65-0.2
'New C estimated from table 10. ?/ fig. 10.4 with 0.7% increase
for 2 MV calibration and including .
60
^Normalized to 15.5 at Co.
**Assuming mean loss of 2 MeV.cm .
***Baldwin-Farmer chamber not employed.
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11.7 A__ RE-EXA.V- IN AT ION OF THi. 1. XPh !■ IMEKTAL LVIDEKCE
FOX -i i• I 'G-VALUE' DIFFERENCE"'
11.7.1 The work of Law and Naylor (1971>1972)
It has been emphasised earlier in this chapter, and
at other places in this work, that the bulk of the
experimental evidence for the 'G-value difference* conies
3
from determinations of G(Fe' ) based on ionization
measurements and in particular, the ionization measurements
by Law and Naylor (1971, 1972). Having shown conclusively
by- detailed calculations that the 'difference' is not
*
predicted theoretically, it now seemed appropriate to
re-calculate the Law and Naylor G-values using the C„ and
c
x that had also come out of the present theoretical work.
The first three columns in table 11.6a contain
details of the Law and Naylor (l97l) results for photon
radiation with the C values that they used for a
B aidwin—F s rns 0 r c in a n\ 0 r* c s i ib rs t-cd 1 or* 2 *. v x 3t a y s a ^ x* r* 0 in P •
These were taken from the ICRU ( 1969) photon dosimetry
report. The measurements were made at the ICRU
calibration depths in Perspex phantoms. The use of
Perspex instead of water makes no appreciable difference
to the electron flux spectrum at the depth of the
dosimeter and hence should have a negligible effect on
the performance of either the Baldwin-Farmer chamber or
the FeSO. dosimeter. The irradiation vessels were made
of either Perspex or polyethylene, the latter also being
*In fact, the results in fig. 11.15 above suggest that
the G-value for high-energy electrons should be
slightly highe r than for high-energy bremsstrahlung
beams, whereas the 'difference' is the other way round.
reasonably close to water-equivalent, The authors pointed
out that there was definite evidence that neither of these
materials resulted in any chemical contamination.
60
Law and Nayior normalized their results to 15.6 at eo
in order to minimize any errors due to the FeSG^ technique
or tiie NPL calibration factor.
Values of C corresponding to the three x-ray beamsA
*
have been estimated from figure 10.3 and are listed in
column 4 of table 11.6a. These 'new C ' correspond to theA
assumptions made in chapter 10 about the air-equivalence
of the B-F cavity walls at the calibration radiation.
It can be seen that they are between two and four per cent
higher than the ICRU values, as has been pointed out in
that chapter. The final column gives the revised G-values
obtained with these new C factors. They have all been
A
brought down by the change in C and now the difference
X
between the 15 MV and 33 MV values is well within
experimental error. Note that the uncertainties given by
Law and Nayior are estimates of standard error and




at Co and at the energy concerned. These uncertainties
have been included with the revised G-values.
Details of the Law and Nayior (1972) G(Fe^+) results
for electron beams are given in table 11.6b. The authors
stated that the intention of the work with electrons was
to make an analogous comparison with the photon results,
*The 33 MV Brown-Boveri betatron (St. Luke's, Guildford)
has a lead flattening filter (C. Biriks, private
commun.1 cation) .
using as far as possible the same equipment and techniques
as in the earlier paper. The measurements were carried
out in Perspex and polystyrene phantoms at depths
corresponding fairly closely to the HP A (197J.)
recommendations, and G(Fe°h) was derived using the
values given in that document. As in the photon work,
the results were normalized to G(Fe^f) = 15.5 at l><"Co.
The 'new C ' values were estimated from the calculated
E
results given in table 10.7 and figure 10.4. The p^ factor
was included and account was taken of the fact that the
6 0
C values given in chapter 10 correspond to "Co as theh
calibration radiation i.e. those values were increased by
0.7%. As computations were only performed for 5, 10, 20
and 30 MeV beams, the C given in table 11.6b for the 35,
8 and 6 MeV beams were interpolated on the basis of the
values given for T . The uncertainty in these CK factors
is thus slightly greater than for the 10 and 20 MeV beams,
but is very much less than the statistical measurement
uncertainties that Law and Nayior give. The C derivedE
in this work are appreciably lower than the HPA values
(see fig. 10.4) even allowing for the perturbation factor,
p}, . Thus the G-values are revised upwards and are now
in reasonable agreement with experimental determinations
based on calorimetry.
* except for T = 3 MeV.
**The HPA (1071) electron dosimetry guide states that
their C, values do include a small correction due to
the perturbation caused by the B-F chamber, but does
not give the magnitude of the correction at the
different energies or any discussion of its origin.
Figure 11016 RE-CALCULATED G(FeJ+) RESULTS OF LAW AND NAYLOR FOR
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The 3-MeV result has not been re-calculated as a
specially-constructed disc-shaped chamber was used for
this measurement instead of the Baldwin-Farmer in order
to minimize the perturbation effect. However, the
estimated for this chamber by Law and iNaylor seems almost
certainly on the high side, implying that the result of
15.3 for G should actually be slightly higher, in line
with the adjustments at the other electron energies.
Mean primary electron energies have been estimated
for the 33 MV, 15 MV and 8 MV photon beams in the same
way as in table 11.5. All the revised results of Law and
Nayior given in tables 11.6, a and b, have been plotted
in figure 11.16. This figure clearly demonstrates that
any 'G-value difference' is now well within experimental
error. It is important to note that this conclusion is
not altered even if the Law and Nayior results are re¬
calculated using C„ and CL values both based on the
h A
assumption that the B-F chamber is a water-walled
Bragg-G'ray cavity at 2 MV x-rays (see chapter 10).
In that case, C is drastically lowered at all energies
JLi
(the 0.990 factor becomes 0.96 - section 10.4.1)
although C is not increased by as much as in table 11.6a.
Then the photon and electron G-values both come out at
around 16.0 which is not in line with the calorimetric
evidence on G(Fe +) for electron beams, and is improbably
high also for the photon beams even on the basis of the
modified Rurch theoretical results (II) presented in the
previous section.
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11.7.2 Other 'Parallel' electron and Photon G(Pe°+)
Measurements
Similar investigations for both electron and photon
beams using the FeSO dosimeter and ionization chambers
have also been carried out by Almond in the USA and by
Svensson and colleagues in Sweden. The results of
Hettinger, Petterson and Svensson (1967) for a 34 MV
Brown-Boveri betatron x-ray beam have already been mentioned
in section 10.3.3. There it was shown that their
6 0
result of 0.916 for a B-F chamber calibrated at Co and
based on a G-value of 15.5 was in close agreement with
the C value of 0.913 from the present calculations for aA
34 IV:V betatron beam with a lead flattening filter. Thus
there is no need to revise their assumed G-value. Again,
the agreement between the experimentally-determined C
Li
values of Svensson (1971) and the present calculations
was consistent with a G-value of 15.6 (see section 10.4.3
and fig. 10.5). Thus there is no 'G-value difference' on
the basis of the measurements by the Swedish group.
Almond (1968) reported measured C of 0.910 for 18.5 MV
X
x-rays and 0.894 for 22 MV x-rays. The 18.5 MV figure was
based on a G-value of 15.8 recommended in a review by
Shaiek and Smith (.1969). The 22 MV x-ray G-value was taken
to be 15.9 on the basis of Almond's calorimetric
measurement at this quality. Using the C factors
A
derived in this work at 18.5 MV and 22 MV (taken from
fig. 10.3), Almond's G-vaiues come out as 15.4 and 15.3
respectively. Turning now to the measurements he carried
*These details have been confirmed by Almond - personal
communication. The radiation was from a betatron.
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out on electron beams (Almond, 1970) and performing a
similar re-calculation procedure as for the Law and
Naylor results, Almond's electron G-values end up around
15.6 - 15.8. So once again there is no suspicion that
the photon C—value is at all higher than that for
electron beams. In fact, it would appear as if Almond's
results could be used to suggest that the opposite is the case.
.It should be remembered when intercomparing G-values
based on C, and C determined by workers in differentfc# A
countries that there may be differences in the construction
and dimensions of the exposure-calibrated ionization
chambers used and also the exposure calibrations may not
be completely equivalent. Almond and Jahns (1971) made
measurements of C for a range of different ionization
A
* £
chambers, including the Victoreen Condenser chamber
commonly employed in the USA and also some Baldwin-Farmer
chambers that had nylon instead of 'iurnol walls. In fact,
their C results were averages for all the chambers (i.e.
A
the 22 MV and 18.5 MV values given above). The present
calculations strictly apply to the 0.6 mm diameter
Tufnol-walled Baldwin-Farmer chamber, though any
differences in the theoretical values due to the use of
nylon instead of 'iufnol etc. might well turn out to be
negligible, depending on how close to air-equivalent
nylon is.
60
*In this respect, the Co normalization by Law and
Naylor (1971, 1972) was especially valuable.
**This chamber has a Bakelite wall and a diameter of
7.5 mm. Bakeiite is close to 'iufnol in composition.
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Finally, the recent photon/electron intereomparison
measurements by Svensson et al. (1974) can be mentioned.
'1 his work is of particular value as the FeSO and
ionization dosimetry systems were calibrated against a
liquid ionization chamber. Svensson et al. assumed that
the response of this dosimeter was independent of electron
energy as the ratio between the collision mass stopping
power for water to liquid was very nearly constant for
electrons in the energy range 0.1 to 100 MeV. It was
found that within experimental error there was no
variation in the relative response of the FeSO ^ dosimeter
and the liquid ionization chamber for 6-30 MeV electron
radiation and for 27 « 34 MV x-rays. Thus Svensson et al.
concluded that firstly G(FeJ+) did not vary with electron
3+
energy in the range 6-30 MeV, and secondly that G(Fe )
was the same for both the electron and x-ray beams. Thus
these measurements can be considered to be further
experimental evidence for the non-existence of the 'G-value
difference'. Furthermore, no assumptions about the response
of an air ionization chamber were involved.
35 2.
11 . 8 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The importance of the ferrous sulphate dosimeter was
emphasised but so was the inadequate knowledge of G (F e''+)
for high-energy electron and photon beams, particularly
the latter. The large variation in the results of
3+
determinations of G(Fe ) served to emphasise the
importance of looking closely at the results of a single
group of investigators as far as the 'G-value difference'
was concerned. The evidence for this 'difference' from
the ionization-based measurements by Law and Naylor was
supported by the calorimetric work of Almond, though the
latter included only one measurement for a high-energy
photon beam.
As a prelude to the details of the theoretical
investigation of the 'G-value difference', the reasons
why the chemical yield should be a function of LET were
discussed. The local-LLT model employed by Burch (1959)
was outlined and its shortcomings emphasised. In
3 +
particular, it looked as though calculations of G(Fe )
based on Burch's theory could not be relied on for the
low-LLT radiations concerned in the 'G-value difference'
and further, that such calculations were unlikely to
predict such a difference. Consequently, some alternative
approaches to the explanation of the 'difference' were
discussed including the possible influence of the density
effect. However, it had to be concluded that if the
difference existed, then it would be revealed by a Burch-
type approach utilizing the local energy dissipation
spectrum with a cutoff of 100 eV.
Burch's use of improbably high values below 3 keV
2 1 0
for the local LET, (dT/dx) a G-value of 6.13 for Po
a-radiation when more recent values yield around 5.1, his
3 +
G(Fe' ') result for 220 kV x-rays that was almost certainly
appreciably too low, as well as the very approximate
nature of his derivation of the variation of G„ 3+ with
r e
local LET; ail these factors suggested that a re-derivation
of the G„ 5+ vs local LET relation based on an empirical
r e
rather than a fundamental approach was the way to proceed.
3 +
Accordingly, the present 'best' experimental G(Fe )
2 1 0
values for several qualities ranging from Po a-particles
to 20 MeV electrons were taken as 'standard' and spectra
computed for these 'standard' radiations. A 3 + vs
local LET relation was then arrived at by 'trial and
error' which differed considerably from the modified
Burch relation also derived; G 3+ had to go through a
maximum at low LET in order that G(Fe") should come out
correctly at all the 'standard' qualities.
Values of G(Fe^+) based on both the empirically-
derived and the modified-Burch set of G 3+ values,F e
tabulated as functions of electron energy in the photon-
electron cascade programs, were calculated from the local
energy dissipation spectra computed at various depths in
water for the high-energy electron and photon beams. The
results demonstrated conclusively that there was no 'G-
value d i f !'e re nee ' for either set of input data, though
there were considerable differences in the two sets of
'Z
G ( F e ) results. As had been expected from the start,
though Burch's theory predicted that G(Fe° ) was about
354.
15.7 for a 25 IV x-ray beam (i.e. 0.2 higher than for ^l'Co) ,
it also resulted in a G-value of around 15,9 for high-energy
electrons. The empirically-based results, on the other
hand, predict that G(Fe°+) remains virtually constant
with increasingly photon energy at around 15.45 and is
marginally lower than the value for high-energy electrons.
Finally, the experimental evidence for the 'G-value
difference* was re-examined. The results of Law and
Naylor (1971) for photon beams and Law and Naylor (1972)
for electron beams were re-calculated using the and C_
values derived in chapter 10 whereas Law and Naylor had
used the ICRU (1969) C and the HPA (1971) C . The
A JL*
photon G-values were consequently revised downwards by
2-4% and the electron values revised upwards by 1-3%.
The result was that the 'G-value difference' now came
well within experimental error. it was similarly shown
that the ionization-based G-values for photon and
electron beams determined by Svensson and colleagues in
Sweden and by Almond in the USA are also consistent with
the no 'G-value difference' conclusion when the present
C and Cr, factors are employed.
XL
The overall conclusion to be drawn from these
findings is that the 'G-value difference' had all along
been the result of the use of incorrect C and C factors
*-■ X
and that when these quantities are derived in a
consistent manner as in the present work, i.e. employing
the same assumptions for both photon and electron beams,
then the 'difference' disappears. Thus from being what
seemed to be the only 'hard' experimental evidence for
5 5 5®
the 'G-value difference', Almond' s 22 ItV x-ray culorimet ric
measurement is now the only evidence at all for the
phenomenon!. Both the theoretical and re-calculated
experimental evidence given in this chapter make the case
against the 'difference* overwhelming.




The most important results to come out of this
investigation can be summarized as follows:
1) The present computation of the depth-independent
electron flux spectrum (i.e. below rl ) , including all
generations of 6~rays, based on Bunch's approach (Burch,
1957a) but employing only the c-s-d-a and much finer
energy intervals has been shown to give very similar
numerical values as would have been obtained from the
more sophisticated and mathematically more involved
Spencer-Fano theory.
2) The Monte Carlo electron-photon program developed in
this work produced depth-dependent electron flux spectra
in water irradiated by high-energy electron beams which
were in excellent agreement with the Monte Carlo
calculations by Berger and Seltzer (1969, 1969a) down to
the lowest energies (i.e. 200 eV in the latter work).
The conclusions that Berger and Seltzer drew concerning
the negligible variation of the flux spectra below about
50 keV with initial electron energy (at least at 5 MeV
and above) and depth have been confirmed by the results
presented here. The present, less rigorous treatment of
electron multiple scattering and energy-loss straggling,
compared with the Berger and Seltzer electron transport
model, appears to have had very little effect on the
electron flux spectra results.
60
3) For photon beams in the Co/2 IN quality region
there is a very gradual shift of the electron flux
spectra towards lower electron energies with increasing
depth in water.
4) For high-energy bremsstrahlung beams for (e.g. 31 MV
x-rays) for which there is an appreciable build-up
region in water, the electron flux spectrum is
appreciably 'softer' at the surface than at a depth where
electronic equilibrium has been approximately
established. For such equilibrium depths there is a
negligible change of the flux spectrum with depth at all
electron energies, in line with what has generally
been assumed.
5) A comparison of the electron flux spectra from a
31 MV x-ray beam (at a depth beyond the build-up region)
and a 10 MeV electron beam (at a depth such that the mean
primary electron energies produced by the two beams were
similar) revealed considerable differences except below
about 10 keV, where the two spectra became very close
together.
6) The inclusion of the production of Auger electrons,
due to interactions with the electrons from the oxygen K-
shell, did not result in any appreciable increase in the
number of electrons with energies below the 'discontinuity'
just above 500 eV. This was equally the case for both
the electron and the photon beams.
7) A detailed comparison of the present results with the
Berger et al. (1975) computations of the water/air
stopping-power ratios for electron beams showed that there
3 5 S .
were considerable discrepancies, despite the apparent
similarity and degree of rigour of' the c ale ul at i onal
methods. These differences are due to the fact that
Berger et al„,in evaluating the Spence r-Attj. x theory, had
neglected to include the dissipation by the electron
track ends whereas considerable care had been taken to
take this into account in the present evaluation. The
stopping-power ratios derived by Kessaris (1970a) are
between 2 and 3% lower than the present results (for a
cutoff of J.0 keV). 'ihe approximate evaluation of the
Bragg-Gray stopping-power ratios from the simple Harder
formula only gives good agreement (within 1%) with more
exact calculations at low electron energies (below about
5 MeV) or at depths close to the surface.
8) The photon beam stopping-power ratio results are
complicated by differences in the initial photon spectra
from one x-ray machine to another. Nevertheless, several
60 ,
points clearly emerged. For photon beams in the Co/2 MV
quality region, Bragg-Gray stopping-power ratios derived
by assigning a single effective electron energy to the
photon beam are within about 0.5% of the present, more
accurate, calculations. This does not apply to higher
energy x-ray beams (above 15 MV or so) where the
approximate values are always too low. For the 31 MV
betatron x-ray beam, the difference is nearly 2%„ All
the stopping-power ratio results (i.e. Bragg-Gray and the
three cuttoffs: 0.001, 0.01, 0.1 MeV) for the 27 MV
1inac beam (i.e. thick target) were very close to the
corresponding values for the 19 MV betatron beam
(i.e. thin target), but nearly 1% higher than for the 27
f.'.V betatron beam. There .is negligible depth-dependence
of the stopping-power ratios beyond the build-up region
60 ,
for all the photon beams, with the exception of Co/2 MV
qualities for the 0.1 MeV cutoff. 1 he gradual decrease
in the stopping power ratio with increasing depth in the
latter case is a consequence of the effect of photon
interactions in the air cavity which is taken into
account in the present, modified evaluation of the
Spencer-Attix theory.
9) The use of more realistic assumptions concerning the
Baldwin-Farmer ionization chamber than were made by
Greene and Massey in deriving the C. values given in
ICRU (1969) has resulted in appreciably different results
for . The present results are as much as 5-5% higher
than the ICPU figures; the difference increases with
increasing photon energy, and is greater for linacs than
for betatrons. The assumptions implicitly involved in
the ICRU (1972) C£ values were less unrealistic, but are
.inconsistent with the ICRU Cx calculations. The C,,
A E
derived in this work are 1-2% lower than those given by
HPA (1971) but are well within 1% of the ICRU values
except at large depths. However, this close agreement is
partly due to the cancelling out of errors in the
derivation of the ICRU C by Kessaris (1970a).
JL>
10) As a result of detailed calculations of G(Fe^') for
the electron and photon beams, based on two alternative
G 3+ vs local Ll.'l relations, it was shown that it was
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not possible to account for the 'G-vaiue difference' on
theoretical grounds. However, when the ionization-based
3
G(Fe ) determinations by Law and Haylor (1971, 1972) are
re-calculated using the C and values derived in this
work, the 'difference' comes well within experimental
error. Furthermore, the re-calculated results of Almond
in the USA and Svensson and colleagues in Sweden no longer
suggest any 'difference' either. Consequently, it is
concluded that the 'G-value difference' has simply been
the result of incorrect and C values (mainly the
former). When C,_ and C> are derived in a consistentL A
manner as in this work, but unlike in the ICRU photon and
electron dosimetry reports, then no 'difference' is observed.
1 2 • 2 SOlfL GLNLRAL COMMENTS
Though it is fair to say that the results concerning
chemical and ionization dosimetry are the most important
outcome of this work, it must be emphasised that the bulk
of the time and effort went into the development of the
computer programs to calculate the depth-dependent
electron flux spectra. It must be asked whether the same
results could have been derived from a much less involved
c omputation.
As far as the G(Fe3+) theory is concerned, the answer
must be yes, though this was by no means obvious when the
investigation began. Clearly a depth-independent
calculation of the electron flux spectrum (and thus the
local energy dissipation spectrum) for a photon beam
3 "J"
would not have given very different results for G(Fe )
in view of the negligible change of 0(Fev +) with depth
that was obtained. A simpler electron transport model,
based entirely on the c-s-d-a, would have been adequate
to have calculated G (Fe ' ) for electron beams at
different depths, where again a small depth dependence
was found, and the same conclusions about the 'G-value
difference1 would have been arrived at. however, the
stopping-power ratios calculated from such a simplified
calculation would only have been of limited value. The
increase of the stopping-power ratio close to the surface
for a high-energy photon beams could not have been
demonstrated, nor could any confidence have been attached
to the depth-dependence of for electron beams.
As well as being able to handle calculations where
depth-dependence is important, the Monte Carlo method is
especially powerful in dealing with boundaries between
different media. An example of a problem involving such
a boundary is the calculation of the energy dissipation
in the air cavity of an ionization chamber. Spencer and
Attix (1955) extended the simple Bragg-Gray theory to
tackle the problem of the dependence of the stopping-
power ratio on cavity size. Since that development,
cavity theory has been further extended by Harder (1968;
who calculated perturbation factors for irradiation by
electron beams to take into account scattering effects
caused by the difference in density between the cavity
gas and the walls. In the general theory of Burlin (1966)
and in the present work, the effect of photon inter-
interactions in the cavity lias been explicitly considered,
and Buriin also looked at the modification of the
electron spectrum in the cavity due to the difference in
atomic number between wall and cavity material. However,
while all these developments are undoubtedly great
improvments over the elementary assumptions involved in
the Bragg-Gray theory, the 'tacking on' of one correction
factor after another to the basic stopping-power ratio
seems inherently unsatisfactory. As both a rigorous test
of the above theories and as a possible improvement on
them, it would seem a good idea to actually calculate the
energy dissipation in a cavity (i.e. as opposed to the
electron flux spectrum) using a comprehensive Monte Carlo
program that would automatically take into account the
effect of the shape of the cavity and differences in
density and atomic composition of all the materials
involved in a particular ionization chamber. The validity
of such an approach would only be limited by the accuracy
of the basic physical data (i.e. I-values etc.) but that
is the case for any cavity theox-y .
From the remarks made in the above paragraph it will
be evident that the present derivation of stopping-power
ratios appropriate to the Baldwin-Farmer chamber is not
considered to be definitive, especially for photon
60 ,
radiation in the Co/2 MV quality region for which photon
interactions with the Tufnol wail adjacent to the air
cavity are very important. Aside from the necessarily
approximate manner in which the stopping-power ratios
have been evaluated for such relatively low-energy photon
beams, there is also the difficult question of just how
close to air-equivalent Tufnol actually is. Furthermore,
the present approach had indicated that considerable care
should be taken in choosing and specifying the materials
used in the construction of exposure-calibrated secondary
standard ionization chambers as the theory predicts
appreciable differences in C„ and Q if the inner wall isL
water-equivalent rather than air-equivalent. Some
experimental work with wall materials of varying thickness
and composition would seem desirable in order to clarify
the picture.
The original purpose of this investigation was to see
if the 'G-value difference' could be accounted for
theoretically. The approach was thus naturally orientated
towards performing equivalent calculations for photon and
electron beams in order to look for any possible
differences in these radiations that might have a bearing
on dosimetric measurements. Such an orientation inevitably
led to a careful examination of the derivation of C„ and .
The unearthing of inconsistencies in the expressions for
these factors given in the recent ICRU reports on photon
and electron dosimetry (ICRU; 1989, 1972) is, in fact,
considered to be the most important 'discovery1 in this
work; the consistent derivation of C and C. presentedL
here puts relative dosimetry between electron and photon
radiation on a much firmer basis than has hitherto fcecm
the case. The not unexpected result that theory could
definitely not accommodate the 'G-vaiue difference'
together with the almost total disappearance of the
experimental evidence for the 'difference' upon the
removal of the C,./C inconsistency has brought the whole
investigation to a satisfying and self-consistent conclusion.
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APPENDIX I
ALGORITHM FOR IDE GENERATION OF PSEUDO-RANDOM NUMBERS
The random numbers used in the Monte Carlo




, = 65539 X mod 231n+1 n
n o""^ ^ v
iv — Z j\
n n+1
where R^ is the required random number between 0 and t.
This is an example of the power residue method,
specially adapted for use on the IBM 360 computer: the
algorithm was taken from the E.R.C.C. documentation on
IMP routines. The sequence is started by choosing a
number,!, which can be any odd integer greater than
29
50,001. 2 numbers are produced before the sequence
repeats. The power residue method has been thoroughly
investigated and has been shown to be an entirely
satisfactory way of obtaining random numbers (IBM manual
C 20—8011, 1959).
♦This is a shorthand way of writing 'the remainder when
65539 is divided by 2^^'. This step is actually
evaluated by causing the IBM 370/155 or ICL 4/75 (in
Edinburgh) to overflow.
♦♦E.R.C.C. - Edinburgh Regional Computing Centre.
Figure A2.1 FLOW DIAGRAM FOR SELECTION OF PHOTON WAVELENGTH





THE SAMPLING OF PHOTON WAVELENGTH CHANGES FRO?.: THE
KLEIN-NISI: IN A DISTRIB U T10N
This selection procedure is due to Kahn (1954) and
the flow diagram used to program it, given in figure A2.1,
is taken from Fano et al. (1959). It is actually a
combination of the Rejection Technique and C.P.D. method.
Fano et al. state that the average number of random
number triplets required to select a random variateA
(the Compton wavelength) is equal to 3.0 for A = 0.05
(kHO MeV), decreases to a minimum of 1.6 for A = 0.5,
and rises to a limiting value of 1.7 as A -> 00 (k->0) »
These figures for the efficiency of selection were borne
out by tests carried out on the procedure to verify that
the A* was distributed according to the Klein-Nishina formula.
APPENDIX 3
DERIVATION OF THE C.P.D. EXPRESSION TO SAMPLE FROM A
RESTRICTED EXPONENTIAL DISTRIBUTION
It is desired to select a random variable ^ from an
exponential distribution with mean angle ^, where ^ is
restricted to the range O to ff. This easily accomplished
as follovvs:
The cumulative probability distribution (C.P.D.) for
angle T, Q(T ) , is given by
T
exp ( -T / T ) dT
q( 4') _ ° 1 ..»..( A3, l)
11




2(t) "Pt-Vf.) - . (A3.2)
1
m
Putting Q(T) equal to random number R and solving for T*
T' = -W iog 1 R( exp (-ir/T ) - l) (A3.3;
m e m
where T' is the required random variable (cf. section 2.2,
Figure A4.1 FLOW DIAGRAM FOR PATAU REJECTION TECHNIQUE APPLIED









THE USE OF PATAU'S IMPROVED-EFFICIENCY REJECTION TECHNIQUE
TO SELECT THE ENERGY LOSS FROM THE M0LLER DISTRIBUTION
It was shown in section 4.4.1.2 that the exact
M/ller distribution had to be employed tor energy
transfers q such that q,. <q4T/2, and further that the
d i v
selection of q by a straightforward rejection procedure
(see fig. 4.1) would have been extremely inefficient.
A modified rejection technique devised by Patau (1970,
1972) to deal with similar problems in his Monte Carlo
work, was found to be suitable here. The method results
in a greatly improved efficiency of selection.
Briefly, the range of values the random variable can
take is divided into a number of equal intervals (these
cannot be equal log intervals, thus restricting the
applicability of the method). The maximum of the
St
probability distribution in each section is calculated.
Random number R^ is then used to select the section from
the relative sizes of these maxima. Random number K
selects a value of the random variable in that section.
Random number R, determines whether or not that variable
o
is accepted. If it is rejected, then the procedure starts
all over again with new R , R and R .
\ £ o
After some preliminary calculations, it was decided
to divide the range of q values into 3 sections for any T.
This kept the amount of computation down to a reasonable
amount and yielded an acceptable efficiency (see table 4.2).
The flow diagram for the procedure .is given in figure A4.1.
*This .is easy as the Miller distribution continually'
decreases with increasing q. Thus the maximum is at the
lowest q in a section - the q in fig. A4.1.
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APPENDIX 5
TO SHOW THAT '1 HE DISTRIBUTION OF THE DISTANCE BETWEEN
CATASTROPHIC EVENTS IS NOT ALTERED BY THE INTRODUCTION OF
A MAXIMUM STEP SIZE
For a mean free path s between catastrophic events,
the probability of an event within a distance s, P(s),
is given by
P(s)=1-exp(-s/s) (A5,l)
Let the maximum allowed step size he smax« Ihe probability
of s>s is exp(-s /s). However, should s be chosen
max max
such that s> s , then another selection of s is made,
max
The variable now becomes s - s and the total probability
max
of an event within the distance s - s , P(s~s ),
max max
is given by
P(s-s ) = exp(-s /s) 1 ~ exp(-(s-s )/s)
max max max
= exp(-s /s) - exp(-s/s) (A5.2)
laax
The total probability of an event within a distance
s must be the sum of the separate probabilities for s<sInax
and for s>s i.e. the sum of P(s ) from equ. (A5.l).
max max
and P(s-s ) from equ. (AS.2):
max
P(s ) + P(s — s ) = 1-exp(-s /s) + exp(~s /s)-exp(-s/s)
max max max max
= 1 - exp(-s/s)
which i s the same as equ. (A.5.1) for P(s). Q.E.D.
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APPENDIX 6
A BREAKDOWN OF THE FINAL VERSION OF THE PHOTON-ELECTRON
CASCADE PROGRAM - CASCF06
sjc
Line Nos. Description RePerence
in Thesis
1 Code starts - JbBEGITi (in IMP)
2-100 Declaration of variables, arrays
101-120 Description of function of program
for operators benefit
121-1G3 Permanent data read in (stream l) 3.4.3;4.5.3
6.4.1;11.6.1
164-251 Variable data read in 6.4.1;fig.6.3
252-327 Calculation of various parameters
e.g. rjL, A(Tc), (dT/dx)10Q
328 CPUTIME recorded - before MC
histories begin
334** Cycle JJ=1,1,NEPH - Outer cycle 6.4.1;8.3.1
for NEPH different photon energies,k.
I
336 Cycle J=1,1,HISTNO(JJ) - Inner cycle ditto
for HISTNO(JJ) hi stores, H.
J
333-452 Logical sequence for the simulation 4.5;6.3.1;
of photon and electron histories figs.4.12,6.2
Calls on routines PIIOSIM;CSDALOS;
BREMLOS;NOKLOS
453 CPUTIME recorded - after execution 6.4.3;7.1.3;
of all MC histories table 8.1
454-495 Print-out of results starts with
basic parameters e.g. no. of steps 3.4,6:4.5.3
496-511 Depth-Dose histogram printed out 4.6.3;7.4;
fig.8.12
512-537 Routines MCSPECAL, LOWENCAL, SPECOUT 5 . 5.2;fig.5.6;
executed for each spectrum geometry 6.5
in turn
538 CPUTIME recorded - final instruction
to be executed
*Note that there are often two or more 'statements' of
code per line.
**Naturally, there is no parallel statement to this







Routine CSDALOS - c-s-d-a electron
pathlength steps; calls on
NEWDIR, SPEC TOT
Routine NOKLOS - catastrophic
electron collision losses; calls
on NEWDIR; S-ray coords stored*
Routine_RREMLOS - catastrophic
electron radiation losses; calls
on NEWDIR; photon coords stored
Routine NEWDIR calculates new
, $ due to deflection 4, $
Routine PHOSIM - logical sequence
for photon simulation; calls on








868-915 Routine_PATHINT - distance to, and




916-1010 Routine COMPTON - selects energy
loss, calculates deflection due to
Cornpton scattering; calls on NEWDIR;
stores Compton electron coords.*
1011-1194 Routine PA.IR - selects energy and
direction of pair positron and
electron; calls on NEWDIR; stores
positron and electron coords.*
1195-1261 Routine PHOTO - calculates energy
of photoelectron, stores coords.*
1262-1292 Routine R.AYLLIGH - selects photon
deflection; call on NEWDIR
1299-1427 Routine SPECTOT ~ ac5ds L1P electron
pathlength contributions in the flux
in different energy intervals for
each spectrum geometry; calls on
DELSORT
1428-1484 Routine MCSPECAL - calculates flux
spectrum per unit energy, local
energy dissipation spectrum, part of
stopping-power ratio and G(Fe'JT)









*More explicitly:- for T§ (or T ,T etc.) > _ energy,
position, direction stored as input to MC simulation.
For T — only energy and position required for depth-
independent spectrum computation below T. »
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1485-16 51 Routine LOWENCAL - electron flux
computation~betvveen T and 100 eV;
including local energy dissipation







Routine SPECOUT - flux spectrum
normal!zed~to~T MeV total di|s.:
stopping-power ratios, G(Fe )
calculated; all results for each
spectrum geometry printed out.
Routine DENSEFF - calculates density 4.2.1;4.4.4
effect reduction for electron
stopping power in water
1792-1798 COLLOSS - calculates mass
collision stopping power for
electrons in water for any cutoff;
i.e. evaluation of equ. 4.18
1799-1809 ~ as for COLLOSS but
for air i.e. zero density effect
reduction
4.4.4.1
1813-1848 Routine DELSORT - adds up the
~coritInuousT losses from the
electron c-s-d-a steps in terms
of SK (section 5.5.1.1).
5 . 5 .1; 5 . 5 . 2
1850 %ENDOFPROGRAM
K.B. There have been one or two minor alterations to the
program wrt. stopping-power ratio calculations so
the line rios, no longer exactly correspond to the above.
TableA7-1ELECTRONFLUXSP UM:=5MEV
o
Electron Kinetic Energy T/MeV





























0.382 0.205 0.102 0.0512 0.0256 0.0128 0.00640 0.00320 0.00160 0.000800 0.000547 0.000510 0.000400 0.000200 0.000100
0.976 0.0131 0.0045 0.0044 0.0023 0.0047 0.0070 0.0098 0.0137 0.0191 0.0215 0.0348 0.0697 0.101 0.133 0.171 0.210 0.256 0.313 0.392 0.513 0.610 0.786 O.878 1.31 2.LO
0.000 0.622 0.0787 0.03.18 0.0222 0.0277 0.0336 0.0374 0.0348 0.01+57 0.0531 0.0604 0.0868 0.117 0.148 0.180 02.19 0.261 0.318 0.398 0.520 0.619 0.797 0.891 1.30 2.1+1+
0.342 0.253 0.133 0.100 0.0827 0.0788 0.08lU 0.0897 0.0969 0.103 0.118 0.137 0.160 0.191 0.227 0.270 0.326 0.1+06 0.533 0.631 0.813 0.908 1.36 2.1+9























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLES OF CONFUTED ELECTRON FLUX SPI CTRA IN •• / TER FOR
ELECTRON BEAMS
The results computed by the electron-photon cascade
program for T = 5, 10, 20 and 30 MeV, for 2000 primary
o
electron histories at each T , are given in tables A7.1,
A 7 . 2 , A 7.3 and A7.4 for the four T respectively. The
o
upper half of each table cor respo rids to the Mo rite Carlo
calculation from T down to Tq .. Beginning with T^, every
other energy spectrum interval is given - e.g. in
table hi.2. the flux in the highest interval (10 - 8.93
MeV) is tabulated but the next interval (8.93 - 7.98) has
been omitted. The Monte Carlo values have not been
'smoothed'; they were taken straight from the computer
printouts.
The lower half of the tables correspond to the depth-
independent flux computation (see chapter 5, for instance).
The actual number of energy bands for which the flux was
computed (and which appear on the printout) was such that
10 bands covered a factor of two in energy (B = 10),
w
Only every tenth flux value is given in the tables, but
is sufficient to define the flux spectrum. Note that the
energies 0.000547 and 0,000510 (MeV) have been
specifically included to show the effect of the Auger






































































































































































































































































































































Table A8.3 ELECTRON FLUX SPECTRUM : 31 MV betatron x-rays
F(T,z) in cm ^.MeV \ norm, to 1 MeV total dis
T / MeV F(T,z)
z = 0-1 cm z = 6-7 cm
30.50 - 27.85 0.00002 0.00001
25.^3 - 23.22 0.00028 0.000)42
21.20 - 19.36 0.00092 0.00109
17.68 - 16.15 0.00100 0.00270
1)4.7)4 - 13.ib 0.00123 0.00)459
12,29 - 11.23 0.00273 0.008)40
10.25 - 9.36 O.OOI487 0.0103
8.55 - 7.8l .0.00953 0.0161
7.13 - 6.51 0.009i9 0.0218
5.9*4 - 5.^3 0.0121 0.0257
U.96 - if -53 0.0126 0.0296
U. 13 - 3.77 0.0297 0.0339
3.i5 - 3.15 0.0260 0.0)408
2.87 - 2.62 0.0263 0.05)47
2. iO -2.19 0.0370 0.0597
2 .00 - 1.82 0.0559 0,0733
1.67 1.52 O.O596 0.07&1




















TABLES OF CONFUTED ELECTRON FLUX SPECTRA IN WATER FOR
PHOTON BEANS
The results computed by the photon-electron cascade
6 0
program for 2 iVV x-rays (A), Co 7-ray 5 (B ) , 6 XV x-rays
(£), 19 MV betatron x-rays (G), 26.8 PV linac x-rays (H),
26.8 MV thin-target x-rays (I) and 31 MV betatron x-rays
(J) are given in tables A8.1, A8.2 and A8.3. More
details about these photon beams are to be found in
table 8.1 (see also section 8.4.4).
Similar remarks apply here as for the electron beam
tables in Appendix 7, Note that there are considerable
statistical fluctuations in the Monte Carlo F(T,z)
values in the O-l cm layer for the 31 MV beam. The flux
in the G-7 cm layer at this quality is negligibly
different from that at the calibration depth i.e. 10 cm.
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GLOSSARY

























Number of ferric ions produced per 100 eV absorbed energy.
Electron flux - pathlength of electrons with K.E.
between T and T + dT.
Absorbed dose - energy dissipated per unit mass.
Collision stopping power restricted to losses less
than A. (Linear Energy Transfer).
Energy transfer cutoff value.
Local (<100 eV) energy dissipation spectrum.
Local energy dissipation between electron kinetic
energies T and T + AT.
Ionization charge per unit mass of gas.
Average energy absorbed per ion pair.
Mass stopping-power ratio.
Conversion factor for electron beams for use with
exposure-calibrated secondary standard ionization chamber.
Equivalent factor for photon beams.
Electron source spectrum - no. per unit volume.
Energy transfer.
Mean ionization potential.
Used to denote maximum photon energy in an x-ray spectrum.
Stopping power.
Random number between 0 and 1.
Polar direction in X,Y,Z system.




























Polar deflection, relative to particle direction.
Azimuthal deflection, realtive to particle direction.
Photon energy.
Photon attenuation coefficient.
Kinetic energy of Auger electron.
Compton wavelength of a photon.
Kinetic energy of Compton electron.
Total energy of pair electron.
Total energy of pair positron.
Penetration-depth cutoff in photon transport simulation.
Initial electron K.E.
Monte Carlo electron K.E. cutoff.
C-s-d-a electron range.
Cutoff for catastrophic energy losses in electron
transport simulation.
Attenuation coefficient for catastrophic 6-ray events.
Energy transfer in units of kinetic energy, T.
Energy transfer below wh^ch the Miller cross-section can
be approximated by a l/q. distribution.
Probability that catastrophic collision loss is less
than a,. .div
Total electron energy.
Attenuation coefficient for catastrophic bremsstrahlung
events.
Total attenuation coefficient for catastrophic events.
Mean free path between catastrophic events.
Density effect stopping-power reduction.
Electron K.E. at beginning of a pathlength step.

























Mean square deflection in Gaussian multiple-scattering
distribution.
Maximum allowed pathlength step.
Maximum percentage change in electron K.E. corresponding
to s
max
Kinetic energy of 6-ray.
Number of Monte Carlo histories.
Boundaries of a spectrum 'slice' or layer.
Part of electron pathlength step within spectrum layer.
The integral part of (...).
Number of Monte Carlo spectrum intervals.
Effective I-value for the 8 'free' electrons below pOO eV
in water.
Energy band width parameter; B bands cover a factor 2
in energy.
Number of energy band which has maximum energy of 100 eV.
Electron K.E. at top of band 1.
Geometric mean electron K.E. in band 1.
Number of electrons slowing down in band 1.
Energy dissipated by electron flux in transfers less than
100 eV.
Number of 6-rays starting at the top of band 1 produced by
electrons in higher energy bands.
Number of photon histories of energy k..
J
Weight attached to the H. histories.
tJ
Initial photon energy.
Geometric mean electron K.E. in MC spectrum interval.
Local energy dissipation per unit mass (local dose) for a
cutoff A.
N. Number of electron track ends of energy A.


























Energy fluence (intensity) average over photon spectrum.
Photon mass energy absorption coefficient.
Restricted collision stopping power in Spencer-Attix theory.
Restricted collision stopping power as evaluated from
equ. U.18.
Water/air mass stopping power ratio for an electron beam,
as evaluated from equ. 9-5.
As above, but for a photon beam.
Total dissipation per unit mass by the track ends.
Water/air mass stopping power ratio for electrons of
kinetic energy T.
Energy dissipation per unit mass from photon-ejected electrons
with initial energies less than A.
Water/air mass energy absorption coefficient ratio
corresponding to the photon-ejected track ends.
Water/air Bragg-Gray stopping-power ratio
as evaluated from equ. 9.12.
Approximate evaluation of the Bragg-Gray ratio for
photon beams at equilibrium depths.
Maximum energy in photon beam (MV, kV).






C factor for the calibration radiation.
A
Perturbation factors for ionization chambers for
electron, photon beams respectively.
Effective cavity-size parameter for the B-f chamber for
photon radiation A.
Mean primary electron energy for electron or photon beam.
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(s )v : Stopping-power ratio appropriate to B-F chamber for^
electron beam E.
(s ), : As above, but for photon beam X.
mg X
Chapter 11
Gj,q3+ : Ferric ion G-value corresponding to energy dissipated
at a particular local LET.
Gj, or G(T) : As above, but expressed as a function of electron K.E.
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